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Directed by:
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Professor Meyer Weinberg

throughout the world,

Indigenous nations

have been subject to colonial policies and practices which
deliberately seek to obliterate the way of life of
Indigenous societies.

The Kanienkehaka nation is but one

of the thousands of such nations struggling to survive and
resist against state invasions within traditional national
territories.
This study examines the current conflict-relationship
between the Kanienkehaka nation and the State
from a historical/cultural/political
crisis of July 11,

1990 will

(U.S./Canada)

framework.

The Oka

serve as a case study.

This study also constructs pedagogy that examines both
U.S./Canadian governmental policies towards Indigenous
nations,

specifically the Kanienkehaka nation.

This

curriculum is designed to assist teachers place each
chapter in an educational context by specifying central
themes that revolve around the historical/contemporary
relationship existing between the Kanienkehaka nation and
the State.
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GLOSSARY

Ganienkeh - Land of the flint
Guswantah - Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement symbolizing the
social and political relationship based on co-existence
of respect, peace, and non-interference between two
sovereign nations.
Haudenosaunee or Hotinonsione - People who build;
people of the Longhouse

or,

Kahnawake - By the rapids
Kahnawakeronon - People of Kahnawake
Kaianerekowa - The Great Law of Peace
Kanehsatake or Kanesatake - Place of the crusty sand
Kanienkehaka - People of the flint
Oyaner

(clanmother)

- Good path

Rotiskenrahkete - Those who carry the burden and
responsibility of protecting the origins; or,
the burden of peace and justice
Rotiyaner

(chief)

- He makes good path

vm

who carry

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Global Context
Historically,

throughout the world,

Indigenous nations

have been subject to colonial policies and practices which
deliberately seek to obliterate the way of life of
Indigenous societies.

The Kanienkehaka

(a.k.a.

Mohawk)

nation is but one of the thousands of such nations
struggling to survive and resist against state invasions
within traditional national territories.

As a part of

reclaiming the Indigenous language that shapes the
worldview of Kanienkehaka people,

the term Kanienkehaka

will be used throughout this dissertation as opposed to the
European word Mohawk.

There are exceptions,

particularly

in identifying the administrative office of the Longhouse
which is the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office in
Kahnawake.
Let us

first review information that is critical to

understanding the issues affecting Indigenous peoples
worldwide.

Although there is no universal definition of

Indigenous peoples,

the United Nations Working Group on

Indigenous populations has accepted the definition
developed by the Special Rapporteur in 1982 which defines
Indigenous peoples as

follows:

Indigenous communities, peoples, and nations
are those which having a historical continuity
with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies
that developed on their territories, consider
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themselves distinct from other sectors of the
societies now prevailing in those territories,
or parts of them.
They form at present non¬
dominant sectors of society and are determined
to preserve, develop and transmit to future
generations their ancestral territories, and
their ethnic identity, as the basis of their
continued existence as peoples, in accordance
with their own cultural patterns, social
institutions and legal systems (Aga Khan, bin
Talal, 1987: 8).

In addition,

Indigenous peoples also share a worldview

that is considered to be a sacred and spiritual
relationship to the land and waters known as Mother Earth.
In turn,

this sacred worldview of reverence and respect for

the land and all life's creation is manifested in
traditional songs and ceremonies.
societies,

In most Indigenous

it is believed that as caretakers of the land,

Indigenous peoples have been assigned sacred duties and
responsibilities by the Great Spirit to ensure that the
land and all life's creations are preserved and remain
intact in order to maintain the existence and continuous
survival of Indigenous nations as distinct peoples within
the world community.

Thus,

in the Haudenosaunee

Confederacy's message to the western world:

The Haudenosaunee, or the Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy, has existed on this land since the
beginning of human memory.
Our culture is
among the most ancient continuously existing
cultures in the world.
We still remember the
earliest doings of human beings.
We remember
the original instructions of the Creators of
Life on this place we call Etenoha - Mother
Earth.
We are the spiritual guardians of this
place....We were instructed to carry a love for
one another, and to show a great respect for
all the beings of this Earth.
We are shown
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that our life exists with the tree life, that
our well-being depends on the well-being of the
Vegetable Life, that we are close relatives of
the four-legged beings.
In our way, spiritual
consciousness is the highest form of
politics...Our roots are deep in the lands
where we live.
We have a great love for our
country, for our birthplace is there.
The soil
is rich from the bones of thousands of our
generations.
Each of us were created in those
lands, and it is our duty to take great care of
them, because from these lands will spring the
future generations of the Ongwehehonwhe.
We
walk about with a great respect, for the Earth
is a very sacred place (Basic Call to
Consciousness, 1986: 49).

In regard to population,

there are:

approximately 200 million indigenous people in
the world totalling approximately 4 per cent of
the global population.
They live in all
continents, in capitalist and socialist
countries, and in rich and poor countries... It
is estimated there are some 250,000 Aborigines
in Australia, 300,000 Maoris in New Zealand,
60,000 Sami (Lapps) in the Scandinavian
countries, 100,000 Inuits (Eskimos) in
circumpolar States, some 30 to 80 million (the
low figure being governments' estimates; the
high figure that of the indigenous themselves)
indigenous peoples in Central and South America
and 3 to 13 million indigenous people in North
America (depending if the Chicanos and Metis
are included)... In Asia...there are estimated
to be some 150 million: in India over 51
million; in China 67 million; in the
Philippines 6.5 million; in Bangladesh over one
million; in Burma 11 million and in Siberia and
the Soviet Far East, some one million; in
Oceania, two million.
In the broader sense of
the definition, several million in Africa could
be included " (Aga Khan, bin Talal, 1987: 11).

National identity is a characteristic also common to
Indigenous peoples.

Many Indigenous nations have never

recognized a foreign state's assertion of sovereignty over
their land,

people,

and their natural resources.
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The Palestinians do not view themselves as Israelis?
the Miskitos do not view themselves as Nicaraguans:

the

Tamils do not identify as Sri Lankans; the Oromo do not
view themselves as Ethiopians; the Mayans view themselves
as Mayans and not Guatemalans? the Maoris identify as
Maoris and not New Zealanders,

the Aboriginals of Australia

identify as Aboriginals and not Australians; the Samis
identify themselves as Samis and not Norwegians,
nor Finnish of Finland

(Nietschmann,

1987).

Swedish,

The Okanagans

of British Columbia do not identify themselves as
Canadians; nor do the Kanienkehaka people identify as
U.S./Canadian citizens.

They identify as citizens of the

Kanienkehaka nation.

Statement of Problem
This qualitative study examines the current
relationship between the Kanienkehaka nation and the state
(U.S.,

and Canada)

from a historical/cultural/political

theoretical framework.
The invasions of Indigenous lands and territories by
foreign states,

in particular multinational corporations,

as primary targets of economic exploitation have escalated
worldwide.

Foreign states'

and multinational companies'

insatiable greed to exploit timber,

gold, mineral and other

natural resources for profit has intensified the
unrelenting drive to forcibly uproot Indigenous peoples
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from their traditional lands at the expense of many lives
and/or destruction of the environment.
Colonialism has profoundly affected Indigenous nations
worldwide.

How have Indigenous peoples responded to the

waves of colonialism?

In some cases Indigenous nations

were completely annihilated from the face of this earth
such as the Beothuk of Newfoundland.

European diseases and

warfare contributed profoundly to the decimation of the
numbers of Indigenous peoples as well.
1788,

For example,

since

the number of Aboriginals of Australia has decreased

from 300,000 to approximately 60,000;

the Aztec population

dropped from 30 million to about 10 million people during
the European invasion
Turtle Island

(Aga Khan bin Talal,

(North America),

1987).

And in

millions of Indigenous

peoples were annihilated due to European diseases and
military warfare.
In other cases,

there are Indigenous nations which have

become culturally extinct in terms of loss of language
and/or ancient ceremonies;

other Indigenous nations have

been ejected from their ancient territorial landbase and
have been forced to assimilate or acculturate certain
aspects of the dominant society as means of survival.
And there are Indigenous nations who continue to live
within their ancient traditional national territories,

and

who have successfully kept intact and continue to practice
all traditional cultural elements such as language;
ceremonies or rituals essential for the perpetuation and
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survival of their traditional cultures.

The colonial

policies and practices used against Indigenous nations of
Turtle Island are based on violence - a fact that continues
to exist today into the 21st century.
Many Indigenous nations have been forced to resort to
defensive military measures against the continued
annexation of land,

the exploitation of natural resources,

and forced assimilation into mainstream society.

Equally

significant is that today's global conflict affecting
Indigenous nations,

is "focused on the Third World,

and

pits guerrilla insurgencies against state governments and
states against indigenous nations.

It is over control of

the state and state control over autonomous nations.
of these wars are over territory,

Most

resources and

identity...Media and academia are anchored in the state.
Their tendency is to consider struggles against the state
to be illegitimate or invisible"
In the summer of 1990,
known as Kanehsatake

(Nietschmann,

1987:

1).

a small Indigenous community

(Oka),

the ancient territorial land

indigenous to Kanienkehaka nation located in Quebec,

Canada

emerged onto center stage as part of the world community
affixed its eyes on Oka.
peoples'

struggles,

Why?

Similar to other Indigenous

ancient Kanienkehaka national resources

were once more being targeted by Canadian state violence to
intensify the appropriation of Kanienkehaka land for the
purpose of "economic development."

The Oka crisis is not a

new phenomenon but in fact is simply another chapter
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concerning the history of the Kanienkehaka nation's
resistance and struggle for national

liberation against

state repression.
Today's global conflict of Indigenous peoples'
struggles exist in what is now termed the Fourth World.
this context,

In

the concept of Fourth World is defined as

"nation of peoples and their countries that exist beneath
the imposed states.

Indigenous nation peoples consider

themselves to be members of distinct nations by virtue of
birth and cultural and territorial heritage;

they may not

even consider themselves to be citizens of some
state government made up of other peoples
places"

(Ibid.:

3).

intruding

from other

As a colonized people,

the

Kanienkehaka nation serves as an example of a nation of
people

forced to take up arms in self-defence as a final

tactic to prevent state appropriation of more Kanienkehaka
lands.

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this qualitative research study is to
provide a historical/cultural/political analysis of the
present conditions affecting the Kanienkehaka nation within
£

the context of domestic wars and the state

- Canada and

*Note: From a Kanienkehaka perspective, one of the
prophecies among the Haudenosaunee people predicts that a
two-headed serpent would invade the territories of the
Haudenosaunee and attempt to destroy the people.
Symbolically, the two-headed serpent is referred to the
colonial governments - Canada and the United States.
The
concept of state will be utilized in reference to both the
United States/Canada throughout this dissertation.
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the United States and its assimilative policies towards
Indigenous peoples.
By examining the current conflict-relationship between
the Kanienkehaka nation and the state from a historical
context,

the reader can understand how external

factors

have profoundly shaped the social/political conditions
affecting the Kanienkehaka nation today.
The significance of this study is that I have
documented and recorded events concerning Oka Crisis

from a

Kanienkehaka woman's perspective which gives authenticity
to this study.

By this,

I mean that I have not only

incorporated interviews and perspectives
Kanienkehaka people,

from other

but I also include my own personal

first-hand observations while I was home in Kahnawake
during the Oka crisis.
The documentation of the Oka Crisis of July 1990

from a

Kanienkehaka perspective hopefully will contribute to the
rich oral and recorded histories concerning the history of
the Kanienkehaka nation.

I

feel

it important to document

and record the historical events of the Oka Crisis not only
for my people,

but for all

Indigenous peoples who are also

struggling to free themselves

from the oppressive state in

order to survive as sovereign Indigenous nations.
This study offers descriptions of the various responses
the Kanienkehaka nation expressed from a
social/cultural/political context.

Examining and

reflecting on the various strategic and political positions
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expressed by the Kanienkehaka nation will enable the reader
to identify and evaluate the strengths and/or weaknesses
concerning the tactics and political/defensive policies of
the Kanienkehaka nation.
This study points out that a small percentage of the
citizens of the Kanienkehaka nation of Kahnawake and a
Kanehsatake

(Oka)

did not support the establishment of

barricades nor the use of armed self-defence against the
state.

Internal disagreements or conflicts within a

community/or communities are not unique in comparison to
Euro-American/Canadian people who may also disagree with
their leadership concerning governmental policies.
In light of the above,

the objectives of this study are

to:
1.

To enhance the reader's understanding of the identity
of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,
Kanienkehaka nation,

specifically the

in a

historical/cultural/social/political context.
2.

To identify and examine the current outside forces
affecting the current Kanienkehaka nation - state
conflict.

3.

To examine the various responses,

of the Kanienkehaka

nation against state repression.
4.

To enhance the reader's critical awareness of how
racism and violence have been intrinsic to Euro-Canadian
society.

5.

To construct a pedagogical tool to be used in Native
American studies,

Indigenous communities,

and other

related academic disciplines involving the study of
Indigenous nations - state relations.
This study was developed to serve as a curriculum tool
to be used in a high school or college level undergraduate or graduate level course concerning the
historical/contemporary relationship between the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state.

Data Collection and Methods
As a Kanienkehaka woman and researcher of this study,

I

have employed the qualitative tools which have enabled me
to document the Oka Crisis of July 11th,

1990 from many

perspectives.
Data collection consisted of utilizing various
qualitative methods:

the role of the researcher as

participant-observer in the field; the collection and
analysis of official and personal documents; journals; use
of newspaper clippings; transcripts of interviews from
Media sources and video tapes; participant interviews; and
the use of library research materials as secondary sources.
The employment of multiple data sources not only
informs a unique basis of analysis,

but will aid the reader

in gaining a critical awareness of the conflict
relationship presently existing between the Kanienkehaka
nation and the state today.
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Participant Observer
From a Kanienkehaka woman's perspective, my role as
participant-observer concerning the events as described in
this study substantiates the authenticity of this study.
My personal knowledge and observation of events on a daily
level attending community meetings,

and working as a

volunteer in the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office in my
home community,

Kahnawake, throughout the Oka crisis -

augment the authenticity of the data collected for this
study.
From a pedagogical perspective, personal knowledge and
description of events will make it accessible to students
to become more involved with the personal lives of the
people in this study.

Personal accounts and insights will

help the reader analyze the role of the intimate thoughts,
feelings or emotions as described in this study.

My role

as participant-observer will allow the reader to better
understand why certain events occurred? and how these
events influenced the social and political movements of a
people fighting against state repression.

Interviews
In line with the use of oral histories as a cultural
mechanism to preserve and pass on knowledge regarding the
histories of Indigenous societies,

I have used interviews

as a tool to translate the participant's daily life
experiences and interpretations of events by presenting
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their story.

I have interviewed seven Indigenous people

who were active participants in the events as described in
this study.
The collective voice of a people will enhance the
reader's critical analysis within the context of a people,
a nation of people struggling against state repression.
Thereby,

access to the personal accounts will enhance

the reader's own critical analysis based on the valuable
information in understanding the social/cultural/political
motivations and perceptions of a people's reality.
Transcripts of personal accounts of individuals also serve
to strengthen the basis of analysis for this study.
Another method I have employed in terms of collecting
and documenting testimonies of individuals presenting their
story was through the use of audio- taping a video entitled
Voices Of Oka - A Native Recounting of the Mohawk Siege of
1990.

Transcripts from the audio - tape of testimonies

from the participants who were behind the barricades in Oka
also allows the reader to gain insight into the personal
lives and daily life experiences of people living under
police/military occupation.

Official and Personal Documents
As a volunteer working in the Kanienkehaka Mohawk
nation office in Kahnawake at various points during the Oka
crisis, my duties involved the gathering and classifying of
documents that were faxed in the office; and collecting
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testimonies of people who were subject to daily human
rights violations by the police/military.

Among the

documents were communiques; press releases; government
documents; position proposals by the Kanienkehaka nation
and the state; newsletters; support statements from
Indigenous nations from the national and international
community,

in addition to other faxes from other political

organizations and church groups.
Such documents have enriched the analysis with
additional insight and analysis with regard to the events
of this study.

This material augments the reader's

analysis from a broader perspective in terms of the various
political responses and positions put forth by the
Kanienkehaka nation,

the state,

and the international

community.
The employment of personal letters written from the
perspective of the young people will also provide the
reader insight into the personal views and thoughts that
reflect their social/cultural/political perceptions of
reality in society.

Library Research
I have employed historical research as a methodology to
present the necessary data from a historical/contemporary
context.

The use of journals, books and other materials

written from the Indigenous perspective augments the
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authenticity of this researcher's basis of analysis and
interpretation of events.
For example,
Consciousness.

a book titled,

Basic Call To

published by Akwesasne Notes,

written from the Haudenosaunee perspective.

1986,

is

It has

provided this researcher with the necessary information
that informs my theoretical analysis from a
historical/cultural/social/political context.

The use of

journals such as the Northeast Indian Quarterly also
provided additional

information needed to examine the

social/economic/and political changes affecting Indigenous
peoples,

specifically the Haudenosaunee Confederacy from a

historical/contemporary context.
I have also referred to articles from anthropology that
provide this researcher with additional
interpretation.

information and

This will aid the reader to identify and

understand the Kanienkehaka nations'

attempts at social and

political change in the contemporary context.
As part of my data collection,
part on newspapers,

I have had to rely in

particularly The Gazette

(of Montreal),

as a source of information to establish a daily framework
of events that occurred.

And yet,

fully aware of the

contradictions in regards to the use of the media,

I have

also provided a critical examination of the media with
regard to the Oka conflict as they played an instrumental
role in the fabrication of images that were anti-
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indigenous? and often presented misinformation to the
public as well.

Context of Chapters
Chapter two begins with a brief literature review that
examines studies of the conflict-relationship between
Indigenous nations and the state within the context of
Indigenous struggles for national self-determination.

In

order for the reader to gain an understanding of the
history between the Kanienkehaka nation and the state,
Chapter three provides a brief description of who the
Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy,
specifically the Kanienkehaka nation,

are as a nation of

peoples from a historical/cultural/socio-political context.
This view will provide the reader with a more balanced
presentation that tends to be excluded in standard
histories written from a Eurocentric viewpoint.

Brief

descriptions of roles of women and men from a
historical/contemporary context within Haudenosaunee
society will be given.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader
with a framework that enhances her/his understanding about
the events from the past that speaks to the experiences of
colonized peoples that links to and informs the present
social conditions among the Kanienkehaka nation.
Chapter four describes in general the 1988 Royal
Canadian Mounted Police invasion against the Kanienkehaka
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of Kahnawake? and the helicopter incident of March 1990 in
Ganienkeh,
border.

located in upstate New York,

along the Canadian

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the

reader with the necessary background information to
comprehend the political and/or economic motives behind
state policies towards Indigenous peoples,
Kanienkehaka nation.

specifically the

Examination of such state policies in

this chapter will help explain why the state

(Canada)

has

continued to employ repressive policies that led to the Oka
crisis in July of 1990.

Community resistance and responses

will also be discussed in this chapter.
Chapter five focuses on the Oka conflict of July 11th,
1990,

and delineates the major events that led up to and

ensued during the Oka crisis.

Police violence and

violations of human rights against citizens of the
Kanienkehaka nation? and intense racism expressed by local
Euro-Canadians will be also highlighted.

Such descriptions

of events or scenarios that took place during the Oka
crisis will allow the reader to gain an understanding of
the experiences of a colonized people struggling for
survival in contemporary society.
Chapter six examines the various policies and tactics
employed by the state to de-politicize and transform the
Kanienkehaka nation's struggle into a domestic - criminal
context.

The various state policies and tactics employed

during the negotiating process throughout the Oka conflict
will be examined.

Descriptions of both covert and overt
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military attacks upon the communities of Kahnawake and
Kanehsatake will also be described.
By examining the various policies adopted by the state,
this will heighten the reader's critical analysis about the
state and its policies towards Indigenous nations.
Chapter seven will describe life behind the barricades
in both Kahnawake and Kanehsatake in the context of
community resistance and collective struggle.

In what ways

did Kanienkehaka people respond to the conditions of living
under police/military occupation?

In addition to the

personal observations by this researcher,

personal accounts

by other participants such as the journalists who were also
behind the barricades will enable the reader to gain a
personal view and understanding of the experiences people
were subjected to a police/military occupation.
Chapter eight describes the various responses expressed
by the national and international community throughout the
Oka crisis.

What were some of the ways Indigenous nations

organized on a national scale from east to west?

What were

the positions taken by international organizations,

human

rights groups and foreign governments towards the state
during the Oka conflict?

This chapter will enable the

reader to develop a broader integrative analysis regarding
the state's role in violating international standards that
protect the human rights of Indigenous peoples in their
struggle for national liberation.
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Chapter nine,

as the conclusion, will provide an

integrative and critical analysis of the central themes
discussed throughout this study.
Finally,

the Appendices include three sections in which

section A provides a pedagogical tool to help teachers
place chapters three to nine in an educational context by
conveying central themes that revolve around the
historical/current conflict-relationship existing between
Indigenous nations,

and specifically the Kanienkehaka

nation and the state.

Section B provides maps and section

C provides documents that serve as curricula materials to
be used along with this dissertation.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter will provide a literature review that
examines studies of the conflict-relationship between
Indigenous nations and the state within the context of
Indigenous struggles for national self-determination.

The

literature review begins with a brief discussion of general
issues affecting Indigenous peoples struggling for national
self-determination from a national and global context.
Note that for the global context,

a brief review will be

given to inform the reader about the various struggles
Indigenous nations are experiencing around the world.
to the constraints of this study,

Due

I will focus only on a

few examples in Canada and the United States.

Following

this section appears a critical discussion of articles or
books that deal specifically with the Kanienkehaka nation
and the Oka Crisis of 1990.

Due to the lack of literature

pertaining specifically on the current struggles of
Kanienkehaka nation for national self-determination,

I have

included other articles that focus on other Indigenous
nations who circumstances are similar to the Kanienkehaka
nation.
The literature review will be arranged in a way that
will examine the following issues:
1)

Indigenous nations'

liberation struggles on a national

scale in their attempt to achieve national selfdetermination .
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2)

How Indigenous peoples are responding to the escalation
of foreign state invasion of their lands and
territories.

3)

What form/s of resistance are being adopted by
Indigenous nations to achieve their goals:
b)

armed struggle? c)

cultural/social:

a)

political?

or is resistance

expressed by accommodation via political/cultural?
4)

What are the conflicts or contradictions in the
literature? what are the differences/similarities in its
treatment/or omissions in the review?

Global Context
Many Indigenous nations today are resisting state
invasions through various forms:

armed resistance? civil

disobedience? or through political tactics such as
litigation and lobbying on a national and international
level.

Some Indigenous nations have resorted to

participating in the state's governmental system as a means
of achieving political/economic equality such as the Sami
of Norway.
There are two important books that discuss the various
issues of Indigenous nations'

struggle and resistance

against state invasions from a global context.
book,

The first

titled Indigenous Peoples A Quest for Justice. A

Report for the Independent Commission On International
Humanitarian Issues,

published by Zed Books,

1987, provides

the reader with an excellent overview regarding the
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background information on Indigenous peoples? the various
types of invasions such as forced relocation,
militarization,

and genocide.

The underlying issues

focused in this book include mines? Dams and forests which
are the root causes for the joint state/multinational
entities to engage in genocidal practices today.
Indigenous Movements,

responses and aspirations to

state/corporate invasions are also examined.

The emergence

of many national and international political organizations
by Indigenous nations such as the International Indian
Treaty Council? the World Council on Indigenous Peoples?
the National Indian Brotherhood in Canada? and the Assembly
of First Nations in Canada have evolved out of response to
address the violations of human rights?

land rights issues

and sovereignty issues on a international level.
I found this book to be very informative and insightful
for any reader who is interested in gaining a broader
political perspective about the quest for Indigenous
nations'

struggle for survival and self-determination.

Julian Burger's book,

Report from the Frontier.

State of the World's Indigenous Peoples,

The

also published by

Zed Books 1987 covers similar aspects such as identifying
Indigenous nations globally and the various kind of
colonization experiences? and the examination of
state/corporate invasions into Indigenous peoples'
territories as described in the first book.
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Burger's book contains 14 chapters,

(as opposed to

eight chapters contained in the earlier)

categorized into

geopolitical areas, specifically discussing in detail the
many Indigenous nations pre and post colonial experiences?
the various military/political strategies employed by
Indigenous nations on a global scale.

Examination of

corporate entities together with the foreign states reveal
their policies that lead to the escalation of
state/corporate invasions into Indigenous territories.
Burger's book contains maps, Declaration statements
from various International Indigenous organizations
regarding self-determination and figures revealing
population statistics, and

information regarding the major

mineral deposits and other natural resources targeted by
corporate entities for appropriation and exploitation
located in Indigenous territories.

These tools are very

useful not only for educational purposes, but they also
reveal the names of major corporate giants that are
currently devastating the traditional economies and way of
life of Indigenous nations.
Burger also discusses the various political/military
strategies for survival Indigenous nations are engaged in
on a national and international level.

Burger attaches to

an appendix a list of the various Indigenous people's
organizations in the world ranging from local communities
to regional and international levels.

A list of names of

non-governmental organizations is also included.
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Both books are highly recommended for those interested
in gaining perspective concerning the global quest of
Indigenous nations for survival in the 21st century.
Critique on Literature on Oka Crisis
In Jan Grabowski's article entitled,

"Mohawk Crisis at

Kanesatake and Kahnawake," in the European Review of Native
American Studies.

(5:

1,

1991)

journal, the author provides

a critical analysis of the Oka crisis from a brief
historical perspective.
Grabowski begins with a brief discussion on the role of
the Sulpicians and their relationship with the Kanienkehaka
from Kanehsatake from an historical context.

The

historical information is useful, but I would recommend the
reader to read with caution, because there are some
inaccuracies in regard to the historical/cultural/political
aspects of the Kanienkehaka nation.
To begin with, the author writes,

"Traditionally, since

the 1870s the Native bands have been represented by band
councils—elected bodies recognized by the federal and
provincial governments.

Elected with the approval of clan

mothers by all male members of the band, the councils
negotiated external problems with Canadian authorities
while policing their respective territories from within..."
(p.

12) .

The author fails to note that historically the elected
band council systems were forcibly imposed by the state and
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many Indigenous nations,

especially the Kanienkehaka

nation,

consistently resisted this oppressive act by the

state.

Secondly,

it is inaccurate to state that the clan

mothers approved of the elective councils role with the
state.

Such an approval is an act of treason and is in

direct violation of the Great Law of Peace.
mothers select the traditional Rotiyaners

The clan

(chiefs)

in

accordance to the Great Law of Peace.
Thus,

the Great Law of Peace states:

If a nation, part of a nation, or more than
one nation within the Five Nations should in
any way endeavor to destroy the Great Law of
Peace by neglect or violating its laws and
resolve to dissolve the Confederacy, such a
nation or such nations shall be deemed guilty
of treason and called enemies of the
Confederacy and the Great Law of Peace (Wampum
92, in Parker, 1916: 54-55).

Consequently,

the author fails to note the traditional

role of the women within Haudenosaunee society.

The

critical fact omitted from this article is that the state
forcibly imposed the elected council system to deliberately
undermine the political role of the women within the
communities and replace it with the colonizer's patriarchal
political structure.

In this context,

the state recognized

only the elected band council system in Indigenous
communities.

The imposition of the elected system is part

of the colonizer's broader scheme to assimilate Indigenous
peoples into mainstream society and to undermine the
political struggle of Indigenous nations for sovereignty.
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It seems that the author latched onto the term "clan
mothers" and used their role erroneously.
In regards to the discussion of the warriors,

the

author incorrectly states that the warriors originated in
Akwesasne...and that "people like Joey Deom and Loran
Thompson
crisis)

(both were to play a significant role in the Oka
formed a para-military organization whose goal was

to win the leadership among the Mohawks"

(p.

13).

both statements are inaccurate and misleading.

Again

The role of

the "warrior" or in the Kanienkehaka language,
Rotiskenrahkete, meaning those who carry the burden and
responsibilities to protect the origins,

carries a

spiritual/political/military meaning in which protecting
the people,

land,

and jurisdiction of the Kanienkehaka

territories from outside forces has always been and
continues to be a significant function within Haudenosaunee
culture and society.
If the author had consulted the Great Law of Peace as
recorded by A.C.

Parker

(1916), he would have discovered

that the section titled. Rights and Powers, wampums 79,
82,

83,

88,

89,

90,

91,

81,

includes specific examples which

refer to the duties and responsibilities of the War Chief
and the Rotiskenrahkete.

Under the section titled Funeral

Address, wampum 110 provides a funeral address for a
Rotiskenrahkete as there is for the rest of the people.
The "warriors" is thus not a new trend that just popped up
in Akwesasne.

Note that the oral history of the
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Haudenosaunee Confederacy relates that the Great Law of
Peace was established thousands of years before the
invasion of the European colonizers.
Secondly, Joe Deom and Loran Thompson did not organize
the so-called para-military organization.

Both these men

served as part of the negotiation committee throughout the
Oka crisis.

The author makes these assumptions without any

kind of evidence to back them up.
The author then discusses "Native leadership" in
Kanehsatake.

"...First odd man out was the Kanesatake's

band council chief George Martin, who had to seek refuge
behind police lines after being threatened by the armed
warriors"

(p.

13).

The author fails to explain why George

Martin was told to leave Oka.

The people behind the

barricades in Oka were convinced that Martin stole
thousands of dollars that was given to the community from
the Hobbema nation from Alberta.
I was a witness in the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation
office that day

(I think it was in late July)

and spoke to

two brothers from Alberta who informed me and another woman
in the office that they were the ones who wrote a check in
Martin's name because they did not know of other people in
Oka.

They only knew his name because he was an elected

council member of Oka.

The brother from Alberta said that

the money was for the community,

not for Martin himself.

People behind the Oka barricades were curious as to why
Martin was walking around with thousands of dollars in his
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pocket.

Where did he get that money?

Thus, we had

informed the clan mothers and the people about what we had
learned.

The people in Oka had clan meetings to discuss

this issue.
The clan mothers told the Rotiskenrahkete to ask Martin
about the money.

Martin refused to give up the money so he

was asked to leave the community.

It was not over a

question of leadership as the author presumes in this
article.
In the following paragraph,

the author outlines the

Kanienkehaka nation demands that were put on the
negotiating table ranging from "Natives to control the
natural resources; the right to conduct an independent
economic policy?.,

the right of the Kanienkehaka to enter

independently in international agreements;..."

(p.

13).

The author fails to mention that these were the long-term
issues to be discussed with the state once the state
adhered to the immediate demands as outlined in pre¬
conditions agreement that were the short term central
issues of negotiations during the Oka crisis as discussed
in chapter 5.
Thereby, when the author outlines the demands of the
Kanienkehaka nation without a context the reader is
misinformed about the negotiation process and the demands
put forth by the Kanienkehaka nation.
On the final page of the Grabowski article,

the author

points out the intensity of anti-Mohawk sentiments in
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Quebec during the Oka crisis.

Grabowski then mentions how

the Mohawks added insult to injury by choosing to ignore
the French factor in terms of informing the outside world
only in the use of the "English language...

that this

confirmed the French media's allegations that the province
was faced with an Anglo-Indian conspiracy.
Parizeau,

Jacques

the leader of the Parti Quebecois,

expressed his

opinion stating that the Warriors were terrorists and
should be dealt with as such"
the French paper Le Devoir,

(p.

14).

The author cites

dated August 15,

1990,

as a

source of reference to support the above statement.
The allegation that the Kanienkehaka people only used
the Anglo language to inform the outside world is also
incorrect.

As a volunteer working in the Kanienkehaka

Mohawk nation office I affirm that we specifically had
media personnel who were bilingual in English and French.
All press releases to the media were written and presented
in both languages throughout the crisis.

Secondly,

the

inclusion of Parizeau's statement about the "warriors were
terrorist" seemed to be tacked on without any context
whatsoever.

What do Parizeau's unfounded accusations about

the "warriors as terrorist" have to do with the so-called
"Anglo-Indian" conspiracy?

Again,

the author has failed to

do some indepth research which not only weakened her basis
of analysis, but also perpetuated inaccuracies concerning
the events that occurred throughout the Oka crisis as well
as negative and distorted images about the Rotiskenrahkete.
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The author has not consulted materials written from the
Haudenosaunee perspective that might have provided him with
a stronger basis of analysis.

Grabowski's article must be

read with caution.
Gerald R. Alfred's article "From Bad to Worse.

Internal

Politics in the 1990 Crisis at Kahnawake” published in The
Northeast Indian Quarterly.
Kanienkehaka perspective.
this dissertation,

(1991)

is written from a

Due to the space constraints of

I will only provide a brief analysis of

some of the major points Alfred discusses in this article.
This article focuses on the role of the "Warrior
Longhouse faction" and argues that:

the Warrior Longhouse faction manipulated
Kahnawake's general support for Mohawk land
rights issues and transformed a general
sympathy for Kanesatake into an active
complicity in the protection of Warrior
Longhouse financial interests and
ideology... and that political cleavages in
Kahnawake are rooted in the tensions and
ambiguities of Mohawk identity in contemporary"
(p. 24, 25).

To begin with,

the author correctly points out the

existence of various factions within the Kahnawake
community which is not a new phenomenon within mainstream
society.

The various political and religious organizations

reflect the many factional groups in mainstream society.
However,

this author fails to provide the reader with any

kind of historical/political context regarding the impact
of colonial state policies directed towards Indigenous
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nations which have resulted to the development of internal
factionalism.

For example,

there is no mention of the

forced imposition of the state's elective band council
system; nor is there any explanation given to the role of
the Catholic church as active agents in the destruction and
assimilation of Indigenous nations into mainstream society.
An analysis and discussion as to how such colonial factors
created factionalism would have strengthened the reader's
understanding as to why factionalism continues to exist in
Kanienkehaka communities.
To state that the Kahnawakeronon lack a "vague though
persistent sense of Iroquois historical tradition and a
keen awareness of being a 'Mohawk' as opposed to being a
non-Indian"

(p.

25)

is incorrect and antithetical to the

historical pattern of Kanienkehaka resistance.
Nationalism was/is the underlying factor that defines
any national liberation struggle,
Kanienkehaka nation.

in particular the

Chapter 4 of this dissertation

clearly points out examples of the unity between various
factions such as Christians and traditional Longhouse
people in various Kanienkehaka communities united to fight
against state repression.

The political/cultural identity

of the Kanienkehaka people served as the underlying basis
for rejecting the 1924 Citizenship Act imposed by the
United States government; and resistance to the forced
imposition of the foreign elective band council within
Kanienkehaka communities as well.
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Another flaw that misinforms the reader regarding the
role of the Rotiskenrahkete within Haudenosaunee society is
Alfred's definition about the word "warrior."
"The term 'Warrior'

He writes:

(the closest approximation of which in

the Mohawk language simply denotes all young people of the
Mohawk Nation)..."
incorrect as well.

(p.

25).

This definition is absolutely

The fact that Rotiskenrahkete is a part

of the Kanienkehaka language is testimony to the ancient
existence and function of the Rotiskenrahkete within
Haudenosaunee society.
This dissertation provides a chapter that attempts to
explain the significance of the Rotiskenrahkete within a
historical/cultural/political/spiritual context.
Another flaw concerning the Rotiskenrahkete is
exemplified in the following statement:

"even Mohawks

allied with the Warriors in the illegal cigarette trade
since 1985..." implies an analysis similar to that of the
colonizing state.
historic,

That is, Alfred's view implies that the

human and political rights of the Kanienkehaka

people to engage in economic free trade within traditional
national Kanienkehaka territories are in direct violation
of the imposing state's laws.
Instead of attempting to provide a critical analysis of
the colonizer's policies against the Kanienkehaka nation
and how such policies have influenced the creation of
existing factions within the community is indicative of
Alfred's myopic view regarding the political history of the
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Kanienkehaka nation and its conflict-relationship with the
colonizing state.
In regards to the negotiation process, Alfred purports
that:

"As the conflict degenerated into a political

stalemate and armed standoff at the barricades,

the

provincial government sought to negotiate it to an end.
But instead of initiating discussions with the elected
bodies representing the majority of Mohawks,

the government

of Quebec focused on direct talks with the militants who
had erected barricades around Kahnawake"

(p.

26).

The flaw

in this view is that the elected band council does not
represent the majority of the community;

similar to the

view that the traditional Longhouse do not represent the
majority of the community
7,

(Kahnawake).

In Chapters 6 and

the negotiation team clearly represented Kanienkehaka

people from various political or religious sects.

One

theme that is discussed in this dissertation is the unity
of both political systems
system)

(Longhouse and band council

working together under the umbrella of the

traditional Longhouse government.

The elected band council

understood that they had no political power or recognition
as a sovereign government because they exist under the
system of a foreign government.

And since the political

position of the traditional Longhouse government was based
on the fundamental human right to national selfdetermination as a sovereign nation,

the elected council

ultimately aligned itself with the traditional government
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of the Longhouse.

The band council members were very

cognizant of their own limitations that they could not
independently negotiate with the state within the political
context as a sovereign nation because they fell under the
jurisdiction of the colonizing state.
In conclusion,

this article raises some interesting

points such as factionalism but requires a more in-depth
analysis which could shed light on why factionalism exists
with Indigenous communities.
By stressing exclusively how the Rotiskenrahkete
"manipulated Kahnawake's general support for Mohawk land
rights..." Alfred more or less ignores the impact of the
colonizer's policies and practices that led to the creation
of factionalism within Indigenous communities,

specifically

the Kanienkehaka nation.

Government Documents on the Oka Crisis
A report published by the Quebec Human Rights
Commission titled,

Oka-Kanehsatake - Summer 1990.

Collective Shock. April 1991,

A

is an excellent document that

is informative and insightful for those interested in the
documentation of events that occurred before and during the
Oka crisis.

A brief historical chronology of events

leading up to the Oka crisis aids the reader in making an
historical analysis regarding the conflict-relationship
between the Kanienkehaka of Kanehsatake and the
missionaries,

and the state.

Documentation is provided by
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Quebec Human Rights observers on the daily racism,
harassment and human rights violations by the police and
local white people in both Kahnawake and Kanehsatake.
Inclusion of police invasions in other Indigenous
communities such as Resitgouch-1981;
Les Escoumins-1989,

Riviere Moisie-1984;

and Kahnawake-1989 and the various

human rights violations by the police broadens the reader's
perspective about police brutality and abuse of police
authority within Indigenous communities.

The report does

contain recommendations and/or proposals to aid in
resolving the conflict-relationship between the state and
Indigenous nations,
However,

specifically the Kanienkehaka nation.

one aspect the report fails to address

in more

detail was the refusal of the Quebec government to provide
funding to the Quebec Human Rights Commission "to hold a
public hearing on relations between the police forces and
Native people."

The latter statement which amounted in one

sentence is all the report said about the Quebec
government.
Overall,

Why?
however,

this document is rich in detail and

contains valuable information.

Books on the Oka Crisis
A few months after the Oka crisis,

journalists Craig

Maclaine and Michael Baxendale published a book titled.
This Land is Our Land:
With a brief historical

The Mohawk Revolt at Oka,
introduction,

1990.

the book chronicles
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events that occurred throughout the Oka crisis.

The

information is presented in a journalistic fashion.
example,

For

the authors frequently provide a paragraph

describing an on-going situation month-by-month or day-byday.

I found this approach to be useful as I corroborated

the book's account of specific factual events with daily
newspapers for certain events.
The use of interviews of Kanienkehaka people also
strengthened the book in terms of enlightening the reader
about history or culture from the Kanienkehaka perspective.
Such personal interviews also allowed the reader to
identify with the individuals and gain more insight about
the Oka crisis from a more personal perspective.
The inclusion of many colorful photographs of scenes of
life behind the barricades in both Kahnawake and
Kanehsatake; the Rotiskenrahkete and the military makes it
more appealing to the reader.

In general,

the book may be

useful for those interested in glancing at the photographs..
It is easy to read and is very accessible to students.
However,

it does lack an in-depth political analysis

regarding the conflict between the Kanienkehaka nation and
the state.

But then again,

perhaps the photographs

themselves reveal this deep-rooted conflict between the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state.
Journalists Geoffrey York and Loreen Pindera are the
authors of a book titled,
and The Legacy of Oka.

Peoples of The Pines The Warriors

1991.

Written by journalists who
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lived behind the barricades in Oka during the final weeks,
they have done an excellent job in producing a book that
delves into the hearts and minds of the Rotiskenrahkete.
(It is critical to note that the book came out during the
same time I was in the process of completing this
dissertation.

I have been careful not to use this book as

a resource but only to include it in my critique of
materials or books revolving around the Oka crisis.)
Well-written in a scholarly fashion and very easy to
read,

the information revealed in this book is highly

accurate about the history and culture of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy,

specifically the Kanienkehaka nation.

Other themes discussed in this book include the daily
scenes that occurred behind the barricades in Kanehsatake
and Kahnawake; the daily human rights violations
perpetrated by local white residents and police against
citizens of the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation.
themes I also cover in detail.

These are

The difference is that I

used first hand accounts taken from documents and
integrating them with my own personal observations which
allows later use by students and other scholars.
example,

For

the authors cite the military attack on Tekwawitha

Island in Kahnawake.

However,

as an eye-witness to that

event I describe in greater detail my own personal
observations and the feelings of what it was like to be
tear-gassed as well as other personal accounts by persons
who were tear-gassed that day.
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York and Pindera also discuss internal conflict between
community members who opposed the tactics of the
Rotiskenrahkete.

Such a context allows the reader to gain

an understanding of the colonial forces that have
influenced or created the social/political conditions and
the emergence of factional groups within both Kahnawake and
Kanehsatake.

The dissertation aims to provide the reader

with a broader historical/political and integrative
analysis examining the state and its policies towards the
Kanienkehaka nation.
Other issues such as resistance and nationalism are
consistent themes that are interwoven in the book as they
are also present in this dissertation.

Unity within the

communities and on a national and international scale is
another common theme the authors discuss as I do too.

The

difference is that I describe in more detail my own
personal observations within the context of being a
participant on the Sacred Feather Run across the country
during the Oka crisis.
The York-Pindera book focuses on the emergence of the
Warrior Society and the role of the Rotiskenrahkete within
a historical/contemporary context.

Through the use of

interviews with many participants who were/are actively
involved in the Warriors Society,

the reader is provided

with a more personal look concerning the philosophy,
political/military ideologies of the Rotiskenrahkete.
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Although my work also discusses the significance of the
Rotiskenrahkete from a cultural/political context,
not the central theme of this dissertation.

they are

To have done

so would be to have followed the same pattern as the media
and state officials have done in isolating and separating
the Rotiskenrahkete from the rest of the Kanienkehaka
nation.

They are not a separate entity from the rest of

the people.

The Rotiskenrahkete are the people who have

certain responsibilities and duties like the women as
defined in accordance to the Kaianerekowa,
of Peace.

Thus,

or the Great Law

I discuss the role of the Rotiskenrahkete

functioning within a broader political context of
nationhood.

Equally significant, my dissertation includes

a description and analysis of the role of women within
Haudenosaunee society from a historical/contemporary
context,

a theme the authors do not discuss in detail.

From time to time,

the authors do point out the

participation of individual women in the Oka crisis.
In a final analysis,
its first-hand accounts,

although the book is valuable for
it is less useful for those events

to which the authors were not eyewitnesses.

Future

researchers will use the book selectively and have to
search elsewhere for detailed,

documented accounts.

Yet,

it is clear who their audience is and that explains the
style and approach the authors chose to write this book.
central difference with this work is that I have written a

A
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scholarly account containing citations of references that
guide students or other scholars to further research.
This is not to take away from the excellent
journalistic work of the authors.

I would highly recommend

this book for readers who are interested in learning more
about the Rotiskenrahkete and its philosophy and
political/military ideologies.

This work is a historical

contribution to the understanding of the Kanienkehaka
nation and their role in the struggle for national
liberation.

I would highly recommend it be read alongside

other materials concerning the political history of the
Kanienkehaka nation.

Indigenous Nations in the U.S./Canada - National Context
Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz's article,

"Land and Nationhood,

The American Indian Struggle for Self-Determination"
published in the Socialist Review (1982),

provides the

reader with an excellent analysis regarding the
contemporary Indigenous nations' national liberation
movements in the United States from an historical
perspective.
Emphasis is placed in the contemporary context in which
Dunbar Ortiz examines the political and economic role of
multinational corporations supported by the state in its
endeavor to promote and accelerate the exploitation of
Indigenous lands and natural resources.
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Dunbar Ortiz clearly points out the goals of major
colonial state policies in its endeavor to destabilize
Indigenous communities.

Statistical information

identifying the percentage of natural gas,

oil,

and other

natural deposits contained in Indigenous territories, helps
the reader in forming an historical/integrative analysis
that reveals the underlying strategies of the state and its
national scheme to pursue its genocidal policies that
continue to exist for Indigenous nations today.
In response to such historical/contemporary state
policies against Indigenous nations,
nationalism has always been,

the author argues that

and continues to be,

the

underlying element that defines the Indigenous nations'
liberation movements for Self-determination today.
Nationalism is a critical point which I point out in my
dissertation as the driving force behind the Kanienkehaka
struggle for national self-determination.
Dunbar Ortiz briefly outlines the various modes of
political action developed such as seizure and occupation
of lands and sites such as the Alcatraz island,

and the

Bureau of Indian Affairs building in Washington D.C.

in the

1960s and 70s; and massive demonstrations and protests
which continue to be used today.

This is another theme

that is also discussed in the present dissertation.
As pointed out in Wounded Knee in 1973,
defence against U.S.

state troopers,

FBI,

armed self-

and the military

was also the tactic AIM (American Indian Movement)

used to
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defend themselves against state repression.

The use of

armed weapons in self-defence was also the military tactic
of the Kanienkehaka nation throughout the Oka crisis.
Equally significant was the emergence of AIM,

founded

in 1968, which was forced to engage in armed struggle in
self-defence against army tanks employed by U.S. military
and FBI agents at Wounded Knee during the military siege
beginning in February of 1973.

Dunbar Ortiz also cites

numerous cases which extend the historically consistent
pattern of Indigenous resistance to colonial policies and
practices in the contemporary context.
As Dunbar Ortiz states,

"the culture of resistance, the

manifestation of Indian nationalism,

is a culture of

struggle with the intention of winning, and today that
means survival"

(p.

115).

To this end,

I find this article

very informative and would recommend it to the reader to
use in terms of enlightening one's knowledge about the
consistent pattern of resistance of Indigenous nations'
national liberation movements in the United States.

The Lakota Nation Struggle for Self-Determination
Ward Churchill's article,

"The Black Hills Are Not for

Sale," published in Critical Issues in Native North America
Document No.

62.

1988/89,

is an excellent summary regarding

the Lakota nation's sovereignty struggle for return of the
Paha Sapa,

(the sacred Black Hills).
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Churchill begins with a brief historical introduction
explaining the development and significance of the first
1851 Fort Laramie Treaty which formally recognized the
Lakota Nation's "sovereignty and national ownership of
between 6 and 7% of the total land area now comprising the
48 contiguous states of the United States"

(p.

37).

Discovery of gold and silver in the Black Hills led to
a series of U.S. violations of the Fort Laramie Treaty
beginning as early as 1851.

Under the political leadership

of Red Cloud and the alliance with the Cheyenne and
Arapaho, the Lakota nation militarily defeated the U.S.
troops.
This led to the signing of the second Fort Laramie
Treaty of 1868 in which the U.S government once more
recognized the sovereignty of the Lakota nation over its
national territory; and further specified "the commitment
of U.S. troops to prevent non-Indians from trespassing in
Lakota territory...did nothing to 'abrogate or annul'
Lakota rights acknowledged in the 1851 treaty..."(p.

38).

Discussion of the Great Sioux War of 1876 and the
enactment of major U.S. policies such as Seven Crimes Act
and the General Allotment Acts of the 1880's; the Indian
Citizenship Act of 1924; the Indian Reorganization Act on
1934; and the Termination Act of the 1950's informs the
reader of the military/political tactics the U.S.
Government employed to deliberately subvert and crush the
Lakota nation, economically and politically.
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The Lakota nation engaged the U.S.
a way to regain the Black Hills.

in a legal battle as

In analyzing the U.S.

legal system Churchill reveals how unjust it has been to
Indigenous nations.
The latter part of the article then focuses on the
emergence of AIM (American Indian Movement)

during the

early 1970s and its role in aiding the Lakota Nation to
pursue and regain the sacred Black Hills.
This leads to the dramatic siege of Wounded Knee in
1973 which then leads to the formation of an international
political entity called the International Indian Treaty
Council which carried its work into the international
community.

In 1977, a delegation representing 98

Indigenous nations presented their grievances before a
subcommission of the U.N.

in Geneva, Switzerland.

Provisions of maps revealing the U.S. expropriation of
land cessions from the Lakota nation; and a map revealing
the deployment of various corporate entities exploiting the
natural resources in the Black Hills is an excellent
educational tool that enlightens the reader as to the U.S.
Government - corporate economic/political interests
involved in the Black Hills issue.
Overall, this article written from a
historical/political/contemporary context, does its job in
providing the reader with factual data revealing the
experience of the Lakota nation in their sovereignty
struggle to regain the Black Hills.

A very insightful and
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valuable piece of information for those interested in
conducting a historical/integrative and political analysis
of colonial policies against Indigenous nations in the
United States.

Lubicon Cree Nation of Northern Alberta
The Lubicon Lake Cree nation,
Alberta,

located in Northern

are among many of the Indigenous nations in Canada

who are currently struggling to preserve their ancestral
territories and maintain their cultural identity as Cree
people within the context of a sovereign nation.
The Lubicon Cree nation have lived since time
immemorial within their traditional landbase that extends
over 7,500 square miles;

land that was never ceded by

treaty to the federal government.
In violation of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and
other imperial laws, beginning in the 1970's and 198.0's,
the Alberta Government illegally granted leases to oil
companies such as Petro-Canada to begin mining exploration
and exploitation of the natural resources located within
the traditional territories of the Lubicon Lake Cree
people.
Ward Churchill's article entitled,

"Last Stand at

Lubicon Lake: An Assertion of Indigenous Sovereignty in
North America" provides the reader with a concise and very
detailed analysis of the current political struggles of the
Lubicon Lake Cree nation.

By placing the article in a
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historical framework,

the reader is able to identify major

colonial policies and tactics the state used to
"officially" conduct the liquidation of the Lubicon Cree
people vis-a-vis coerced removal from their ancient
territories.

The author's use of governmental records and

official correspondence reveals to the reader a plan
whereby state and corporate entities aim to achieve the
removal of the Lubicon Cree from the designated zone areas
for "economic development."
Another significant aspect Churchill discusses in this
article concerns the tactics and political strategies the
Lubicon Cree people employed to assert their position as a
sovereign nation.
The Lubicon Cree's sovereignty position states that no
treaty of land cession to Canada was ever concluded.
Therefore,

the basis of argument for the Lubicon Cree

stemmed from their historic use and occupancy of territory
"used by their ancestors for purposes of hunting,
trapping,

occupancy and trading purposes"

(p.

fishing,

163).

Since the federal and provincial courts refused to hear
the Lubicon Cree's case,

the latter shifted their

strategies to launching a massive public outreach and
education campaign revealing the consortium plan between
the state and corporate entities to forcibly remove the
Lubicon Cree.
With the 1988 Winter Olympic games taking place in
Alberta,

the Lubicon Cree also issued public statements
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threatening to conduct boycotts and large-scale
demonstrations at the Olympics which would bring an
international embarrassment to the state and the province
of Alberta.

To further organize and maximize their

political strategies on the international level,

the

Lubicon Crees also sent a delegation to Geneva to engage on
a tour to educate the public and establish international
alliances with other political organizations in Europe.
Such examination of the various political strategies on a
national and international level is of noteworthy for other
Indigenous nations who are also struggling against statecorporate invasion within their traditional territories.
Similar themes of the various responses employed by the
Kanienkehaka nation is also discussed in greater detail in
this dissertation which only enriches the invaluable
information for other Indigenous nations to examine and
critique as well.
This is an excellent and very informative article I
would recommend to any reader who may be interested in
acquiring an indepth knowledge and critical analysis about
the historical factors that have shaped the present context
regarding the political struggle of the Lubicon Cree within
the context as a sovereign nation.

CHAPTER 3
THE SETTING

In order for the reader to understand the political
struggles that have shaped the lives and conditions of
Indigenous nations today,

it is necessary to provide a

historical/political/cultural perspective of Indigenous
nations,

specifically the Haudenosaunee Six Nations

Iroquois Confederacy.

The term "Haudenosaunee" means

"People who build" and is the proper term for the people of
the Longhouse.

Prior to the European invasion,

Haudenosaunee people resided in Longhouses which housed
fifteen to twenty families,
mother.

each was led by a head Clan

In addition to providing shelter,

the Longhouse

was also a spiritual place in which traditional ceremonies
took place as well as council meetings to discuss political
issues affecting the local community,
Confederacy.

Today,

nation and

the Longhouse continues to be the

spiritual center in which traditional ceremonies,

social,

and political gatherings take place among Haudenosaunee
communities.
community.

It symbolizes the heartbeat of the people and
Aspects of Haudenosaunee society will be

discussed in more detail later on.
This chapter will acquaint the reader with a brief
introduction to the Confederacy,

and the Kanienkehaka

nation within a historical/socio-political and cultural
context.

The Guswantah,

or the Two Row Wampum Belt

Agreement, which defined the historical/socio-political
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relationship between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and
European colonizers will be examined.

Roles of women and

men will also be discussed within the
traditional/contemporary context of Haudenosaunee society.

Geo-Political Characteristics of the Haudenosaunee Six
Nations Irocruois Confederacy.
The Haudenosaunee confederacy first inhabited and
occupied territories extending from upstate New York to
present day Quebec and to the Great Lakes.

Oral history

among the Haudenosaunee people relates that:

...before the Indo-Europeans came.... there was
a time when the peoples of North American
forest experienced war and strife.
It was
during such a time that there came into this
land one who carried words and plans of peace.
That one would come to be called the
Peacemaker.
The Peacemaker came to the people
with a message that human beings should cease
abusing one another.
He stated that humans are
capable of reason, that through that power of
reason all men desire peace, and that it is
necessary that the people organize to ensure
that peace will be possible among the people
who walk about on the earth.
That was the
original word about law - laws were originally
made to prevent the abuse of humans by other
humans.
The Peacemaker travelled among the
people, going from nation to nation, seeking
those who would take up this way of peace,
offering with it a way of reason and
power.... Eventually, those five nations were
the initial ones to take up the offer of peace.
The nations gathered together in council, and
there they set down the principles of what is
called the Gayaneshakgowa, or the Great Law of
Peace (Basic Call to Consciousness, 1986: 46).

Since the Kanienkehaka nation were the first people the
Peacemaker encountered during his journey,

they were the
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ones to first accept the Great Law,

and were therefore

designated as the Keepers of the Eastern Door.
Senecas,

the western nation,

The

are keepers of the western

door to the Longhouse.

Thus,

"the Peacemaker's admonition

was that under the law,

the country of the Haudenosaunee

was itself a Longhouse, with the sky as the roof and the
earth its floor"

(Ibid.:

of this dissertation,

10).

Due to the space constraints

it would be impossible to discuss in

detail the political/spiritual principles the Peacemaker
established; and organized the Confederacy based on the
political principles explained in the Kaianerekowa,

or the

Great Law of Peace.
The extraordinary vision of the Peacemaker and the
political principles set forth in the Great Law of Peace
have yet to be seriously studied by political scientists,
historians,

or sociologists.

The Haudenosaunee Confederacy is comprised of the
following nations from east to west:
nation, Hodenehiotga
(Onondaga)
(Seneca)

nation,

nation,

(Oneida)

Gayogwenga

Kanienkehaka

nation,

(Mohawk)

Onodahgeyga

(Cayuga)

and the Honhndaskaienh

nation,

Donahguh

(Tuscarora)

nation.

The Tuscarora nation joined the Haudenosaunee Confederacy
in the early 1720's

(Sovereignty Position of The

^^^^^^^^SHMM^^w|6^at^ion)y^Kahnawakeyr^rritorv of fhel
Haudenosaunee Six Nations Irocruois Confederacy.

1988) .

Kanienkehaka means "People of the Flint;" Oneida refers to
"People of the Standing Stone;" Onondagas refers to "People
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of the Hills?” the Cayugas means "People of the Swamp?" and
the Senecas means "People of the Great Hills."

Each

meaning describes the geographical jurisdictional territory
for each respective nation within the Confederacy.
Seven communities make up the Kanienkehaka nation?
Kahnawake--,

Kanehsatake, Akwesasne,

Ohsweken and Wahta.

Ganienkeh,

Tyendinaga,

All these communities exist on either

side of an alien border line which divides Canada and the
United States.

The aboriginal territories of the

Kanienkehaka nation include:
Lawrence River,

the Richelieu River to the east, beyond the

Mohawk River south,
west"

(Ibid.:

"the north side of the St.

and the Oneida Nation border to the

5).

The Confederacy has always functioned within the
context of their cultural traditions, mores,
constitution - the Kaianerakowa,

and ancient

or Great Law of Peace,

which precedes European colonialism.
Presently,
council system,
Governments,

in addition to the existence of the bandimposed by the Euro-American/Canadian

the traditional Kaianerakowa or Great Law of

Peace continues to prevail in Kanienkehaka nation
territories.
Within a political/international context,

the

Kanienkehaka nation, meets every fundamental requirement
defining nationhood:
a)

having a permanent population

b)

having a definite territory
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c)

having a government

d)

having the ability to enter into relations with other
nations

(Ibid.:

3).

The Kaianerakowa or Great Law of Peace,

the

constitution of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

also

contains political elements similar to other constitutions
in the world which include the following:
a)

the principal objectives of political life

b)

a definition of the main institutions of government

c)

a definition of the division of powers

d)

a definition of the relationship between governments and
the people
As such,

(Ibid.:

3).

the political principles set forth in the

Kaianerakowa or Great Law of Peace are rooted in treaties
such as the Guswantah which defined the political
relationships based on friendship,

peace,

and mutual

respect between the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy and each European colonizer
English,

later the Americans)

(Dutch,

French,

(Ibid.).

The Guswantah or the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement
The oral history of the Confederacy relates that our
ancestors observed how the colonizers had brought different
ways and customs that were destructive to the natural world
of the land and all living things given to the Indigenous
people as gifts by the Creator of Life.

Based on those

observations the Haudenosaunee people realized a mechanism
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must be put into place that would define a mutual
relationship based on respect, peace,
between sovereign nations

and friendship

(Ibid.)*

Within the context of International law,

the Guswantah,

is defined as follows:

You keep your laws, ways and traditions in your
vessel, and we will keep our laws, ways and
traditions in our vessel? we will travel the
River of life side by side in parallel paths
(Two Rows) which never meet, in peace and
friendship, never interfering with one another.
Legally, it means that each of the two nations
retains its own respective laws and
constitution, and maintains its own respective
jurisdiction.
Neither of the two nations can
apply or impose its laws over the other...The
Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement, in terms of
government, calls for the two nations to deal
with other as equals? it calls for separate
jurisdictions of the two nations.
Neither the
Six Nations nor the Dutch, neither the Six
Nations nor the French, neither the Six Nations
nor the English, neither the Six Nations nor
the Americans, neither the Six Nations nor the
British Colonial Dominion of Canada, were to
make laws or force our respective ways on each
other.
We were to live in peace and
friendship, fully respecting each others' right
to exercise one's own jurisdiction and
sovereignty (Ibid.: 3, 4).

The essence of the principles set forth in the
Guswantah clearly specified the constitutional,

social,

and

political relationships that were to exist between two
sovereign nations.

Political principles set forth within

the Guswantah first recorded by the European colonizers was
translated in the Treaty of Fort Albany of 1664

(Ibid.:

4).

The political relationship between the Confederacy and
the European colonizers was not only defined within the
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context of the Guswantah but was also reflected in the
actions of the former in regards to economic trade.

Economic Factors
Historically,

the Kanienkehaka nation played a key role

in the trading and carrying of furs in part of the interior
of the traditional Kanienkehaka territories known as
present day Quebec,

Canada,

and Albany, New York.

It is

critical to note that the Kanienkehaka nation do not
recognize the U.S.

- Canadian border.

Within the context

of aboriginal rights embodied in documents discussed above,
the Kanienkehaka nation have always stood firm that as a
sovereign nation,
constitutional,

they have every legal,

political,

and human right to engage in free trade

within their own respective traditional national
territories.
In the present context,

the Kanienkehaka nation

continue to reaffirm their position that the sale of
cigarettes,

or the establishment of bingo parlors,

or any

other economic projects conducted within the Kanienkehaka
nation territories are legal and are subject to their own
laws - the Kaianerakowa,
Guswantah,

or Great Law of Peace,

the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement.

and the
The

jurisdictional authority of any foreign government is
rejected within the traditional territories of the
Kanienkehaka nation.
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Cultural Identity and Nationalism
The Kanienkehaka nation have always identified
themselves as citizens of the Kanienkehaka nation.
Although both the United States and Canada have attempted
to impose their own citizenship upon the Haudenosaunee Six
Nations Iroquois Confederacy,

this has been rejected.

In

the words of a colonial officer who had observed the
Confederacy:

As for the Six Nations having acknowledged
themselves subjects of the English, that I
conclude must be a very gross mistake and am
well satisfied were they told so, they would
not be well pleased.
I know I would not
venture to treat them as subjects unless there
was resolution to make war upon them, which is
not very likely to happen, but I believe they
would on such attempt, very soon resolve to cut
our throats, (Quoted in General Gage, October
7, 1772 SWJP 12: 995 in The Sovereignty
Position of The Kanienkehaka (Mohawk Nation).
Kahnawake Territory of The Haudenosaunee Six
Nations Iroquois Confederacy 1988: 4).

Upon birth,

individuals are given a name in the

Kanienkehaka language; they are born into a clan,
nation,

into a

and into the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois

Confederacy.
In accordance to the Kaianerekowa,

it is the women who

also designate the names to infants during certain
ceremonial festivals:

The women of the Forty Eight (now fifty)
families shall be the heirs of the Authorized
Names for all time to come.
When an infant of
the Five Nations is given an Authorized Name at
the Midwinter Festival or at the Ripe Corn
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Festival, one in the cousinhood of which the
infant is member shall be appointed a speaker.
He shall then announce to the opposite
cousinhood the names of the father and mother
of the child together with the clan of the
mother.
Then the speaker shall announce the
child's name twice.
The uncle of the child
shall then take the child in his arms and
walking up and down the room shall sing: 'My
head is firm, I am of the Confederacy
As he
sings the opposite cousinhood shall respond by
chanting, 'Hyenh, Hyenh, Hyenh, Hyenh
until
the song is ended (Wampum 46: in Parker, 1916:
42, 43) .

.'
,'

Thus,

an individual has four elements to his/her

identification.
(Louis Hall)

As Kanienkehaka historian Karoniaktajeh

explains in his written version of the

Kaianerekowa that is not explained in Parker's version:

The 'cousinhood' is the Clan.
The purpose of
announcing the Clan of the mother is to point
out the Clan of the child.
A child is born
Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga etc., but when he is
named in this Great Law ceremony, the child
becomes an Iroquois or Rotinonsonnionwe.
He is
a Mohawk by blood and Iroquois by law... (By
Karoniaktajeh (Louis Hall)), Gavanerekowa The
Constitution of the Iroquois Confederacy.
September 4, 1987: 25).

Cultural identity is perceived to be a critical element in
the heightening of the political/spiritual consciousness of
an individual within the context of belonging to a family,
clan,

and nation.

As Tuscarora Richard Hill reaffirms the

contemporary political context of the Confederacy:

This firm belief in being, and remaining
Haudenosaunee is the central issue in
contemporary Iroquois-White relations.
The Six
Nations have fought hard to keep their separate
status, as they feel it is the key to survival.
All other issues revolve around the Iroquois
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concept of nationhood and the responsibilities
it brings to each generation to defend their
nation (Richard Hill, "Continuity of
Haudenosaunee Government Political Reality of
the Grand Council," in The Northeast Quarterly.
Vol. IV, no. Ill, Autumn 1987: 11).

The Haudenosaunee are a people,
of nations,
past,

a confederacy

who have a collective responsibility to the

present,

cultural

a nation,

and future generations.

In this context,

identity not only informs the spiritual/political

thought of a people,

but is viewed to be a

fundamental

element within the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy's liberation struggle for national selfdetermination .
It is critical

for a people to always perpetuate and

maintain traditional cultural elements
structure,

laws,

language,

i.e.,

governmental

ceremonies and other cultural

practices necessary for their national existence.
this context,

Within

the Confederacy are working collectively to

ensure spiritual/political/cultural continuity.
To understand the role of women and men within the
historical and present context of Haudenosaunee society,
one must examine how the people govern themselves based on
the Haudenosaunee's constitution,

the Kaianerakowa.

Due to the complexity of social structure that defines
Haudenosaunee society,

it would be impossible for this

writer to do justice to Haudenosaunee society at this
point.

Thus,

a brief description of the roles of women and

men in Haudenosaunee society will suffice.
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The Women's Society - Otivaner
Historically,

Haudenosaunee women have played a very

prominent and powerful role in all aspects of Haudenosaunee
society.
Peace,

Within the Kaianerakowa,

or the Great Law of

the division of powers is clearly defined in which

various checks and balances are designed to prevent abuse
of power.
Within Kanienkehaka society,
consist of three clans systems:
Within each clan,

the social
the Bear,

structure

Wolf,

and Turtle.

a woman is selected by the women of her

clan to sit in the position of a Clanmother or Oyaner.
According to Kanienkehaka historian,
"Oyaneh" means

"good path"

Karoniaktajeh,

and in the plural

form,

"Otiyaner" means "good path maker" when translated into
English.

For example,

in the Bear clan,

the women will

select a woman to sit as the Clanmother.

Following the

selection of the Oyaner,

or Clanmothers,

the women then

choose two other women to assist in the capacity of the
Clanmother's helper or assistant.

The same principle is

applied for the Wolf and Turtle clans.

This structure is

also applied to the men's society in which the women select
the chiefs for each clan.
Within Haudenosaunee society,

power is equally divided

between the women's Society and the men's Society.
Although each society has separate functions and
responsibilities,

final political decisions result from a

consensus of the people working as a collective.
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Women have always shared in the responsibilities
concerning the community,
They are sisters,
Clanmothers.

mothers,

nation,

and the Confederacy.

aunties,

grandmothers,

Their duties and responsibilities

and

include the

caring and nurturing of the nation's greatest treasure,
children.
values,

It is through the women that language,

beliefs,

the

cultural

and traditions are transmitted from

generation to generation.
Hence,

in accordance with the political principles set

forth in the Great Law of Peace:

The lineal descent of the people of the Five
Nations shall run in the female line.
Women
shall be considered the progenitors of the
Nation.
They shall own the land and the soil.
Men and women shall follow the status of their
mother (Wampum 44 in Parker. 1984: 42).

In addition to the nurture and care of the children,
and participation in politics,

Haudenosaunee women played a

very central role in the economic affairs as well.
example,

prior to European colonization,

For

within the Seneca

nation:

Women of the village would all work together in
a field or at whatever job was at hand.
In the
spring, they would choose an older woman to be
the overseer of activities for the year.
Labor
was divided up equally as the women would go to
field to field.
Each woman performed labor of
every kind equally, thus, every jealousy of
having done more or less was effectively
avoided (David Bray, "The Life and Agriculture
of the Early Iroquois," in Northeast Indian
Quarterly. Vol. Ill, no. Ill, Autumn 1986: 19).
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Women were/are always the primary organizers within the
communities.

In addition to the land belonging to the

women:
t

women owned the tools of agricultural
production and food preparation, even when
these tools were manufactured by men.
Men's
equipment was owned by men, but the
distribution of the food products acquired with
them (i.e., meat, fish etc.) seems usually to
have been at the discretion of the
women...Women controlled the distribution of
cooked food.
Women also determined the
distribution of surpluses, which would have
come largely from their cornfields and were
stored in pits against times of shortages.
This control has special significance since it
is likely that surpluses were exchanged
intertribally and thus has implications for
female participation and decisions in
intertribal trade and politics (Rothenberg,
Diane.
"The Mothers of the Nation: Seneca
Resistance to Quaker Intervention."
In
Etienne, Mona, and Leacock, Eleanor., Women and
Colonization Anthropological Perspectives: 68,
69, by J.F. Bergin Publishers, 1980).

Thus,

agricultural activities and other highly

organized economic activities being under the control of
the Haudenosaunee women reveal the profound influence of
women within Haudenosaunee society.
On a political
the past,

level,

as in

exercise profound power in terms of selecting and

deposing a Rotiyaner
example,

Haudenosaunee women today,

(chief)

from his position.

For

if a Rotiyaner commits an offence or treason

against the people then it is the duty of the women of his
clan to remove him from his position in accordance with the
Great Law of Peace:
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If a War Chief acts contrary to instructions or
against the provisions of the Law of the Great
Peace, doing so in the capacity of his office,
he shall be deposed by his women relatives and
by his men relatives.
Either the women or men
alone or jointly may act in such case.
The
women title holders shall then choose another
candidate (Wampum 39 in Parker. 1984: 42).

In addition,

the women continue to share in the power

of determining military policy within the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy.

For example,

the decision to go to war has

always been an issue discussed in both societies in
accordance to the clan systems.
made by the men,

Once a decision has been

they must bring it to the women in each

respective clan and deliberate until all the clans come to
a unifying decision.

If the women say yes,

then all

military strategies is left primarily in the hands of the
War chief and the Rotiskenrahkete.

Haudenosaunee women

have been and remain a very powerful presence within the
communities.
Today, Haudenosaunee women,
Kanienkehaka women,

specifically the

alongside the men,

continue to shoulder

the heavy burden of a nation working to free their people
from all oppressive elements within the dominant society.
As Dale Diome,

of the Bear clan,

Kanienkehaka nation,

a member of the

Kahnawake territory,

describes the

role of the women in the present context today:

The women help and support the men.
In times
of strife like these (the 78-day standoff in
1990) they cook and help the men who are on the
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lines in every way possible..."All of our
effort today is for the younger generations.
Their health and happiness is of paramount
importance to us.
Our Great Law tells us we
must think ahead seven generations in making
decisions and agreements.
We are very much
aware of this in these present land
negotiations...."One aspect of the Iroquois Law
that was not copied (in the American
constitution) were those that established
women's rights...The women of the Six Nations
feel they were liberated centuries ago with the
establishment of the Great Law of Peace
(Maclaine, Baxendale, 1991: 87).

The white feminist position that "domestic chores and
childrearing" constitutes "women's oppression" is rejected
by many Indigenous women.

That the core of the white

feminist struggle is centered on gender or domestic
oppression not only reveals the myopic view based just on
class issues, but is also viewed as an extension of white
supremacy and colonialism.

Since the white feminist

movement fights for equality and power within the
capitalist system,

they too perpetuate and maintain the

colonizer's mentality as oppose to dismantling the
capitalist structures that maintain oppressive conditions.
It is not surprising then that many Indigenous women fail
to identify with the white feminist movement.
view.

In this

Indigenous women who do the cooking within their

homes or during warfare are not conceived as "oppressive"
by Haudenosaunee women,

but are in fact engaged in an act

of political involvement.
For Indigenous nations, having children and maintaining
families is crucial to the existence of clan societies and
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nations of peoples.
legged beings,

The liberation of the land,

the four-legged beings,

the two-

the winged creatures

and all living things are the core of the liberation
struggle of Indigenous nations.

Thus,

the Indigenous

nations' view is spiritual/politically based because the
roots of human liberation encompass not only the liberation
of human beings, but include the land and all life forms
given to us by the Creators of life.

Rotiskenrahkete - Men's Society
Within Haudenosaunee society,
Rotiskenrahkete by birth.

They,

all males are
too,

have specific duties

and responsibilities as defined within the context of the
Kaianerakowa,

or the Great Law of Peace.

It is important

to note at this point that the concept "warrior" is a term
that has been used by the state and media to perpetuate
negative images of the Kanienkehaka men throughout the Oka
crisis.
It is because of this view,

that I have used the term

Rotiskenrahkete consistently throughout this dissertation
to inform the reader about the significance of the
traditional role of the Rotiskenrahkete within
Haudenosaunee society.
The term Rotiskenrahkete when translated into English
literally refers to the men as "carrying the
responsibilities of protecting the origin."

Sugarbear,

Rotiskenrahkete of the Turtle Clan of the Oneida nation.

a
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explains the role of the men's society from a personal
context:

There are societies for men, for the women,...
There is a responsibility that we have as
Haudenosaunee to defend the faith.
What is our
responsibility as men?
It has to do with
feeling safe and secure.
It has do with our
responsibilities in our relationship with what
is out there.
Our reality of life includes all
life forms; the tree world, plant world, sky
world, the four legged, the winged, the stars,
the moon, the sun, the waters, the earth, the
medicines, etc...our responsibilities as men
has to include all these things.
As a
Warrior,...I believe it is people who are
common to the liberation of our people, the
territories and everything around
us...Commonly, people say the Warrior is the
one who carries the burden of peace.
Personally, I feel that to have peace you need
justice.
And in order to have justice there
must be truth and fairness.
We have to be free
to determine how we govern ourselves, and if
this is not the case we have a responsibility
to liberate that which is oppressed.
For us
non-title (not being a chief or clanmother)
people it is our responsibility to ensure the
people that the earth, the water, and all life
forms can continue so they will be there for
the coming generations.
We are a people based
on peace and justice, and taking up arms is
always our last resort (Kanienkehaka Solidarity
Group, 1991: 17).

From a broader perspective,

in 1989,

the

Rotiskenrahkete sent a message to the people of the United
States and Canada reaffirming their duties and
responsibilities to their people and nation:

The responsibilities of the men include acting
as brother, uncles, fathers, and grandfathers
to all the people, from the youngest to the
oldest.
The men must build.
They must
educate.
They must work to provide for our
people.
Today, that has meant a shift from
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land based projects such as agriculture,
hunting, etc., that are now insufficient to
capital based projects.
The men must always
protect the land and the people.
This is only
natural and reasonable.
Your way isn't
different, except that you have specialized
police, armies, politicians, and economic
institutions, of which your people (EuroAmericans/Canadians) have lost control.
Our
people still have control...The Mohawk Warriors
Society will always continue to preserve,
protect and defend the sovereignty and
jurisdiction of the Mohawk territory; and we
will continue to stand strong and proud,
regardless...When we stand to protect our
Nation, we do so by the laws of the
constitution...We know who we are, and why we
are here, and we will never
forget...(Newsletter from The Men's Society.
December 8, 1989: 15-16).

As we saw above,

it is the women who exercise the power to

chose a Rotiyaner.
example,

The duties of the War Chief,

for

are described as follows:

There shall be one War Chief for each Nation
and their duties shall be to carry messages for
their Chiefs and to take up arms in case of
emergency.
They shall not participate in the
proceedings of the council, but shall watch its
progress in case of an erroneous action by a
chief, the War Chief shall receive the
complaints of the people and convey the
warnings of the women to him.
The people who
wish to convey messages to the chiefs of the
League shall do so through the War Chief of
their nation.
It shall always be his duty to
lay the cases, questions and propositions of
the people before the council of the League
(Wampum 37 in Parker. 1984: 41).

Under the section of the Rights and Powers of War in
the Great Law of Peace, wampums 71 to 91 provide examples
that outline the duties and responsibilities of the War
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chief,

other Confederate Rotiyaners and the

Rotiskenrahkete.
As for the people of the nation and/or Confederacy,
wampums 93 to 98 outline the rights of the people as well.
For example, wampum 93 states,

"...the decision of the

people shall affect the decision of the Confederate
Council.

This decision shall be a confirmation of the

voice of the people"
Thus,

(Parker,

1916:

55).

as the reader will note later on in this

dissertation,

the political/military responses expressed by

the Kanienkehaka nation to outside aggression have been
based in accordance to the principles set forth in the
Great Law of Peace.

CHAPTER 4
EMBATTLED MOHAWKS:

PRELIMINARY SKIRMISHES

This chapter will describe the 1988 invasion of the
Kahnawake community conducted by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police

(RCMP).

Then,

in March of 1990,

another

Kanienkehaka community known as Ganienkeh,
upstate New York,

located in

found itself under police siege by New

York state troopers and the FBI.

Interviews from

individual Kahnawakeronon; communiques such as newsletters?
official documents; and this author position as a
participant-observer during the RCMP invasion in Kahnawake
will serve as the basis of our description of the events.
Community resistance and responses will be highlighted
throughout this chapter.

In order for students to

understand the current conflict-relationship between the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state,

this chapter will begin

with a historical context that briefly examines the impact
of colonial policies and practices and the resistance
expressed by the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

specifically

the Kanienkehaka nation.

Resistance to Colonial Policies - Historical Context
Since the encroachment of European colonization,

the

Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy have
experienced every form of colonialism.

The development of

colonial policies and practices by both the EuroAmerican/Canadian governments were/are attempts to
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deliberately obliterate the political rights and existence
of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

in order to speed up the

assimilation process into mainstream society.
As this dissertation points out,

the Kanienkehaka

nation continue to resist state repression by both the
governments mentioned above.
The Kanienkehaka nation's first experience of
colonialism began with the French military expedition in
1609.

Samuel de Champlain arrived in search of wealth from

the fur trade.

Thus,

under his leadership:

...Samuel de Champlain murdered some Mohawk
people along the lake which now bears his name.
Later, when the Dutch came, the first treaty
(or agreement) which we made with the European
power was the Two Row Treaty in which we
clarified our position - that we are a
distinct, free and sovereign people.
The Dutch
accepted that agreement (Basic Call to
Consciousness, 1986: 58) .

Champlain introduced the use of firearms to the
Algonquin people and together attacked and killed some
Kanienkehaka people.

This tactic of pitting one Indigenous

nation against another nation was a common tactic the
colonizers used not only to conquer and destroy Indigenous
peoples and their way of life but also to stimulate warfare
among Indigenous nations.
The introduction of firearms greatly influenced the
defensive policy of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy.
"the natural economies,

cultures,

affairs became totally altered.

politics,

Thus,

and military

Nations learned that to be
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without firearms meant physical annihilation.

To be

without access to beaver pelts meant no means to buy
firearms...Out of necessity, to protect themselves from
annihilation,
beaver trade.

the People of the Longhouse entered the
The pelts were used to buy more firearms and

goods that made it possible for more men to trap more
beaver more efficiently"

(Ibid.:

64,

65).

As this dissertation points out later on,

the

Kanienkehaka nation's defensive policies have included the
use of weapons in response to state repression by both
Euro-American/Canadian governments.
The establishment of colonial institutions such as the
churches and schools,
political structures

and the imposition of colonial
(elected band council systems),

also

served as tactics to destabilize and de-politicize the
traditional governmental structures of the Longhouse; the
socio-economic/and spiritual aspects of Indigenous nations.
To break the spiritual base of the Haudenosaunee people,
the colonizer's lay ambassadors - the missionaries in
particular the Jesuits - were the most destructive agents
used to de-spiritualize and destabilize Indigenous
communities.

For example,

"they specifically attacked the

spiritual ceremonies as 'pagan,' and thereby sought to end
the practice of giveaways and public feasts...they sought
to break the power of the clans by causing division which
would split the people into nuclear households"
to Consciousness,

1986:

65).

(Basic Call
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The very existence and practices of the traditional
ceremonies?

language,

and other cultural elements in

Kahnawake today is testimony to the perseverance and
resilience of the resistance of Kanienkehaka people to
assimilation into mainstream society.

It is also important

to note that Christianity was one colonial force which
influenced the development of factionalism within
Indigenous communities, particular within the Kanienkehaka
nation.
The role of missionary and residential schools
controlled and operated by the Jesuits served as another
colonial mechanism to perpetuate and enhance the
assimilation process of Indigenous nations into mainstream
society.
From a legal perspective, U.S. policies shifted to
implementing major colonial policies such as the 1887 Dawes
Severalty Act as a mechanism to destroy the communal
landbase and divide Haudenosaunee lands into family plot
lands comprised of 160 acres per family.

The colonizer's

viewed this tactic to be a method of speeding up the
assimilation process of Indigenous peoples into mainstream
society.
The imposition of political institutions in the 1880's
was another colonial strategy to deny the political
existence and power of the traditional governments.
example,

the 1876 Indian Act in Canada was created to

intensify political cleavage within Haudenosaunee

For
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territories.

The Indian Act included plans to impose

foreign political systems known as "elective band council
systems" as replacements for the traditional government of
the Longhouse people.
In 1890,

in response to the Canadian government's plan

of establishing elective systems,

citizens of three

Kanienkehaka communities - Akwesasne,

Kahnawake,

and

Kanehsatake - submitted a petition rejecting the elective
system and reaffirming their right to function within the
traditional government

(Blanchard,

1980).

Equally significant was the role of Kanienkehaka women
from Kahnawake and Akwesasne who defiantly protested the
imposition of the elective band council systems in the
communities.

They also wrote petitions to the Canadian

governments rejecting the Indian Act.

In 1891,

the

Kanienkehaka women of Kahnawake wrote a letter to the
Minister of Indian Affairs,

Clifford Sifton,

stating:

We are simply women...kindly hear our words of
petition, and do not despise the words and
voice of a woman.
Listen to us as it were the
voice of your kind and loving mother... Since
the change of our chiefs, into councillors, our
sorrows manifolded, we have lost many
advantages, it has caused many family disputes,
brother against brother.
It has separated them
and it has caused an ill feeling which is yet
burning (Blanchard, 1980: 367, 368).

In 1898,

the Canadian government endeavored to

establish an elective council system but was firmly
rejected by the people of Akwesasne.

Traditionals and
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Christians alike met to oppose such a plan because it was
construed as an encroachment and violation of their human
rights

(Frisch,

In 1924,

1970).

as a further means to eradicate the

traditional political governmental system of the Longhouse,
the Canadian government sent in Royal Canadian Mounted
Police troops and occupied the Kanienkehaka national
territories of Grand River known as Six Nations and
Akwesasne and forcibly imposed a foreign "elective band
council system"

(Basic Call to Consciousness,

In the same year,

1986).

the Canadian government endeavored to

enhance the assimilation process of the Haudenosaunee
people by implementing the Citizenship Act.

This law was

strongly rejected within the national territories of the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy.
In the U.S.,

the state enacted a similar policy to that

of the Canadian government.

This policy was termed the

1934 Indian Reorganization Act

(IRA)

whose provisions were

designed to carry out the state's intended goals assimilation.

This also aggravated political cleavage or

factionalism within Indigenous communities.

The passage of

the 1950's Termination Act in the United States also served
to de-politicize the existence of Indigenous nations and
appropriate their lands for economic exploitation
Call to Consciousness,

(Basic

1986).

In the context of resistance,

other examples have

demonstrated the unity of various factions within
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Kanienkehaka communities to unify against state policies.
For example,

in 1942,

the two factional political groups,

the Longhouse and the band council members,

joined together

and formed a unified government in Kahnawake.
to the abolition of the band council system.

This act led
The band

council handled administrative affairs while all national
and international affairs came under the authority of the
Longhouse government

(Blanchard,

1980).

The following testimony was submitted as a joint
statement by representatives of the traditional government
and the elected band council members in Kahnawake to the
Indian Act Review Committee on June 12,

1947.

Portions of

the text read as follows:

We demand the restoration of our primordial
rights, the respect and fulfillment of treaty
obligations, the recognition as a sovereign
nation...We have no desire to be governed in
the future by the 'Indian Act,' or any other
form of government...You have violated our
treaties by making compulsory laws for us
Indians, and the surrender of the dominion
government of the natural resources to the
provinces,...The Indians to-day are a subject
race, held down by the very Act which is
supposed to help and protect them...The 'Indian
Act' tends to divide then destroy the red man.
The elected council (Band Council) came into
being by sheer force of arms and threat of
violence which disbanded our government, but in
the minds and understanding of our people,
there can be only one government for us, 'The
Six Nations Government.'
Therefore, we charge
you, the Canadian government, aided by the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, of invading our
domains and forcing foreign laws on our people
by force of arms...Therefore, unless you advise
your people especially the motorist using the
many roads through our reserve, that we will
tolerate no longer the wanton destruction of
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our animals, the killing and endangering the
lives of our people, we will be forced to set
up blockades on all roads and restrict the use
of same thereafter...Therefore, we the (Band)
councillors and (Traditional) chiefs...demand
the abolition of the Indian Act on behalf of
the Six Nations Confederacy...The Indian Act
retards the progress our nation...and binds our
people on a double chain of pauperism and
mental servitude...We therefore insist... that
by virtue of our treaty rights, Indians of the
Six Nations are not liable to any federal or
provincial laws within their territories...
(Blanchard, 1980: 434, 435, 436).

In 1968,

in response to the Canadian immigration

officials demanding duty on items purchased by the
Kanienkehaka people in the United States,

people from

Kahnawake and Akwesasne united and blockaded the
international bridge across the St.
Cornwall Island,

Ontario.

Again,

Lawrence Seaway on

feelings of Kanienkehaka

nationalism served to unify various political and religious
factions from both communities.

Thus,

"a sense of unity

emerged from this action; Catholic, Methodist,
Longhouse, American and Canadian,
Traditionalist,

and

Progressive and

all sat down together and organized a

'people's committee' to deal with current problems
concerning the entire Reservation community"

(Frisch,

1970:

215) .
The establishment of the Kahnawake Survival School in
1978 was another rallying point in which all factions from
the community united to gain control of their educational
systems.
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Thus,

the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

Kanienkehaka nation today,

and the

continue to resist the historic

policies and practices by both the Euro-American/Canadian
governments as will be pointed out in the following
section.

Kahnawake Territory - 1988 - RCMP Invasion
On the morning of June 1,
warning,

1988, without advance

the Canadian government sent its state police to

conduct a massive paramilitary invasion of the Kanienkehaka
nation territory of Kahnawake.

Over 200 members of the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police clad in riot gear and heavily
armed with automatic weapons,
mounted on tripods,

long batons,

entered Kahnawake territory,

and held hostage 17 Kahnawakeronon,
ten men,

six women,

and other arms

and one minor,

(people of Kahnawake),
and subjected them to

many hours of harassment and interrogation
Position of The Kanienkehaka

kidnapped

(The Sovereignty

(Mohawk Nation),

Kahnawake

Territory of The Haudenosaunee Six Nations Irocruois
Confederacy.

1988).

The seventeen Kahnawakeronon were

accused of smuggling illegal contraband cigarettes from the
United States into Canada.
Members of the RCMP proceeded to raid cigarette outlets
and confiscated an undetermined amount of currency,
$450,000 worth of merchandise,
the people of Kahnawake.
two unarmed women,

and documents belonging to

Several RCMP officers attacked

dragged them on the ground,

handcuffed
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them,

and pointed automatic weapons at their heads

In the words of one of the Kanienkehaka women,

Selma

Delisle, who was attacked by several RCMP officers,
knocked down,
SWAT team"

a gun put on my head,

(Kowch,

Charles,

"Mohawks Shun White Man's
1.

no.

89, June 29,

2).

Mrs.
pains,

"I was

and dragged out by the

Court," in Montreal Daily News. Vol.
1988:

(Ibid.).

Delisle was rushed to the hospital for chest

and was treated for severe lacerations on her body.

Her daughter who was with her at the time of the invasion
was also subjected to police brutality.

She,

too, was sent

to the hospital for treatment of severe lacerations and
cuts.

Elsewhere,

another Kanienkehaka person reported

that:

...innocent bystanders who were observing what
was happening, or who were inquiring as to what
was happening, were kept at bay not only by
night sticks, but also by handguns and
automatic weapons.
In one particular instance,
a young officer was unsure of what to do with
himself and repeatedly pointed his pistol in
several directions in a very nervous and
dangerous manner (The Sovereignty Position of
The Kanienkehaka (Mohawk Nation). Kahnawake
Territory of The Haudenosaunee Six Nations
Irocruois Confederacy. 1988: 2).

In response to the RCMP invasion,

the Rotiskenrahkete

immediately blocked off the Mercier bridge which extends
through the Kahnawake territory to the island of Montreal.
The Mercier bridge is one of the major arteries over which
67,000 cars pass daily through the highways of Kahnawake
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that connect the bridge with Montreal.
road blocks on feeder highways 132,
to the Mercier bridge.

They also set up

138,

and 207 which lead

Many Kahnawakeronon recognized the

need to establish such roadblocks in defense against future
police assaults on the community.
Thus,

the Rotiskenrahkete were forced to arm themselves

and manned all sectors on the bridge and major highways
leading to and from Kahnawake territory.

The protest

created major traffic jams on feeder highways that led to
and from Montreal.
The RCMP raid came as a surprise to Kahnawakeronon
because "the Mohawks were led to believe by the Department
of the Solicitor-General that there would be no
interference in cigarette sales while discussions were
proceeding with the Indians on a wide range of issues,
including taxation"

(Poirier,

Patricia,

"Mohawks Barricades

Montreal Bridge After Mounties Raid Stores On Reserve," in
The Gazette. Montreal, June 2,
After 29 hours,

1988: A4)

the Kahnawakeronon dismantled the

blockades after former Quebec Indian Affairs Minister
Raymond Savoie promised that "band members would not be
prosecuted by Quebec...and that the Surete du Quebec will
not enter the reserve and the federal government will not
stage another raid as long as talks are going on,"
(Thompson,

Elizabeth,

"Quebec Won't Prosecute Mohawks," in

The Gazette. Montreal, June 3,

1988: Al).
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Representatives from both the band council system and
people who follow the traditional government

(Longhouse)

met with RCMP officials and the associated deputy minister
for Canada's Customs for hours and walked out with no
concrete resolutions to resolve this conflict.
one thing,

Why?

For

there were no federal governmental officials

with authority to sit down with the Kanienkehaka
individuals and talk on a nation-to-nation basis.
Kanienkehaka nation perspective,

From the

to send bureaucrats with

no federal authority to prevent potential bloodbaths is
evidence of the lack of serious intent.
After the meeting,

former federal Indian Affairs Bill

McKnight stated to the press,
not Ottawa's.

"it's the province's problem,

You're talking to the wrong minister,

there's nothing we can do...As far as I understand it,
not our business...it's not our responsibility,
Norris,

it's

(Curran,

"Armed Indians Block Bridge and Highways to Protest

RCMP Raid on Cigarette Stores," in The Gazette. Montreal,
June 2,

1988: Al).

As we will see in the following

chapters, McKnight's words "it's not our responsibility"
were the same words echoed throughout the Oka crisis in
1990.

Community Resistance and Responses to Police Repression
As tensions heightened between the Kahnawakeronon,
police and governmental officials,

Kahnawakeronon convened

at the Longhouse to discuss critical issues facing the
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community.
systems,

Functioning within the traditional clan

the people assigned themselves to specific tasks

according to their skills and expertise.

(It is important

to note that I had interviewed four Kanienkehaka women in
June,

1989, whose names shall not be disclosed due to this

writer's promise of confidentiality.
use terms "interviewee A,

To this end,

I will

interviewee B," and so on for

each person interviewed.)
For example,

during a Longhouse meeting,

the people

discussed the areas of importance during the crisis:

These were the points that were identified in
the Longhouse with all the people, all the
women, all the men, everybody.
We said these
were the areas that need to be taken care of
and from there on that's where everybody took
off from...women organized for first aid, they
taught themselves in case of what to do if
there were any casualties...whatever expertise,
they just fell into that area...women
identified what areas needed to be taken care
of such as cooking, medical, office secretarial
work, media, public relations, researchers...at
the office, we had people organize around the
clock, people volunteered their time to do
things like writing, xeroxing, manning phone
calls...So basically those were the main areas
women organized...and the men did all the
organization concerning the outside, the
security and the women organized
internally..(Interviewee C. June, 1989).

Another woman described how women organized kitchen
duties:

like-, she likes to work in the kitchen.
She was assigned kitchen duties and other women
would come.
We even had a list of names...we
did twenty-four hour shifts for these men that
were on duty all night long.
So we took turns
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and followed the list...when it was your turn
to go in, you would fix trays and coolers for
hot coffee and sandwiches.
They had full meals
these guys right up to cornbread, potatoes, and
steak...the patrols would come up and get the
food.
They had their own containers and we
would wash it out and put fresh food in their
containers.
They had breakfast, dinner, and
supper.
At night they had sandwiches, hotdogs,
whatever they wanted, lemonade, coke,
everything was there and it was always prepared
for them whenever they needed it.
So these
women were right on their toes...women with
small children came in to cook.
They had to
bring their children they couldn't leave them
home and when we had the younger teenagers,
they took care of the little ones, the little
children while the mothers did the cooking.
So, it was really community-oriented thing,
helping and working together..(Interviewee A.
June, 1989).

As a participant-observer of a women's meeting in the
cookhouse,

I observed how the clan mothers and other women

identified the necessary tasks needed to ensure all areas
such as kitchen duties, media and public relations, medical
care, writing,

administrative and other political tasks as

well.
In terms of kitchen duties,
24-hour period.

the women sketched out the

There were three eight-hour shifts in

which approximately three to four women were on duty per
shift.

As for the Mohawk nation office, which serves as

the administrative branch for the traditional government of
the Longhouse,
times,

people served on twelve-hour shifts.

some would volunteer for more than that.

At

The women

who were assigned to administrative duties acted as
negotiators,

or compiled and disseminated information to

the community definitely reveals the importance of women's
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role within the struggle.

Without Indigenous women

actively participating on all levels of the struggle,

there

can not exist a true liberation struggle of the people and
by the people if it does not include the participation of
women.
Haudenosaunee women, particular Kanienkehaka women,

are

highly respected by the men because they know it is the
women who constitute the backbone of the nation.
primary organizers within the communities,

As

the women

continue to actively influence all political decisions
affecting the communities on a local,

national,

and

international level.
As noted in the previous chapter,

Kanienkehaka women do

not see "kitchen duties" as subservient,

contrary to the

white feminist view that domestic chores is oppressive.
From this author's view, when a nation of people are at war
with the state,
action.

"kitchen duty" is a form of political

It is viewed as a essential support system for the

Rotiskenrahkete who are putting their lives on the line to
defend their people,

land,

sovereignty,

their nation.

"Kitchen duty" as part of the women's political-strategic
internal organization not only provides strength for the
Rotiskenrahkete, but is an act of love for the
Rotiskenrahkete, who are brothers, husbands,
uncles,

fathers,

or grandfathers willing to risk their lives for

their nation.

The broader political issues such as

sovereignty and the liberation of Indigenous nations,

the
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earth and all living things have always been,
continue to be vital

and will

issues of Indigenous women's struggle.

These struggles are rooted within a spiritual/political
context as opposed to the white feminist movement in which
the domestic sphere is the central
oppression.

focus of their

To exclude men from a women's national

liberation movement is another factor that is inconceivable
from Indigenous women's views.
Many Indigenous women do not agree with the white
feminist view that advocates a very strong separatist
movement.

To exclude poor working class and white men from

the struggle against a sexist,
society,

patriarchal,

and capitalist

white feminist women are also oppressing their own

people who may also be oppressed by the capitalist system
as well.
In addition to homophobia,

sexism is another example of

inherent colonial attitudes Indigenous nations have
internalized.

However,

to deal with sexism is not to

exclude men as outsiders.

Rather,

Indigenous women seek to

include them in their circles to discuss such issues
together.

Kanienkehaka Nationals Defy Foreign Court System
Contrary to Quebec's promise,

ten out of the seventeen

Kahnawakeronon kidnapped on June 1st were charged with the
selling of contraband cigarettes.

RCMP Superintendent

Pierre Schryer reported to the press,

"The accused are to
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be charged with smuggling and possession of smuggled goods
when they appear in Longueuil Sessions Court June 28,
(Curran,

Norris,

"Armed Indians Block Bridge and Highways

to Protest RCMP Raid on Cigarette Stores,"
Montreal,

1988”

June 2,

1988:

in The Gazette.

A2).

The ten Kahnawakeronon shunned the court system by
failing to show up on the appointed date.
earlier,

As noted

the Kanienkehaka nation reaffirmed their position

that as a sovereign nation,
and constitutional,

the sale of cigarettes is legal

and is subject to their constitution,

the Kaianerakowa,

or the Great Law of Peace;

of the Guswantah,

or the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement

which defines the social,

political,

in the context

and constitutional

agreement between two existing nations.
These documents determined that no nation is to impose
their laws upon another nation;
the other;

each nation is to respect

each nation can retain and exercise their own

respective laws according to their own constitution as
sovereign nations.
Since the sales of cigarettes took place within
traditional national territory,

it is the Kanienkehaka

nation's position that the ten Kahnawakeronon who were
kidnapped and charged with smuggling and selling
contrabands cigarettes did not commit any crimes;

therefore

they were innocent of the charges.
The RCMP invasion was construed by the Kanienkehaka
nation as an act of police repression and violation of the
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jurisdiction and sovereignty of the Kanienkehaka nation to
trade freely within their traditional national territories.
As a Kanienkehaka woman,

one of the ten political refugees,

clearly stated to the media:
have done no wrong.
territory,

"As

far as we are concerned we

The RCMP came and invaded our

kidnapped us and took us to their system.

Why

should our people be brought to some one else's court?
We're being charged under the Customs and Excise Act.
don't have a border.

We have the right to trade from one

Mohawk community to another Mohawk community."
Charles,

"Mohawks Shun White Man's Court,"

Daily News.

June 29,

We

1988:

(Kowch,

in The Montreal

2).

Under the Great Law of Peace,

the ten Kahnawakeronon

were properly given political asylum within the
Kanienkehaka nation.

As a Kanienkehaka woman explained,

"That means they are under the protection of the
traditional government...by giving them political asylum,
it means they have complete freedom of movement in our
territories and they will be protected from outside forces"
(Ibid.).
The other seven Kanienkehaka citizens were released and
charges dropped.

Since the RCMP invasion on June 1,

1988,

the Kahnawakeronon continue to be on a 24 hour alert today.
The Rotiskenrahkete continue to conduct security patrols to
ensure no harm falls upon their people.
threats by the RCMP to raid again,

In defiance of

the Kahnawakeronon
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continued on with their business and re-opened their
cigarette outlets.
Throughout the summer of 1988,

the Kahnawakeronon

continued to carry on with political work concerning the
local,

national,

and international affairs of the

Kanienkehaka nation.

In August of 1988,

the Kanienkehaka

nation sent a number of delegates made of clanmothers,
chiefs,

and other Kanienkehaka nation citizens to Geneva,

Switzerland to once again address the international
community about the continuous human rights violations and
increased police violence conducted by the RCMP.
Appendix C,

pp.

303-307,

(See

for copy of Formal Complaint by

the Kanienkehaka nation).

"Wanted Posters”

- RCMP/s Disinformation Campaign

In October of 1988,

the Kahnawakeronon discovered the

ten Kanienkehaka individuals were targets of the RCMP's
counterinsurgency technique,

the disinformation campaign to

discredit and promote violent behavior towards the ten
Kanienkehaka citizens and the Kahnawakeronon.
For example,
Secretary,

on October 13,

Frank Natawe,

for the Kanienkehaka nation,

wrote a letter to James F.
of Canada,

1988,

Kelleher,

Kahnawake branch,

the Solicitor General

informing him of the recent discovery of files

regarding 10

"wanted" posters circulated internally by the

Montreal Urban Community Police on August 12-19,

1988.
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The files or "wanted" posters were classified under
Confidential - RCMP.

The circulars described the ten

Kanienkehaka citizens,
violent,

men and women,

and dangerous)

(who were not armed,

wanted by federal authorities for

involvement in the alleged illegal tobacco trade as
dangerous,

and violent."

"armed,

Portions of the letter to

Kelleher read:

The enclosed "wanted" poster is one of the ten
we have just recently come across that were
issued by the Montreal Urban community Police,
August 12-19, 1988.
They are based on
information fed to the MUC Police by the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police...The classic police
response to people so described is to shoot,
and to shoot to kill...In searching for the
reasons why "wanted" posters with such a
description have been issued for the ten
individuals from Kahnawake, we can only
conclude that the grossest form of racism is
being practices... (Communique: To Hon. James
Kelleher, Solicitor General of Canada, From
Frank Natawe, Secretary, Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy, Kahnawake Branch of the Mohawk
Nation. October 13, 1988).

To follow up in the exposure of the RCMP's
counterintelligence operations about the
the Kanienkehaka nation office,

"wanted" posters,

Kahnawake branch,

issued a

press release with copies of the attached "confidential"
files to the media on October 18,

1988.

The following is

the text of that statement:

We submit that this is an open invitation to
police in Canada to kill an Indian for the RCMP
in the name of justice.
We submit that the
characterizations in the "wanted posters" are
not based on substantive information, except
that the proposed victims are Indian.
We
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submit, therefore, that this invitation to kill
an Indian in the name of Canada's state police
is the basest form of racism.
It is in keeping
with the worst forms of self justification
practised by South Africa's state police and
military.
It traces its pedigree back to even
more unsavory times in Europe and North America
when "the only good Indian was a dead
Indian"...We submit, therefore, that the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police is not under adequate
control of Canada's political institutions.
However, if it is in fact truly under the
control of the present Canadian government,
then that government has revealed an antiIndian bias that is dangerous to the peace and
good government of Canada and the Indian
people.
State intimidation and terrorism is no
more acceptable than any other form.
Conversely, if state terrorism is acceptable
for Canada's governments, what message does
this send to the Native peoples?
Before a
senseless tragedy is provoked by these posters,
they should be withdrawn and a public apology
made to the Indian people, and to the Canadian
(and Quebec) people on whose behalf they are
issued (Press Release, The RCMP Information
Circulars, Kanienkehaka Mohawk Nation Office.
Kahnawake Branch. October 18, 1988).

Governmental and police officials made no response.

Positive Effects
The RCMP's 1988 paramilitary operation was viewed by a
vast majority of Kahnavakeronon as a deadly confrontation
between the Kanienkehaka nation and the state police.

Yet,

this crisis also exerted a positive influence upon
Kahnawakeronon.

One example is that this crisis heightened

the political consciousness of the people.

As one

Kanienkehaka recounts:

One night while out on duty, when we were
riding around out the men knew they were
putting their lives on the line, they realized
the risk they were taking, but they really felt
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good about themselves... they believed in their
sovereignty and they believed that they are
true Onkwehonwe (shell or crust of our being)
and that people should stick together no matter
what.
Other people had no right to tell us
what to do or to harm other people.
Everybody
got together.
I think it will happen again.
Whatever harm that is coming to Kahnawake,
everybody will stick together and they will put
their lives right there on the line because
they don't want anything to happen to their
families, their children, their elders, and to
the land...there was unity, people united
together...people were there to help each other
and to comfort each other... (Interviewee A.
June, 1989).
As another woman observed, "what
was nice was that I heard different guys
patrolling and they had Indian music tapes
playing loud, like social dances songs.
It
seemed to have brought out nationalism in our
people like nobody was ashamed to feel Indian"
(Interviewee C. June, 1989).

In this context,

the invasion not only unified the

people but also strengthened and reinforced the traditional
cultural value of collective responsibility which is vital
to the liberation struggles of Indigenous nations.
As one Kanienkehaka woman observed on the first night
the Rotiskenrahkete manned the roadblocks,

"that first

night was just full of guys...They were all sitting around
with coffee and telling stories and getting closer
together..."

(Interviewee D. June,

From another perspective,

1989).

the operations of security

patrols by the Rotiskenrahkete including the youth gave
them a sense of responsibility as Rotiskenrahkete.

The

Rotiskenrahkete understood that they were defending the
national principles set forth in the Great Law of Peace;
their people,

their land? their nation.

As one
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Kanienkehaka Mohawk woman remarked,

"since they started

this patrolling...it's almost like they have changed their
ways of life.

They have become responsible..."

(Interviewee A. June,

1989).

In regards to the youth,

the

latter Kanienkehaka woman remarked,

"even if you told your

son you can't go there

you're too young, he'll

(roadblocks)

go anyway because that's where he wants to be because this
is something that he believes he has learned and you have
taught him all his life..."

(Ibid.).

Feelings of freedom and togetherness were two important
aspects the Kanienkehaka women interviewed identified.
The first night on June 1,
Mercier bridge were blocked,

1988 when all roads and the

here is how one Kanienkehaka

woman who was on night shift-duty delivering food to the
Rotiskenrahkete on the barricades describes how if felt
driving through Kahnawake territory without any EuroCanadians present:

...we were out there until 1:30 a.m. in the
morning delivering food to the men on security,
and it was so cold...I drove down to the
Chateauguay basin (route 138) where two of my
boys were with a whole bunch of guys.
So when
we came back I told...I'm going to do something
I'll never be able to do again.
On highway 138
I drove down the wrong side of the lane and we
were screaming our heads off, we had so much
fun...and every car you would see were the men
or the boys, the men of the community.
You're
waving at everybody and we were so happy that
we didn't see no white men on the territory.
It was like freedom...you come on the highway
and you don't see no white men...it felt so
nice because whenever you saw a car you know
that's an Indian, a native person waving, and
you don't even know who is in the car and
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you're waving your hand back screaming, it was
so beautiful...we were so safe that night, we
felt so safe and free? it was just Onhkwehonwe
people, it was such a great feeling, such a
great feeling... (Interviewee A. June, 1989).
In the words of another Kanienkehaka woman, "it
felt like the whole world left and it was just
us.
Everyone is gone and it's just us, all the
other towns are gone..." (Interviewee C. June,
1989) .

Not only did the Rotiskenrahkete maintain security
patrols on a twenty-four hour basis,

but Kahnawakeronon in

general continued to be on the alert checking any unknown
cars attempting to illegally enter Kahnawake territory.
For example,

one Kanienkehaka woman describes:

we're sort of all patrols? if we're out
shopping in Chateauguay, or St. Isadore, and if
you see a police like in excessive numbers, you
call right away.
One time, I was going to
school 8:30 in the morning and I noticed this
armoured truck.
He was going slow on the
highway so I took the first lane and I went to
the Nation's office (administrative branch for
the traditional government or Longhouse).
This
is what scared me because I figured, gee, maybe
it's a truckload full of RCMP or something and
you can't see them because they're in their
armoured car... (Interviewee A. June, 1989).

Since the RCMP operation,
been on consistent alert.

the people of Kahnawake have

Kahnawakeronon have assumed a

collective responsibility to defend the community against a
repetition of the events of June 1988.

In the past,

the

community perhaps did not consciously pay attention to the
thousands of cars that passed through Kahnawake territory.
People have become more alert in keeping a watchful eye to
ensure no harm is inflicted upon the people of Kahnawake.
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This falls in line with the philosophy of the
Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy,

that the

people are always reminded "to think about the next Seven
Generations ahead" when decisions are to be made in council
meetings.

In essence,

as one Kanienkehaka woman pointed

out in the context of the RCMP invasion as being a lesson
or message for the Kanienkehaka nation:
consistently look ahead as a people,

"You have to

a government,

you have

to look at everything, but not just what is close by,

but

what we have to look at for the future and prepare
ourselves for the good and the bad things that could happen
to us..."
Today,

(Interviewee C. June,

1989).

the Kanienkehaka nation continue to conduct

economic activity in accordance to their laws and within
their respective traditional national territories that
extend into the so-called United States.

The establishment

of cigarette stores or bingo parlors within some
Kanienkehaka communities such as Kahnawake, Akwesasne,
Ganienkeh has become an expression of a people living
within the context of a sovereign nation.
Colonial domination uprooted and destroyed the
traditional economies of the Haudenosaunee Six Nations
Iroquois Confederacy thus forcing Indigenous nations to
become economically dependent upon the colonizer.

The

destruction and usurpation of Kanienkehaka lands and
natural resources have forced the latter to develop

and
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capital-based projects that would allow the people to
become economically self-sufficient.
In 1989,

(a year after the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police paramilitary invasion in Kahnawake which will be
discussed in the next chapter),
office,

the Kanienkehaka nation

Kahnawake territory issued a message to the people

of Canada explaining the political/economic position of the
Kanienkehaka nation:

The sale of cigarettes and super bingo are
silly reasons for the Canadian forces to kill
Indians.
To us, they are short term measures
toward long range solutions.
They provide for
the here and now, laying the economic
foundation for the development of long range
measures.
In Kahnawake, the tobacco trade
helps to fund language immersion and
development, cultural survival, and
environmental preservation.
It supports the
formation of small business in a more rapid,
less bureaucratic fashion than any devised by
the Canadian government...The tobacco trade
funds the development of Indian solutions to
"Indian problems" that are largely sustained if
not created by Canadian governments and
bureaucracies...To do so, we need an economic
base that we own and control? we need a
reasonable land base that we own and
control...We need economic and political
systems that we own and control, so that we can
finally reassert a culture and a society that
is of us, not a second class imitation of what
is Canadian (Communique: "To the People of
Canada," from the Mohawk Nation, Kahnawake
Territory, in Tribune Juive. Magazine
D'Actualite Culturelle. Janvier-fevrier, Vol.
6, no. 4, 1989: 5).

Thus,

such projects organized and encouraged grass¬

roots level people to work collectively towards building a
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safe, healthy,

and prosperous society for Kanienkehaka

children and the next seven generations ahead.
The tragic event of June 1,
conflict with the state police.
will illustrate,

1988 was not the end of
Yet,

as the next section

the FBI and other government agencies

continued their counterintelligence operations against
another national territory of the Kanienkehaka nation
community - Ganienkeh.

Ganienkeh Conflict March 1990
On March 30,

1990,

the community of Ganienkeh territory

- located in upstate New York approximately 70 miles south
of Montreal - found themselves surrounded and held hostage
by the FBI and the New York state police after a Vermont
National Guard helicopter was shot at by unknown persons
and forced to land in Ganienkeh territory.
Vankirk was injured in the incident.

A Dr. James K.

The police claimed

(without any solid evidence to support their theory)

that

the shots had come from Ganienkeh territory.
Ganienkeh officials denied the charges.

According to a

Kanienkehaka witness from Ganienkeh, who was one of the
first persons to arrive on the scene,

this is what

happened:

...I was shaving and I heard a helicopter
flying over, which is not uncommon considering
the air base which is just close by about 20
miles away... People were running around and
said there was a helicopter that landed in the
field real close...The people went to check and
told them to leave...They (people inside the
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helicopter) said that someone was injured.
I
went over there and asked if they needed any
help and they said, "no, we don't need your
help."
We immediately set up a patrol right
there surrounding the area...We left a couple
of guys there to watch because we knew someone
was hurt...The pilot asked if he could use the
phone to call the state police.
One of the
Kanienkehaka Mohawk security guys said he would
make the phone call for them.
Why they weren't
using their radio transmission in the
helicopter, I have no idea...the state police
arrived, it took them a while, they asked if
they could secure around the helicopter, and I
told them that is up to the people to decide
whether or not we would allow the state police
to enter into the territory...Next thing I
knew, there was an increase of buildup of state
police in the area.
They started to take
pictures right away of everybody coming in and
out of the camp entrances.
Around 3:00 p.m.
that afternoon, the police put up their
roadblocks and started checking vehicles...When
you are surrounded by heavily armed state
troopers, one of your acts of defence is to
secure your own territory... the people
(Kanienkehaka Mohawk) took it as an offensive
force trying to prevent them from traveling in
and out of the territory...About 8:00 o'clock
that evening the state police moved up their
barricades on route 190 and another huge
contingent of state troopers arrived equipped
with lethal weapons.
They started to provoke
our security men by pushing and shoving them.
That's when the incident took a whole different
perspective from our view... (Interview with
Darvl Martin. November, 1990).

Although the state police did not complete their
investigation,

the state never withdrew their charge.

It was widely believed that more than the helicopter
incident was involved.

The build-up of state police and

FBI agents led people to feel they were under military
siege.
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Negotiation Process - Cultural Conflict
Representatives from Ganienkeh and Kahnawakeronon met
with state police and the FBI on the evening of March 30,
1990 to begin negotiations that hopefully would result in a
peaceful resolution to the incident.

Without any

consideration of the sovereign rights of the Ganienkeh
people the state police insisted that they enter the
territory to investigate the helicopter incident
immediately.
However,

from the Kanienkehaka nation perspective,

before any decisions are to be made the people must meet in
accordance to the traditional clan system,
issues that affect not only the people,

discuss critical

but also the

children and the next seven generations yet unborn.
this context,

In

the people had to discuss whether the state

troopers would be given permission to enter Ganienkeh
territory.

The same procedure followed with regard to the

proposals designed by both parties.

As Daryl Martin

pointed out:

One of the reasons why negotiations and
proposals lasted so long was the government
would unilaterally say the proposals were not
acceptable...The one thing the government does
not understand is that with our people, the way
we meet, it takes a lot of time and effort to
make a decision...We had long meetings and
discussions with the people in the territory on
what we can do, what we can't do...We would
send proposals to the police, hear their
decision, bring back the proposal to the
police...we don't meet just for ten minutes;
sometimes we were meeting for six, seven hours
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to discuss every stipulation in the proposal...
(Interview with Darvl Martin. November, 1990).

As the Kanienkehaka people saw it,

the state police

would hurry through the proposal without any careful
consideration to resolving the conflict peacefully.
Nevertheless,

after several proposals,

the state police and

federal officials finally agreed to the position put forth
by the Ganienkeh people.
On April 7,

1990,

an agreement was signed by Captain

Kenneth Cook of the New York State Police and a
representative of the FBI.

This agreement specified

conditions under which Ganienkeh people permitted the other
two parties to enter their territory to conduct an
investigation.

(See Appendix C,

pp.

308-310,

for copy of

agreement.)
On April 9,
territory,

1990,

the Kanienkehaka nation,

Ganienkeh

issued a press release informing the public that

the roadblocks on both sides had been dismantled and that
both parties would continue to carry out an investigation
to address the conflict at hand
Ganienkeh Territory. April 9,
As noted earlier,
their investigation.

(Press Release from

1990).

the state police never completed
This led many people from Ganienkeh

to observe that the state police and federal officials were
not serious about the agreements they had signed.
Kanienkehaka were convinced that police harassment,

Many
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warrants,

and criminalization were now the focus of the

FBI's campaign against the Kanienkehaka nation.

FBI's Violent Campaign Against Kanienkehaka Citizens
The state police and FBI served federal warrants on
several Kanienkehaka citizens for their involvement in the
standoff with the New York State police and the FBI.

As

New York State Police major Robert Leu commented in the
press:

"State police are pursuing a two-pronged

investigation.

We are attempting to identify the shooter

(of the helicopter)

and identify those who hindered our

investigation...Asked if the State Police had a suspect in
the helicopter shooting,
comment on that.

Leu,

said,

"I don't want to

Earlier in the week,

said they had no shooting suspect"
Friday, April 13,

police officials

(The Public Record.

1990).

A month later, Wayne Alfred,
Albany's FBI detachment,

a special agent for

remarked to the press,

"that the

Mohawks will be charged with conspiracy to impede or injure
an officer.

The charges carry a maximum penalty of a

$5,000 fine and six years in prison"
Sunday, May 6,

1990).

(Republican Press.

Note that in April,

the state police

and FBI agents did not have any suspects for the helicopter
incident.

Now,

a month later,

they decided to issue 16

sealed indictments against Kanienkehaka citizens.
On April 28,

1990,

a Kanienkehaka citizen from

Ganienkeh territory was almost killed by undercover police
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agents disguised in civilian clothes.

In response to this

covert act a letter was sent to New York Governor Mario
Cuomo by Ganienkeh officials describing the events and
warning that the people of Ganienkeh territory would defend
its people and territory from any outside aggression
conducted by the state police or any foreign law agencies.
Following are portions of the letter:

On April 28, 1990, at approximately 8:30 a.m.,
1 hour after a peaceful social Bingo attended
by hundreds of non-Indian guests closed,
members of your police in civilian clothing
covertly entered our land without our knowledge
or invitation and opened fire on one of our
people...the people were aware that your
officers were in fact police and FBI
agents...To our minds, the single objective of
this negligent action could only have been to
wound, maim, or even kill one of our people,
without considering the jeopardy of innocent
people only passing through...Throughout this
and previous incidents involving your people
and ours, we have always responded in fair and
reasonable manner, consistent with our laws,
our need to survive as a sovereign...In the
context of this latest unprovoked attack, how
can we continue to believe that we share a
sense of rightness?
We can no longer trust
your empty promises...In the context of our
constitution and inalienable universal right to
exist as a sovereign people, we cannot and will
not accept threats to invade our homeland and
harm our people...if any of our people are
hurt, we must and will react and defend
ourselves in a manner and with force equal to
that which is unjustly and unlawfully used
against us...your agents and officials must not
enter our homeland without the permission of
the people of Ganienkeh...In the spirit of the
Gayenerogowah, (Great Law of Peace) even as we
express our strongest determination to survive
as a sovereign, we invite you to consider the
path of peace and reason over the endless
destructive road to violence.
The people of
Ganienkeh are only reminding you of information
that you already know.
Knowledge known but not
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used is negligent (Communique: To New York
State Governor Mario Cuomo, From Ganienkeh
Territory, April 28, 1990).

From a legal context, William Kunstler,
lawyer for human rights,

a well-known

pointed out that the 16

Kanienkehaka citizens faced trumped-up charges which do not
exist in the criminal code as defined under the Major
Crimes Act.

Kunstler stated:

"...the section of the

federal criminal code that deals with Indians, major crimes
include murder, manslaughter,

kidnapping,

other violent crimes against people.

rape and numerous

There is no mention

in the major crime act of conspiracy to impede the
execution of a search warrant...They are really invalid
warrants.

These are warrants for a crime for which the

Indians cannot be prosecuted in U.S."
May 6,

(Republican Press.

1990).

Political/Economic Motives Behind State Repression
What are the motives behind the policies of state
repression against Indigenous nations,
the Kanienkehaka nation today?

specifically against

As Tekhanawatekwon,

Kanienkehaka citizen clearly pointed out,
getting its pound of flesh in taxation"
"The Indian in Canada,

Yesterday,

Today,

"Canada was not

(Tekhanawatekwon,
and Tomorrow," in

Tribune Juive, Magazine D7Actualite Culturelle.
fevrier, Vol.

6,

no.

4,

1990:

12).

Janvier-

Not one penny was going

to the Euro-American/Canadian governments.
important,

a

Equally

because Kahnawake was selling cartons of
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cigarettes at a lower price and tax free,

this profoundly

affected the competing businesses owned by Euro-Canadians.
What is especially galling to the government is that
the Kanienkehaka nation,

Kahnawake territory has been very

successful in its economic endeavors.

Successfully

exercising political/economic independence within their own
respective aboriginal national territories of the
Kanienkehaka nation,
Ganienkeh,

communities such as Kahnawake,

or Akwesasne constitute a living contradiction

to age-old myths about Indigenous failures.
success,

not failure,

It is fear of

that has been one of the primary

reasons why the Euro-American/Canadian governments have
conducted paramilitary police/military invasions of the
territories of Kahnawake,

Ganienkeh,

and Akwesasne within

the years between 1988 to 1990.
To see an Indigenous nation,

an oppressed people stand

up, working collectively to free itself from the oppressor
and become economically and politically independent is
quite contrary to the status quo of any foreign state
regime - "the oppressed being dependent on the oppressor
for survival."
book.

As Paulo Freire clearly points out in his

Pedagogy of the Oppressed,

"the interests of the

oppressors lie in changing the consciousness of the
oppressed,

not the situation which oppresses them"

Like Kahnawake,

(p.

Kanienkehaka people residing within

Ganienkeh territory continue to follow and function
according to the political principles set forth in the

60).
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Kaianerakowa,

or Great Law of Peace.

The very unique

aspect which differentiates Ganienkeh from other sister
communities is that there is no band council system or
foreign government existing in Ganienkeh.
The people of Ganienkeh territory have managed to
develop various economic projects that have allowed them to
become economically independent.
form of state assistance.

They have rejected any

The Kanienkehaka nation believe

one must practice independence on a daily basis.
Like the sister communities of Kahnawake,
Akwesasne,

and

Ganienkeh territory has developed capital-based

projects such as Bingo and selling tobacco as means of
becoming economically self-sufficient.

These economic

projects have not only created employment for Indigenous
people, but as well as for Euro-American citizens.
In a press release dated March 24,

1989,

the Ganienkeh

people explained to the public that the community,

"use the

proceeds from their bingo operation to fund or supply
education, medical expenses,
other parts of their economy"
Territory. March 24,

housing,

farm machinery and

(Communique:

From Ganienkeh

1989).

Summary
Under the pretext that they were selling contraband
cigarettes,

the Canadian government sent in over 200 Royal

Canadian Mounted Police to conduct a massive invasion
against the Kanienkehaka people of Kahnawake,

on June 1,
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1988.

The RCMP kidnapped seventeen individuals; ten were

charged with the selling of contraband cigarettes.

The

Kahnawakeronon responded by blockading the Mercier bridge
which created major traffic jams on highways that lead to
and from Montreal.
The ten shunned the court system based on the
Kanienkehaka position that as a sovereign nation,
of cigarettes was legal,
laws of the Confederacy.

constitutional,

the sale

and subject to the

The ten individuals soon

discovered they were targets of the RCMP's disinformation
campaign.

The RCMP distributed wanted posters labeling the

ten individuals as armed, violent,

and dangerous.

The RCMP invasion not only unified the people but also
reinforced the traditional cultural value of collective
responsibility.

This was demonstrated through the

immediate mobilization and effective organizing by
Kahnawakeronon.
The Ganienkeh conflict of March 1990 illustrated once
more the theme of domestic wars and the state against the
Kanienkehaka nation.

After a Vermont helicopter guard was

shot by unknown person/s,

and forced to land in Ganienkeh

territory, Ganienkeh people soon found themselves
surrounded by New York state troopers,

and FBI agents.

Police investigations were never completed,

and yet,

the

FBI served several warrants on Kanienkehaka citizens who
faced doubtful charges.
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As stated in Chapter 2,

these incidents described here

provide the reader with background information that
examines current state policies towards Indigenous nations.
The Oka crisis of 1990 serves as the most recent example
reflecting the consistency of state repression towards
Indigenous nations,

specifically the Kanienkehaka nation.

CHAPTER 5
KANEHSATAKE

On July 11,

1990,

(OKA)

CRISIS - JULY 11,

1990

some 100 heavily armed tactical

police officers - the Surete du Quebec - suddenly attacked
the Kanienkehaka village of Kanehsatake,
Oka.

near the town of

Thereby began a new chapter in the age-old saga of

the government versus the Kanienkehaka nation.
This chapter will focus on the tragic crisis of July
11th and delineate the major events that led up to and
ensued during the Oka crisis.

Both terms,

Kanehsatake and

Oka, will be used interchangeably throughout this chapter.
Aside from the armed conflict in this crisis, many events
occurred which deflated Canada's overblown reputation for
democratic open-mindedness.

This chapter will open with

the description of events that led to the Oka
confrontation.

The racism that was revealed and expressed

by local white residents will be described.

Police

violence and systematic human rights violations against
Kanienkehaka people will also be highlighted.
Another scenario revolved around the political domain:
what were Canada's and Quebec's policies towards resolving
the Oka confrontation?

As this chapter will point out,

both governments pursued policies of avoidance and
aggression to solving the crisis at hand.

Policies of

"gunboat diplomacy" and "brinkmanship" exemplified the
state's approaches to the Kanienkehaka nation.

The

government of Canada's policy of "brinkmanship" conceives
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of the military's role as employing and legitimizing
military violence and force against Indigenous nations.
The final section will include a summary concerning the
overall aspects of this chapter.

Historical Background
The events that occurred in Kanehsatake on July 11,
1990,

are not new.

In fact,

the Kanienkehaka people of

Kanehsatake have been systematically struggling for control
of their ancestral lands since the encroachment of the
Sulpicians in the 1700s

(Rochon,

Lepage,

1991).

As

Kanienkehaka Curtis Nelson explains:

...While it is true that several Mohawk
families who had converted to Christianity were
relocated to the Kanehsatake region by the
Sulpicians in the 18th century, it is equally
true that Mohawks occupied the area prior to
their arrival, along with citizens of the
Algonquin and Nipissing nations who were under
our protection.
Historical evidence does exist
to document our prior occupation.
Many
attempts were made to remove us from our
homeland.
In the late 19th century several
Mohawk families, most of whom had come with the
Sulpicians, were coerced and tricked into
moving to what is now known as Gibson Reserve
north of Toronto.
The Algonquin and Nipissings
also had accepted lands elsewhere, but the
Mohawks, who had always been there, refused to
leave our traditional homelands.
Efforts to
remove all of our people persisted, but to no
avail.
There are many people in Kanesatake who
have stories of how the Sulpicians and your
government tried to force out our ancestors
(Testimony: Curtis Nelson in Minutes of
Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. March 12,
1991: 53: 54).
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In 1945,

as an attempt to settle the land claim dispute

between the Kanienkehaka of Kanehsatake and the Sulpicians,
the federal government purchased traditional lands within
the Kanehsatake territory from the Seminaire du SaintSulpice.

Of course,

the Kanienkehaka people of Kanehsatake

were not consulted nor did they participate in this
agreement

(Rochon,

Lepage,

1991).

In 1958,

the

municipality of Oka decides to construct a nine-hole golf
course on traditional Kanienkehaka lands.

Again,

this

project was done without the consultation of the
Kanienkehaka of Kanehsatake.
development,

To protest against this

the Kanienkehaka of Kanehsatake "sent an

emissary to Ottawa, Mr.

Emile Colas,

golf course development stopped,

lawyer to have the

but to no avail...the

federal government refused to recognize any ancestral land
title to the Natives or to acknowledge their claims in this
respect"

(Ibid.:

48).

In 1961,

against protests voiced by

the Kanienkehaka people of Kanehsatake,

the municipality of

Oka constructed a nine-hole golf course on the traditional
lands of the Kanienkehaka nation of Kanehsatake
(Kanienkehaka Solidarity Group,

1991).

Pine trees were uprooted and destroyed and the little
parcels of lands left of the Kanienkehaka nation were
confiscated by the government.

Between 1972 to 1978,

Kanehsatake filed two more land claim suits which were
rejected by the federal government.

Then on April 1,

1989,

the people led a protest march in the Kanehsatake community
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to oppose the construction of an extension of the golf
course on the traditional territory of Kanienkehaka
(Kanienkehaka Solidarity Group,
In March of 1990,

1991).

the Kanehsatake people discovered

that the mayor of Oka, Jean Ouellette,

along with his

councillors had hired a developer to construct an
additional nine holes to the golf course and erect
condominiums in order to increase the community's tax
revenues.

Such plans for construction would result in the

deliberate destruction and desecration of the ancient
sacred burial grounds of Kanehsatake as well as
environmental destruction of the Pines trees.

As

Kanienkehaka Curtis Nelson then explains:

...surveillance of the area we call The Pines
began on March 10, 1990.
This was after the
municipal council lifted a moratorium on the
expansion of a private golf club course, and
after unanimous ratification of the project by
the golf club membership on March 9th.
Barricades were later erected on a seasonallyused dirt road which lead through a forest,
most of which was slated to be clear-cut for
the expansion project...-There followed a
series of meetings between the federal
representatives, who assumed the responsibility
of representing the interests of the province
and municipality, and the Mohawks.
These
discussions were conducted mainly between
Canada and the Longhouse, with the band council
participating in a collorative manner.
It
became evident fairly quickly that these talks
would not go far, because the federal
representative was mandated only to discuss the
land unification proposal that had been
rejected by community members who had
participated in public consultations.
Our
position was that we were to open discussions
but that they would have to be conducted in the
proper context, on a government-to-government
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basis, and that long-term solutions would have
to be found (Testimony: By Curtis Nelson in
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, March
12, 1991: 53: 54).

In this context,

the Kanienkehaka of Kanehsatake

requested to meet with Tom Siddon,

Minister of Indian

Affairs to discuss possible solutions concerning the
barricades and to avert future conflict in Kanehsatake.
After a meeting on June 21st,

the Kanienkehaka of

Kanehsatake discovered the federal government did not take
the positions of the former seriously and refused to
recognize them or deal with the traditional Longhouse
government.

The mayor of Oka obtained an injunction from

the Superior Court of Quebec ordering the people to
dismantle the barricades by June 30th.
Thus,

as Curtis Nelson describes the responses of

Kanienkehaka people in Kanehsatake to the government's
position:

When word of your government's position got
back to the people in The Pines, many were
angered.
They felt we had tried very possible
peaceful and diplomatic way to have Canada take
us seriously.
They decided that it was time to
fight and that the barricades would not come
down until Canada relented.
Some of us
disagreed with this approach because we felt
that other peaceful avenues could be
explored... We tried repeatedly to arrive at a
consensus on how to achieve our objective, but
to no avail... (Ibid.: 53: 56).

On July 5th,

"Minister Sam Elkas declares that the

Surete du Quebec will move in,

on Monday,

July 9th,

if the
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barricades have not been taken down"
58).

Since foreign

(Canada/U.S.)

(Rochon,

Lepage,

1991:

laws are not recognized

within the traditional national territories of the
Kanienkehaka nation,

Kanehsatake people dismissed the court

injunction and demanded that the federal government resolve
this conflict with the Kanienkehaka nation within the
context of a nation-to-nation basis.

To no avail:

the

voices of the group of Kanehsatake people were ignored by
government officials.
At the request of Oka Mayor Ouellette,
du Quebec

(SQ)

over 100 Surete

tactical police were sent in to conduct a

massive paramilitary assault upon the Kanienkehaka of
Kanehsatake.

Kanienkehaka Resist SO Police Attack - Oka.

July 11.

1990

Earlier that morning behind the peaceful barricades,
Kanienkehaka men,

women,

tobacco-burning ceremony,

and children were conducting a
offering thanks to the Creator,

while others were still asleep.
barricades,

Across the road from the

the police squad outfitted in riot gear,

equipped with lethal weapons,
arrived in cars and vans,

and wearing gas masks,

ready for final preparations to

execute their assigned task.
The following passage by one Kanienkehaka woman is
worth quoting at length.

She was behind the barricades:

The actual attack started during the tobacco
burning.
We were up early, just about the
whole village was there.
At sunrise we were
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thanking the Great Creator for the sun and a
new day.
That's when the first shots and tear
gas came in.
The women went out to talk to
them (SQ).
They wanted to talk to our leader.
We told them the truth - that we had no leader
- it was the people together that spoke.
The
officer couldn't grasp this and kept insisting
he talk to our leader.
We went back and asked
Johnny Cree to talk to them.
He is our faith
keeper... He (SQ officer) told John they had
orders to open fire if we all didn't leave the
area so they could take down the barrier.
Johnny said he would talk to us and when he
came back he told us he thought it was more
than just arrests they wanted.
But we told him
to tell them we were staying.
Johnny went back
and told them and asked that at least they give
us time to finish our prayers so we would be
prepared to meet our Creator.
The SQ leader
said we had five minutes then they were coming
in.
Johnny explained it would take longer than
that.
I think he gave us 45 minutes.
All this
time the women were making breakfast - sausages
and scrambled eggs and peanut butter and jam
sandwiches.
There was a lot of kids around and
we just sort of did it to keep the kids happy
and our minds occupied.
When Johnny came back
he almost pleaded with us to leave because he
felt blood would be shed.
Again we said 'NoI'
and asked Johnny to offer up a prayer... Denise
asked them 'Why do you want to kill me?
Why do
you want to kill my children?'
That trooper
slowly lowered his gun until his leader
signalled him to reload and keep his weapon up.
The girls spread out in a line.
They (SQ)
yelled 'Time is up.
Are you going to leave?'
We said, 'You know what our answer is.
We
cannot leave.'
Then the concussion grenades
and tear gas started.
Soon after the bullets.
The women started to run back.
Our men were
back in the bush behind the lacrosse rink.
None of them had fired up to then because no
order had been given.
Around then there was a
war cry given up to bring the Great Creator's
attention to what was happening to us.
When
our men saw they (the SQ) were firing with
women and children up front, the command to
fire was given and they opened fire too.
The
youngest of the children was two and he was on
a tricycle on the road.
His little feet were
peddling like heck.
Bullets were kicking up
dirt next to him.
One of the men went out and
grabbed him and pulled him behind a big pine.
A woman was terrified and she fell.
A warrior
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ran out and covered her with his body so he
would take the bullets.
The exchange lasted
maybe five minutes but it seemed forever.
Then
I heard someone say, 'Look, they are running'
and the firing stopped (Interview, Debbie
Etienne. In Maclaine, Baxendale, 1990: 30-31).

During the tragic event of the SQ assault,
marcel Lemay,
police,

died of a gunshot wound.

and governmental officials

one officer,

The media,

SQ

immediately seized on

this event and blamed the Kaninekehaka people for the
death.

From the Kanienkehaka perspective,

officer Lemay

was either killed by his own officers or was hit by his own
recoil as witness Jim Duff surmised.
Immediately after the paramilitary assault by the SQ,

a

Kanienkehaka spokeswoman for the people behind the
barricades - Ellen Gabriel - responded to a Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation
people are you?

(CBC)

reporter,

"What kind of

There are children here and you're

shooting tear gas at us.
your weapons at us.

We're not armed and you're aiming

What kind of people are you?"

Tapes and Transcripts,

The National News,

CBC.

(Media

July 11,

1990) .
From a journalist's perspective,

a reporter named Jim

Duff who also witnessed the tragic scene behind the
Kanienkehaka barricades provides another insightful picture
of the deadly confrontation that morning.

The crucial

aspect for the reader to note is the discussion Duff had
with another former SQ officer in regard to SQ officer
Lemay.
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All hell broke loose, concussion grenades, the
thunder claps, gun launch and smoke type
grenades, gas grenades... There was a full
minute of heavy automatic firing and there was
not one return shot (from Mohawk warriors)
throughout the entire period of time...And I'm
not talking about over your head firing, even
though it was shredding the branches over our
heads.
We can hear it, we seen the branches
going off, coming over our heads, and we were
watching as well the bullets studding over into
the trees.
Everybody was like literally
running into the woods at the time the firing
broke out.
I will be honest, I think there
would have been a massacre...With all due
differences with the capabilities of the
warrior's society, and the people that were up
on the hill, I don't think the weaponry was a
match for the kind of equipment the Surete du
Quebec tactical squad was wearing that morning.
The warriors were not prepared for that kind of
full frontal assault...At that point, the cops
were on the run and nobody knew why; all of a
sudden, they were pulling out of there.
Was it
the tear gas?
Had they received the orders to
get out?
They seemed to be carrying something.
As it turned out, it was officer Lemay.
I
talked to a senior member of the tactical squad
who has trained a lot of those men and has
since retired.
The Surete Quebec tactical
squad member told me in no uncertain terms they
have been told in time and again not to fire a
.223 calibre weaponry in any heavy underbrush
or a potential recoil situation because the
muzzle velocity is so extreme the recoil will
come back with as much force as it left the
muzzle and this comes from one of their own
people who incidentally is convinced and I have
talked with him at length, is convinced that
the police officer was either shot by their own
guy or he was hit by his own recoil.
And this
is a former member of the SQ tactical squad...
(Jim Duff CKRK Radio Interview. Kahnawake, July
25, 1990).

A gust of wind forced the SQ officers to retreat 200
meters down hill

from the Kanienkehaka's barricades,

leaving behind several police vehicles,

vans,

and a heavy
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front-end payloader intended to crush the barricades.

In

response to the attempt by the SQ tactical squad to execute
orders to remove the barricades allegedly stipulated in the
court injunction,

the Rotiskenrahkete immediately turned

the situation to their advantage.

They quickly seized the

payloader and used it to overturn the police vehicles and
used them as reinforcements of their barricades
McLaughlin and Wallace,
July 23,

1990:

(Taylor,

"The Battle of Oka," in MacleanVs,

18).

To relieve the federal government of its legal and
constitutional responsibility to intervene as requested by
officials of Kanienkehaka nation,
Indian Affairs, Tom Siddon,

Federal Minister of

remarked,

"At this time it is a

policing matter within the hands of the Surete du Quebec"
(Media Tapes and Transcripts,

The World at Six. July 11,

1990).
Later that day,

it was discovered that Oka Mayor

Ouellette had immediately gone into hiding,

and the Surete

Quebec police quickly requested a massive reinforcement of
approximately 1000 more SQ officers to seal off the entire
surrounding area of Kanehsatake.
By the next day,

"police manning the numerous

checkpoints that dotted every road leading towards Oka were
turning back most cars trying to enter the town,

even

preventing some residents from bringing home groceries
because of their suspicions that the food might reach the
Mohawks on the barricades.

Several journalists, meanwhile,
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complained that police had seized and sometimes destroyed
both equipment and film.

Observed one Oka resident,

has become a police state"
Wallace,

(Taylor,

"The Battle of Oka,"

Meanwhile,
(Wednesday,

McLaughlin,

in MacleanTs,

"Oka

and

1990:

18).

back in Kahnawake on the same day

July 11,

1990),

to prevent any further SQ

paramilitary assaults upon the sister community of
Kanehsatake,

the Kanienkehaka of Kahnawake blocked off the

Mercier bridge and all major sector points leading to and
from Montreal

in support of their sisters and brothers then

under police siege.
Mercier bridge,

In response to the blockade of the

SQ police forces sealed off the entire

territory of Kahnawake and denied access to any delivery of
foods and medial supplies to both Kahnawake and
Kanehsatake.
office,

Officials from the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation

Kahnawake,

reported that "the surrounding

provincial police forcefully blocked entry of any and all
emergency service to the Indian people...a mother and
daughter were denied re-entry by the Q.P.P
Provincial Police)

(Quebec

with a wheelchair-bound man.

He had to

be brought back to Kahnawake in his wheelchair along the
train tracks and through the bush and trees
Chateauguay"

(Communique:

Local/International Media.

To the People of Kahnawake.
Church Groups/Civil Groups,

Kanienkehaka Mohawk Nation Office,
1990).

from

Kahnawake,

July 12,
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On July 13th,

several Clanmothers and other

Kanienkehaka representatives met with Quebec Native Affairs
Minister John Ciaccia to discuss strategies to resolve the
deadly conflict.

Kanienkehaka women were furious at

abusive and continuing harassment by the SQ police,
both federal and provincial governments.
describes one scene in Oka,

and at

As a reporter

"In a classic negotiating

strategy the Mohawk women who have been dealing with
Ciaccia kept him waiting for awhile in the forest,

then

walked right past him without a word to complain about the
police"
July 13,

(Media Tapes and Transcripts,

The National News.

1990).

Officials of the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation put forth
three pre-conditions independent of any formal discussions
that would lead towards a solution to the conflict between
the governments of Canada,
nation.

Quebec and the Kanienkehaka

The three pre-conditions were stipulated as

follows:
1.

The government of Canada and Quebec agree there will be
unimpeded access of food,
health care,

clothing, medical supplies,

fuel and the basic necessities of life to

and from Kanehsatake and Kahnawake.
2.

The governments of Canada and Quebec will ensure
unrestricted access to and from the Mohawk community of
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake of spiritual leaders,
mothers,

chiefs,

clan

advisors and attorneys as designated by

the Mohawk Nation.
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3.

The parties to this agreement accept the presence of an
International tear of observers to ensure the
irplerentation of this agreement and to observe the
process among the parties during which negotiations will
be carried out.

This tear will consist of 24 persons

chosen by the International Federation of Human Rights
who will act as observers at Kanehsatake and Kahnawake.
This observer tear shall rerain in place until such tire
as the barricades are reroved and all police/arred
forces are withdrawn.

Each of the parties to this

agreerent will equally share the cost of expenses
incurred by the International Federation of Hunan Rights
observer tear (Arreerer.t on Pre-Conditions Between the
Kanienkehaka Mohawk Nation,

the Govemrer.t of Quebec,

and the Government of Canada. August 12,
Appendix C, pp.

311-312,

1990).

See

for copy of Agreerent.

Note that this agreerent was officially signed by
representatives of the three parties on August 12,

1990.

Prior to this date, the Quebec government refused to accept
pre-condition three.

They did not want to involve the

international ccrrunity because it would raise the
Kanienkehaka nations' grievances to an international level
which was contrary to the political tactic of the
government - to characterize the conflict as no rore than a
domestic issue.

Instead, John Ciaccia subritted a

government proposal dated July 23,

1990 which stated:

"...These observers will be renters of the Quebec Human
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Rights Commission and members of Quebec or Canadian
institutions to be agreed upon the parties...”
Oka and Kahnawake:

The Government Tables New Proposals.

Government du Quebec, July 23,
Thus,

(Communique:

1990).

from the Quebec government's perspective,

these

observers would operate under the guise of a "Supervisory
Commission" as defined in Ciaccia's letter dated July 29th?
"The proposal I formulated to you last Friday provided for
the setting up of a Supervisory Commission to control and
supervise all steps leading to a return to normalcy at OkaKanehsatake and Kahnawake"

(Communique:

Letter to Members

to the Mohawk Nation at Kahnawake and Kanesatake.
Ciaccia, July 29,

1990).

by John

This plan was not acceptable to

the Kanienkehaka nation because they knew that such a plan
would only minimize the Kanienkehaka nation's political
struggle on a domestic level.

Meanwhile,

the federal

government still refused to participate in discussions to
seek a peaceful resolution to the Oka crisis.
On July 20th,

in support of the Kanienkehaka nation,

more than 100 chiefs from all over the country representing
their nations came to Kahnawake to show solidarity and
support the Kanienkehaka nation and their three pre¬
condition resolutions.

Some of the resolutions included an

urgent appeal to the federal government to act; that the
international community condemn Canada for its
irresponsibility concerning the Oka crisis? and that the
United Nations appoint a commission to investigate the
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continuing violations of fundamental human rights such as
police abuse and harassment conducted by the Surete du
Quebec police.
Above all,

the national chiefs also issued a warning to

the governments that if any Mohawk blood were shed,

"they

would not stand by and watch the Mohawks be attacked.

One

chief said that his band would bring down the power lines
that carry electricity to Edmonton if police or the army
moved against the Mohawks.
lines or highways"

Others promised to block rail

(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990:

33-34).

Racist and Violent Reactions bv Local
White Chateauguav Residents
As both Kanehsatake and Kahnawake were surrounded by
hundreds of SQ tactical police squad, white residents of
adjacent Chateauguay,

furious at the Kanienkehaka people of

Kahnawake for blocking the Mercier bridge,

gathered nightly

to stage violent and racist protests at the police
barricades.

The following are some descriptions of nightly

demonstrations which erupted into violent scenes throughout
the months of July and August.
As a CBC reporter described the reactions expressed by
local Chateauguay residents:
night in a row,

"...tonight for the second

Quebec riot police were called in to the

town of Chateauguay as close to 2,000 residents tried to
bring down the blockade.
day..."

Tensions had been building all

(Media Tapes and Transcripts,

CTV National News,
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July 14,

1990).

Chanting remarks and burning effigies of

Kanienkehaka men wearing army fatigues revealed the
attitudes held by local white Chateauguay residents towards
Indigenous people.
officials,

Turning their anger at governmental

the residents burned an effigy of Quebec Premier

Robert Bourassa for his failure to dismantle the roadblocks
and open up the Mercier bridge.
On the third day the protests turned into brutal
violence when "police had to move in to break up fights as
angry local residents milled about the edges of the
reserve.

One clash between a group of angry non-natives

and people they took for Indians left two men badly beaten,
and in another incident a white mob chased a teenage Mohawk
girl through a shopping mall until police intervened.

'If

we had caught her,

said

Christian Larose,

she would have had a good beating,'

one of the youths who chased the girl"

(Taylor, McLaughlin,
Maclean/s. July 23,

and Wallace,
1990:

17).

As two Chateauguay residents,
Jones,

"The Battle of Oka," in

reported to the media:

Errol Burke and Florentle

"There are some people here

who were instigating violence against some of the Indians
that came in to try and do some shopping,

that aren't even

from Chateauguay and they're wearing their nationalists
slogans and chanting their "vive le Quebec" stuff and it's
not even that issue...and they're making more animosity
between the French and the English,
It's ridiculous"

carrying on this way.

(Media Tapes and Transcripts, The National
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News CBC. July 14,
in Chateauguay,

1990).

During one of the demonstrations

a protester spoke to the mob,

are holding us hostage,

and we're paying taxes for the

police to protect them,...If you're white,
Quebecer and pay too many taxes,
McLaughlin and Wallace,
July 30,

1990:

’'The Indians

proud to be a

shout out"

(Taylor,

Burke,

"Dangerous Standoff," in Maclean's.

14).

Meanwhile in Oka,

by the last week of July,

the

following is how a CBC reporter described the kind of
police operations Kanienkehaka people were faced with:
"This scene is not unusual in Oka these days...Aggressive
police intensive searches of cars,
away from the town,

sometimes kilometers

detention without arrest,

forcible

prevention of food shipments to the Indians - all common
features of the police operations at Oka and in the opinion
of the Quebec Human Rights Commission,

all are illegal.

Human Rights investigators visited Oka last week and what
they saw disgusted them.

They say police just can't act

this way in peacetime"

(Media Tapes and Transcripts,

National CBC. July 24,

1990).

On August 1st,

at dusk,

The

once again approximately 5,000

to 8,000 Chateauguay rioters gathered near the barricades,
dressed in battle fatigues and masks while others wore
feathers,

and marched down the streets chanting,

the army,

bring in the army!...Put in the army and kill

those bastards"

(Tu Thanh Ha,

"We Want Army!

"bring in

Chateauguay

Protesters Chant," in The Gazette. Montreal, August 2,
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1990: Al-2).

In contrast to this,

I observed people in

Kahnawake coining out at night bringing with them their lawn
chairs and building a fire next to the men manning the
barricades.
chat,

The women would bring coffee and sandwiches,

and observe and chuckle at the group who call

themselves Chateauguay Solidarite going about burning their
effigies or chanting some racist slogans against Indigenous
people.

As one Kanienkehaka woman remarked to a reporter,

"We have to laugh at them,...They call us savages, but who
are the real savages?"

(Bauch,

Hubert,

"Masks Cover the

Faces That Spew Out Naked Hatred," in The Gazette.
Montreal, August 4,

1990:

Bl).

The Oka crisis revealed an ugly but truthful element
regarding the raw racism Chateauguay residents blatantly
displayed throughout the summer.

As one Chateauguay

merchant remarked concerning the race relations between
Kahnawake and Chateauguay residents,

"From now on,

it's

going to be worse than it ever was.

Any native who comes

to town is going to be hassled somewhere along the line"
(Ibid.).

One Chateauguay woman responded to a reporter

about how she felt about calling in the army.

She said,

"Everybody wants to shoot them (the Mohawks).

But maybe

it's not such a good ides,

eh?"

(Todd, Jack,

in The Gazette. Montreal, August 8,

"Four Weeks,"

1990: A4).

The intensity of racial violence emerged as well when
local white Chateauguay residents attempted to attack
Kanienkehaka people who resided in Chateauguay.

For
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example,

an unidentified Kanienkehaka woman who lives in

Chateauguay was severely beaten by two Chateauguay
residents.

The following is what she said to a reporter:

•'We have to move.

No native is safe in Chateauguay."

The

woman said she was walking to a shopping mall last Tuesday
when a silver Mercury Topaz stopped beside her and a woman
flung open the car door slamming her in the leg.
thing I knew she had me by the hair,

"The next

and her husband or

boyfriend or whatever was punching me in the stomach"
(McNorgan,

Debrah,

"Mohawk Woman Says Whites Beat Her on

Chateauguay Road," in The Gazette. Montreal, August 15,
1990: A4)•

The woman with her twelve-year-old son and a

sixteen-year-old daughter were forced to be locked up in
their own home for fear of becoming future victims of
violent attacks by Chateauguay residents.
There were numerous cases of Kahnawake residents
experiencing severe attacks by white people.
on August 22nd,

For example,

a young Kanienkehaka woman was subjected to

humiliating and inhumane treatment while on her way to the
Montreal General Hospital.
She was assaulted by a huge crowd of white racist
demonstrators rallying at the LaSalle entrance of the
Mercier bridge which leads into Montreal:

My wife gave birth to a baby girl at 5:55 a.m.
this morning (August 22), and the placenta did
not come out as it should have and she tore
during her delivery.
She needed stitches so
she was brought by the Kahnawake ambulances to
the Mercier bridge.
From there we were not
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allowed to go further because of the crowds of
non-Indians blocking the bridge.
The S.Q. told
us it was impossible to go through.
Someone
called an ambulance from the other side.
We
sat and waited for about ten minutes for the
ambulance to arrive.
When it finally got
there, the crowd stopped the ambulance by
standing in front of it.
The ambulance came up
to the police line, closer to the Kahnawake
ambulance.
(My wife) was transferred from the
Kahnawake ambulance to the Urgence Sante
ambulance.
I was not allowed to go with my
wife and the baby, as the S.Q. told me the
crowd would not allow it.
Neither was our
ambulance technician allowed to accompany her.
The SQ officer went to talk to the nob, and
returned to the Urgence Sante ambulance
followed by a woman from the crowd, stating
that the ambulance would not be allowed through
unless this wonan looked inside.
The woman
looked inside the ambulance and then a man,
wearing a black muscle t-shirt, also cane over.
He pushed the SQ police aside and demanded to
look inside.
The driver of the ambulance
opened the door, allowed the muscle shirt man
to look inside.
(The woman who was the victim
of this assault reports that, at this point,
the man demanded that she spread her legs in
order to prove the legitimacy of the
emergency.)
He then closed the door, walked
over to the crowd, and made gestures indicating
to the nob of people that it was okay and to
let the ambulance through...The total delay was
almost one hour.
During this whole tine in the
ambulance, my wife continued to hemorrhage and
lost a lot of blood" (Communique: Recent Human
Rights Violations in Kahnawake. Kahnawake
Territory, August 23, 1990: 1).

The Surete Quebec police officers stood by passively
and allowed mobs of people to indulge in their racism
throughout the summer.

They also permitted the same mob to

tear up the Dorval dock which was the only passage for
Kanienkehaka people to have access to food and other
necessities.

This action also prevented Kanienkehaka
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negotiators from meeting with the federal and provincial
governments in resolving the Oka conflict.
On August 27th,
media that all

Premier Bourassa announced via the

formal negotiations were called off and

ordered the Canadian army to dismantle the Kanienkehaka
barricades.

That same day,

military officials announced

that they were preparing to execute such orders.
August 28th,

Then,

on

over 100 Kanienkehaka families fled from

Kahnawake after hearing the Army's statement they were
prepared to conduct a military invasion in Kahnawake and
Kanehsatake.

As Kanienkehaka people fled the community and

crossed over the Mercier bridge,

a mob of about 300 white

rioters tried to stop the caravan of cars carrying mostly
the elderly,

women and children by stoning them with huge

rocks thrown through windows of cars.

During this shocking

scene which was displayed on national television,
onlookers cheered,

shouting "Yeah!"

curious

at every sound of

shattered glass as cars sped through.
When the incident ended,
LaSalle,
applause,
bad,

Lachine,

the crowd of residents of

and Chateauguay erupted into loud

and some congratulated the rock-throwers.

not bad,

"Not

one woman said to a sweaty man coming down a

small hill where most of the attackers had positioned
themselves"
Cars,"

(McIntosh,

in The Gazette.

Orsini,

"Mob Hurls Rocks at Mohawk

August 29,

1990:

A9).

An elderly

man who was victimized by such violent behavior died after
this horrifying incident.

Many women and children,
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including a paraplegic struck by a rock in the back of the
neck, were taken to the hospital and treated for severe
lacerations and bruises.
Equally appalling,

the SQ police force stood by

passively and allowed the stoning of the people of
Kahnawake.

And of course,

the SQ police based its inaction

on the most extraordinary logic:

"There wasn't any

indication to show people would act the way they did...If
we had dispersed the crowd,

it would have aggravated the

situation...The police were simply caught too unprepared
for the violence"

(Orsini, Heinrich,

"Police Promised

Protection Before Rock Attacks: Mohawk," in The Gazette.
Montreal, August 30,
In fact,

1990: A5).

one of the protestors there,

Daniel Lemire,

stated to the press that they had warned the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

(RCMP)

and the SQ police officers that they

were going to stone the cars carrying Kahnawakeronon
people;

"We told them

honor our request)

(what would happen if they didn't

to have Mohawk women,

children and

elderly to leave the reserve on a rented bus and they
ignored us"

(Ibid.).

This statement contradicts the former

statement by the SQ police that "there wasn't any
indication to show people would act the way they did...".
That same night,

over 250 rowdy Chateauguay parents and

teachers held a meeting and threatened to pull their
children out of school and withhold taxes if any Kahnawake
students were admitted into any of the schools.

Some
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Kahnawakeronon parents had children attending schools in
Chateauguay.
From a youth perspective,

a 15-year-old Kanienkehaka

man who lived in LaSalle with relatives explained to a
reporter his feelings of anger and frustrations regarding
the increased racial attacks and harassments by white
people;

"I'm walking on the street and they notice I'm

Indian and they'll point a finger and say 'savage' or
something like that,... Sometimes they run after me and I'll
just jump on a bus and take off"

(Parkes,

Debbie,

"Anger

Increases Among Young Mohawks," in The Gazette. Montreal,
August 29,

1990: A5).

These are several examples of the intense racism
Chateauguay residents revealed to themselves and to
Canadian society.

The message is very clear: What neither

the police nor the governments could openly do to
Indigenous people,

the local government tacitly allowed its

own civilians to perpetrate,
Indigenous people.
the governments,

and promote violence against

These incidents were examples of how

the SQ police,

and the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police were consistently violating the pre¬
condition agreement signed between the Kanienkehaka Mohawk
nation and the federal and provincial governments.
in terms of negotiations,

Thus,

the governments demonstrated

their failure to keep their part of the bargain which was
to ensure the three point conditions were adhered to.

This
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will be discussed in more detail in another section of this
chapter.
At one point,

the tense conflict switched from Euro-

Canadians hurling racial obscenities against Kanienkehaka
people to virulent scenes between the French and the
English.

As one French woman remarked,

all for the Mohawks,

"You English are

and you don't give a damn about

us,...We can hear the calls that come in to the
language)

Mohawk radio station.

are against us"

(Bauch,

Hubert,

(English

It's obvious the English
"Masks Cover the Faces That

Spew Out Naked Hatred," in The Gazette, Montreal, August 4,
1990:

B4).

It is important to note here that during July and
throughout the entire month of August,

the public witnessed

nightly on national television the realities of the raw
racism and violent behavior exhibited by local EuroCanadian
citizens.

Yet,

not one white person was ever convicted of

criminal charges,

not even the people who helped caused the

death of an elderly Kanienkehaka man who died from a heart
attack as a result of a stoning incident on August 28th.
For example,

the police found themselves clashing with

the Chateauguay Solidarite mob.

On August 13th,

"beer

bottles and rocks the size of grapefruits poured down on
police riot squad officers last night as the bubble of
tension burst into ugly violence in Chateauguay... the crowd
swelled to about 7,000 after nightfall.

The riot erupted

as the protesters rattled and threw down police fences.
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then confronted the officers.
crowd,

RCMP fired tear gas at the

sending families scurrying for cover...The police

pinned demonstrators to the ground,

kicked them and hit

them with nightsticks...A few protesters dragged one
officer about three metres along the bridge.
was lying on his stomach,

The officer

clinging to his stick...A ten-

year-old boy and a woman said they had been hit with a
police billy-club..."

(McLaughlin,

Kuitenbrouwer,

"Violent

Riot Erupts at Chateauguay Rally," in The Gazette.
Montreal, August 13,

1990: A1-A4).

At one point the police

even attacked a television reporter and tore away his
cassette containing film footage of the riot scene.
another scene,

And in

the protesters attacked a journalist and

threw him off the bridge.
On the following night, August 14th, more violent
rioting took place in Chateauguay.

This time,

approximately 1,000 people gathered at the barricades and
clashed with about 50 Surete Quebec police officers
equipped in riot gear carrying riot sticks and shields.
The Chateauguay Solidarite demonstrators then pelted police
with firebombs, molotov cocktails,

golf balls and pieces of

pavement and vegetables.
As police officers began whacking their shields with
their meter-long batons,

"rioters began ripping apart the

paving of the Petro-Canada gas station next to the police
barricade.

Rioters also set fire twice to a tourist

information officer...Around 10:30 p.m.,

a Steinberg
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delivery truck trying to pass was torn into by
protesters... rioters began ripping the trailer apart,
grabbing the produce inside.

They hurled potatoes,

corn

and onions from the truck at the police...police fired
dozens of rounds of tear gas to force them back..."

"We

have got to get the army in here as fast as possible
because we have a civil war going on between the citizens
of Chateauguay and the provincial police said an
onlooker..."

(Canadian Press "Firebombs,

Debris Fly in

Chateauguay Riot," in The Gazette. Montreal, August 15,
1990: A6).
It is crucial to note at this point is that throughout
the Oka crisis,

a good majority of the Canadian public

disapproved of how the federal/provincial governments were
handling the crisis.

(See material on polls in Chapter 8).

To counter this widespread opinion,

the state had resorted

to propaganda in order to justify the use of force.
shape public opinion,

To

the state and the media consistently

and strategically promoted negative images of Kanienkehaka
people,

specifically the Rotiskenrahkete as a bunch of

"criminals or terrorists" as highly armed and dangerous.
Drawn from material published in the Montreal Gazette,
a number of headlines support this writer's contention
stated above.

For example,

in the month of August,

1990,

the Montreal Gazette contained the following headlines:
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William Marsden, "Warriors Hold 6,000 guns,
Million in Coffers," The Gazette. Montreal,
August 1, 1990: Al, A2.

$30

Jeff Heinrich, "Warriors Denounced at New York
Hearings," The Gazette. Montreal, August 3,
1990: A3.
William Marsden, "14 Warriors on Barricades
Face Charges in N.Y.: Official," The Gazette.
August 3, 1990: A4.
Aron Derfel, "Homes Behind Barricades Looted:
Mohawk," The Gazette. Montreal, August 4, 1990:
A4.
Alexander Norris, "Police Union Warns Quebec:
Let Us Act or We'll Put Out: Fed-up Surete
Officers Want O.K. to Move in and Arrest
'Terrorist' Mohawks and rioters," The Gazette.
Montreal, August 16, 1990: A4.
Alexander, Norris, "Warriors Won't Give up
Guns: Mohawks," The Gazette. Montreal, August
17, 1990: A4.

This tactic was perhaps another way of deflecting the
world's attention from the intense racism demonstrated by
the nightly rioters in Chateauguay and LaSalle.
Another significant aspect concerning the escalation of
nightly rioting by the Chateauguay solidarity group was the
discovery of the influence of the Ku Klux Klan and their
presence in Chateauguay and LaSalle located across the
Mercier bridge leading into Montreal.

The Ku Klux Klan

(KKK)

Incite Racial Hatred and Violence

Longitude 74, which is Quebec's affiliate of the Ku
Klux Klan, promptly seized on the Oka crisis to intensify
racism against Indigenous peoples,
Kanienkehaka people.

specifically the

The KKK is a national white
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supremacist and violent organization that agitates against
immigrants,

gays,

and communists and advocates violence

against Indigenous peoples,

Blacks, Asians,

and other

oppressed peoples.
Not only does the KKK support Quebec independence and a
white Francophone republic,

it also proclaims:

"We vow the

distinction between the races of mankind as directed by the
Creator,

and we shall ever be true to the maintenance of

white supremacy and strenuously oppose any compromise
thereof"

(Canadian Center on Racism and Prejudices Bulletin

September 1990:

1-2).

The Canadian Center on Racism and Prejudices

(C.C.R.P.)

monitored the actions of the KKK and documented their
actions throughout the Oka crisis.

On July 26th,

for

example, members of the KKK were seen distributing leaflets
at the Chateauguay barricades promoting hatred and calling
for an end to all social programs to Indigenous nations.
On August 10th,

another right-wing Quebecois

nationalist group called the Carrefour for Independence
Resistance conducted demonstrations in LaSalle located on
the island of Montreal,

attacking "the plot of Natives and

federal government against the Quebec nation...on August
26,

La Presse newspaper reported the existence of a 'red

faction'

in LaSalle ready to use arms to stop Natives from

entering Montreal"

(Canadian Center on Racism and

Prejudices Bulletin.

September 1990:

1).
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The C.C.R.P.

booklet does not offer a definition or

explanation of what a

"red faction"

is,

but it is this

writer's speculation that it represents a right-wing group.
These extreme right-wing nationalist groups which are
branches of the KKK or its allies seized on the Oka crisis
to promote their agenda and intensify racist attacks
against Indigenous peoples.
They approached the Solidarite Chateauguay and the
Solidarite LaSalle,

as well as local white groups and

assisted them in organizing nightly demonstrations against
Indigenous peoples,

specifically the Kahnawakeronon,

(Canadian Center on Racism and Prejudices Bulletin.
September 1990).

Police Violence
Another frightening event that took place during the
summer of 1990 that shocked the public and the world
community was the severe police brutality against
Indigenous people,

specifically Kanienkehaka people both in

Kahnawake and Kanehsatake.

Hundreds of documented cases of

severe human rights violations conducted by the police have
occurred.

I selected various cases stemming from July to

September 26,

1990.

Such cases included incidents of

deliberate denial of food and medical supplies,
harassment and brutality.

police

Let us now examine various

scenarios that occurred regarding the human rights
violations Kanienkehaka people suffered by the police.
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On the evening of July 21st,
and I

Kanienkehaka Margaret Horn

interviewed an Indigenous woman named Patricia

Eshkibok and a Mr.

Gilles Dorais who represented a group of

concerned Indigenous organizations

in Montreal who had

organized an emergency relief food drive to help both the
Kahnawake and Kanehsatake communities.
Food deliveries into both communities were immediately
blocked by the Surete Quebec police beginning July 13th.
The following are descriptions of events the two
individuals witnessed at the barricades in Kanehsatake on
July 13th:

They (SQ) are surrounding the Kanehsatake
reserve and have cars, boats, helicopter and
busloads of troops at their disposal.
The SQ
destroyed two of the boats being used to make
food deliveries to the reserve.
The SQ
captured the boats and dragged them, motors
down, along the rocks...Women crossing onto the
reserve to deliver food and to assist with
cooking have been arrested and detained by
police troops, weapons drawn...The police
interrogated the women about numbers of people
at the blockades, identities, types and numbers
of weapons.
Interrogations lasted between five
and eight hours and were sometimes carried out
in the fields where they were arrested at
gunpoint...On July 20, the SQ denied a huge
truck delivering food worth approximately
$2000.00...included in the shipment was food
and herbal medicines donated by a group of
Chinese students who were attacked by soldiers
during the Tianenmen Square occupation in
Beijing and now live in Montreal.
The Medicine
containers were labelled in Chinese and had
translations both in English and French
attached.
During their search of the vehicle's
content, the police removed all translations.
This effectively rendered the medicine useless
to anyone on the reserve" (Interview with
Patricia Eshkibok. Gilles Dorais. Kahnawake,
July 21, 1990).
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The denial of food and medical supplies was a tactic
the state used as a mechanism to force Indigenous people to
surrender.

Yet,

Quebec government official John Ciaccia

stated to the press in regard to police/state policies to
starve Indigenous peoples into submission,
been this government's policy to do that"
McLaughlin,
6,

1990:

Wallace,

"Rough Justice"

"It has never
(Taylor,

Burke,

in Maclean's.

August

19).

In addition to the SQ police preventing food from going
into both communities,

many persons suffered from extreme

police brutality simply because they were Kanienkehaka
citizens.

In one case,

on August 19th,

a Kanienkehaka man

from Kahnawake was arrested and detained in jail
traffic violations.

That night,

for

as he was sleeping in

jail,

the old guard left and went behind the desk and
called six other guards, who were younger and
heavyset.
They proceeded to assault me and put
me in a stranglehold while another guard
punched me twice in the stomach.
Two other
guards lifted my legs, while two were kicking
me on the right side of my rib and punching me.
They dropped me on the floor, hitting my elbow
and hit my face on the cement floor.
The guard
that was choking me, reached down and pulled me
by the hair and put me back in the choke hold.
Two guards were kicking me with their knees.
They carried me off to another cell, all this
while calling me a no good f..king Indian...One
of the guards called me a redskin bastard a
number of times, and that I was going to pay
for all the other redskin bastards.
I was very
scared and pleaded for my life..." (Complaint
Deposition. Peter Diabo, Kahnawake Territory,
August 26, 1990: 1-2).
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In another incident,

a Kanienkehaka man identified as

Angus Jacobs from Kanehsatake was subjected to extreme
physical torture by the SQ police for six hours.
26th,

On August

he was abducted and forced into a police car by

several police officers,
beaten up,

taken to a building in the woods,

and then forced to sign a confession.

This is

his account:

We stopped at a building in the woods that I
think was their headquarters.
They showed me a
photo of a masked man in the pine woods holding
a gun.
I think it was taken July 11th.
They
said they knew it was me.
I denied it.
They
called me a dirty Indian bastard.
They put a
shotgun in my ear and made me crawl on the
floor and called me a dog and said that they
were going to kill me like a dog if I didn't
make a confession.
For the next two-and-a-half
hours they took turns beating me.
They split
up into teams of two or three.
They took off
their heavy shoes and put on sneakers so the
marks wouldn't show as bad.
They punched and
kicked every part of my head and body...By then
my ears were running blood from being slapped
over and over.
I couldn't hear anything...They
kept saying I had to sign this confession they
put in front of me.
Finally I signed it just
so they would stop...Then they took me downtown
and shoved me in a cell... (MacLaine,
Baxendale, 1990: 62).

Summary
July 11,

1990,

marked the day on which the Kanienkehaka

nation of Kanehsatake was subject to a massive paramilitary
SQ operation which led to the loss of two lives throughout
the summer.

The extension of a nine-hole golf course and

construction of condominiums over Kanienkehaka sacred
burial grounds was the reason for the conduct of such
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paramilitary operations against the Kanienkehaka nation.
In response to the paramilitary attack against the sister
community of Kanehsatake,

the Kahnawake community

immediately blocked off the Mercier bridge and all other
major highways leading to and from the Island of Montreal
to prevent a potential bloodbath.
Throughout the months of July and August,

local white

residents of Chateauguay indulged their racism by
conducting nightly demonstrations,
Rotiskenrahkete,

burning effigies of the

and hurling epithets at Kanienkehaka

Mohawk people of Kahnawake.

Another interesting scenario

that evolved was the escalation of demonstrations by local
white Chateauguay residents against the police as well.
The Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office in Kahnawake have
compiled extensive testimonies documenting the human rights
violations Kanienkehaka people experienced on a daily
basis.

For example,

there have been several cases

documented as described in the previous pages in which
Kanienkehaka men were captured and arrested and then
tortured by the Surete Quebec police force.

The Surete

Quebec police also denied access to food and medical
supplies which also served as examples of gross violations
of human rights against the Kanienkehaka nation.

Yet,

both

the federal and provincial governments lauded and condoned
the behavior of the SQ police force.
The federal and provincial governments

failed to join

with Kanienkehaka nation to seek a peaceful resolution to
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the Oka conflict.

The following chapter will delineate the

various policies based on avoidance and aggression both the
federal and provincial governments pursued throughout the
Oka crisis.

CHAPTER 6
GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE TO OKA CRISIS

This chapter will

illuminate how military force was the

ultimate governmental tactic in dealing with the
Kanienkehaka nation.

Governmental policies of avoidance

and brinkmanship employed during the Oka crisis will be
examined.

Descriptions of military attacks upon the

communities of Kahnawake and Kanehsatake will also by
highlighted.

Quebec Government
Several hours after the SQ paramilitary raid on July
11th,

government officials and Public Security Minister Sam

Elkas denied reports that they had knowledge regarding
plans

for it.

Instead of condemning the SQ police for its militarystyle invasion,

Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa immediately

focused the blame on the Kanienkehaka people:

"What we saw

this morning was revolting and intolerable...Everybody is
equal under the law...we cannot accept the use of violence
under any pretext,

even less so when the use of such

violence is directed at those whose aim is to uphold the
law"

(Media Tapes and Transcripts,

1990:

Toronto Star.

July 12,

2).

Bourassa's statement completely ignored the fact that
it was the Surete du Quebec police that initially used
aggressive force against defenseless women and children.
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Other political officials such as Jacques Parizeau,
leader of the opposition Parti Quebecois, were even more
blatant.

Commenting to the press, he referred to the

Kanienkehaka people as "terrorist," and said that "the
provincial police should have attacked the Mohawk
barricades as soon as they went up."

He urged Premier

Robert Bourassa...that if no solution could be found,

the

police should use whatever force necessary "in the fight
against terrorism"

(Taylor,

Burke, McLaughlin,

"Rough Justice," in Maclean's. August 6,

1990:

and Wallace,
20).

It is a tactic of the state to convince the Canadian
public that it is the oppressed who are the "terrorists" in
order to justify the use of violence against the
Kanienkehaka people; that in the oppressor's mind the use
of force is the only solution "in the fight against
terrorism."

Note that governmental officials such as

Parizeau select such words to perpetuate and promote hatred
and racism against the Kanienkehaka people.

This in turn

gave space for the Chateauguay Solidarite residents and
other racist groups

(KKK)

to openly express hatred towards

Kanienkehaka people.
Quebec's Minister of Indian Affairs John Ciaccia was
sent to Oka to negotiate a peaceful settlement.

Ciaccia

met with Kanienkehaka people in Oka to discuss a proposal
put forth by the Kanienkehaka nation.
According to the testimony of Kanienkehaka Joe Deom to
the Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs on March 12,
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1991,

(p.

53:

17), Mr.

Ciaccia had stated that he was also

representing the Canadian government.

The main points

specified included that Quebec would support the
Kanienkehaka nation's position that the federal government
immediately intervene and assume its responsibility and
participate in discussions regarding the land dispute with
the Kanienkehaka nation on a nation-to-nation basis; that
the SQ police force completely withdraw from both Kahnawake
and Kanehsatake and that the Kanienkehaka people be immune
from prosecution; and that all other Kanienkehaka
grievances be put forth before the World Court at the Hague
for resolution

(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990).

Only when the

police withdrew would the Kanienkehaka people dismantle the
barricades.
However,

a few days later,

the tentative talks between

the Kanienkehaka nation and the Quebec government collapsed
because the latter refused to withdraw more than 1,000 SQ
police from the communities under siege.

Police continued

to prevent any food or medical supplies from entering the
besieged communities; they consistently violated the human
rights of Kanienkehaka people;
spiritual leaders,

and furthermore,

clan mothers,

they denied

and legal advisors access

to the people behind the barricades in Oka.
Thus,

the Kanienkehaka people reaffirmed their

defensive position that no barricades were to be removed
until the government completely withdrew their police force
from both communities.
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War of the Faxes
The Kanienkehaka nation and Mr.

Ciaccia representing

both governments continued to fax each other proposals
until an agreement was reached.

As Joe Deom explains:

Various faxes were exchanged back and forth.
Invariably, wording of the document on pre¬
conditions was always the issue, to the point
of hysteria, we feel, on the part of the Quebec
government.
At one point we changed the
wording to satisfy the Quebec government's
uneasiness about certain wording in the
document.
In order to satisfy our own place in
the world, after mentioning the word
'Kanesatake,' we just happened to add in
parentheses the words 'Mohawk
territory'...Rather than questioning us
directly about the meaning of that word, a
communique was sent around the world through
Telbec and other news agencies that because we
had inserted the words 'Mohawk territory,' we
were now making a claim for Vermont, Ontario,
New York State and a great part of Quebec.
This is the kind of negotiations the Quebec
government carried on.
It was a policy of
disinformation to the Canadian public and, I
felt, a great disservice to their own
government in terms of how to handle such a
touchy situation.
I thought they were trying
to hide the fact that they had no intention of
meeting the three pre-conditions.
This went on
for three weeks... (Testimony: By Joe Deom in
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. March
12, 1991: 53: 19).

The Kanienkehaka nation,

the Quebec government,

and the

federal government participated in a formal ceremony
accepting the three pre-conditions on August 12th.
the Kanienkehaka nation viewpoint,

From

the purpose of the three

pre-condition agreement was to ensure that both federal and
provincial governments would adhere to the agreement before
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any formal negotiations took place between both governments
and the Kanienkehaka nation on a nation-to-nation context.
The three pre-condition document and another agreement
signed on August 14th, between the Kanienkehaka nation,
governments of Canada and Quebec,

the

and the Federation of

International Observers are in effect international
agreements and must be construed within the context of
international law.
However,

both governments failed to live up to their

part of the agreement.

They refused to withdraw the police

force from both communities while the Kanienkehaka people
continued to be subjected to human rights violations.
The war of the faxes between the parties involved, was
a deliberate stalling tactic of the Quebec government to
engage in a protracted process to avoid reaching a peaceful
settlement with the Kanienkehaka nation.

This in turn

blurs the focus of the political issues i.e.,

resolution of

the Oka conflict within the context of a nation-to-nation
basis as opposed to the court system.

Federal Government's Response
That evening of July 11th, what Federal Minister of
Indian Affairs Tom Siddon remarked to the media regarding
their position,

"at this time it's a policing matter within

the hands of the Surete du Quebec,"
Transcripts,

(Media Tapes and

The World at Six. July 11,

1990).

He further

stated that it was a matter of provincial jurisdiction of
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law and order.

The government also insisted that the

Kanienkehaka people bring down their barricades before any
discussions would take place.
The Kanienkehaka people firmly rejected the federal
government's position because the barricades in Oka and the
blockade of the Mercier bridge were the only bargaining
chips they had.

If the Kanienkehaka people removed the

barricades at the Mercier bridge,

they believed the SQ

police would not hesitate to attack the communities again.
Siddon's remarks not only failed to alleviate the
volatile situation, but increased the anger and frustration
among both Indigenous people and the public.
later,

Two weeks

due to heavy criticism from domestic and foreign

sources,

Siddon announced publicly that Ottawa had designed

plans that would settle the volatile situation at Oka.
August 1st,

On

it was reported in the Montreal Gazette that

"the federal government bought part of the land from a
private landowner for $1.4 million last week and offered to
get the rest from the village of Oka for $3.8 million $1.3 million for the land and $2.5 million to compensate
for lost development opportunities"

(Willis,

Terrance,

"Only Nation-to-Nation Talks Will Avert Future Okas:
Natives," in The Gazette. Montreal, August 1,

1990: A7) .

The plans were publicly announced to the media first.
The Kanienkehaka people were never consulted.

It was

through the media that the Kanienkehaka people became
informed? this was also consistent with the government's
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methods of negotiating with the Kanienkehaka nation
throughout the summer.
Many of the Kanienkehaka people were totally disgusted
with the federal government's notion of utilizing money to
buy land that never belonged to the government legally or
historically.

In fact,

the entire community of Kanehsatake

is located on traditional and aboriginal land that belongs
to the original owners,

the Kanienkehaka nation.

The common reactions among the Kanienkehaka people was,
"how can a foreign government buy land that does not belong
to them and then attempt to give it back to the original
owners who they stole it from,

the Kanienkehaka nation?"

This notion of buying the land was definitely not the
solution to the Oka conflict.
From the Kanienkehaka perspective,
was much broader:

however,

the issue

the Kanienkehaka nation had to be dealt

with on a nation-to-nation basis consistent with the
fundamental human right to national self-determination.
This approach the federal government deliberately avoided
and sought instead to employ the "money" tactic hoping to
perhaps pacify the Kanienkehaka nation and completely
ignore the Oka conflict.

The exchange of money would not

resolve over four hundred years of human rights violations
of Indigenous nations nor appease the pain of being subject
to genocidal policies of the state.
On August 5th,

Premier Bourassa announced on national

television that if the Kanienkehaka people did not disarm
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and dismantle their barricades within 48 hours,
government would call in the troops

(Maclaine,

the
Baxendale,

1990).
From the Kanienkehaka perspective, however,

talks had

already collapsed due to the pre-conditions not being met.
Both Kanienkehaka communities were still under heavy police
surveillance and the people continued to experience severe
human rights violations by the police.
Kanienkehaka officials remained steadfast in their
position that the barricades would remain up until all
three points were satisfactorily met.

As an excuse for

violating the three pre-condition agreement,

governmental

officials kept targeting the Kanienkehaka negotiators for
bargaining in bad faith or were violating the law.
Aboriginal Affairs critic.

Bob Skelly,

As

pointed out:

How do you negotiate with a federal government
that refused to take these negotiations
seriously until roadblocks are thrown up and
until the kind of action that was taken at Oka?
I don't think the problem is with the Mohawk
people who have been willing to go through the
legal process.
The problem is with the federal
government that has been throwing up roadblocks
in the way of the legal process all along the
line and then hypocritically turns around and
says they refuse to negotiate with the Mohawks
at the point of a gun.
What can you do with a
government that refuses to negotiate in another
process as well...there's no question that's
how the tactics of the federal government have
brought us to this point, that they've refused
to take the negotiation process seriously.
The
specific land claims process within the
department of Indian Affairs is designed
actually to thwart negotiations or to present
the conclusions of negotiations as amicable
conclusions of negotiations.
The result is
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that native people are either forced into court
which is a very expensive proposition for
people who are extremely poor or else they're
forced into action that was taken at Oka and
this has happened all across Canada.
So, it's
the federal government's refusal to negotiate
in good faith with any native group in the
country that has really brought us to this
situation (Media Tapes and Transcripts, Canada
Newswire, Press Conference, July 23, 1990).

flGunboat Diplomacy11 - Tactic of the State
Talks were at a stalemate.

The Kanienkehaka nation

continued to call upon the federal government to become
involved in a negotiation process that would lead to a
peaceful settlement.

On August 8th,

Prime Minister Brian

Mulroney announced to the media that his government had
offered to appoint Quebec Superior Court Judge Alan B. Gold
to act in the capacity as federal mediator to resume talks
between the three parties:
Quebec government,

the Kanienkehaka nation,

the

and the Federal government.

Prior to this public announcement,

negotiators for the

Kanienkehaka nation had agreed to the appointment of Gold.
However,

in the same breath, both Premier Bourassa and

Prime Minister Mulroney then made a joint statement that
the Canadian armed forces would be sent in to both
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake to replace the SQ police and RCMP
police forces and act in a "peacekeeping capacity" at the
request of Premier Bourassa

(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990).

Following Bourassa and Mulroney's joint statement,
Armed Forces official Lt.
statement at the St.

General Kent Foster also issued a

Hubert military base regarding their
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role in this crisis:

"The army is on

'standby basis'

right

now until plans and final preparations have been made...it
must be understood that any armed forces'

intervention of

this nature is conducted under the principle of the

'use of

minimum force,'"

1990:

(The Gazette.

Montreal,

August 10,

A5) .
In response to the government and military's position
the Kanienkehaka people issued a statement warning that
they viewed the escalation of military action in both
communities as

"a dangerous slide towards

diplomacy... and as an act of aggression,"

'gunboat'
(Ibid.).

Kanienkehaka Pete Diome stated to the media,

As

"We agreed

with the federal and provincial governments to the
appointment of Alan Gold as a liaison,
agreement was in place,

but after this

they suddenly attached the Army to

it...that was a complete surprise...and a shock"
News Service,
Barricades,"

(Gazette

"Mediator Gold Meets with Mohawk behind
in The Gazette.

Montreal,

August 11,

1990:

Al) .
As early as July 18th,

it was reported that Bourassa

had held a press conference in Quebec City to deny reports
that the Canadian Armed forces were preparing to intervene
in the Oka crisis.

Yet,

Federal Cabinet Education Minister

Claude Ryan stated that the move for military intervention
was legitimate because "the amount of force in the hands of
the Surete du Quebec and the Mohawk Warriors on the other
side of the barricades is unequal according to all the
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reports we have"
Bourassa:
1990:

(Authier,

PQ Leader,"

Philip,

"Ottawa Had to Rescue

in The Gazette,

Montreal,

August 10,

A5).

It is critical to note at this point that the third
party to the negotiations was no longer the federal
government but the Canadian military.

It was also at this

point around the second week in August,

that a delegation

from the Oneida nation Council of Chiefs,
Antone,

Spiritual/Healer,

Doxtator?

Bruce Elijah,

and from the Seneca nation,

Sub-Chief Robert

Sub-Chief Terry

Mike Myers arrived in

Kanienkehaka territory as requested from Kanehsatake to
provide assistance to the Kanienkehaka nation.

Hence,

the

formation of the Confederacy Crisis Committee which
operated in Dorval.

As Sub-Chief Robert Antone explains

the position of the delegation:

Our involvement goes back a few thousand years,
I guess, back to our relationship with the
Mohawk people.
We are considered the younger
brothers in the Confederacy.
We have a duty
and responsibility within our laws to go to the
aid of our brothers when they are in need.
Our
grandfathers carried that responsibility, and
we continue to carry that responsibility today
as a united people.
Under our law, we have
this commitment.
It is not only a legal
commitment? it is a spiritual commitment as
people...everything we believe in is defined by
family relationships.
Our clans are related.
We are considered brothers and sisters across
our clans.
We are bound, by our spiritual
commitment to each other, to offer whatever we
can when our people are in trouble...Because of
our responsibility, this past year we monitored
the situation from March onwards.
We sent a
number of people into Mohawk territory as
runners and messengers to look at the situation
and bring back information for our
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communities...We got a strong request from
Kanehsatake and we started to get more directly
involved in the situation...Following that we
assigned four representatives from our council
to become more actively involved.
Bruce
Elijah, Mike Myers, Terry Doxtator and I were
directed by our council to get more directly
involved, to see what was going on and how best
we could help... (Testimony: By Sub-Chief
Robert Antone in Aboriginal Affairs. Minutes of
Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee, House of Commons, March 12, 1990:
53: 22, 23).

11 Brinkmanship11

- Policy of the State

Two things began to happen at this point:

the gradual

withdrawal of both federal and provincial governments from
the whole crisis and the military forces becoming the key
player in the negotiation talks.
In fact,

according to testimony given by Sub-Chief

Robert Antone of the Oneida nation to the Standing
Committee on Aboriginal Affairs,

March 12,

1991,

the

military stated to the Kanienkehaka nation that they were
also representing both federal and provincial governments
in the negotiations.
While meetings had resumed between the Kanienkehaka
nation,

the Quebec government and federal mediator Gold,

the Montreal Gazette discovered that a secret meeting was
being held on August 11th,
leaders,

between Bourassa,

Public Security Minister Sam Elkas,

military
and Surete

Chief Robert Lavigne at a Surete du Quebec regional office
in St.

Jean Port Joli.

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss various
possibilities of military intervention at Kahnawake and
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Kanehsatake?

what impact such military intervention would

have regarding the numbers of casualties to be expected?
and how successful the military would be in its operations
(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

On August 14th,
defence staff,

1990).

General John de Chastelain,

chief of

reported to the media that 4,400 armed

soldiers were currently being deployed near Kahnawake and
Oka along with armored personnel carriers and other earthremover equipment.
army moved in.

Then on the morning of August 20th,

Approximately 8 a.m.

the

troops began to arrive

in columns with personnel armored carriers transporting
troops to be deployed in both communities.
The troops immediately began to set up huge razor wire
fences approximately five meters directly parallel to the
Kanienkehaka barricades which surrounded both communities.
Soon after the soldiers were deployed in their positions,
they initiated provocative acts to entice the
Rotiskenrahkete to make the first move.
After the Kanienkehaka nation,

federal and provincial

government officials signed the agreement with the
International Federation of Human Rights,

negotiations

began on August 14th with Mr.

Patterson,

Roy and Mr.

representatives for the federal and provincial governments;
and representatives for the Kanienkehaka nation.
Negotiations were scheduled to resume 10 a.m.
(August 20th)
parties,

that morning

with the representatives of the three

including military officials.

However,

the
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Kanienkehaka nation declined to appear in protest at the
military's encroachment position within the demilitarized
zone area which overstepped the Kanienkehaka's original
boundary lines.
The Kanienkehaka nation remained steadfast to their
position:

no barricades would be dismantled until the

government withdrew its police and troops from Kanienkehaka
territory.
When the peace talks resumed on the following day,

the

Kanienkehaka nation submitted a proposal dated August 20,
1990,

outlining short and long term issues

involving all

parties concerned to adopt a comprehensive negotiation
framework that would lead to a peaceful resolution to the
Oka crisis;

and addressed the political

issues that

characterize the conflict-relationship between the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state.
313-330,
Now,

(See Appendix C,

pp.

for copy of proposal).
it was the federal/provincial governments'

submit their proposals.

turn to

The Kanienkehaka nation discovered

once again that both governments lacked any serious intent
or political will to seek a peaceful resolution.
response,

Bernard Roy,

government,

In

representative of the federal

presented a one-page letter which read:

...There can be no talks or discussion on
issues of substance and on process with
representatives of the community of Kanehsatake
(including members of the Longhouse) addressing
all of these points and any related issues as
long as the barricades remain and firearms are
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used to provoke negotiations.
That's the
position of the Government of Canada (Document:
Statement bv Bernard Rov. Federal Negotiator on
August 21. During the Discussion. 1990).

Mr. Alex Paterson's proposal on behalf of the Quebec
government which amounted to a brief six-line paragraph
read:

The position of the Government of Quebec is
contained in the letter of the Ministre delegue
aux Affairs autochtones of July 27, 1990 with
the exception that the words "the police
forces" on page 2, number 4 should be changed
to the "Canadian Armed Forces" and paragraph 7
on page 3 has been replaced by the Agreement of
the parties on August 12, 1990 (Document:
Statement bv Alex Paterson on August 21, During
the Discussion. 1990).
(See Appendix C, pp.
331-332, for copy of proposals).

After August 21st,

the Kanienkehaka nation negotiators

were convinced that both governments did not seriously
intend to negotiate on any issues of substance.

The above

positions lacked any concrete political solutions to
resolve the Oka conflict.

The state's resort to military

intervention under the guise of "peacekeeping capacity" was
another deliberate psychological warfare tactic to instill
fear and press the Kanienkehaka people to surrender.

The

state acted in a deceitful manner by not informing the
Kanienkehaka nation of its original intent to intervene
militarily.

As Mike Myers points out,

"On July

13,...Security Minister Sam Elkas contacts Defence Minister
McKnight about getting Armed Forces assistance.
reported in La Presse on July 13.

This was

This is only two days
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into the conflict,
the army again"

and the province is already looking for

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the

Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. March 12,
53:

1991:

33).
Government officials continued to accuse the

Kanienkehaka nation of negotiating in bad faith,

stating

that the latter were to dismantle their barricades before
any withdrawal of police and troops

(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990).
Negotiations resumed and then collapsed on and off for
several days because the governments would not agree on
issues concerning immunity for the Kanienkehaka people or
broader political/economic issues within the context of the
Kanienkehaka nation on a nation-to-nation level.
While talks did resume,

the military continued to

encroach within the demilitarized zone by moving their
razor wire closer to the Kanienkehaka's defensive
positions.
Prior to military intervention,

the gap between the

police and the Kanienkehaka barricades was approximately
1.5 kilometers.

While the military consolidated its new

positions closer to the Kanienkehaka barricades,

the army

also employed surveillance helicopters to swoop low in a
regular fashion over both besieged communities.
In response to such military operations,

the

Kanienkehaka nation reaffirmed the position that their
barricades would remain up until the military and police
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withdrew from both communities.

In addition,

the

Kanienkehaka nation also warned that such military tactics
were aggressive and ultimately would lead to a bloodbath
(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990).

Once the army consolidated its positions,
and provincial governments made a new move.
27th,

the federal
On August

Premier Bourassa announced publicly that negotiations

had been called off with the Kanienkehaka nation and that
it was time for the troops to dismantle the barricades in
both communities.
Bourassa accused the Kanienkehaka nation of bargaining
in bad faith and declared that the standoff could not
continue indefinitely:

"We Quebecers and Canadians cannot

tolerate groups of citizens living in Quebec choosing which
laws they want to respect and which they want to ignore"
(Ibid., p.

60).

However,

representatives of the Federation of

International Human Rights who were assigned to monitor
negotiation talks and were positioned on neutral territory
between the military and the Kanienkehaka barricades
supported the position of the Kanienkehaka nation that they
were acting in good faith from the very beginning; and that
it was the governments that refused to negotiate with the
Kanienkehaka nation for a peaceful settlement of the Oka
crisis

(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990).

It was at this point that both governments completely
abdicated any responsibilities and transferred full
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authority into the hands of the military.
Webster's New Dictionary

(1979) ,

According to the

the concept of

brinkmanship is defined as "the policy of pursuing a
hazardous course of action to the brink of catastrophe."
All negotiations shifted from a political context to a
military position in which the military stated that only a
laying down of weapons by the Kanienkehaka nation and an
"unconditional surrender" would prevent the military from
attacking the Kanienkehaka barricades.

In this context,

the federal government's policy of "brinkmanship" was set
into operation.
The following day,

on August 28th,

General Armand Roy

and General Kent Foster announced on national television
the military's position:

"We will not cease our overall or

local operations until Mohawks and the Warriors lay down
their weapons and surrender in front of their
barricades...This gesture will indicate, without any doubt,
that they are ready to let us fulfill our mission, which is
to reopen access to blocked areas and restore law and
order,"

(Derfel, Aaron,

"Army Can Move 'Any Time,'" in The

Gazette. Montreal, August 29,

1990: A2).

As a follow-up in a separate news conference,
Foster proceeded to outline military operations:

General
"Those

operations...could involve the use of 2,500 combat troops
and armored personnel carriers,

although some heavy

equipment such as three Leopard tanks equipped with
bulldozer blades—is being held in reserve...the forces
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began to increase their surveillance by air,

land and water

in both areas,...We are now entering a new phase in this
crisis.

We are going into a military operation"

When Kahnawakeronon heard this news,
warfare.

(Ibid.).

they prepared for

The Kateri Hospital in Kahnawake had bodybags and

stretchers brought forth to the barricades.
were on standby.

Medical units

The army had also announced that

casualties were to remain in Kahnawake and not to be
transported to other local hospitals until 48 hours had
passed.
On a political level, people working in the
Kanienkehaka nation office immediately faxed out notices to
the international community,

church groups,

and other

organizations requesting their intervention to pressure
Canada to withdraw its military immediately.
Last-minute negotiations with military officials
resumed to end this standoff in a peaceful manner.
in the face of death,

Staring

the Kanienkehaka people prepared

themselves for battle with the enemy.
Three days later,

Kanienkehaka women walked to the

barricades to support and stand by the Rotiskenrahkete.
a press release dated August 31st,

Kanienkehaka women

organized a walk for peace with a message to the world,
specifically to the Rotiskenrahkete,

expressing their

enduring love and reaffirmation of their support for the
men who have put their lives on the line.
text deserves to be quoted at length:

The following

In
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Our people of Kanehsatake and Kahnawake have
been acting in good faith.
Our people have
given and are still giving the governments of
Canada and Quebec every opportunity to avoid a
violent confrontation and find a peaceful
resolution to the situation we have been in
resulting from the armed attack by the Surete
du Quebec Police on Mohawk men, women and
children in Kanehsatake.
We have come together today to show our support
for the men - Rotiskenrahkete, The Carriers of
Peace - who through their dedication to the
Mohawk Nation have put their life on the line.
It is always for the same reason - to protect
and defend our Territories, our land, the women
and children, our Nation.
As women, we stand
behind our men who are carrying out their
duties and responsibilities.
We also wish to show our support for those
negotiators who have acted in good faith in
meeting all the terms of the governments in
order to sit down at the table.
The world must see that we stand together as
the Mohawk Nation and we will not fall under
the iron fist of the oppressive police state
and military aggression which Premier Bourassa
and Prime Minister Mulroney have initiated.
We, the Mohawk women have our duties and
responsibilities as mothers and keepers of the
land and stand alongside our men
(Rotiskenrahkete) in this time of defending the
Nation (Press Release, Mohawk Women of
Kahnawake. Kahnawake, August 31, 1990).

As mentioned earlier,

last-minute talks were in the

process between military officials and Kahnawakeronon to
reopen the Mercier bridge in principle.

The military

assigned reinforcements of armored personnel carriers right
at the Kanienkehaka barricades.
Then,

on August 29th,

a "gentlemen's agreement was made

between a group of Kahnawakeronon and the military which
resulted in the reopening of the Mercier bridge
Baxendale,

1990).

(Maclaine,
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It is critical to note that the aim of the
Kahnawakeronon was to prevent a bloodbath which seemed
imminent.

However,

once the Mercier bridge was opened,

the

military encroached upon the territory of Kahnawake since
the defensive barricades were down.
Kahnawake was now under complete military siege in
terms of the APC's occupying the Mercier bridge and
highways that led to and from Kahnawake.

However,

the

Kahnawakeronon still had barricades erected on the
offensive position guarding the immediate entrances of all
entrances that lead into the heart of the community.
(Still

in March 1992,

such barricades still remain up as I

write this dissertation.)
Once the Mercier bridge was reopened and Kahnawake was
under complete military occupation.

Premier Bourassa broke

off negotiation talks once and for all.

And federal

minister Tom Siddon announced that Ottawa was in the final
stages of buying the disputed land at Oka and would hand it
over to the Kanienkehaka people as soon as possible
(Maclaine,

Baxendale,

1990).

With negotiations disrupted,
ascendancy.

By September 13th,

military measures took the
the military pursued a

policy of complete isolation by cutting off all
communications to the Treatment Center
military technology,

(TC)

lines of

in Oka.

With

they cut off all cellular telephone

lines journalists and Kanienkehaka people possessed in the
TC.

Military spokesman Major John Paul MacDonald
"The
the

lines had been cut to
'hot

line'

'encourage'

it was

(Maclaine,

the Warriors to use

that ran directly to military

headquarters... the military wanted to
that

stated,

serious

show the Warriors

about conducting negotiations"

Baxendale,

1990:

78).

The military also

that they had to cut off the media's

stated

cellular phones

because they suspected that the Rotiskenrahkete were using
these

lines to make

denied
all

subversive calls.

such absurd allegations.

communication lines,

journalists

leave the TC

The journalists

In addition to censoring

the military also demanded that
immediately

In response to the military's tactic,

for their own safety.
both the Kanienkehaka

nation and the Canadian Association of Journalists publicly
condemned the military

for violations

press

as well.

and human rights

The cutoff of all
military operation to
the people.

control

systems was

served to

another

torment among

force the people

information.

section describes

several

incidents

in which

both covert and overt military operations which were
employed as part of
series

in

only with the military who ultimately had

of disseminating

This next

freedom of the

intensify psychological

This tactic also

the TC to deal
full

communications

of

"brinkmanship"

policy which

led to a

of violent confrontations between the military and

the Kanienkehaka communities.
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Military Conduct Series of Attacks upon
Kahnawake/Kanehsatake
On September 3rd,

under direct orders by the

federal/provincial governments,

the Kanienkehaka people of

Kahnawake were the object of a military invasion.
Backed up by about ten to fifteen SQ vehicles,

the

military sent in over forty Armored Personnel Carriers
(APC's)

and attacked the Longhouse in which the

Kanienkehaka people gather to conduct all
political/spiritual affairs.

It was on this day that the

Kanienkehaka women defiantly resisted a military invasion
in Kahnawake.

The following text is an eyewitness account

from a Kanienkehaka individual who was on the site during
the events.

Note that this present writer will not further

identify the eyewitness due to possible future legal
repercussions taken by the police against this individual:

I got to the Longhouse around 5:40 p.m.
At
that time, the women were standing in front of
several armored personal carriers (APC's).
The
men advanced to support them.
We were then
told by the women to go to the Longhouse.
After we were back at the Longhouse for about
three minutes, APC's moved onto the Longhouse
grounds only after passing the women.
At the
same time, 40-50 soldiers moved out of the bush
off of route 207 and moved onto the Longhouse
grounds.
They were stopped by about 4 women.
But when the women were being pushed, I moved
up to block them (army).
Several other men
joined in.
We pushed them and stopped them for
a couple of minutes and the women then pulled
us off the soldiers again.
Then the army
brought in more APC's.
There were about 6 on
the grounds, and many more on the road.
We
walked around the perimeter yelling at the
soldiers.
Around 6 p.m. the soldiers came from
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207 and were escorting 4 men dressed in
suits...They rushed the Longhouse...I got cross
checked in the throat by an M16.
Then I got
hit in the face with the butt of a rifle about
three times...Then the army and the SQ searched
the Longhouse.
I was then pulled by the women
into the cookhouse (Document on Testimony;
Anonymous, September 3, 1990).

Incidentally,
operation.

this was a joint SQ police/military

From another perspective,

in speaking with

other Kanienkehaka women who were present at the Longhouse
that evening,

the following is a summary of other events

that took place.
When the people heard that the army was going to
conduct a military operation specifically on the Longhouse
in search of weapons,
mobilize.

the women immediately began to

They were contacted by telephone and by word of

mouth to immediately gather at the Longhouse to protect the
sacred grounds.

Seventy to eighty strong and courageous

women quickly arrived at the Longhouse and immediately
formed a human chain in which they locked themselves arm to
arm and formed about ten rows,

and stood on route 207 to

protect the Longhouse.
One Kanienkehaka sister,

Margaret Horn,

who witnessed

this event at the Longhouse related to me that as the women
stood in rows blocking the entrance to the Longhouse,

they

looked at each other and encouraged each other in
preparation for a battle with the army.
Ms.

Horn recalled that as they were standing there

watching the APC's rolling down highway 207,

she looked at
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the sister next to her and saw she had this white powder
all over her arm and they both burst out laughing.
woman with the white flour on her said,

"Well,

The

I wasn't

about to wash up and clean myself in preparation for battle
with the army."

(This woman had been in the cookhouse

making some fry bread for the Rotiskenrahkete on the
barricades when another sister rushed in and told the women
to drop everything and to hurry outside and help the other
sisters prevent the APC's

from entering the grounds of the

Longhouse.)
As they stood there prepared to meet the enemy,

one

sister boldly walked in front of the other sisters and lay
down straight across the highway,

willing to risk her life

to prevent an attack against her other sisters and the
potential destruction of the Longhouse.
maneuver succeeded?
Suddenly,

The woman's

the tanks stopped.

approximately seventy-five to a hundred

troops crawled out of the tanks and attacked the sisters.
In response to the women shouting at the army troops to lay
down their weapons,

the army responded by using their rifle

butts to hit the women in the head and other parts of the
body.

The sister who was telling this story recalls that

as the women were fighting with the troops,

she saw women

getting kicked and punched in the face and being thrown
into the ditch.
Although many of the Kanienkehaka women were seriously
injured and several had to be hospitalized for seveer
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bodily injuries,

the women defiantly stood their ground.

There were also instances in which some women managed to
pin down several soldiers and keep them at bay.

A few of

these soldiers received serious injuries as well.
While the women were battling with the soldiers on the
road,

another sister recounts as the army troops burst

their way through the women's human chain,

another group of

women also had to act as buffers between the
Rotiskenrahkete and the troops.

In order to provoke the

Rotiskenrahkete into shooting first,

the army and the SQ

police planned to attack the women because they knew this
would profoundly anger the men and push them to retaliate.
The women recognized this tactic and determined to act as
buffers to prevent a potential bloodbath.

In this respect,

the women were not only forced to engage in self-defense in
a hand-to-hand battle with the army,

but they also had to

act as peacemakers to prevent a more explosive situation.

September 8th
In the earlier hours of this date,
Rotiskenrahkete,
"Spudwrench"

one of the

Randy Horne - whose code name was

- was brutally attacked by four soldiers who

trespassed upon Kanehsatake's defence territory.
came upon Spudwrench,
their rifle butts.

When they

the soldiers repeatedly beat him with

In self-defence,

of the army troops with his knife.

Spudwrench wounded two
After several hours,

the military and the SQ police finally permitted an
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ambulance to enter and take Spudwrench to a hospital
Montreal.

He suffered a fractured skull

in

in addition to

severe lacerations all over his body.

September 18th
On a larger scale,

Kahnawakeronon once again were

subject to another military operation on a section of the
territory known as Tekwawitha Island on September 18th,
approximately 2:30

in the afternoon.

This was another organized joint SQ police/military
operation as well.
attack,

As an eyewitness and victim of the

I will summarize from my view and provide testimony

from other perspectives about the brutal and most
frightening attack Kanienkehaka men,

women,

and children

experienced.
On that afternoon,

I was working at the Kanienkehaka

Mohawk nation office when we were informed that there was a
military build-up in which 3

Chinook helicopters and

several Bell UH-1 helicopters landed on the Island and
dropped over 400 troops clad in riot gear;

and 4 Huey

gunboats surrounded the Island.
People immediately rushed out of the office and headed
to the Island to see what was happening.
Margaret Horn,
international

Another sister,

and I who both were working together on
issues and collecting and documenting daily

human rights violations of Kanienkehaka people dashed out
the door and jumped into her car and drove as fast as we
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could.

As we approached the marina located on the tip of

the Island,

we saw a couple of huge green Chinook

helicopters land on the ground.

Seconds later out of the

bushes swarmed hundreds of soldiers charging with their
guns pointed directly at us.
Looking back,

seeing these green men chasing us,

my

friend floored her car and sped down the road heading back
towards the bridge.

When we reached the bridge that

connects the Island to the rest of the territory,

we saw a

large contingent of army soldiers who had already blocked
off the passage to the bridge with razor-wire and formed
lines themselves.
The troops were accompanied by SQ officers wearing riot
gear and gas masks,

with all

identification tags on their

clothing covered over with tape.

(This is a common tactic

both police and military officers employed throughout the
whole military occupation to make it impossible to identify
anyone later on.)
The army prevented us from joining the rest of our
people who already formed a large mass on the opposite side
of the bridge.

About forty-five minutes later we were able

to reach the other side of the bridge by boat.
time,

By this

the community siren was sounded and over 1,000

Kahnawakeronon rushed to the island.
At the sound of approaching helicopters hovering over
the island,

many elders,

men,

women,

and children were

standing on the bridge protesting and trying to prevent the
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invasion.

To prevent further military advances,

the people

began to form a human wall on the bridge that connects the
territory to the island.

As tensions mounted,

to shove and shout at the soldiers.
on the bridge did the same.
bridge,

people began

Elderly women standing

Positioned in front of the

I saw women with their hands rip away the razor-

wire that separated us from the army and physically
confronted the soldiers

face to face,

demanding they leave

the territory.
Then,

the people got a dump truck and parked it on the

bridge to block army troops from further advances on the
territory.

In the meantime,

the army had one soldier stand

in the background videotaping Kahnawakeronon who were
present on the bridge.

Later,

they used the videotape to

arrest Kanienkehaka people.
As Kahnawakeronon held their positions and surged
forward to force the army troops to back off,
out in which several people received serious
Kahnawakeronon and the army.

fights broke
injuries,

both

The army aimed their rifles

at the people and used the rifle butts and hands
attack against the men and women.

Suddenly,

in their

the army shot

bullets in the air and aimed a couple of volleys of huge
canisters of tear gas at men,
Panic set in.

This

women and children.

forced the people to jump off the

bridge or retreat further back.

Being one of those people

who was on the bridge and tear gassed,

I suddenly started

to black out due to loss of oxygen from the tear gas.
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Clinging to the fence of the bridge for life and witnessing
people screaming,

choking,

and running desperately for

their lives forced many people to jump off the bridge,
dropping onto rocks and water.

I was forced to do the

same.

from the bridge rushed to

A sister who saw me fall

my side and carried me across the bridge to safety.
effects of such chemicals are potentially deadly.
only burns one's face and eyes,

(The
It not

but it also deprives you of

your oxygen which thus causes you to black out.)
I experienced loss of memory of the sister carrying me
across the bridge for safety.

The sister recounted to me

what had happened to me after she saw me fall off the
bridge.

Approximately fifty to seventy-five men,

children were hospitalized for tear gas exposure.

women and
One 15-

year-old young woman who attempted to escape jumped off the
bridge and broke her hip while another 24-year-old man
fractured his knee.

Both were sent to the Montreal General

Hospital by ambulance.
Several minutes later,
attacks,
ever,

in spite of the tear gas

the Kahnawakeronon,

returned in full

more angry and defiant than

force pelting soldiers with sticks

and rocks which forced the army to retreat several hundred
yards from the bridge.

The troops were eventually forced

into defensive positions.
The following is further testimony which was signed by
five witnesses,

two of whom were ministers,

regarding the

violent confrontation that ensued that afternoon:
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...Elderly women were yelling at the troops to
leave the Island.
Tensions very high; highest
rate at the razor-wire; people were shouting,
swearing at the army... People began pushing at
the soldiers across the wire.
On the north
side, men grabbed the wire and began pulling it
into the water... soldiers began assembling a
machine gun...women walked down from the bridge
onto the south shore and continued south.
Troops moved to the shore near the bridge to
prevent other people from joining those
women...Media arrive in force, with cameras,
video, microphones, press approaches wire...a
film crew prevented from filming on the army
side of the wire by the army...On north shore,
by water, people punching and kicking at
soldiers.
People begin throwing rocks.
Soldiers retreat several metres; confused;
apparently lacking orders.
One soldier
grabbed, pulled across rocks on north side of
bridge, and beaten.
Another soldier advanced
and began hitting all people within reach with
the butt of his rifle.
Crowd moved in tighter,
advanced on second soldier.
At this point,
sound of second shot heard, is launch of tear
gas canister.
Men, women, and children retreat
blindly across bridge; blinded, choking,
coughing...Several people nearly pushed off
bridge in chaos...One eleven-year-old child
blinded by tear gas, called for his mother and
couldn't find her.
He was taken to hospital;
weeping uncontrollably on mattress on hospital
floor as he hadn't yet found his mother.
People regrouping, women gathering rocks on
mainland end of bridge, piling them up beside
bridge to make them accessible.
People
throwing rocks at army, army retreats
approximately 7 metres.
Second tear gas
canister fired.
People retreat across bridge
again.
Media now wearing gas masks.
Throughout the event, several military
helicopters hovered low above the area, adding
to the confusion...At this point we left the
scene as it was beginning to get even more
violent (Testimony of Event at Tekakwitha
Island Bridge. September 18, 1990, Kahnawake:
1-2) .

The army's intention,

stated later on to the press, was

to conduct a "search and sweep operation" on the island for
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illegal weapons.

After the raid,

the army claimed to have

found more than 50 weapons ranging from AK-47
hunting rifles.
however,

rifles to

Contrary to their report to the media,

"the only weapons seen by reporters who toured the

island marina as the sun set were an automatic weapon said
to be a copy of an AK-47 and a hunting rifle"
"Raid Sparks Mohawk Attack,

1990:

Dunn,

Troops Resort to Tear Gas

during Search at Kahnawake,"
September 19,

(Moore,

in The Gazette.

Montreal,

A2).

In addition to the army's

invasion,

witnesses reported

that over fifty Surete du Quebec police officers clad in
riot gear broke into the marina and confiscated over $2,000
and were seen transporting cases of beer and liquor onto
the helicopters which also flew the SQ officers away.
That evening.
Lake,

Prime Minister Mulroney,

who was at Meech

defended the violent actions of the army in their

military operations.

Although he admitted not knowing

exactly what had happened,

he remarked,

"To date the army

has shown enormous leadership and prudence in all
actions

its

in Quebec and I have no reason to believe the army

has acted differently"

(Ibid.:

A2).

Finally,

two helicopters airlifted the soldiers

around 9 p.m.

from the Island.

The army appeared to be unprepared for the strong
resistance they encountered from the community.

The

Kahnawakeronon demonstrated such collective defiance and
resistance against military power that they forced the army
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to retreat and prevented them from completing their
military operations.
A stunned Lt.-Col.
commanding officer,
Came,

Greg Mitchell, who was the unit's

stated to Maclean's reporter Barry

"The strong resistance surprised us,...it was amazing

the way they reacted...The next time my men will be
equipped with Plexiglas shields and face masks.
help to protect the troops"
Fury," in Maclean's.

(Came,

September 24,

Barry,
1990:

That may

"Tear Gas and
18).

Instead of the military invasion paralyzing the people
with fear,

it angered them all the more and strengthened

their determination to resist.

The sentiments of

collective resistance and unity were strengthened and
political awareness heightened with regard to the state and
its tactics in dealing with Indigenous people.

Many

concluded that the use of aggression appeared to be the
only fundamental method the state relies on opposed to
constructive and peaceful dialogue to resolve conflicts.

TC People Leave Treatment Center to Return Home

September 26th
September 26th was to be the day when the people in the
TC made a collective decision to withdraw and return to
their home communities.

It was clearly stated that their

decision should not be construed as a "surrender" but that
they had completed their duties in terms of awakening the
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world community to the truth about how racist the EuroCanadian government is towards the Indigenous nations.
And that it was time to move the struggle to a
political level; to reveal their story of how the
governments of Canada and Quebec consistently avoided their
responsibilities in seeking peaceful resolutions to end the
Oka crisis.

Oneida Sub-Chief Robert Antone,

one of the TC

people behind the barricades in Oka, provides testimony as
to what happened:

...around 3:30 p.m. that day, we received a
message from outside in Mohawk saying that
"your job is completed, your mission that you
have set out to do is completed, you have been
successful and we want you to come home."
And
we use some boards that we had and threw them
over the wire so that people could cross over
the wire and not get cut up from the razor; and
as we crossed our wire, all hell broke lose.
(Testimony by: Robert Antone, Transcript from
the video Voices of Oka - A Native Recounting
of the Mohawk Siege of 1990).
(See Appendix C,
p. 333, for statement from the People at the
Treatment Center at Kanehsatake.)

The following events occurred on the evening of
September 26h,

1990 at Oka in which I and other women from

Kahnawake travelled to Oka to meet our sisters and brothers
who defiantly kept the military/police at bay for 78 days.
We were positioned at the bottom of the hill in which the
SQ police maintained their barricades.

As the people began

to leave the treatment center to come home,
waiting to arrest them,

soldiers were

ship them on two buses and

transport them to a military base in Farnham,

Quebec.

This
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was the military's plan of operations.

However,

the TC

people had their own plans in mind.
Instead of walking towards the military buses,
people started on their journey back home.

the TC

As they walked

in the direction leading on the main road in which
relatives and supporters were waiting there to greet them,
this is when all hell broke loose.
As one of the TC people related to me afterwards,

the

soldiers started to grab women and children and tried to
tear the children from their mother's arms and shoved the
women onto the razor-wire fence.

The TC people fiercely

resisted the soldiers by fighting back.

The people were

determined to come home and refused to passively step on
the military buses which were to ship them to the military
police base in Farnham.
affix their bayonets.

The soldiers were then ordered to
The following is an eyewitness

account by Kanienkehaka Herbert Bush,

from Akwesasne,

the evening of September 26th:

On September 26th, at 6:20 p.m. we started
walking out of the Treatment Center through the
kitchen door down the end of the driveway where
the wire was all set up.
We took a right out
of the east end of the lot.
Most of the people
go on the road before I did.
The soldiers were
shoving our people around.
There was about 50
soldiers in front of me, pushing me back.
Some
of the TC people were getting by.
People were
getting pushed into the ditch.
There were
soldiers on top of them.
People were getting
dragged flat on their backs down the road...I
saw two soldiers dragging two women (Laura
Norton and Lorna Delormier) pushing them down
on the ground.
I stopped at that point, the
soldiers kept pushing these women and I thought

on
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one of them might get hurt.
They let one woman
get up.
I kept walking down the hill.
I
turned again and the two guys started pushing.
I saw Waneek and her little sister with a
soldier on top, pushing with a rifle.
She was
laying down on her back, holding Ganyetahawi.
I turned around and went back.
The soldiers
got everyone in a group, ordering us to sit on
the road.
Some of us kept standing.
The army
brought the buses in and put the women on
first.
They put handcuffs on the men and
searched them...When we went to Farnham, they
took us to a trailer and took all of our
camouflage...The army asked for identification.
They took everything we had, shoelaces,
whatever was in our pockets...The army told us
we were under arrest by the S.Q.
They took us
either one or two at a time.
We sat on the bus
until daybreak.
The S.Q. then took
fingerprints, pictures and kept asking us who
was our leader.
What kind of rifle did we
have.
Did I have a gun?
They asked if wanted
to read and sign a statement.
I replied 'no.'
I kept answering 'no comment.'
I asked to see
my lawyer.
The S.Q. said that I did not have
to have a lawyer here...the S.Q. never read me
my rights and did not tell me what the charges
were.
The S.Q. never told me I was under
arrest and they never allowed me to call a
lawyer (Statement: By Herbert Bush. Akwesasne,
October 14, 1990).

Kanienkehaka Brenda Gabriel, who was also violently
attacked by military troops describes what she saw that
evening:

I started walking towards the hill, a soldier
grabbed me by the coat.
I resisted.
I saw
Larry Thompson being dragged by his feet.
Another soldier grabbed me from behind and
wrestled with me.
Babe Hemlock came be and
started yelling at the soldiers to let me
alone.
The soldiers let me go.
I left.
The
soldier grabbed me by my backpack and pulled my
arms behind me.
I dragged him with me.
Five
soldiers had their bayonets pointed at me and
were swearing at me, 'fucking bitch, go back.'
I saw a couple of soldiers fighting with
Waneek.
A couple of soldiers were trying to
take Ganyetahawi away from Waneek.
Ganyetahawi
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was crying.
Waneek was on the ground and a
soldier was pushing and hitting her with a
rifle butt.
I was trying to push through.
Waneek came by me with Ganyetahawi...The next
thing I remember is getting on the bus to go to
Farnham...We arrived at Farnham about midnight.
No one told us anything, about what the process
would be.
They would not allow us to smoke.
At one point, Jenny Jack asked to have her
handcuffs loosened but they were tightened
instead.
We sat in the bus at Farnham for
about two hours.
Some of the kids wanted to go
to the bathroom, but they would not let the
mothers go with them.
They would not give us
any food as we had not eaten since lunch that
day.
The M.P.s (military police) began to eat
chocolate bars and smoking cigarettes in front
of us.
At about 5:30 a.m. they took the women
and children for processing...(Statement: By
Brenda Gabriel. Age 25, Kanehsatake, October
14, 1990).

As the men,
free themselves,
Waneek,

women,

and children fought and wrestled to

one young Kanienkehaka Mohawk woman,

was struck in the chest by a soldier's bayonet.

This is how a reporter,

Jack Todd,

witnessed brutalizing

scenes which were televised via satellite:

A Canadian soldier pushing a Mohawk child to
the pavement and then kicking her mother down
on top of her...crying children being dragged
back and forth after their screaming
mothers...It ends in chaos and confusion, with
soldiers and Warriors and journalists and
children running back and forth in the semi¬
darkness, and army helicopters overhead
illuminating the nightmarish scene with their
powerful searchlights... a dozen skirmishes
broke out.
To my left, a lone military
policeman wrestled with a Mohawk woman and a
child about 8 years old.
The child was
screaming and trying to pull its mother back to
the treatment centre.
The woman seemed to have
collapsed into the arms of the military
policeman and he was dragging her along...What
have we allowed to happen here?
Is this a
country where women and children can be shoved
and kicked by armed troops?... (Todd, Jack, "A
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Last Nightmare, Army Allowed Surrender to
Degenerate into Chaos," in The Gazette.
Montreal, September 27, 1990: A3).

As an eyewitness waiting down the hill at the police
barricades,

I began to notice a huge contingent of SQ

undercover vans and squad cars building up at the police
barricade.

I stood on a police car and counted

approximately twelve vans loaded with SQ officers which
went through the barricades to arrest the TC people.

This

was in direct violation of a previous agreement made
between the military and the Kanienkehaka and Haudenosaunee
Confederacy negotiators.
When the latter negotiators and other laypersons
arrived at the police barricade in Oka to go up to the TC
area and meet with the people,

the military and police

reneged on the agreement that was to allow the former
parties to meet with the TC people before the latter were
to return home.

When the SQ police and military attempted

to prevent the family members and support people from
meeting the TC people,

a scuffle ensued.

The next thing I

saw were fists flying and police batons swinging in the
air.

As I looked around,

I saw clanmothers and other women

screaming inches away from police officers'

faces?

other

women fighting in self-defense against the SQ police
attacks.
By approximately 7 p.m.

the soldiers had dragged the

defiant TC people onto the buses and transported them to
the military police base in Farnham.

Fifty men,

women,

and
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children were arrested and interrogated.

Once they arrived

at Farnham:

The army denied the men and women prisoner
rights that they had outlined in their own
guidelines...Children, infants were bodily
searched before being allowed to see their
fathers...Interrogations of the men and women
by SQ took place without the permission of a
lawyer to be present.
After the women were
released several of the men suffered military
style interrogation.
They were facing a wall
with their hands behind their head, as soldiers
kicked out their feet till they were on the
ground.
Then the soldiers pointed the guns to
these men's heads and pulled the trigger three
times.
The men had no way of knowing if the
chambers of those guns were empty...
(Newsletter: Mohawks Under Siege - The Struggle
Continues September 26 - November 14, 1990
Update: 4).

The next day,

my cousin and I went to Farnham military

base where TC people were held under custody.

The military

police denied family members and supporter visitation
rights for a couple of days.
Meanwhile,

another scenario occurred simultaneously in

Kahnawake after Kahnawakeronon witnessed their brothers and
sisters and children being brutally attacked by military
troops on national television.

Angered by the military

occupation and now coupled with the horrifying scenes on
television,

approximately 400 Kahnawakeronon left their

homes to confront the army stationed on routes 138 and 207.
Armed with baseball bats,
masks,

rocks,

plexiglas shields,

Kahnawakeronon walked towards the soldiers'

and gas
posts.

The military immediately responded by hurling huge tear gas
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canisters at the crowd and at one point an officer gave
orders for his men to lock and load,
toward the crowd.

and aim their guns

That night ended with several

Kahnawakeronon and one soldier injured.

Summary
As we have seen,

the governments of Canada and Quebec

totally failed to participate in seeking a peaceful
resolution to the Oka crisis.

Instead,

both governments

deliberately and consistently pursued policies of avoidance
and aggression.

Bourassa's government was only interested

in the reopening of the Mercier bridge to appease the anger
of local white residents.
He never demonstrated any interest or commitment to
seek a peaceful resolution nor to discuss broader political
issues with the Kanienkehaka nation within a nation-tonation context.

The federal government's response to the

Oka confrontation was to pursue policies of aggression or
"brinkmanship” by utilizing military force as a
governmental tactic in dealing with the Kanienkehaka
nation.

CHAPTER 7
RESISTANCES AND RESPONSES:

LIFE BEHIND THE BARRICADES

This chapter will describe life behind the barricades
in both communities.

The first part will describe how

Kahnawakeronon organized themselves
crisis.

in response to the Oka

Some positive effects of the crisis will also be

addressed.

Accounts by journalists who spent time behind

the barricades in both communities will enhance the
reader's understanding.

Transcripts of testimonies from a

video tape made in October of 1990 of the people who were
in the Treatment Center

(TC)

in Kanehsatake are used.

Personal observations by the writer will also be included.

Behind the Scenes

in Kahnawake

Approximately two weeks after the July 11th SQ attack,
I was smuggled into my community,

Kahnawake,

by boat.

I

had been away at school when Kanehsatake was attacked and
was told by my people that I would not be able to come home
right away due to the community being completely surrounded
by hundreds of SQ police cars.

I came anyway.

It was

evening when I arrived home.
As my sister and I were nearing home,

we saw a sign

that was put on the road by the Rotiskenrahkete who blocked
route 132

reading:

"You are now entering the War Zone,

enter at own risk..."

Upon arrival,

a cousin of mine

immediately took me out to see the community's barricades
protecting all entrances leading into Kahnawake.
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A sense of fear immediately seeped into me and I
though,

"my god,

this is 1990,

and my people are at war

with the governments of Quebec and Canada."
each barricade,

this writer saw men,

women,

the elderly standing at the barricades,
laughing with one another.

children,

and

talking and

That first night home,

mixed feelings of fear and joy;
being at war with the state,

As we visited

I had

fear due to the reality of

and joy for witnessing the

sense of unity among my people at the barricades.
The SQ police had completely stopped all shipments of
food and medical supplies from entering both communities.
In response to that situation Kahnawakeronon began to
organize themselves on various levels.
Women met in the cookhouse to assign various tasks of
individuals who possessed the necessary skills or knowledge
in the areas of food supply,
media.

political,

health,

and the

They organized food banks and other community

kitchen facilities in which food was rationed accordingly
per family.

As one Kanienkehaka woman,

Rita McComber,

\

described the establishment of the food bank;

We wanted to open up the food bank in the
Kateri Hall (a community center).
I called
around and got the 'OK' to start up a food bank
there.
So that's where the food bank was
established...We were getting short on food.
The stores were running out of food.
It
reached a point where people could not go over
(to Montreal or Chateauguay) to get food.
It
was alright in the first few days of the
blockade.
But later, people who tried to come
back from shopping at Chateauguay, they had the
food taken from them and stamped and thrown on
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the ground.
The Quebec Native Women's
Association and other groups who were helpful
in getting food over to us used boats to cross
the river.
We had some men come through the
fields smuggling food in.
Can you imagine that
we're talking about 1990?
The food bank gave
our people the security of knowing that they
were not going to starve, that there was a
place they could come to...A few of the older
people would come every day to sort that out,
so they had some place to go, they felt secure,
they felt safe.
We were, believe it or not,
actually rationing bags of flour, bags of
sugar, maybe a pound or so, with signs saying,
'Please just take one,' 'If you don't need it
now please don't take it' (Interview Rita
McComber, in Bridges and Barricades. 1991: 29).

Such facilities provided a safe place in which the
elderly and other people offered their assistance required
in different areas such as cooking or rationing foods.
The three main community kitchen facilities were
located on route 138,

the cookhouse next to the Longhouse,

and the Kateri Hall.

These were the areas

in which the

women organized themselves to work on a 24 hour schedule
which was divided into three eight-hour shifts.

Cooks and

volunteers delivered coffee and sandwiches to the
Rotiskenrahkete staffing the barricades.
spanned a wide range of ages.

On any day,

Volunteers
one would see

fathers or groups of women delivering food to the
Rotiskenrahkete.

At night groups of women would gather in

trucks or cars and visit the men on the barricades.

This

activity not only allowed Kahnawakeronon to visit loved
ones who were willing to put their lives on the line during
those hours on duty,

but such visits also boosted the

morale of the Rotiskenrahkete.
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In addition to establishments of food banks and kitchen
facilities,

other women living on the outskirts of the

community organized other means of providing meals to the
Rotiskenrahkete.

For example,

on route 132,

the women

organized a collective process in which each household took
turns baking or preparing meals for those Rotiskenrahkete
who were guarding sector 132.

One woman would be

responsible for preparing a hot meal and another woman
would be responsible for preparing drinks or dessert.

An

elderly man known as Chief from that area volunteered to be
responsible for delivering the food and coffee at all
hours,

thereby enabling him to visit with friends and loved

ones who were on the barricades.
In another scenario,

due to the SQ police road blocks,

many Kahnawakeronon volunteered their boats to transport
people who needed to buy food and other life necessities.
Prior to the destruction of the Dorval dock by local racist
mobs,

this port served as the main port for Kahnawakeronon

to bring in food and other supplies.
In addition to the food blockade,

the SQ police also

prevented any gasoline trucks from entering Kahnawake.
a result,

there was a gasoline shortage.

gasoline was also rationed.

As

Therefore,

The positive impact of this

tactic forced Kahnawakeronon to stop using their cars and
utilized healthier modes of transportation.

Suddenly,

one

would see more and more people out walking or riding their
bicycles instead of cruising in their cars, wasting gas.
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This mobilized the people to work collectively to
ensure that the community would not starve.

Aside from

women being involved in organizing community food banks,
they also played a very fundamental role within the
political arena.

For example,

clanmothers and other women

served on the negotiating team? women with medical skills
were involved in training other women the basic skills
necessary for warfare? the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation
office was definitely under the control of the women in
terms of handling administrative affairs? manning the
phones?

faxing out and organizing the information coming in

and going out of the office.

This is not to exclude the

role of Kanienkehaka men who were there,

too.

Some of the

younger Kanienkehaka men also helped sisters work the
phones while sisters were taking a break or trying to catch
up on sleep.

This will be discussed in more detail in the

next section.

Political Strategies - Local and International
As a participant-observer of the events that unfolded
in the summer of 1990,

I served as a volunteer at the

Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office, which houses the
administrative branch of the traditional government
(Longhouse)

of the Kanienkehaka nation,

Kahnawake

territory.

I was asked by people in the office to work

with another sister Margaret Horn in collecting materials
regarding international documents concerning world-wide
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opinion of the Oka crisis; and conduct interviews,

document

and compile a record of the daily human rights violations
that Kahnawakeronon were being subjected to by the SQ
police,

local white racist residents,

and the armed forces.

The office was operating on a twenty-four hour basis.
People organized themselves according to the skills or
knowledge each offered to the political work that was
needed.

For example,

individuals who were fluent in

English, Mohawk or French usually were assigned to work in
the media area.

Their tasks included writing press

releases or speaking to the press both in English or
French.
Another group worked on the international area in terms
of communication.
communication,

Through faxes and other modes of

the European parliament and other

international organizations were kept informed as events
unfolded on a daily basis.

People worked throughout three

eight-hour shifts operating on fax machines putting out
information regarding the daily SQ police abuses and later
the movements of the military.
If it were not for the use of such technology,

the

world community probably would have not been informed or
perhaps would have been misinformed about the atrocities
the governments of Canada and Quebec were inflicting upon
the besieged communities of Kahnawake and Kanehsatake.

The

very fact that the Kahnawakeronon possessed such technology
probably saved human lives; and with other countries around
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the world immediately being informed of the July 11th SQ
police invasion in Kanehsatake,

the former put pressure on

the governments of Canada and Quebec to stop such acts of
aggression.

(The international response will be dealt with

in more detail

in the following chapter.)

From another perspective,

the Kahnawakeronon also sent

a four-member group of runners or delegates representing
the Kanienkehaka nation to address the world community
about the daily atrocities the governments of Canada and
Quebec perpetrated against the Kanienkehaka nation.
Clanmothers were a part of the delegation.

Their presence

also served to counteract the lies the ambassador of Canada
to the U.N.

was telling in regard to how well Canada treats

"its aboriginal people"

as a way to deflect from the truth

regarding the paramilitary attack on July 11th.
I recall a day in early August when one of the runners,
Kenneth Deer,

telephoned back to the office that after two-

day testimony to the U.N.
Geneva,

Human Rights Subcommission in

he had received a standing ovation for his

presentation regarding the human rights violations by the
governments of Canada and Quebec against the Kanienkehaka
nation.
Major portions of Kenneth Deer's presentation to the
U.N.

will be quoted at length:

I am speaking on behalf of the Mohawk Nation at
Kanesatake and Kahnawake... The Chiefs, the
clanmothers and the people of the Mohawk nation
send you greetings.
We bring you a message of

Peace and Hope despite the violent events which
have been brought upon our people by the
Government of Canada...We, the Mohawk Peoples,
consider ourselves to be one Nation with our
own population, land area, constitution, laws,
language and the ability to make agreements
with other nations.
When one nation is
attacked, all Mohawks are attacked...The
community at Kanesatake is surrounded by
hundreds of police, and there are calls by some
provincial and federal politicians to call in
the Canadian Armed Forces to use force in the
opening of the roads.
Another Mohawk Nation,
Akwesasne, is so heavily occupied by police
that our brothers and sisters could not do
anything to help.
At this very moment, and for
the last twenty days, regular access to food,
medicine and clothing has been denied in the
two communities.
Ambulances have been delayed
from ten minutes to one and a half hours with
no discretion on the urgency of the patients.
Some patients could not leave because the
police did not allow them to return after
treatment...In Canada's statement to the
Working Group dated July 30, 1990, it was said
that there was no policy to restrict access to
food.
The availability of food was definitely
on the negotiation table.
It was used by the
Government to get concessions from the Mohawks.
As evidence, we have in our possession a taped
conversation between Claude Quinn, Senior
Officer in charge of the Quebec Provincial
Police at Oka, and Walter David, a spokesman
from Kanesatake: The police said: (We told you
since the start as soon that you would do
something, any action that would show your good
faith, any intention of making efforts to
negotiate with the SQ in order to obtain those
objectives, that SQ would take action so that
some food or people that you need to help you
can get cleared through the barricade.
So far
as I told you no answer from our people.
It's
not that SQ doesn't want you to have the food
in the trucks, what we're telling you, is show
us some action on your part that you want to
solve the situation and the truck will go
through the barricade.)...It seems very clear
from the above taped conversation that the
Government and the police are using food as a
tactic in negotiations.
By denying the Mohawk
people access to food, Canada is violating one
of the most basic human rights which is
included in the International Bill of Human
Rights, article 25,...Human rights violations

are a matter of international concern.
These
are not internal domestic disputes but rather
the result of colonization where one nation
attempts to suppress another nation.
Canada
has shown the world that they are incapable of
supervising themselves.
International
supervision such as a dispute in Kanesatake
leaves no room for the Canadian government to
state publicly that food was not on the
bargaining table.
The Mohawk Nation would
welcome international observers into their
territory to monitor and observe any
negotiations.
We have confidence in the
justice of our cause and in the integrity of
our people.
We have no qualms about our
involvement in the international observation
team.
We are secure in our view of our own
sovereignty.
Why is Canada reluctant to allow
observers? ...The Federal Government's
intention to purchase the land in dispute
validates the action of the Mohawk people to
defend their territory...We realize that we are
calling upon the United Nations to undertake a
new type of initiative but we feel that
Indigenous Peoples all over the world are
increasingly facing armed conflict within their
territories.
We strongly believe in the value
of peace.
We are a peaceful people who have
shared our lands, but the pressures upon us has
brought us to this point...The philosophy of
the Great Law is for the people to use reason
to keep in mind the children and the children's
children, to keep in mind that violence is not
a solution to problems...Madam Chairman, the
incident at Oka is no longer about land.
The
incident has been prolonged by the Canadian
Government to break the spirit of the Mohawk
people...the Mohawks find themselves in a
desperate situation.
We are surrounded on all
sides by social, economic and military
pressure, and the eyes of the world are on us.
The weight is heavy.
Our people are abused,
harassed, confined, segregated, oppressed,
suppressed, slandered, shot at and denied food.
All this is aimed at breaking our spirit.
But
we will never surrender.
We will never give in
(Presentation bv the Kahnawake Mohawk
Delegation. Commission on Human Rights, SubCommission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities, Working Group on
Indigenous Peoples, Eighth Session, 23 July - 3
August 1990, United Nations, Geneva). (See
Appendix C, pp. 334-357, for copies of
Statements by the Kanienkehaka Mohawk
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Delegation. Working Group on Indigenous
Peoples. and the Press Release bv the SubCommission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities, and Conversation with
Walter David and SO Senior Officer. Claude
Quinn).

Following his presentation,

the ambassador of Canada to

the U.N. gave his presentation and was greeted with
absolute silence from the audience.

Clearly, many

countries overwhelmingly supported the Kanienkehaka nation
and the silence from the audience was perhaps an act of
condemnation against Canada.
Then,

on August 7th,

the Sub-Commission on Prevention

of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities issued a
press release revealing the postponement of the Canadian
government to appear before the United Nations Committee on
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
15th,

(CERD)

on August

and "withdrew its biennial report from consideration

by the Committee this year...The official reason given for
the postponement was that Canada was unable to send
representatives from Ottawa to attend the meeting of CERD
in Geneva...

(Press Release, United Nations Human Rights

Body Expresses Concern over the Mohawk Crisis,
August 7,

Geneva,

1990).

Another effective organization was a group of seven or
eight men and women who functioned as runners or a media
task force to keep the community and the Rotiskenrahkete
informed about the progress of negotiations in addition to
what was happening on a national and international level on
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a daily basis.

Each day,

this group would come in the

office and review the faxes that had come in overnight and
get an update from other people assigned to areas of the
media,

negotiations,

and on the international level.

They

met twice a day - in the afternoon and in the evening compiled and wrote reports to be read over the community
radio at noon time and in the evening.

This was one method

of keeping the community people informed and up to date on
all events affecting the nation.
This same group also sent runners out in shifts to all
the barricades and distributed copies of reports to the
Rotiskenrahkete containing daily news affecting the nation
on a local,

nation,

and international basis.

The community

and especially the Rotiskenrahkete were very happy that
this group had organized such an activity because people on
the barricades did not feel left out and isolated from the
rest of the community.
Within the context of a people's struggle for national
liberation,

in particular the Kanienkehaka nation,

communication served to maintain and reinforce the
sentiments of solidarity and unity among the community.
addition,

the development and use of various forms of

communications located within the community were another
way to educate the people on a larger scale about the
political developments occurring daily throughout the Oka
crisis.

In

Finally,

it was also very critical to avoid isolating

the men who were on the front lines because this would then
perhaps lead to conflict in terms of lack of contact with
the people.
This view is based on experiences that emerged in the
early weeks of the crisis.

For example, when I would visit

loved ones and other Rotiskenrahkete at the barricades,
some of them would ask questions about what was happening
out there in terms of negotiations or other pertinent
issues.

Others voiced their concerns that they were not

being informed about what was happening and wanted very
much to be informed fully.

Based on that information,

a

group of people met in the office and decided to form a
media task force that would be responsible for compiling
and producing reports to be read over the community radio
and hand-delivered to the Rotiskenrahkete on the
barricades.
Kahnawake's community radio,

CKRK,

played a critical

role in informing and educating the people about socio¬
political issues that emerged daily.
in homes or the nation office,

Every evening,

either

or in cars, people would

tune in on Natalie's nightly show in which she had a callin discussion program.

The range of program extended

throughout the Montreal area.
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people would call in and
express their opinions or thoughts about the Oka crisis.
People looked forward to Natalie's program each night
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because the broad range of calls coming in created many
stimulating and heated discussions.

Residents of the

Montreal area had called into the station and expressed
their support in terms of disseminating alternative forms
of information aside from the mainstream newspapers.
Thus,

the community radio served many purposes in terms

of educating the people which served to heighten their
understanding of the political issues concerning the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state.
Within a social context,

the community radio served as

a mechanism which encouraged families and friends to gather
nightly in their homes or other places to listen,

express

and discuss the various issues being aired on the radio
program each night.
The following section will attempt to describe to the
reader the kind of activities that occurred behind the
barricades in Kanehsatake.

First-hand accounts of

journalists who stayed behind the barricades; testimony and
personal stories told by the people who were behind the
barricades in Kanehsatake to this present writer will be
included.

A View Behind the Barricades - Kanehsatake
One evening in January 1991,

I went to the Confederacy

crisis committee office in Kahnawake to visit three women,
Lorna Delormier,

Laura Norton,

and a sister Beverly Scow

from the Tlingit nation, Vancouver,

B.C., who were behind
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the barricades in Oka throughout the whole crisis.

The

former Confederacy crisis committee office was a temporary
place that offered comfort and space for the TC people and
other community people in terms of dealing with the
psychological and emotional aftermath.

It also served as

an office space in which people continued the on-going
struggle on a political level in terms of fund raising for
present and future legal expenses,

and assigning

individuals and groups to do public speaking engagements
across the country to educate and tell the truth of what
happened on July 11th.
Sitting by a warm fireplace in the living room,

I

listened attentively to these women who had told incredible
stories ranging from the nightly military psychological
warfare tactics they were forcibly subjected to,
humorous,

to

life-and-death situations in Kanehsatake.

They

also talked about how the people had organized themselves
in shifts in which all contributed their skills or
knowledge essential to carry out specific tasks assigned.
One of the stories concerned the process of how the
women organized three eight-hour shifts.
Kahnawakeronon,

Similar to

one group of women rotated in shifts to

prepare the meals for the Rotiskenrahkete and the rest of
the people.

When the women and elderly would deliver fried

bread and soup,

they would visit with the Rotiskenrahkete

and tell humorous stories to lift their spirits when things
were getting tense.

Lorna and Laura related to me,

during
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most of the negotiation talks,

there were some tense times

when the people were consistently meeting in clans and as a
collective for long hours endeavoring to develop proposals
that would lead to a peaceful resolution to the Oka
conflict.

Most of the people were operating on a few hours

of sleep if they were lucky.

As one of the women said,

they would meet all day and sometimes at night,

as

the

military consistently engaged in psychological warfare by
having helicopters swoop in a low fashion over the
Treatment Center to distract the people.
Like Kahnawake,

other women along with some of the

Rotiskenrahkete in Kanehsatake were selected by the people
to be assigned the duties as spokeswoman/man to deal with
the media.

Two or three women would also operate on two

shifts to take care of other things such as laundry and
manning the phones prior to the military cutting off all
telephones including the cellular phones.
necessary,

And when

the women would rotate shifts with the

Rotiskenrahkete to guard the barricades.
Another common feature that was pointed out by
journalists who were also behind the barricades in
Kanehsatake was the powerful influence the women had in
Kanehsatake.
McLaughlin,

As noted by the same journalists Kopvillem,
and Burke,

this is what they observed:

That sense of unity was most evident behind the
barricades at Oka.
There, in spite of wellpublicized charges by senior federal and Quebec
officials that the Oka standoff had been
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hijacked by militant Warriors from other
reserves, it seemed clear that the local clan
mothers, chiefs and traditionalist Longhouse
leaders remained in control.
Especially
evident was the power of the clan mothers, who,
according to the so-called Longhouse tradition
of religious and political authority, are
consulted on all decisions (Kopvillem,
McLaughlin, Burke, "Fury in the Ranks," in
Maclean7s. August 6, 1990: 24).

This statement by the journalists clearly contradicts
both the federal and Quebec officials7 charges that the
negotiations had been hijacked or controlled by the socalled "terrorist warriors."

As outsiders,

these

journalists were struck by the powerful influence of the
women.

Binding decisions derived from a collective process

in which the people have final authority in accordance with
the Kaianerakowa,

or the Great Law of Peace.

Reporter Ann McLaughlin, who covered the Oka
confrontation from September 3rd to September 26th, wrote:

I had heard that the Warriors are mercenaries
and thugs who are mainly into contraband smokes
and the gambling racket.
The Warriors I met
talked about sovereignty, economic selfdetermination and their definition of the
native-rights movement.
Blackjack (code name)
was bitter about racist cops.
Stonecarver
spoke of the broader racism in Quebec society
that so easily boiled over this summer.
They
all said they wanted to be out from under the
federal Indian Affairs Department.
By
controlling the purse strings, they said, it
has divided and is trying to conquer the native
communities (McLaughlin, Ann, "Three Weeks in
the Twilight Zone," in The Gazette. Montreal,
September 29, 1990).
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Humorous Moments in Tense Times
A sense of military tension pervaded the Oka crisis.
After Kanehsatake was under complete military occupation,
several reporters described the area of the Treatment
Center as a "wartime concentration camp...amid sights of
huge army machine-gunners" pointed directly at the TC; and
which was completely surrounded by huge bulks of looping
rolls of razor wire.

As reporter Ann McLaughlin described

one dangerous moment:

I feared for my life only once: the first time
I went through an army "lock-and load" order.
About 20 soldiers stood behind the tarp,
silhouetted by the lights of an armored
personnel carrier behind them.
They couldn't
see the handful of journalists and Mohawks on
the other side, but we could see them distorted to twice human size.
The soldiers
threw insults over the tarp at the Mohawk
women, and rocks as well.
Warriors threw
insults back.
Major Alain Tremblay ordered,
"Bayonets!" and yelled, "You want to f—k
around, I f—k around!" All I could see were
20 odd silhouettes pointing automatic weapons
straight at me.
I ducked behind a tree...
(Ibid.).
In more humorous occasions, to counteract daily and
nightly military psychological warfare,

"...two Warriors

built a bunker and a fake heliport on the roof of the TC,
as they called the treatment centre.
Mohawk air force.'

They joked about 'the

When army helicopters came to

investigate with searchlights, the two turned on their own
spotlights (made from car headlights and a battery
charger), reflected the hovering beam back with a mirror
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and sang"
Zone,"

(McLaughlin,

in The Gazette,

Ann,

"Three Weeks in the Twilight

Montreal,

September 29,

Amid tense moments throughout the day,

1990).

the people

usually kept themselves busy in different ways.

The

following is what Maclean/s correspondent Dan Burke
witnessed behind the barricades.

In the centre's backyard, several of the
younger Warriors drove golf balls off the high
slope above the Ottawa River towards patrolling
provincial police boats.
Elsewhere in the
compound, another Warrior passed time by
showing a five-year-old boy - one of half a
dozen children who, along with a score of
journalists and Mohawk women, remained behind
the Warrior lines - how to manipulate an
Oriental martial arts device made from two
lengths of wood connected by a short chain
(Burke, Dan, "Apocalypse in Waiting, Tensions
Heighten in Mohawk Camp," in Maclean's.
September 17, 1990: (?)).

At night,

the military carried out intensive

psychological warfare tactics to keep the Rotiskenrahkete
and the women and children in the TC from sleep.
As Dan Burke described some of the military's
psychological tactics:

"the surrounding army units kept up

an almost relentless psychological pressure on the
Indians...At night,

military searchlights mounted on

armoured personnel carriers swept misty tubes of light
through the pines...On one night,

helicopters swept low

over the pines around the treatment centre while ground
troops fired flares

into the sky.

The next day,

soldiers moved their razor wires several

the

feet closer to the
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centre's entrance,
threats,

leading Mohawk women to retaliate with

profanity and shoving...”

(Ibid.).

Thus,

the

journalists who stayed behind the barricades witnessed
daily scenes,

both tense and humorous,

which enabled the

reader to get a glimpse of the daily lives of people living
under military occupation in Kanehsatake.

Voices from the Treatment Center
Prior to the communication systems being completely
severed by the military,

a reporter for the Revolutionary

Worker managed to get an interview from a Kanienkehaka
woman over the phone.

The following is a description of

events which took place behind the barricades

in regards to

extensive covert and overt military operations against the
TC people.

In response to the RW reporter asking for

descriptions of what it looked like inside the barricades,
and what happened when the army moved in,

this

is what the

Kanienkehaka woman conveyed:

The army was moving in on West Gate and they
were stopped right there.
Everybody was there.
All the press was there.
So I took off on the
four-wheeler over to sector five and the army
was already moving in...they were sitting at
the west gate saying we're not gonna move in.
We're just gonna sit here and negotiate.
While
they were saying this, in the other breath they
were moving in on sector five.
Sector five had
radioed up and said they were moving in...I
jumped on the bike and rode up to west gate and
got the press down to sector five to cover
it...the order was not to shoot first because
whoever fired the first shot, once a shot was
fired the war was on.
They came in quite a
ways and as they were coming into the pines our
guys got really, really tense and so did the
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soldiers...There were tanks coming in from all
directions...The whole woods was absolutely
infested with them everywhere... Everybody was
walking with guns up because it was pretty
tense and they knew the first shot would mean
the war was on...there's been a lot of
intimidation going on.
The army is trying all
kinds of tactics, even right down to firing
shots and hoping our guys will panic and start
firing back.
Flares going, total intimidation
with helicopters flying over every few minutes
- planes flying over every few minutes, lights
flashing all over the place and flares going
off, hollering, yelling abuses at the women,
calling the women down...hoping to get the
Warriors provoked by running the women
down...throwing rocks, taking out our lights,
those kinds of things that have been going on
all the time have been to incite our guys into
fighting so that they can just walk in and
massacre everybody ("Voices from the War Zone,"
in Revolutionary Worker. September 23, 1990:
14).

As in Kahnawake, military operations were designed to
induce intense psychological terror.

Physical maneuvers,

the army hoped, would provoke the Rotiskenrahkete into
firing the first shot and thereby justify a military attack
against the people caged in the TC.
military's psychological tactics,
people, however,

Cognizant of the

the spirit of the TC

remained defiant and strong as ever.

From another perspective,

Oneida sub-chief Terry

Doxtator, who was also in the TC,

described in his

testimony a moving scene in which the spirit of love,
strength,

and unity among the TC people neutralized one of

the most tense moments the day Rotiskenrahkete Randy Horne
"Spudwrench" was brutally attacked by soldiers.
Spudwrench was taken to the hospital,

After

the following is what
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Terry Doxtator described among the people in the Treatment
Center:

One of the most moving scenes after the
tobacco-burning, one of the men came
forward...everyone was there the children
included, and the ten-month-old baby was there
in a stroller; and after we talked about selfcontrol and self-discipline, and not letting
them (army) get to us, we announced that when
they go out for duty that night to maintain the
watch over the camp, that each of the men go by
that ten-month-old baby and touch her, hold
her, kiss her, whatever they wanted to do.
In
doing so, what they were doing was committing
their selves, their lives to the future of that
child... (Testimony: By Terry Doxtator,
Transcript from the video Voices of Oka - A
Native Recounting of the Mohawk Siege of 1990).

The ten-month-old baby girl and the rest of the
children played crucial roles in this struggle because as
Sandra Deer,

one of the TC people,

"that baby kept everyone going."
Kanienkehaka woman,

testified in the video
This writer recalls one

Lorna Delormier,

commenting that the

presence of the children with them in the TC listening to
the sounds of children's laughter,

and how the children

made the adults laugh - helped the latter to relieve the
intense anxiety and stress they were experiencing during
the crisis.

Thus,

in honor of the children in the

Treatment Center this is what the TC families put in a
newsletter:

These brave children endured days and nights of
military siege.
They would march to the
basement quietly and quickly taking a wet rag
in case of tear gas on many occasion as the
army advanced.
They would play and bring
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laughter to all in the TC family.
Their
presence and hugs would always give us strength
and remind us of our responsibility to the
future generations (Newsletter: Mohawk Under
Siege - The Struggle Continues September 26 November 14, 1990 Update: 15).

Thus,

the one saying that has remained etched in my

mind is when Selma Delisle from the Turtle clan explained
to governmental official John Ciaccia several years ago in
the Longhouse as to why the women have final say in whether
or not the men take up arms in self-defence.

She stood up

and walked across the floor and stared right at Ciaccia and
said "hear those voices outside,
the children,

listen,

the laughter coming from

listen to them.

It is their sound of

laughter that continues to remind us as Kanienkehaka people
of our responsibilities to our children and to their
children and the next seven generations to come.

It is

because of our children that we must choose to fight
against the governments for our lands that rightfully
belongs to them and the next seven generations.”

I have

also learned from my people that among the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy, whenever a decision is to be made by the
people in the Longhouse, we are enjoined to always keep in
mind of our children and the future of our next seven
generations.

In other words,

any decision that is to be

made is done in the interest of our children and our yet
unborn.

It is this cultural view that reinforces and

strengthens the collective responsibilities of a nation of
people.
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Views of the Youth
The youth who were also inside the barricades in
Kanehsatake ranged from the ten-month-old girl to fourteenyear-olds totaling approximately a half a dozen or so.

In

testimony transcribed from a video tape on the Oka crisis,
a Kanienkehaka mother described an encounter between the
children and the army:

We would take the kids out to the front gate to
stand out there to look at the army.
They
wanted to go out there and see them.
"We want
to see the army," so we bring them out there
and they stand and they just look at them and
the soldiers would be looking back at these
kids and they couldn't really look at them
straight at their faces, they just couldn't
look at their faces... (Testimony by Sandra
Deer, in Voices of Oka - A Native Recounting of
the Mohawk Siege of 1990. October, 1990).

Based on my personal observations,

the younger children

in Kahnawake viewed the army and the SQ police as "bad
people" because of what they witnessed and heard regarding
the human rights violations conducted against their loved
ones.
In a letter to Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, written
by a young Kanienkehaka woman, Waneek Horn-Miller,

14 years

old, provides for the reader the perspective which
reflected most of the youth's views about the Oka crisis.
The letter deserves to be quoted at length:

My name is Waneek Horn-Miller, I am a 14-yearold Mohawk woman from Kahnawake reserve.
My
little sister and I were brought to Kanehsatake
territory three weeks ago by my mother to help
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our brothers and sisters of the Kanehsatake
territory fight for our land that is rightfully
and historically ours.
For close to sixty days
Indians from all over the country have been
fighting and praying along side the Mohawk
nation to obtain what is rightfully ours... It
hurts me to hear the Government and some of the
Canadian public call us terrorists, and cry
babies when we are only fighting for what we
believe in.
The men, women and children here
are prepared to continue the struggle...they
play the intimidation game to get us to fold
and give in.
I'm scared that when they don't
get us to give in they will go one step further
and try to oppress us forcefully.
The Canadian
Government has already tried two times and we
haven't been broken and even though we might
die our spirits will live on to tell our story
and our children and the rest of the Indian
nation will treat our deaths as act of force on
the whole nation.
The other kids here who are very young, ranging
from 10 months to 8 years, all say they hate
the army being here but they do not scare them,
and they think the army is "dumb."
They know
that they are fighting for their land and they
think it's right.
They think Brian Mulroney is
dumb he has taken so long to do anything about
it.
They think they should give all the land
back to us and there should be no more
buildings, or golf courses, and should leave it
just the way it is.
We are asking for him to
get involved and take responsibility of what a
Prime Minister is supposed to do - to settle
land claims across the country and not let it
go this far.
The Warriors are fighting for
what we believe in, and should be treated like
national heroes.
The other people that are
here have a duty to be here to defend their
land whether its men, women, or children.
The
women are the givers of life and source of
power and the warriors are here to make sure
the whole process goes on.
I want you to get
back to the negotiation table and not be so
stubborn to give us back something that is
already ours.
I want you to get people who
really know about Indian things in the
government to come out and actually see who we
are fighting for rather than sit at their desks
and hear about it.
If they come out they might
change their attitudes towards Indians.
They
say we have everything, this is only a fraction
of what we had.
I think you should understand
that we all want the best for them, which is a
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country we can be proud of, not a bunch of
hypocrites running it.
We want you to take an
active part in putting a reign on your
ministers and really getting on their cases to
do something really big and important for the
Indians and not taking 10 or 20 years to do it.
Since we are children of past generations who
have lived through rough times, racism,
segregation, all the things we deplore in other
countries and look down upon, we are asking you
how could you let that happen, and how could
you...how could you let it happen now?
We want
to be proud of this country for how they treat
the First Nations of this land and set an
example for the rest of the world.
The
spiritual advisors that have come to help us
through this ordeal have told us not to be
angry at all the people that openly show they
are racist but to feel sorry and to pray for
them to one day understand what we're all
about.
I would be glad as a member of the
younger Indian nation to come and help you on
how to create a wonderful future for not only
Indian kids but kids of all races (Letter to
Prime Minister Brian Mulronev by Waneek HornMiller, September 6, 1990).

She reveals a clarity of understanding and vision with
a sense of hope in building a peaceful and loving society
in which Indigenous youth and non-Indigenous youth could
co-exist side by side.

Positive Effects within the Communities
Although the Oka crisis had a very devastating impact
upon the communities economically,
positive effects.

there were also many

One could really see a renewed spirit of

community resistance and cementing solidarity among the
Kahnawakeronon throughout the crisis.
For example, when I visited the barricades during the
day or nighttime,

the presence of the Rotiskenrahkete

ranging from grandfathers,

uncles,

brothers,

and youth
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standing side by side,

reflected a profound will and

determination to fulfill the duties and responsibilities of
a nation - to protect and defend the people and the land
from any outside aggression as defined in accordance in the
Kaianerakowa,

or Great Law of Peace.

I recall visiting the

barricades on route 132 with my cousin one night and
chatting with the Rotiskenrahkete known as the dirty
dozens.

They had built barracks that were quite liveable.

They had bunks made out of hay and old cots and couches,
canned goods,

radio and even a portable T.V.

with the news.
barricades.

to keep up

Some of these men practically lived a the

The only time they went home was to shower and

change fatigues.

While visiting with them,

the

Rotiskenrahkete would tease or play jokes on each other.
Here,

too,

it seemed that these men found ways to ease the

tension of a potential warfare by engaging in humorous
activities as well.
Throughout the whole crisis,
permitted into the territory.

no alcohol or drugs were

The community adopted this

policy because disorderly elements could bring about
accidental death or serious injuries within the community.
One of the positive effects was the self-discipline the
Rotiskenrahkete demonstrated at the barricades.

I have

seen individuals known to experience problems with alcohol
practically living at the barricades and being sober
throughout the crisis.
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To abstain from alcohol and go "cold turkey" requires a
lot of self-discipline and determination.

To see such

people standing at the barricades, willing to put their
life on the line, was indeed a beautiful sight to see.
Another positive aspect was the unification of
Kahnawake's war veterans joining with other Rotiskenrahkete
offering their military skills and knowledge in addition to
manning the barricades.
In the past,
community,

the two governing systems in the

the traditional Longhouse based on the

Kaianerakowa,

or the Great Law of Peace,

and the imposed

neocolonial band council system were at odds in all aspects
affecting the community and nation as a whole.

The reason

for this was that the band council system functions under
the authority of a foreign government - Canada.
council system has been,

and continues today,

The band

to be a tool

of the state to create or perpetuate divisions within the
community.
Kahnawake,

Joe Norton,

elected band council member of

offers another insight on a few issues such as

unity within the community,

community dynamics,

and

traditional government.
In an interview in February 1991 published in Bridges &
Barricades.

In Defence of Mohawk Land,

1991, he recalls:

On July 11, a balance of power was at stake.
Our options before us, as council, were
threefold.
One, we could have forcibly
dismantled the barricades and fought amongst
ourselves.
Two, we could have just left the
barricades without our support, and that would
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have let the SQ in to kill our people.
Or we
could fully support the barricades and maintain
our unity and strength.
The council decided on
this last option unanimously.
I would still
make the same decision today.
The only
difference is that I would make my decision
immediately.
Next time I'll be part of that
original decision to put the barricades up.
Communication in the community is better now.
Before July 11, the Council and the Longhouse
never talked to each other.
Now we talk every
day.
We've been fortunate to have unity in
this community.
Leadership in Kanehsatake has
been less stable.
But it is important to see
how that instability came into the community.
It came as a legacy of colonialism.
A lot of
First Nations communities find themselves with
instability because of the band councils and
the Indian Act...In the seventies there was a
strong beginning of a traditional movement.
In
1979 the elected council was given a mandate to
do away with the Indian Act and the elected
system.
My job is do away with my own job.
I
see the community dynamics this way.
There are
some traditional people who believe in
exercising our right and jurisdiction on
economic issues.
We had 400 to 500 people
working when we were trading cigarettes.
We
had 400 people who were not on welfare or
government assistance...On the other side,
there are some traditional and non-traditional
people who want to separate 'traditional life'
from the political responsibilities.
They are
working with the cultural side of tradition,
but not actually living and exercising the
political side of tradition.
In Mohawk
tradition, you can not separate spirituality
and politics...When the barricades went up, for
whatever reasons, the majority in the community
supported them.
Some people are still
complaining, but more and more people realize
that we have to come together.
At least now
they can sit at the same table and talk about
things.
Before they couldn't... (Interview,
Joe Norton, in Bridges & Barricades. In Defence
of Mohawk Land. Kanienkehaka Solidarity Group,
1991: 27).

Thus,

throughout the blockade of summer,

1990,

people

put aside their differences and unified against a common
enemy instead of fighting each other.

At this point,

it is
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equally significant to point out that in the beginning of
the blockade,

some individuals did not agree with the ideas

of barricades as was pointed out by Joe Norton and Curtis
Nelson's testimonies in this dissertation.
For example,
Delaronde,

asked:

a former band council member,

Joe

"Why did the barricades remain up on the

Mercier Bridge even though an

'overwhelming majority'

of

200 Mohawks attending a public meeting several days after
the standoff began voted by a show of hands that they be
dismantled?...

(Gazette News Service,

Mohawks Behind Barricades,"
1990:

A2).

"Mediator Gold Meets

in The Gazette.

August 11,

What Delaronde fails to note that is only 200

voted out of the majority of 6,000 Kahnawakeronon.
However,

this does not deny the fact that there existed a

small group of community members who opposed the
barricades.
As pointed out by Joe Norton,

I did see some

individuals who initially opposed the barricades later on
support the idea.

The latter statement is based on

individuals whom I saw volunteering their time in food
banks,

manning the barricades,

or working at the

Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office.

Summary
This crisis sparked a renewed spirit of collective
resistance and solid unity within the communities.

The SQ

police's embargo of food and medical supplies encouraged
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the people to work as a collective force by organizing food
banks and other community - kitchen facilities to avoid
starvation.
The collective efforts of people working in shifts on a
twenty-four hour basis to disseminate information
concerning international,

national,

and local

issues helped

heighten the political consciousness among the people.
The media task force which read daily reports on the
community radio and went out to the barricades to keep the
Rotiskenrahkete informed about daily events also reinforced
and strengthened the sense of collective unity within the
community.
The joint effort of war veterans and other men who
perhaps did not conceive themselves as Rotiskenrahkete or
did not support the Rotiskenrahkete in the community in the
past,

put their differences aside to unite with their

brothers on the barricades.

Another crucial

factor that

was not mentioned earlier was the unification of people on
a spiritual level.

Spiritual elders,

Christians and other

religious sects worked together throughout the crisis.
This has been a historical and consistent pattern within
the political history of the Kanienkehaka nation.
In essence,

this crisis unified and sparked a renewed

spiritual and political awakening among the Kanienkehaka
nation as well as other Indigenous nations right across the
western hemisphere as the next chapter will point out.

CHAPTER 8
"THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING"

This chapter describes the various responses expressed
by the national and international community during the Oka
crisis.

The first part will discuss how Indigenous nations

organized on a national scale extending from the east to
the west coast across Canada.
to Oka,"

initiated by the Okanagan nation from British

Columbia,
nation,

A "Sacred Feather Peace Run

symbolized solid unity with the Kanienkehaka

but also the quest for peace and justice of all

Indigenous nations.

A peace camp was established in Oka by

Indigenous and non-Indigenous people to monitor and record
daily human rights violations conducted by the SQ police
and the military against the people who were trapped inside
the treatment center in Oka.

These are two examples that

will be discussed in more detail.
From an international perspective,

the Kanienkehaka

Mohawk nation office in Kahnawake and Kanehsatake received
many communiques via fax machine from Italy,
Australia,

New Zealand,

Nicaragua,

Switzerland,

and some other European

countries condemning military action against Indigenous
people appealing to the governments of Canada and Quebec to
seek a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

Worldwide

groups such as the International Federation Human Rights
(I.F.H.R.)

based in Paris were among many who sent neutral

observers to monitor and record human rights violations
against citizens of the Kanienkehaka nation.
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National Responses bv Indigenous Nations

West Coast
As news reached the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office
in Kahnawake about the SQ police assault upon Kanehsatake
people the office immediately faxed communiques and press
releases to the media,

church groups and Indigenous nations

throughout the country informing them of the violent
attack.

Several days later,

Indigenous nations across the

country mobilized and organized roadblocks and held
sympathy demonstrations symbolizing solidarity with their
sisters and brothers of the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation.
As early as July 14th it was reported in the Montreal
Gazette that the president of the Union of B.C.
Terry Saul had warned:

Chiefs,

"If the Surete du Quebec makes a

move against the Mohawks,

B.C.

natives will react by

disrupting more roads in the province...if the Quebec
police move in there,

we move in here"

(p.

2).

to the SQ police ignoring repeated requests

In response

from the

Kaninekehaka people to allow free passage of food and other
life necessities into the besieged communities,

various

Indigenous nations set up roadblocks to express support for
the Kanienkehaka people.

Thus,

the Lilooet nation of Seton

Portage in British Columbia blockaded the B.C.
and established a roadblock on highway 12

rail

approximately 180

kilometers northeast of Vancouver in support of the
Kanienkehaka nation.

line
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In another area approximately 130 kilometers north of
Vancouver,

the Mount Currie reserve located near Pemberton

also set up a roadblock in support of their sisters and
brothers under police siege in Kahnawake and Kanehsatake.
The Okanangan nation of Penticton,

B.C.

also set up

roadblocks in protest against the aggressive assault.
Highway 37

located at Kitwanga,

approximately 180

kilometers east of Prince Rupert in west-central B.C.,
blockaded as well
to Explode,
8,

1990:

(Pelletier,

Premier Told,"

A7).

Debi,

"British Columbia Ready

in The Gazette.

Montreal,

August

The various geographical points revealing

the establishment of roadblocks and major rail
B.C.

was

lines in

caused sizable financial damages to the provincial

government as will be pointed out below.
New Democratic Party Aboriginal Affairs Critic Bob
Skull,

on Canada AM,

aired on July 24th,

a national television program that was
commented on the roadblocks:

...This is not the only conflict that is going
on in Canada at this point.
There is a number
of roadblocks taking place in British Columbia.
No evidence of arms or weapons.
There's a
number of roadblocks taking place in Manitoba
at this point, and it appears to be spreading
all across the country.
The problem isn't
simply at Oka and at Kahnawake.
The problem is
all across Canada.
But the real problem lies
with the insensitivity and the ignorance of the
Department of Indian Affairs..." (Media Tapes
and Transcripts, Canada AM. July 24, 1990: 2).
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East Coast
Similar defiant actions in support of the Kanienkehaka
Mohawk people also occurred among many Indigenous nations
on the east coast.

For example,

River Bar territory,

the Miq'Macs of the Eel

New Brunswick,

constructed roadblocks

to express their solidarity in addition to asserting their
political rights as sovereign nations, publicizing their
own grievances against the provincial and federal
governments
1,

(Canadian Press,

The Gazette. Montreal, August

1990).
In the northern province of Ontario,

the Long Lake 58

band blocked off the main line of Crown-owned railway just
north of Lake Superior,

approximately 300 kilometers

northeast of Thunder Bay.

In another area,

the CP railway

was also blocked by Indigenous people of Mobert territory
just 30 kilometers northwest of White River,

located

approximately 200 kilometers north of Sault Ste. Marie.
And the Heron Bay-Pic River people also threatened the CP
Rail company to blockade the Rail line passing through
their territory if CN and Via decided to use it as an
alternative route to the major CN Rail line.
In a warning to the federal and Quebec governments.
Chief Roy Michano stated to the press:

"If the armed forces

create harm to the Mohawks at Oka, we will occupy the
Trans-Canada Highway,
Park"

(Canadian Press,

1990: A6).

the CP Rail,

and Pukaskwa National

The Gazette. Montreal, August 17,

And as CP rail spokesman Paul Thorton stated to
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the press,

"We therefore advised CN and Via Rail that we

would no longer be able to accept their trains on our
track"

(Ibid.)*

This was an acknowledgment that the

blockades had effectively closed off the transcontinental
east-to-west rail traffic lines.
As was stated in the previous chapter,
week in August,

during the last

troops had consolidated new positions in

terms of advancing soldiers and armored vehicles 1.5 km
over the Kanienkehaka's neutral zone area.

This was also

the time when federal and government officials shifted to a
policy of military aggression as a last resort to resolve
the Oka confrontation

(Wood,

the Troops," in Macleanis,
28th,

Bergman & Burke,

September 3,

on nationwide television.

Mulroney stated,

1990).

"Sending in
On August

Prime Minister Brian

"If the Warriors... resist efforts to

dismantle the barricades,

there could be a loss of

life...the Canadian forces will do their duty and the
barricades will come down"

(Willis,

Terrance,

"Mulroney

Supports Use of Army, Urges Mohawks to Yield" in The
Gazette. Montreal, August 29,

1990: A4).

On the same

night, military officials also held a press conference
describing various kinds of military equipment and
detailing military operations necessary to dismantle the
barricades in Kahnawake and Kanehsatake.
In response to the military's announcement to dismantle
the barricades,

Indigenous nations across the country

immediately began to mobilize their communities to take
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necessary action on all levels;
demonstrations,

from mounting more massive

increasing the build up of more blockades

to political tactics.
For example,

in Winnipeg,

an emergency meeting was

called in which Indigenous nation leaders from across the
country gathered to discuss various plans in response to a
potential bloodbath that seemed imminent.
Indigenous peoples' perspective,

From the

the state had declared war

upon the Kanienkehaka nation:

Ontario Indigenous leader, Chief Gary Potts of
the Teme-Augama-Anishnabe nation of North Bay
stated to the press, "The government of Canada
has declared war on all natives...There will be
a co-ordinated effort across the country to
prepare to meet the army...it's a war situation
now...each nation will be taking their own
actions...a military solution in Quebec will
not end Canada's problem..."
Chief Stewart
Paul of the Miq'Mac nation of Tobique
territory, near Perth-Andover, N.B. said,
"What's implied...is (the military is) willing
to kill everybody there, if that's what it
takes." ...Dene leader Bill Erasmus of the
Northwest Territories said, "Should the Mohawks
come under attack by the Canadian military... an
armed attack on the Mohawks would be viewed as
a declaration of war on all natives..." and
B.C.'s Queen Charlette islands, Miles
Richardson said, "No first nation across this
country is going to let an atrocity go
unanswered" (Canadian Press, "Battle Just
Starting: Canada's Chiefs," in The Gazette.
Montreal, August 29, 1990: Al-2).

On September 3,

1990,

the Union of B.C.

Indian Chiefs

put out an immediate press release calling upon Indigenous
nations throughout the province to take immediate action on
all levels?
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The Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs is calling upon
First Nations throughout British Columbia to
take immediate action today to save lives and
protect the rights of the sovereign Mohawk
Nation at Oka, Quebec.
Chief Saul Terry,
President of the Union, is asking B.C. First
Nations citizens "to make themselves visible at
roadsides and bridges in their territories as
well as in the streets of cities, towns and
villages throughout B.C.
Further non-violent
actions, including road-blocks, could occur,
depending on what our people wish to do and
what happens today at Oka.
This call is a
last-ditch attempt to get the message through
to Bourassa and Mulroney that negotiations must
take place and the army must back-off if
violence is to be prevented at Oka.
If an
armed clash between the Warriors and the army
does occur, the blood will be on the hands of
the Prime Minister and the Premier of Quebec."
...since the beginning of this crisis the issue
has been the Mohawk Nation's sovereign right of
self-defence.
The Mohawks have never attacked
or conducted aggressive action against anyone.
All they have done is to protect their
territory and their citizens...An agreement
must be negotiated whereby the Mohawks will be
protected...from the Quebec Provincial police.
If this does not occur, there will be a
bloodbath at Oka and I am sure that many First
Nations across Canada consider this an act of
war against all of our first Nations, (Press
Release, B.C. Chiefs Call for Immediate Action
in B.C. to Save Lives and Protect Rights at
Oka, September 3, 1990).

Meanwhile,

as Indigenous leaders met to strategize to

protest against the military's position,

such news created

a shock wave in which peaceful demonstrations erupted right
across the country.

For example,

demonstrators were

arrested in Toronto for occupying the Conservative Party's
office in protest against the army's decision;
Federicton,

New Brunswick,

in

approximately 50 people

demonstrated in front of the Conservative Party's office.
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Well over 300 hundred Maliseet and Miq'Mac people organized
a convoy of cars and buses with purpose of acting as a
human buffer between the military and the Rotiskenrahkete.
Chief Stewart Paul remarked to the press,

"We intend to try

to put a buffer between the army and the Mohawk Warriors.
It's definitely a convoy of peace and we're willing to do
whatever we can to make sure that there's no bloodshed"
(Canadian Press,

The Gazette. August 29,

1990: A2).

Five

huge hydroelectric power lines were toppled down on the
Chippewa Thames Indian reserve located in London,
as well

(Maclaine,

Further west.

Baxendale,

Ontario

1990).

Indigenous nations mounted new waves of

massive demonstrations and set up fortified barricades in
protest against the military's plans of operations:

In British Columbia and northern Ontario, rail
traffic was disrupted repeatedly when native
groups set up new barricades almost as quickly
as court injunctions forced them to clear
earlier ones.
In Alberta, the Sarcee band said
that it would force the military to move an
army base off land it owns near Calgary if
troops moved against the Mohawks...said Sarcee
Chief Roy Whitney " If the Sarcees force the
army to leave its base on leased Indian land...
it will cost them millions to move...In
southern Alberta, the Peigan Indians, calling
themselves the Lonefighters Society, continued
attempts to stop a $353-million irrigation dam
from being built near Lethbridge (Wood,
Bergman, & Burke, "Sending in the Troops," in
Maclean's. September 3, 1990: 16, 17).

The continued spark of nationwide demonstrations and
blockades by Indigenous nations devastated the finances of
the provinces and the state.

Maclean's Magazine reported:
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One five-day blockade of a B.C. Rail line at
Seton Portage in the Fraser Valley... cost the
railway between $500,000 and $750,000 per day
in lost revenues, according to the
company... rail blockades may prove even higher
for CP Rail-barricades disrupted its main
transcontinental line in Northern Ontario.
Said CP Rail official John Cox: "Virtually all
our transcontinental traffic has been
disrupted.
We are at the mercy of individual
bands and whatever decisions they make" (Ibid.,
p. 17).

Other Activities in Support of the Mohawks

The Sacred Feather Peace Run to Oka:

Personal View

In addition to blockades of major highways and rail
lines across the country,

there were other activities

initiated by Indigenous nations that also occurred.
the first week in August,

During

the Okanangan nation of British

Columbia sponsored a nationwide 'A Sacred Feather Peace Run
to Oka'

in which over thirty women and men,

Kanienkehaka women from Kahnawake
the runners in Regina,
Horn,

Kwetiio Goodleaf,

representing Kahnawake.

(who later joined with

Saskatchewan)
Carla Sky,

including four

on August 10th.

Star

and I were the runners

Sisters and brothers from the

Annishnabe and Cree nations were some of the Indigenous
nations represented in the peace run as well.

It is

important to note here that sisters and brothers from other
Indigenous nations were also behind the barricades in both
communities to show their solidarity and support with the
Kanienkehaka nation.
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In 1986,

a spiritual alliance agreement was made

between the Okanagan nation and the Haudenosaunee Six
Nations Iroquois Confederacy.

The significance of this

spiritual run symbolized two fundamental purposes;

first,

this agreement symbolized the spiritual/political unity
between two sovereign confederated nations,

thus

solidifying the unity between Indigenous nations of the
west and the east coast.
Second,

the purpose of this run was to carry a message

of peace and justice for all Indigenous nations across the
country and awaken the public to the aggressive cruelties
perpetrated by the SQ police and the military in
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake.
As one of the runners on this Peace run,

I recall the

many stories related to me by my sisters and brothers of
various Indigenous nations who spoke of the impact the Oka
crisis had upon them and their communities.

As the Sacred

Feather Peace Run carried us into cities and Indigenous
communities across the country,

I witnessed nations of

peoples literally rising up expressing their love and
unconditionally support for their sisters and brothers in
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake.

Many people approached me and

spoke of how they could not concentrate at work because
their minds were on the people in Kanienkehaka territory.
They spoke of how families were literally glued to the T.V.
or listening to the radio every day and night to find out
what was happening in Oka.
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The one instance that continues to remain etched in my
mind concerns the time when we had entered a small
Anishnabe community in Ontario
town's name)
That evening,

(I cannot remember the

and we were greeted by the whole community.
everybody was in the community hall and an

elderly woman wearing a handkerchief in her hair,
glasses,

and

got up from her seat holding an eagle feather in

her hand and began telling the people about a dream she had
which inspired her to set up a blockade on the Rail line
that bisects their community.

And this elderly woman did

put up a blockade with the help of her people.
She mentioned that ever since the Oka crisis,

she no

longer was able to sleep in her bed but was sleeping on the
floor or couch in the living room in order to be next to
the T.V.
That evening,

five other people and I were invited to

sleep at a brother's humble abode.

We stayed up late into

the night discussing what was happening in Oka.

More

particular was the positive impact the Oka crisis had upon
the people in his community.

This brother talked about how

he and another brother who was the elected chief of the
community were rivals.
political beliefs,
a long time.

Aside from their different

they had not spoken with each other for

He mentioned that when the people gathered at

the Rail line to aid the elderly woman to build a blockade
on the Rail line,

they both walked towards each other and

hugged each other for quite a time.

They next shook hands
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and talked about the importance of putting their
differences aside and the need to unite as one people,

as a

nation standing strong in support of the Kanienkehaka
nation.

And the most outstanding picture this brother

observed was the beauty of his people,
gathered together on the blockade,
laughing,

young and old,

singing,

children

and the unity of the Christian and traditional

alike praying together for the safety of their sisters and
brothers in Kanehsatake and Kahnawake.

That evening was

one of the most memorable nights of my journey back home to
Kanienkehaka territory.
On September 3rd, we reached Ottawa that evening and
immediately headed to the office of the Assembly of First
Nations.

It was that day when the Sacred Feather Peace Run

had to end.

Bad news set in.

The office received faxes

that a joint police/military attack upon the Longhouse and
Kanienkehaka women in Kahnawake was happening that evening.
One of the Kanienkehaka women runners named Star Horn
immediately called back home at the Kanienkehaka Mohawk
nation office to find out what was happening.

We were

advised by the women and the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation
office to halt the Peace run in Ottawa because it was too
dangerous for the runners to enter the besieged
communities.
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The Oka Peace Camp
The establishment of the Oka Peace camp at the Paul
Sauve Provincial park in Oka was another activity
collectively organized by both Indigenous and nonIndigenous people.

Across the highway from the Peace camp

was the SQ police/military blockade.

Buses and carloads of

people came from all over the country to camp out to show
support and monitor the daily actions conducted by the
police/military.

There were well over 700 people who

camped out in the park.

Grandmothers/ Walk
Another event that caught the nation's eyes was the
"Grandmothers' Walk in Solidarity with Mohawk Clan Mothers"
journeying across the country involving Indigenous
grandmothers representing the Metis,

Plains Cree,

Cree-

Ojibway women and one non-Indigenous woman.
On the fourth day of this journey,
Saskatoon,

a press release from

Saskatchewan dated September 2,

to the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office,

1990, was faxed
Kahnawake

proclaiming continued love and support for Kanienkehaka
people.

Major portions of this communique deserve to be

quoted at length.

The message reads as follows:

The Grandmothers on trek to Mohawk country are
made up of Metis, Plains Cree, and Cree-0jibway
women who are also joined by one non-aboriginal
woman.
In the past four days they have covered
close to 100km (kilometers).
Their resolve to
reach out in support of Mohawk Clan Mothers and
Warriors has strengthened with each mile they
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cover as have their demands.
clear:
To the Mohawk Clan Mothers,
women we say:

Their message is

grandmothers and

Our prayers are with you.
With every mile we
cover, tobacco sends our prayers for your
safety and a fair and just resolution of your
crisis.
You are not alone.
We come from the
Metis, Plains Crees, Cree-0jibway and Canadian
nations.
We love our lands and our children as
you do and if either were threatened, we would
do no different.
We will not stop our trek
until we reach Mohawk country, or until Ellen
Gabriel (one of the Kanienkehaka Mohawk
spokeswomen behind the barricades in Oka)
publicly states that your crisis is over...
To the Canadian and provincial governments we
say:
...the Mohawk, like all Indian nations in the
Americas, never gave up their right to selfdetermination and sovereignty; our land sacred
and we will not stop until our claims are
justly dealt with...We support the actions of
our young people who defend our lands and
rights to self-determination.
We say further
that if Mohawk blood is shed, you had better be
prepared to shed the blood of aboriginal
grandmothers, women and children because, A
NATION IS NOT BROKEN UNTIL ITS WOMEN ARE DOWN
(Communique: Grandmothers in Solidarity with
Mohawk Clan Mothers. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
September 2, 1990: 1-2).

Then,

on the following day,

September 3rd,

the

Kaninekehaka Mohawk nation office received another fax
communique from a 13 year old girl,
Sachigo Lake,
hold firm.

Ontario,

Lori-Ann Thunder,

from

encouraging the Rotiskenrahkete to

This is the message Lori-Ann sent addressing as

a friend to the Rotiskenrahkete:

My name is Lori-Ann Thunder, and I am 13 years
old.
I live in Sachigo Lake, Ontario.
When I
heard about this battle, I couldn't think the
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right things.
But I know we have faith, we're
not going to lose this battle.
Keep holding on
and don't let go.
Though I know it's hard, but
we must keep fighting for our rights.
Let's
show them this is our land and nobody can
threaten us in it.
We have our courage; we
have our faith; we have our rights and nobody
is going to take that away!
We really are
praying! (Communique: A Letter from Lori-Ann
Thunder, Sachigo Lake, Ontario, September 3,
1990).

The

'Grandmother's Walk'

and the letter from 13 year

old Lori-Ann Thunder signify the unity from the very young
to the elderly in regards to understanding the broader
political

issues affecting Indigenous nations,

the Kanienkehaka nation.

specifically

Images of police/military

violence against the Kanienkehaka people throughout the
summer as viewed on television will remain etched in the
minds of the youth.

The above letter attests to and

reaffirms the clarity of vision and understanding the youth
possess in their heart and mind concerning Indigenous
nations'

struggle for national self-determination.

Church Groups
From the very beginning of the Oka crisis,

many church

groups in Canada and in the world community monitored the
crisis via television and the daily communiques faxed to
them by the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office in Kahnawake.
Their physical presence and actions such as attempts to
bring food and clothing in both communities were acts of
solidarity with the Kanienkehaka nation.
previous chapter,

As noted in the

ministers and other religious officials
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submitted testimony as witnesses of daily human rights
violations conducted by the SQ police and military
officials.
On July 16th,

Reverend Dr.

Sang Chaul Lee of the United

Church of Canada sent a letter to Prime Minister Mulroney
noting critically that his inactivity and passivity towards
resolving the Oka crisis had tarnished Canada's reputation
in the world community in addition to violating
international law regarding human rights.

He wrote:

I write to you today because of my growing
concern over the failure to resolve the armed
conflict in Oka and Kahnawake...
This is a shameful event, which is being
broadcast around the world for all to see.
We
have received many messages from churches in
other countries, as well as from the World
Council of Churches, because of the horror
people feel at the reports of eyewitnesses on
the treatment of native people by the Quebec
police.
My church has been called on many
times to investigate and protest this sort of
situation in other countries in both East and
West.
When national governments have tried to
absolve themselves of responsibility, on the
grounds that it was a matter for local
authorities, we have had to remind them of the
principles of the United Nations, which hold
national governments ultimately responsible for
upholding human rights standards within their
own national boundaries.
As a leader amongst
governments of the worldwide human rights
movement, Canada can scarcely afford to have
its federal government refuse to become
involved (Communique:
Letter to Prime Minister
Brian Mulronev.
From Rev. Dr. Sang Chaul Lee,
The United Church of Canada, July 16, 1990).

As mentioned in the previous chapter,

on August 28th,

Prime Minister Mulroney and military officials outlined on
national television their reasons why the state must use
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military means to dismantle the barricades in Kanehsatake
and Kahnawake.

Shocked and disturbed by Mulroney's abrupt

shift to force, many church groups nationally and
internationally immediately notified Mulroney of the
unacceptability of such a policy.

The Anglican Church of

Canada for example issued a press statement defending the
Kanienkehaka nation's position against military measures.
On August 28th,
church,

David Woeller,

General Secretary of the

declared in the press statement:

The Anglican Church of Canada condemns the
proposed intervention of the armed forces and
the use of physical violence to remove the
barricades set up by the Mohawk nation in
Kanesatake and Kahnawake.
We consider any
advances by the armed forces on the barricades
to constitute an act of aggression against the
people of Kanesatake and Kahnawake and to be
the equivalent of firing the first shot...We
abhor the growing incidence of racist
aggression and call for urgent efforts to
protect the Mohawk peoples... (Communique:
Press Statement issued by the General Secretary
of the Anglican Church of Canada. August 28,
1990).

On the international level. The World Council of
Churches called upon other political organizations and
church groups to take immediate action to demonstrate their
solidarity with Indigenous nations,
Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation.

specifically the

(See Appendix C, p.

attached copy of World Council of Churches press
statement.)

358,

for
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International Context
As I recall working in the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation
office, many communiques were faxed in from the world
community condemning Canada for its inactivity and
unwillingness to peacefully resolve the Oka crisis.

This

next section will summarize several of these to illustrate
that the world community had its eyes on the Oka crisis.

The International Federation of Human Rights Organization
(I.F.H.R.)
The refusal of the Canadian government to negotiate
with the Kanienkehaka nation to seek a peaceful resolution
to the crisis prompted the Kanienkehaka nation negotiators
to request the presence of independent international
observers to monitor the negotiation process between the
three governments involved,

Quebec,

Kanienkehaka nation,

and Canada as mentioned earlier in this dissertation.
After an exchange of proposals the governments of
Quebec and Canada finally agreed with the Kanienkehaka
nation's notion of involving the International Federation
of Human Rights.

The Paris-based I.F.H.R.

of 24 individuals from France,
Germany,

England,

group composed

Switzerland,

and

among other countries were to work on a 24 hour

shift, positioning groups of three between the barricades
at Kahnawake and Kanehsatake,
Canadian Press. August 15,

(Media Tapes and Transcripts:

1990).
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Despite involvement of the I.F.H.R.,

Kanienkehaka

people continued to be subjected to daily police harassment
and human rights violations.

On August 20th,

the I.F.H.R.

observers filed a report regarding complaints by
Kanienkehaka people and the observers themselves.

Here are

a few examples:

Convoys of perishable food have been held...and
drivers and their helpers have been subject to
administrative harassment.
Many written
reports describe insults from officers,
intimidation and exaggerated search...
...we have to bring to your attention that in
the last few days, the officers of the Surete
du Quebec have neglected in various sites to
insure free circulation of persons and goods.
For example, in Kahnawake, demonstrations
succeed in blocking sporadically authorized
circulation by the S.Q. in circumstances where
the security could have been easily insured
(Preliminary Report of the International
Federation of Human Rights (I.F.H.R.) Mission
of Observers, from August 15-20, 1990: 1, 2).

The participation of a recognized international
political organization that deals with violations of human
rights, heightened the Oka crisis to a new level.

Working Group of Indigenous Peoples - Amsterdam
On July 24th,

on behalf of the Working Group of

Indigenous Peoples of Amsterdam,

Frits F.

Terpstra,

addressed a letter to Mulroney:

We herewith want to express our deepest concern
about the violent attack on the Mohawk
people...We learned that since a few days the
Mohawk people have been denied access to food,
water, and medical supplies, Red Cross
personnel and spiritual leaders.
This
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psychological warfare and the military-like
actions against the Mohawk Nation clashes with
international recognized human rights
standards, adopted by the United Nations and
ratified by Canada.
We agree with the Mohawk
Nation...that they no longer can tolerate the
inhumane treatment they receive from your
government.
It is obvious that the Mohawk
Nation will use their right to protect their
people and homelands and will defend themselves
against the violent behavior of your
government.
That is why we urge you to use
your influences to restart the
negotiations...and withdraw the police forces
to prevent further escalation and bloodshed
(Communique: Frits F. Terpstra on Behalf of the
Working Group Indigenous Peoples. Amsterdam,
July 24, 1990).

European Parliament - Strasburg,

France

On the following day, July 25th,

a coalition of

European and Indigenous officials also submitted a
resolution stating to the governments of Quebec and Canada:

We, the European and Indigenous participants of
this meeting fully support the Mohawk Nation at
Kanesatake and Kahnawake under siege of Quebec
and Canadian police forces...The paramilitary
invasion constitutes a violation of the natural
and fundamental human rights of selfdetermination and is contrary to the universal
principles enunciated in article 1(1) and
article 1(3) of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights? and
articles 1(1), 3a, 5(1) of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights...We
will continue to carefully monitor the
situation of the Quebec and Canadian
governments' actions against the Mohawk Nation
(Communique: Resolution by the European Meeting
of North America Indian Support Groups. July
25, 1990).

The above resolution was signed by six members of the
European Parliament from various countries including
Germany,

Switzerland,

The Netherlands, U.S.S.R.,

and
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Poland.

The critical charge was that the governments of

Quebec and Canada had blatantly violated international
coventions and treaties which Canada had signed.
Then,

on September 4th,

the day after the joint SQ

police/military assaulted Kanienkehaka Mohawk women and the
Longhouse in Kahnawake,

Birgitta Holenstein,

a

representative of the head office of Incomindios sent a
communique reminding the Mulroney government that "the
opinion of many Swiss people well informed by the Swiss
media about the militant actions launched by the Canadian
authorities against Native Canadians... Food and medical
supplies are dwindling,

and the first to suffer will be the

women and children...Incomindios Switzerland has now
brought this case to the attention of Amnesty
International...

(Communique:

Birgitta Holenstein. Head

Office of Incomindios Switzerland.

September 4,

1990).

This communique was faxed to 43 other international
political organizations concerning Indigenous nations in
various countries extending from Europe across to Canada
and the United States.
In addition to various European countries monitoring
the Oka crisis,

other Indigenous nations such as the Maoris

from New Zealand; the organization of the Yapti Tasba
Masrake nani Aslatakanka representing the Miskitos,
and Rama,

Sumo

and Atlantic Nicaraguas from Puerto Cabezas,

Nicaragua? and the Aborigines from Australia also submitted
faxes to the Mulroney government and to the Kanienkehaka
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Mohawk nation office expressing solidarity with the
Kanienkehaka nation in their struggle for selfdetermination .
An aboriginal leader from Australia flew down to
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake to find out for himself about the
Oka crisis.

In John Cree's testimony transcribed from the

video tape. Voices of Oka - A Native Recounting of the
Mohawk Siege of 1990.

this is what he says:

...an aboriginal leader from Australia flies
all the way down because the Canadian
government told him that it was all over in
Kanehsatake, everything was back to normal.
But he didn't believe it.
He came down to
Kanehsatake only to find out that the Canadian
army was still there and the guys were still in
the TC.
And we were still being attacked.
And
he brought his own people, the news media from
Australia and he did a interview - a whole
half-hour interview with us; and we told the
truth about what the Canadian government and
the Quebec government...And I have a niece
that's married to a guy in Australia and about
two weeks ago she called me up and she saw the
interview on T.V.
And she said they're still
protesting at the Canadian embassy in Australia
for the Mohawk people (Testimony by John Cree
in Voices of Oka - A Native Recounting of the
Mohawk Siege of 1990).

In June of 1991, Maclean's magazine reported that the
Australian government is in the process of reevaluating
their policies towards the Aborigine nation due to the
growth of militancy expressed by the Aborigine peoples.
The Aborigines expressed that they have been closely
monitoring the Oka conflict and put on demonstrations in
support of the Kanienkehaka nation.

Thus,

as one of the
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Aborigine's leader, Michael Mansell remarked to Maclean's:
"We have never had to carry the white man's rifle in this
country,

but the impatience is growing and our people

definitely supported what the Mohawks were doing in Canada"
(Allen,
1991:

Glen,

"Federalism in Flux," in Maclean's June 24,

32).

There were Indigenous people from other nations who
also came to Kahnawake and Kanehsatake to find out the
truth themselves in regards to what the governments were
doing to the Kanienkehaka people.

I recall when I was

working in the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office I met
sisters and brothers from the Miq'Mac nation, Annishnabe
nations from Ontario,

Saskatchewan and from British

Columbia.
These people also worked on shifts in the office in
terms of reporting back to their communities about the
daily activities happening in both communities;

in addition

to assisting in other administrative work required.
this aspect,

In

having people reporting back to their

respective communities helped to inform their people of the
human rights violations that were going unreported in the
mainstream media.

United Nations Human Rights Committee - Geneva
A month after the conclusion of the Oka crisis,

it was

reported in The Gazette that the United Nations human
rights committee submitted a report strongly condemning
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Canada's shameful record regarding Indigenous rights.

As

Gazette reporter Lisa Schlein wrote:

The United Nations human-rights committee has
unanimously criticized Canada's record on
native rights...The committee also criticized
the notwithstanding clause of the Charter of
Rights... The 18 member UN committee arrived at
its conclusions yesterday after questioning
Canada for two days on its adherence to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights...This was the first time since 1982
that Canada has been examined on the
implementation of the 50-article covenant,
which proclaims the right to selfdetermination, the right to life and freedom of
thought, conscience and religion...With the Oka
standoff fresh in their minds, committee
members focused on the issue of native rights
and aggressively questioned the Canadian
delegation about alleged violations...Martin
Low, senior general legal counsel for human
rights in the Canadian Justice Department,
denied the allegations... "There were no
overriding of the rights which people enjoy in
Canada..." (Schlein, Lisa, "UN Committee Scolds
Canada on Native Rights, Charter Abuse," in The
Gazette, Montreal, October 25, 1990).

Following the United Nations human rights committee
condemnation of Canada,

polls were published in the Gazette

in November and December which found that Canadians were
critical of the federal government's mishandling of the Oka
crisis.

Thus,

in the Angus Reid poll of 1,735 Canadian

citizens between September 19th to 27th:

more than two-thirds believe the government has
broken its obligations to natives.
More than
70 percent of Canadians believe the government
has failed to honor all of its treaties with
natives.
Sixty-two percent support the
settlement of land claims.
When the survey
asked Canadians who had credibility in dealing
with native issues, native leaders scored a
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remarkable 70 per cent confidence level.with
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney fared the worst,
with only 21 per cent giving him credibility on
the issue.
Canadians also had little
confidence in the Surete du Quebec...Aboriginal
issues were Canadians' No. 1 concern during the
week of the survey as the Oka crisis came to an
end.
Until July, aboriginal issues were at 2
per cent of the nation's attention level while
in September it had risen to 54 per cent...
(Aubry, Jack, "Canadians Think Ottawa
Mishandles Native Issues, Poll Says," in The
Gazette. Montreal, November 10, 1990).

In the
during the

Decima Research survey carried out
summer,

in December 21,

1990

1990,

in all

out of

regions,

3,800

in

four waves

and only released

interviews the

survey

found that:

Three out of four Canadians disapproved of
Ottawa's handling of the native crisis at Oka
and a majority doubted Mohawk Warriors were
heavily armed...While the majority of Quebecers
agreed with the approach taken by the
provincial government, Canadians living outside
the province were generally critical of the
Quebec government's performance...Nearly twothirds of those polled felt the federal
government should have primary responsibility
for the problem, which they viewed as a broad
matter of resolved land claims, rather than a
question of law and order...
(Gazette Ottawa
Bureau, "75% Decry Ottawa's Work in Oka Affair,
Poll Shows," in The Gazette. Montreal, December
22, 1990).

Summary
The Oka

crisis

sparked a

awakening among the
internationally.
blockades,

and political

Indigenous nations nationally and

The establishment of

blockades

demonstrated by

spiritual

of major highways,

Indigenous nations

road blockades,

rail

and dams

across the country was
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symbolic of the unity and

love

for the Kanienkehaka Mohawk

nation.
The establishment of the Oka
Feather Peace Run to Oka

Peace camp;

the Sacred

initiated by the Okanagan nation;

the Grandmother's Walk and the countless demonstrations
protests by Indigenous

and

and non-Indigenous people

exemplified the profound solidarity with the Kanienkehaka
nation

in their struggle

for peace,

justice

and self-

determination .
On the

international

level,

the countless

Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office received
countries

regarding the
Mohawk nation.

for violating

fundamental

international

human rights

And as many

in their communiques,

the Oka

in the vanguard of human rights.

of

standards

of the Kanienkehaka

international

and embarrassment to a country that had
to be

from various

and organizations condemned the governments

Quebec and Canada

declared

faxes the

representatives

crisis brought shame
frequently claimed

CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION

Since the encroachment
Haudenosaunee Six Nations
under a

state of

siege.

of the European colonizers,
Iroquois

Confederacy have been

Both Euro-American/Canadian

governments methodically employed

legislation which

deliberately sought,

and continues to

the political

and even the existence of the

rights

Haudenosaunee Confederacy
assimilation

in order to

government deliberately refuses

and colonial
Colonial
and the

(1867)

The Euro-Canadian

recognize any pre-

institutions

such as the churches

systems)

political
have

Indigenous

served as the

socio/economic/and spiritual
societies.

last

such policies

few years,

governmental

aspects

Why?

and the United

against the

What were the

political/economic motives behind these assaults
the Kanienkehaka nation between
As pointed
government's

out

of

and tactics.

both Canada

sponsored paramilitary assaults

Kanienkehaka nation.

state's

The Haudenosaunee Confederacy have

always defiantly resisted
Within the

and schools,

structures

subvert and destabilize traditional

structures;

States

accelerate

made between the Confederacy

imposition of colonial

to

to

obliteration of

governments.

(elected band council
tools

seek,

into mainstream society.

Confederation treaties

the

1988

and

against

1990?

in Chapter Three the Euro-Canadian

charge that the Kanienkehaka nation were
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selling tobacco illegally served as their pretext for an
organized assault on Kahnawake.

This armed action occurred

despite on-going talks between the governments of Canada,
Quebec,

and the Kaninekehaka nation.

The Kanienkehaka nation insisted that as a sovereign
nation they have every legal,

constitutional,

political,

and human right to conduct free trade within their own
respective traditional national territories.

Further,

they

declared that under the laws of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy - the Kaianerekowa,
the Guswantah,

of Great Law of Peace,

and

or the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement - they

were free to engage in any economic projects of their
choice.
The Oka crisis in July of 1990 was but another battle
in the continuous domestic wars of the state against the
Kanienkehaka nation.

In addition to the rampant racism

existing within Euro-Canadian society,

specifically

reinforced by institutional/functionaries of the state,
(police/military violence)
Afro-Canadians,

against Indigenous nations,

and other oppressed people,

confiscation of more Kanienkehaka lands

the

is part of the

state's broader scheme to destabilize Kanienkehaka nation
territories.

For example,

the focus of Bourassa's James

Bay Hydro-Electric Dam project

(phase I began in 1971)

is

based on the selling of hydro power to the New England
states.

In turn,

this project has led to the killing of

over 10,000 caribou on which the Cree and Inuit rely on for
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subsistence? the project has also destroyed the natural
wildlife and habitat indigenous to the environment by
flooding the area which in turn has carried mercury into
the water and fish.

Equally important,

the traditional way

of life and culture of the Cree and Inuit people has
already suffered severely due to the James Bay Project.
Since Bourassa's re-election in 1985,

he has planned to

complete phase II of the project which would involve the
flooding of the Great Whale water systems not to mention
the destruction of the cultural-biological ecosystem.
As Mike Myers,

one of the Haudenosaunee negotiators,

pointed out to the parliamentary Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Affairs in March 1991,

the economic motive

behind Bourassa's scheme is that it "focuses on two major
developmental plans that would pass through Mohawk
territories.
James Bay II

One is the power corridors that will run from
(phase II of the project)

south to the United

States and the second is the widening of the St.
Seaway.

Lawrence

Both these projects are unpopular in the Mohawk

communities and will meet with resistance"

(Testimony: Mike

Myers in Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs,
Ottawa, March 12,

1991:

53:

House of Commons,

14).

Equally significant is Quebec's own struggle for
sovereignty and its impact on Indigenous nations.
from Robert Bourassa's dream

Aside

(the James Bay Hydro-electric

Dam Project), he is determined to see that Quebec becomes a
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sovereign nation or a quasi-sovereign nation based on its
"distinct society."
However,

from the Kanienkehaka perspective and that of

other Indigenous nations, before Canada recognizes Quebec
as a sovereign nation,
Kanienkehaka nation,

it must first deal with the

Cree nation, Montagnais,

and other

Indigenous nations which possess political rights based on
the pre-colonial existence of Indigenous sovereign nations.
After all,

like the United States and Canada,

Quebec is a

settler regime whose rule is rooted in Europe.

Police/Militarv Violence:

Forms of State Violence

In the present context, what methods does the state use
to justify the sponsorship of violence against Indigenous
peoples?

Key terms such as "terrorists" or "criminals"

were constant themes of state officials throughout the Oka
crisis.

Governmental officials such as Parizeau,

the opposition parti Quebecois,

leader of

and Prime Minister Mulroney

referred to the Rotiskenrahkete as "terrorists."
For example,

on September 11,

1990,

the Native Council

of Canada sent a notice with an attached statement by the
police informing the Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office in
Kahnawake that a document written by the Canadian Police
Association of Canada titled,

"We Oppose Terrorism" that

was to be published in the Toronto Globe and Mail on
September 12th.

In this document,

the police attempted to
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justify their violent actions against the Kanienkehaka
people.

Major portions of the text reads as follows:

We, the Canadian Police Association, represent
more than 33,000 police officers in Canada and
for the first time we must advertise the full
story of Oka and Kahnawake to set the record
straight...On July 11, members of the Surete du
Quebec attempted to remove the barricades.
In
full view of the warriors the Surete approached
the barricades.
They were ambushed by Warriors
hidden from their view.
Corporal Lemay was
murdered by Warrior gun fire.
The Surete were
ordered to retreat because of the presence of
innocent women and children at the barricades.
The Surete did not fire one shot Ii!...These
barricades disrupted the lives and threatened
the peace and stability of tens of thousands of
law-abiding citizens that we are sworn to
protect.
As Canadian citizens and police
officers, we must oppose terrorism as a method
of resolving disputes.
We shall continue to
uphold and enforce the laws of Canada and
protect our citizens (Document: "We Oppose
Terrorism" by the Canadian Police Association.
September 12, 1990: 1, 2).

Several important factors need to be examined here.
First,

according to the state,

the function of the police

is to serve and protect the law and its citizens.

This

view is highly contradicted by extensive
historical/contemporary experiences with Indigenous
nations, African-American/Canadians,

Latins, Asians,

or

poor European Americans/Canadians.
Second,

the present work supports a charge of

police/military violence against the Kanienkehaka people
throughout the Oka crisis.

Third,

a governmental

disinformation campaign to discredit the Rotiskenrahkete as
"terrorists" or "criminals" was a tactic of the Canadian
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Police Association used to justify to the public the armed
assault against the Kanienkehaka people.

This was done in

spite of the overwhelming evidence revealed in a video tape
titled, Voices from Oka - A Native Recounting of the Mohawk
Siege of 1990 that the SQ police shot at defenseless women
and children.
To accuse the Rotiskenrahkete of "murder" is not only
convicting the accused guilty prior to a trial, but is also
designed to promote racial violence against the
Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation.

Thus,

it is very clear that

the police/military's methods of resolving disputes are
based on utilizing various forms of organized collective
violence.
In addition to police/military racial violence,
Kanienkehaka people were subjected to physical attacks
hurling of rocks and stones)

(the

by local white residents.

The

burning of Mohawk effigies further revealed the intense
racism existing in Canadian society.

Role of Media
As part of my data collection,
part on newspapers,

I have had to rely in

particularly The Gazette of Montreal,

as a source of information to establish a daily framework
of factual events that occurred.

And yet,

fully aware of

the contradictions in regards to the use of the media,

I

have also critically examined the media as they played an
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instrumental role in the fabrication of images that were
anti-indigenous or anti-warrior in general.
The media aimed to discredit the Kanienkehaka nation,
specifically the Rotiskenrahkete,

to foster dissension

within the Kanienkehaka nation and to condition public
sentiment to the use of police/military violence.
Joe Deom's testimony before the Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Affairs recalls that on August 17th,

negotiators

representing the three parties met in a restaurant instead
of the designated place,

the Dorval Hilton Hotel,

due to

poor security and the interference of the media.
At that time,

the three parties agreed the media would

be barred from observing any of the talks because of
previous misrepresentation or distortion of the facts.

The

parties involved were to give joint presentations to the
media once agreements were reached.

However,

the

Kanienkehaka negotiators discovered that the federal
government reneged on the initial agreement.

As Joe Deom

explained:

At the restaurant it was noted that there was
another person in the room and that we did not
know who that was.
We questioned who that
person was and we found that he was a
representative of NPR Inc., a public relations
firm that had been hired - we were told - by
the Canadian government - the Cabinet,...His
job was to propagandize what had been going on
in the meetings and also to handle all the
public relations on behalf of Quebec government
and the Canadian government in the subsequent
media blitz.
It is also to be noted that NPR
was also engaged by the mayor of Oka, and that
NPR has been and is noted as a basher.
Their
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expertise is in discrediting and
misrepresenting the facts.
We were told this
by other firms that are in the business of
public relations (Testimony: Joe Deom, Minutes
of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. March 12,
1991: 53: 20).

State propaganda charges such as the warriors hold
6,000 guns,

30 million dollars in coffers have been themes

generated by the mainstream media to discredit the
Kanienkehaka nation,
Rotiskenrahkete.

specifically targeting the

It is critical to note that misleading

emphasis placed on statistics can be a tactic of the state
in its goals of misrepresentation of facts concerning
Indigenous nations.

For example,

on August 28,

1990 Prime

Minister Brian Mulroney appeared on national television
with an opening statement that "...negotiations to settle
land claims are progressing,

and natives are financially

well-treated by the government which spends $13,000 per
Indian on reserves - much more than is spent by any other
government in the world on native people"

(Wills,

Terrance,

"Mulroney Supports Use of Army, Urges Mohawks to Yield," in
The Gazette. Montreal, August 29,

1990: A4).

Thus, Mulroney fails to frame his statement in context
by not discussing the historical relationship regarding the
stipulation in the treaties made between Indigenous nations
and the colonial governments.
Following his opening statement, Mulroney then
continues on to identify the Rotiskenrahkete as "a band of
terrorist,

"Warrior"-led negotiators,

and "an extremist
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minority group,"

(Ibid.: A4).

Such key words help

perpetuate racial stereotypes and justify racial violence
against Kanienkehaka men.

"Warrior-led negotiators" was a

key phrase common in both governmental and military
officials' press statements.
This wording was a tactic to discredit and isolate the
Rotiskenrahkete from the Kanienkehaka people.

This not

only detracted from the political struggle of the
Kanienkehaka nation within the context of nationhood, but
also deflected attention away the human rights violations
committed against the Kanienkehaka nation on July 11th and
throughout the whole Oka crisis.
Equally significant is the absence of any news reports
providing an historical/political/economic/legal context to
explain the root causes that led to the massive assault on
July 11th.

No light was shed by the press on how the

attack against the Kanienkehaka nation's sovereignty on
July 11th had been a consistent policy of the state for
over four hundred years.
On September 27th,

a headline in The Gazette read,

"Warriors surrender" which conveyed the impression that
only the "warriors" were behind the barricades as opposed
to a collective body - the Kanienkehaka nation and their
supporters.
News sources also failed to report that military
officials reneged on a peaceful agreement to allow
Kanienkehaka spiritual advisors,

lawyers,

and clergy to
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enter the Treatment center to meet with the people before
they were to come out peacefully.

Instead, media and

governmental officials alike lauded the military's violent
actions against the Kanienkehaka people in both besieged
communities.

Military and the Media
Other political and military officials also employed
the media as a propaganda tool.

For example,

former

Federal Cabinet Minister of Education Claude Ryan state to
the press

(see Chapter 6)

that military intervention was

justified because the amount of force in the Surete du
Quebec was inferior to that of the Rotiskenrahkete.
In addition to Mulroney's press statement on August
28th,

quoted earlier,

the military also gave a press

conference to serve as a psychological warfare tactic to
pressure the Kanienkehaka nation to surrender.
For example,
press,

Brigadier-General Armand Roy stated to the

"In order to accomplish my mission with minimum loss

of life and collateral damage,

I must also apply principles

of military operation such as concentration of force,
surprise and security,...not even the presence of unarmed
women and children at the barricades will stop the army"
(Thompson,

Elizabeth,

"Mohawks Must Surrender, Army

Commander Declares," in The Gazette. Montreal, August 29,
1990: A4).

Thus,

the use of military terminology such as

"collateral damage" which is synonymous with civilian
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casualties was part of the military's psychological warfare
tactic to induce fear among the Kanienkehaka people under
siege.

The military's increase of its helicopter

surveillance by sweeping at low levels over both
communities in the wee hours of the mornings and throughout
the night; and the continuous encroachment of the military
within the demilitarized zone by moving their razor-wire
were other psychological warfare tactics to provoke the
Rotiskenrahkete.
This would then justify and legitimize the
state/military's position to commit an armed assault
against the Kanienkehaka nation.

From another aspect,

such

military psychological tactics deliberately prevented the
people in the TC from concentrating on seeking peaceful
resolutions to end the Oka conflict.
In addition to General Roy's press statement above,

the

employment of visual images was another military tactic to
induce psychological terror among the Kanienkehaka people
during the live broadcast announcement.
For example,

through the increase of aerial,

marine reconnaissance,

land,

and

photographs and diagrams were

exhibited to reveal the defensive positions of Kahnawake
and Kanehsatake.

A video display was included to inform

the Kanienkehaka people of the kind of lethal weapons the
military possessed and would use against the former.
video displayed the various kinds of APC tanks,

and

weaponry which included C-7 and C-9 machine guns the

The
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military planned to use.

Roy also mentioned the deployment

of hundreds of more troops as reinforcements required to
fortify their defensive positions.
to the press,

As it was pointed out

"The target audience for this information

from the Defence Department is first of all the Mohawk
Warriors"

(Thompson,

Analysts Say,"
A3).

Elizabeth,

in The Gazette.

"Brinkmanship Paid Off,
Montreal,

August 30,

1990:

As part of the Low Intensity Warfare Doctrine

regarding foreign/domestic state/military policies,

Klare &

Kornbluh write:

Psychological operations (PSYOP), like civic
action, is intended to enhance the popular
image of the government and to isolate and
discredit the insurgent movement.
According to
the Army, PSYOP entails the utilization of
multiple communications channels "in order to
create attitudes and behavior favorable to the
achievement of political and military
objectives."
Such activities are considered to
play an especially vital role in
counterinsurgency, where the struggle over
public attitudes is so critical.
Typically,
such efforts include the dissemination of
audio, visual, and printed materials designed
to portray the government in the best possible
light while characterizing the insurgents
as...terrorists.
PSYOP can also entail the
dissemination of faked enemy documents designed
to discredit the insurgents or to stir up
divisions within their ranks (Klare & Kornbluh,
1988: 60).

In perspective,

the live broadcast of military

operations and show of force served as a psychological
intimidation tactic to pressure the Kanienkehaka
negotiators to surrender.

The display of visual

images of

military warfare strategies was a classic tactic of
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"Brinkmanship” policy to speed up the negotiations and to
convince the public that military force was the only
solution to restore so-called "law and order."
As strategy analyst Christopher Cushing pointed out
concerning Prime Minister Mulroney's shift to brinkmanship,
"it may be with Mulroney's style of leadership that you get
to the point where the normal process of negotiations
aren't really progressing as fast as you want or in the
direction you want so you give a shock to the other side.
When the two sides are too far apart and neither will
compromise,
negotiators"

the strategy calls for breaking off all formal
(Thompson,

Elizabeth,

"Brinkmanship Paid Off,

Analysts Say," in The Gazette. Montreal, August 30,

1990:

A3) .
Both Mulroney and Bourassa broke off all formal
negotiations with the Kanienkehaka nation as soon as
Kahnawakeronon dismantled their barricades on August 29th.

Negotiation Process
Governmental responses in the Oka conflict were based
on political unwillingness to achieve a peaceful
resolution.

Quebec's Premier Robert Bourassa never

demonstrated an interest or commitment to seek peaceful
resolution to the crisis nor to discuss any broader
political issues with the Kanienkehaka nation.

Instead,

his response to a volatile situation was to send in
reinforcements of over 1,000 SQ police.
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The issue of human rights violations against the
Kanienkehaka nation was minimized by the state.

The armed

aggression conducted by the SQ police on July 11th; the
daily examples of police/military violence; the embargo of
food and medical supplies into the besieged communities all these constituted gross violations of the human rights
of the Kanienkehaka nation which is a violation of the
Kaianerekowa,

or Great Law of Peace; and the Guswantah,

or

Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement.
The political principles regarding human rights
contained in the United Nations Charter; The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights; articles 1(1),

3a,

5(1)

of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
articles 1(1),
Economic.

and 1(3)

Social,

of the International Covenant on

and Cultural Rights were examples of

international standards Canada violated during the 1988
RCMP invasion; and the recent Oka crisis.
specifically,

More

outlined in the Kanienkehaka nation's Formal

Complaint document presented to the United Nations in
August 1988,

regarding the 1988 RCMP Invasion in Kahnawake,

Canada committed an act of aggression on July 11,

1990,

defined in the Declaration on the Inadmissibility in the
Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of the
Independence and Sovereignty.

GA RES.

2131

(xx)

of 21

December 1965 in which article 1 reads;

Aggression is the use of armed force by a State
against the sovereignty, territorial integrity

as
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or political independence of another State, or
in any other manner inconsistent with the
Charter of the United Nations, as set out in
this Definition; article 3 (b): 'Bombardment by
the armed forces of a State against the
territory of another State or the use of any
weapons by a State against the territory
another State; and as such
A war of
aggression is a crime against international
peace.
Aggression gives rise to international
responsibility, article 5 (2) GA RES. 2131 (xx)
of 21 December 1965" in (Formal Complaint bv
the Kanienkehaka (Mohawk Nation). of the
Haudenosaunee (Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy
1988).

,'

Although the federal/provincial governments were
signators to two international agreements - the Three pre¬
condition agreement of August 12,

1990; and the agreement

signed with the Kanienkehaka nation and the International
Federation of Human Rights,

dated August 14,

1990, both

governments continued to violate the human rights such as
denial of food and medical supplies;

and Kanienkehaka

citizens subject to police/military violence.

Negotiations via Fax and Media
A critical fact to note concerning the negotiations was
the process of negotiations throughout most of the Oka
crisis.

For example,

throughout the Oka crisis,

Kanienkehaka negotiators found themselves negotiating with
both governments via fax machines; an intermediary; the
telephone;

or through the media,

but not face to face.

federal government's announcement on national television
concerning their offer to buy disputed land and give it

The

back to the Kanienkehaka nation served as one example of
failing to inform or discuss such plans with the latter.
Joe Deom aptly points out another example describing
the negotiation process:

During our discussion with the Quebec
government on the issue of pre-conditions,
discussion never took place face to face.
After talks broke down with Mr. Ciaccia...all
of a sudden it became necessary that Mr.
Ciaccia not come to Kanehsatake any longer.
He
said the government felt for his safety.
Discussion took place either by fax or
telephone through an intermediary...James
O'Reilly... It got to a point where Mr. Ciaccia
did not want to talk to us directly; he
preferred to talk to Mr. O'Reilly.
Various
faxes were exchanged back and forth...Finally,
at 2 a.m. on August 12th, by a process of
faxing proposals back and forth between Mr.
Bourassa's office and us, we came to an
agreement on pre-conditions that would satisfy
both sides... (Minutes of Proceedings and
Evidence of the Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Affairs. March 12, 1991: 53: 18,
19) .

It was at this point that both governments abdicated
any peacekeeping responsibilities and transferred full
authority into the hands of the military.

Military Context
The military focused on the "unconditional surrender
of the people inside the Treatment Center.
Aside from the absence of leadership,
Bourassa left the country),

(Mulroney and

the Kanienkehaka negotiators

were now dealing with military personnel and other
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governmental officials who did not possess the authority to
make any political decisions with the Kanienkehaka nation.
Here,

too, military personnel were also claiming to

represent the federal and provincial governments.
Kanienkehaka perspective,

From the

efforts now focused on the

achievement of a joint disengagement on both sides
police/military and the Kanienkehaka side).
military's negotiation process,

(SQ

As part of the

they cut off all forms of

communication systems to force the Kanienkehaka negotiators
to deal only with the military who fully controlled the
dissemination of information to the public.

This was in

direct violation of freedom of the press.
Similar to the negotiation process regarding the pre¬
conditions,

all negotiations took place by way of phone or

through fax.

As Oneida Sub-Chief Robert Antone,

remarked

to the Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs,

from the

viewpoint of those behind the barricades in Kanehsatake "We
never saw who we were talking to"
Particularly,
20th,

(p.

53:

27).

towards the end of August up to September

all discourse to effect negotiations and establish a

process of some kind took place via telephone,
faxes,

and even television.

For example,

exchange of

on September 9th,

the Confederacy negotiators operating in Dorval received a
proposal via fax from federal officials.

Mike Myers

describes the kind of negotiation process the Kanienkehaka
and Confederacy negotiators in Dorval had to deal with in
September:
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...on the 9th we received...a five-point
proposal for a cessation of hostilities_They
faxed us this, and we were told that they
wanted our information back but we were not to
contact them directly... Colonel Brisco told me
on the telephone: When you fax your response to
the proposal of cessation of hostilities to us
at that number, I guarantee to you that it will
be immediately transmitted to Mr. Tellier at
the Privy Council and to Mr. Parisella in the
Bourassa government, and that they will then
transmit it to the appropriate federal and
Quebec officials...we found that the person
from Justice who was helping to craft this
particular paper was Mr. Tait himself and that
he had a very active involvement.
Mr. Tait
sent word to us through our intermediaries that
what we had sent in on September 10 was not
acceptable, so the next one was sent on
September 11, a revised proposal.
We were then
communicated to - I think it was about 9 p.m.
on September 11 - and we were told to watch
T.V. on September 12 and that the Minister of
Justice, Kim Campbell, would provide us with a
response to our proposals of September 11.
We
were told quite clearly not to take everything
she said at face value but to listen very
carefully for the concrete specifics she would
say about certain paragraphs.
Then we had
faxed to us this prepared response that was
delivered in Vancouver on September 12,
1990...We were in effect negotiating with the
federal government through television and
through a network of intermediaries.
All the
while the government was saying it would not
negotiate with anybody until they laid their
guns down, until the barricades were down.
So
we were trying to have civil and responsible
discussions with a government that would not
even come and meet with us face to face...we
continued to attempt to resolve the issue...
(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. March
12, 1991: 53: 31, 32).

The Kanienkehaka nation along with representative of
the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy, who
were working out of Dorval,

appeared to be the only ones
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who were truly committed to seeking a peaceful resolution.
The numerous documents submitted by the Kanienkehaka people
and the representative of the Confederacy testify to the
statement mentioned above.

Future Implications
What happened on July 11,

1990,

is a clear indication

that the states would not hesitate to employ military force
as a solution to crush all Indigenous nations'
struggles within the western hemisphere.

liberation

The Surete du

Quebec police force plans to utilize armored personnel
carrier tanks to crush future barricades amount to the
state conducting foreign policy on a domestic level against
Indigenous nations.
The March 8,

1991 British Columbia Supreme Court

decision against the Gitksan wet'suwet'en nation concerning
title to their traditional national territories was
e

v

rejected.

Chief Justice McEachern's final decision that

aboriginal titles "exist at the pleasure of the Crown" is
testimony to the maintenance and perpetuation of
institutional racism and cultural genocide of Indigenous
nations.
The Cree nation at Lubicon Lake continue to struggle in
Alberta against the state - multinational corporate
entities who are endeavoring to invade and expropriate oil
and minerals located within the traditional national
territories of the Lubicon Cree nation.
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The James Bay Cree struggle to prevent Quebec's
continued appropriation of more traditional lands is
another example of Indigenous peoples resisting against the
unrelentless drive of state/corporate to pursue policies
and practice of genocide in the name of "economic
development."
On November 30,

1990,

the Peigan nation,

a member of

the Blackfoot Confederacy, were attacked by 70 heavily
armed Royal Canadian Mounted Police for protesting the
Alberta government's scheme to construct a $355 million
project on the traditional lands of the Peigan nation.
course,

Of

this project was done without the consent of the

Peigan nation nor was there any environmental assessment
done to evaluate the impact of the Old Man River Dam
project.

The Peigan nation are faced with the threat of

destruction of their sacred burial grounds and lands
getting flooded,

along with the killing of the fish and

other natural habitat indigenous to their environment.

The

refusal of the Lonefighters Society to allow the Alberta
government pursue its goals led to an armed standoff in
which Milton Born With A Tooth was arrested for firing
warning shots in the air to prevent the RCMP from illegally
entering Peigan territory.

Milton Born With A Tooth was

arrested and "forced to have his trial in a small community
with a reputation for anti-native racism.
trial,

During the

the judge compared Peigan culture to satanism and
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Milton to Saddam Hussein"
1991, Vol.

15,

no.

2:

(Cultural Survival Quarterly

80).

The above examples of the many Indigenous nations'
struggles in Turtle Island is indicative of a future which
will be filled with more political strife between the state
and Indigenous nations.

Indigenous nations know that they

cannot rely on the domestic courts to resolve political
conflicts currently in progress.

The World court is the

only arena that may be helpful for Indigenous nations at
this point.

The world community and people at home must

also shoulder the responsibility to make the U.S./Canadian
governments adhere to the international covenants that
promote universal peace and justice for the human family.
It is crucial at this point for Indigenous nations to
perhaps establish and maintain an international political
alliance with other Indigenous nations and other Third
World liberation movements around the world.

There are

great opportunities for Indigenous nations to revitalize
and develop trade with other sister nations.

This may be

one way of attempting to exercise political/economic
independence as sovereign nations.

As the Peacemaker

pointed out ages ago to the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

the

binding of five arrows strengthens the position of the
Confederacy as oppose to one arrow which can easily be
broken.

This analogy symbolizes the potential power of

such an alliance between Indigenous nations and other Third
World nations on a national and international scale.

APPENDIX A

CURRICULUM
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This curriculum is designed to serve as a pedagogical
tool to be used in Indigenous Studies,
communities,

Indigenous

and related academic disciplines involving the

study of the Kanienkehaka nation - state relations.
Secondary,

college level,

and community settings are the

intended academic level.
This pedagogy is designed to introduce students to the
political history of the Haudenosaunee Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy,

specifically the Kanienkehaka nation.

It is

designed to cultivate and enhance students' analytical
skills in understanding the historical factors that have
shaped the current conflict - relationship between the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state.

It is designed to

encourage students to think critically about the imposition
of colonial policies and how such policies have shaped the
present socio-political conditions that exist within
Indigenous communities,
communities.

specifically Kanienkehaka

This will help students to identify such

colonial forces that have caused conflict - relationships
within Indigenous communities and enable them to form their
own opinions concerning issues that are affecting their
daily lives as well as determining their future.
Educational settings as active agents should play a key
role in the advocacy of social and political change.
Within Indigenous community settings,

and academic

settings students may work in collective groups on projects
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that involve doing research and organizing around issues
currently affecting such communities.
Thus,

an essential aspect of the students'

educational

process is the transformation of theory into praxis.
is,

That

to engage students as active participants in community

projects on issues concerning the promotion of selfsufficiency within communities.
his book.

The Politics of Education:

Liberation
about,

As Paulo Freire states in

(1985),

Culture.

Power,

and

"Critical consciousness is brought

not through intellectual effort alone,

but through

praxis - through authentic union of action and reflection"
(p.

87).
This curriculum is designed to be taught in a fourteen

week semester with a total of twenty-eight classes
classes per week).
chapter,

(two

Three classes will be devoted to each

thus allowing four remaining classes for group

presentations and evaluations at the end of the semester.
Map illustrations and other forms of media presentations
are encouraged to be utilized for each chapter.
first chapter,

For the

instructors can begin the historical

introduction with a combination of materials and lecture.
An essential aspect required for each class is for the
instructor to consistently facilitate dialogue with
students as the class analyses critical themes presented in
class.
Each chapter will begin with:
1.

Goals of chapter
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2.

Outline of chapter

3.

Significant themes of chapter

4.

Suggestion of activities

5.

Evaluation of materials and content with students

6.

List of resource materials and other sources.

Chapter 3
Goals
A.

Students will

learn the history of the Haudenosaunee Six

Nations Iroquois Confederacy from an
historical/cultural/economic/social and political
context.
B.

Students will

learn the geographical territories of

Haudenosaunee Confederacy.
C.

Students will learn the significance of the Guswantah,
or the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement from an
international/political and social context.

D.

Students will gain an understanding of the role of women
and men within Haudenosaunee society from a
historical/contemporary perspective.

Outline:
1.

Introduction

2.

Geopolitical characteristics of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy.
A.

Geographical boundaries each respective nation
within the Confederacy.
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B. Cultural/Political elements of the Confederacy as
defined within the context of nationhood.
3.

Kaianerekowa,

or Great Law of Peace

A.

Formation of the Great Law of Peace

B.

Political philosophy of the Great Law of Peace

C.

Explanation of the Wampums in the Great Law of Peace

D.

Functions of the Grand Council

E.

Function of the local councils within each
respective nation.

F.

Functions/responsibilities of men and women
societies as defined in accordance to the
Kaianerekowa.

4.

The Guswantah,

or the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement

A.

Description of the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement

B.

Discuss the Political/social/constitutional
significance

C.

Interpretation of the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement
between Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the European
colonizers.

5.

Cultural Identity
A.

Significance of Indigenous language within
Haudenosaunee society.

B.

Individual/collective identity

C.

Name,

6. Summary

family,

clan,

nation,

Confederacy
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Significant Themes
A.

A common misconception students learn in mainstream
educational

institutions is that Indigenous nations were

a "lawless and uncivilized people" prior to European
colonization.

Most significant is that most Euro-

American/Canadians are ignorant about the historical
relationships between Indigenous nations and the state
(U.S./Canada).

In Chapter 3,

students learn about who

the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

specifically the

Kanienkehaka nation are from historical context.
Emphasis is placed on the worldview of the Kanienkehaka
in regards to their
cultural/spiritual/political/economic/and social
systems.
B.

Mainstream educational systems or history texts written
from a colonialist perspective do not teach students
about the significance of the Kaianerekowa,
of Peace,

or Great Law

which is the ancient constitution of the

Haudenosaunee Confederacy.

Students learn about the

significance of the political/spiritual principles set
forth in the Great Law of Peace.

Students will learn

the significance of the wampum belts which regulate or
govern the way of life within Kanienkehaka society from
a historical/contemporary context.
social/political/cultural view,

From a

students learn how the

Kanienkehaka people continue to function within the clan
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systems as defined in accordance of the Kaianerekowa,

or

Great Law of Peace.
C.

A common misconception is that the Kanienkehaka nation
do not possess the political status of nationhood as
defined in accordance to international standards.
Students learn the political/cultural elements within
Kanienkehaka society that define every aspect of
nationhood.

D.

Students learn the importance concerning the role of
women and men within Kanienkehaka society from a
historical/contemporary perspective.

Students will note

that after careful examination of the Kaianerekowa,
there are various wampums that specifically outline the
duties and responsibilities between the women and the
men societies.

For example,

a common misconception that

is corrected in Chapter 3 is the role of the
Rotiskenrahkete or the anglo-saxon term - "warrior" and
its function within a historical/cultural/spiritual/and
political context of Kanienkehaka society.
Students learn that women have always played a very
powerful and prominent role within all aspects of
Haudenosaunee society.
E.

Most colonialist historical texts fail to include or
describe the significant aspects of the first treaties
made between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,
relating to the Guswantah,
Agreement.

specifically

or the Two Row Wampum Belt

Students will learn that the Two Row Wampum
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Belt Agreement symbolized the social/constitutional and
political relationship that was to exist between the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the various European
colonial governments.
A significant aspect of the Two Row Wampum Belt
Agreement students should examine is the message that
clearly defined the non-interference or imposition of
laws,

religious,

customs,

over another nation.

and government of one nation

Students learn that the

Kanienkehaka nation today continue to base their
struggle for national liberation within the context of
the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement and the Great Law of
Peace.
F.

In Chapter 3,

students learn that cultural identity on

an individual/collective level within the context of
nationalism is reinforced through the traditional
ceremonies.

Indigenous language,

family,

clan systems

and nation that an individual is born into.

Examples of

the Kanienkehaka nation's struggles of resistance
against state repression demonstrates that Kanienkehaka
identity has been,

and continues today,

to be an

underlying factor of the Kanienkehaka struggle for selfdetermination.

This theme is developed beginning in

Chapter 4 and is highlighted throughout the rest of the
dissertation.
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Suggested Activities
A.

Ask students to identify on a map the major political
boundaries that define each nation within the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy.

Ask students in what way

have the traditional political territories of the
Confederacy changed due to the impact of colonization.
B.

Have students analyze and discuss the significance of
each wampum as defined in Arthur C.

Parker's book,

The

Constitution of the Five Nations or the Iroquois Book of
the Great Law.

New York State Museum Bulletin,

1916.

What is the spiritual/political relationship between
each respective nation within the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy?

What is the function of the Grand Council

of the Confederacy?

What is the function of the

government on a local level?

How do the clans function

within the social/political/cultural context?

What is

the role of the women and men's societies as defined in
accordance to the Great Law of Peace?

What is the

significance of the terms as defined in the Kanienkehaka
language to describe the role of the clanmothers
(Otiyaners); the Chiefs
society

(Rotiyaners); and the men's

(Rotiskenrahkete)?

A central theme of

discussion is to examine the social-political
relationship between the clan systems as it relates to
the local and national governmental level.

All final

decisions affecting the community and nation is derived
in the collective consensus of the people in the
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Longhouse.

Through the clan systems, how is this

process of collective consensus achieved?
C.

The book,

Basic Call to Consciousness

(p.

8),

states

that the Peacemaker "argued not for the establishment of
law and order,

but for the full establishment of peace.

Peace was to be defined not as the simple absence of war
or strife, but as the active striving of humans for the
purpose of establishing universal justice.

Peace was

defined as the product of a society which strives to
establish concepts which correlate to the English words
Power, Reason,

and Righteousness."

These were the

guiding political principles the Peacemaker used in the
formation of the Great Law of Peace.

Ask students to

organize into groups and have them discuss what each
concept means to them.

Then have the students come

together as class and have each group provide specific
examples of what the three concepts mean in the context
of the above quote.

Suggestions for Evaluation of Content
A.

Ask students to review the social/cultural/political
significance of the Guswantah,

or the Two Row Wampum

Belt Agreement.
B.

Students should be able to identify the following terms:
Haudenosaunee,
Kanienkehaka,

Kaianerekowa or Great Law of Peace,
Power,

Righteousness,

and Reason,

Guswantah or Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement,

Clanmothers
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or Otiyaner,

Chiefs or Rotiyaner,

the clan systems.

and the functions of

Ask students to review the functions

of the clan systems and other socio-political systems in
the Great Law of Peace.

Chapter 4
Goals
A.

Students will develop an understanding of the main goals
and ideologies in the historical development of colonial
policies and practices in the U.S./Canada.

B.

To examine from a critical perspective the impact of
major colonial policies and institutions within
Haudenosaunee communities.

C.

Students will learn the historical development of
Kanienkehaka resistance against colonial policies and
practices.

D.

To examine current movements within the Kanienkehaka
nation to resist U.S./Canadian policies,

specifically

within the Kahnawake and Ganienkeh communities.

Outline
1.

Introduction

2.

Historical development of major colonial policies

3.

Impact of major colonial policies:
A.

Legal Oppression

B.

Economic Oppression

C.

Impact of colonial institutions
i.

Religious
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ii.

Educational

iii. Political systems
4.

5.

6.

1988-Royal Canadian Mounted Police Invasion - Kahnawake
A.

Description of events

B.

Community's response to state aggression

Helicopter Incident - Ganienkeh March 1990
A.

Description of events

B.

Community's response

Summary

Significant Themes
A.

Chapter 4 briefly examines the major colonial policies
such as the Dawes Act of 1887? the 1924 Citizenship Act?
the Termination Acts of the 1950's? the establishment of
colonial institutions designed to eradicate all vestiges
of Haudenosaunee society to enhance the assimilation
process of Indigenous peoples into mainstream society.
The above themes provide a very useful approach in
stimulating critical thinking and discussion among
students in class.

Analysis and discussion of such

themes will allow students to formulate an
historical/integrative analysis essential to the
understanding of how such colonial policies have led to
existing economic/socio-political conditions within
Indigenous communities.
B.

Themes of sovereignty,
highlighted.

resistance and nationalism are

Kanienkehaka nationalism as a central
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aspect of resistance against colonial governmental
policies has been,

and continues today to be a

consistent and unifying force of resistance among the
Kanienkehaka nation.

Chapter 4 provides several

examples of resistance to state policies within
Kanienkehaka communities.
An exploration of such themes discussed in class will
prepare students to critically examine the implications
of the state's tactics to de-politicize and destablize
Indigenous communities.
C.

Students note how the impact of the state's tactics and
policies led to the development of disunity and
factionalism within Kanienkehaka communities.
example,

For

students learn that the intended goals of

established religious,

educational,

and political

colonial institutions have had a devastating impact
within Indigenous communities.
D.

Chapter 4 introduces students to two current specific
examples that characterize the recent conflictrelationship between the Kanienkehaka nation and the
state:

1)

The 1988 Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Invasion - Kahnawake;
Ganienkeh March 1990.

2)

The Helicopter Incident -

Students learn that state

intervention within the national territories of the
Kanienkehaka nation continues to be consistent policies
of the state

(both U.S./Canada).
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E.

In Chapter 4,

students learn the various inodes of

community resistance and political responses to the 1)
1988 RCMP Invasion in Kahnawake; and 2)
conflict - March,

1990.

For example,

the Ganienkeh

through the

personal interviews of Kanienkehaka women,

students

learn how the Kahnawake community organized on a
collective level.
these events?

What role/s did the women play during

What social impact did these events have

upon the communities of Kahnawake and Ganienkeh?
F.

As explained in Chapter 3,

explanation of certain

documents such as the Guswantah,

the Kaianerekowa,

or

the Great Law of Peace were/are international documents
used by the Kanienkehaka nation to reaffirm their
sovereignty status as a politically independent nation
to the Canadian government.
Students will be encouraged to discuss the international
significance of the mentioned documents and how it
relates to the current economic system based on the sale
of cigarettes within the national territories of
Kanienkehaka communities.

Suggested Activities
A.

Show the video Geronimo and the Apache Resistance
1988.

(PBS)

The video chronicles the life of Geronimo and the

Apache resistance against colonial governmental policies
of forced relocation and assimilation during the 1800s.
Based on the readings and video presented in class, have
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students answer the following questions:

1)

What were

the various modes of resistance and struggles
experienced by Indigenous nations?

2)

What were the

political positions put forth by both the Apache nation
and the Kanienkehaka nation?

Have students give

specific examples of resistance and responses as shown
in Chapter 4 and video.
B.

Ask students to compare historical colonial policies
with the goals and practices of current U.S./Canadian
governmental policies towards the Kanienkehaka nation.
Do they differ?

If so,

explain how?

Have students

provide specific examples from Chapter 4 that support
their views.
C.

Chapter 4 provides a few examples that support the view
that the 1988 RCMP invasion "not only unified the people
but also strengthened and reinforced the traditional
cultural value of collective responsibility which is
vital to the liberation struggles of Indigenous
nations."

Ask students to organize into groups and

discuss what collective responsibility means to them.
How does their view compare to that of the Kanienkehaka
nation as described throughout the dissertation.
Afterwards, have students present to the class their
views and provide examples of the Kanienkehaka nation
perspective.
D.

Have students analyze and critically examine the
positions stated by the governmental/RCMP officials that
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attempt to justify the 1988 RCMP invasion in Kahnawake.
Have students compare the latter's view/s to that of the
Kanienkehaka nation's argument based on the various
political documents discussed in Chapter 3.

Suggestions for Evaluation of Content
A.

Have students review the major colonial policies and
practices that shaped the current
cultural/social/political and economic conditions today
within Kanienkehaka communities.

What were/are the

rationales underlying such colonial policies from a
historical/contemporary context today?

Were such

colonial policies successful in its intended goals
towards Indigenous nations,
Kanienkehaka nation?

specifically the

In what ways did the Apache and

Kanienkehaka nation express resistance to colonial
policies?
B.

Ask students to cite specific examples or stipulations
from the Guswantah,

or the Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement

and the Great Kaianerekowa,

or Great Law of Peace that

supports the Kanienkehaka nation's view of exercising
economic trade i.e.,

sale of cigarettes within the

context as a sovereign nation.
C.

Ask students to explain what collective responsibility
means in relation to the Haudenosaunee Confederacy's
philosophy that the people are always reminded "to think
about the next Seven Generations ahead" when decisions
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are to be made in council meetings in the Longhouse.
Compare this view to that of mainstream society.
Chapter 5
Goals
A.

To introduce students with the events that led up to the
Oka crisis of July 11,

B.

1990.

To examine the factors that shaped political positions
of the Kanienkehaka nation and the Canadian government.

C.

To increase the students awareness of the racial
violence expressed by local Euro-Canadian peoples
against citizens of the Kanienkehaka nation.

D.

Students will develop a critical understanding with the
policy and practices expressed by the Surete du Quebec
police force towards Kanienkehaka citizens.

E.

To examine the role of the media and its attitudes
towards Kanienkehaka nation during the Oka crisis.

Outline
1.

Introduction

2.

Historical background
A.

Description of events

B.

Eyewitness accounts and testimonies of events on
July 11th

3.

Kahnawake community response to SQ assault in
Kanehsatake
A.

Three pre-condition agreement proposal
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B.

Other Indigenous leaders from across the country
support defensive position of Kanienkehaka nation.

4.

Incidents of racial violence expressed by local EuroCanadians against Kanienkehaka citizens.
A.

Nightly riots and demonstrations in Chateauguay

B.

Mobs of local Euro-Canadians hurl stones at caravan
of cars carrying Kanienkehaka families to Lasalle.

C.
5.

Role of media during Oka crisis
A.

6.

Involvement of Ku Klux Klan in nightly racial riots

Images of "warriors" projected by media

Police Violence
A.

Testimonies of police violence in Oka

B.

Testimonies of Kanienkehaka citizens subjected to
police torture.

7.

Conclusion

Significant Themes
A.

The Oka crisis is frequently misconceived by many EuroCanadian citizens and governmental officials as a "new
phenomenon"

or as an "isolated"

incident.

have learned in the previous chapter,
struggles

for Indigenous nations,

Kanienkehaka nation,
today to be,

the liberation

specifically the

have always been,

and continue

a protracted process of resistance against

state repression.
historical

As students

This chapter begins with a brief

introduction to the factors that led to the

SQ police assault upon the women and children of
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Kanehsatake on July 11,

1990.

Eyewitness testimonies

from Kanienkehaka citizens and journalists who were
behind the Oka barricades that morning allows students
to develop a broader perspective in regard to factual
information given by other sources such as the media.
Such factors lead to fruitful discussions for students
in class.
B.

A significant theme explored in this chapter is the
tactics or responses expressed by police and
governmental officials.

For example,

prevention of food

and medical supplies were not allowed into both besieged
communities by SQ police.

What other examples

illustrate how both the SQ police and governmental
officials violated the human rights of Kanienkehaka
citizens?
C.

Another common misconception concerns the myth that
there is no racism in Canada.

What specific examples

are described in this chapter that support the above
view concerning racism in Canada?

What kind of

attitudes or activities were expressed by local EuroCanadian citizens
residents)
Oka crisis?

(i.e.,

Chateauguay and LaSalle

towards the Kanienkehaka people during the
The involvement of the Ku Klux Klan is also

another theme also provides useful discussion in class
as well.
D.

A discussion and analysis of the three pre-condition
agreement is very important in the context of
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international law.

Although this agreement is a binding

treaty made between the Kanienkehaka nation,
and provincial governments,

the federal

students will note how the

state continued to violate the very conditions
stipulated in the three pre-condition agreement.

This

theme provides a very useful discussion for students to
examine in the context of international law and the
political significance of this agreement between the
Kanienkehaka nation and the state.
E.

A brief examination of the role of the media will
enhance the student's knowledge of how the state
utilized the media to promote negative images against
the Rotiskenrahkete.

Students note how the state's

method to utilize the media served to isolate the
Rotiskenrahkete from the rest of the Kanienkehaka nation
as a tactic to deflect the political struggle of the
latter and focus it on a criminal level.

An analysis

and discussion of this theme is significant to
understanding the state's tactic of criminalizing the
behavior of people who are involved in any national
liberation movements.

Suggested Activities
A.

Organize students in groups and have them define and
compare what a)

civil rights means; and b)

human rights.

Have students draw on examples given by testimonies by
Kanienkehaka people in relation to the Oka crisis.

What
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level did the Kanienkehaka nation address their
grievances to governmental officials and why?
B.

Ask students to explain what the three pre-condition
agreement is.

Have them analyze,

compare,

and discuss

the three pre-condition agreement and its political
significance between the Kanienkehaka nation and the
state.

What conditions led to the development of the

three pre-condition agreement?

Suggestions for Evaluations of Content
A.

Have students define what the three pre-condition
agreement is.

What were the three specific stipulations

outlined in this agreement?

What is the political

significance of this document between the Kanienkehaka
nation and the Canadian and Quebec government?
B.

Students should be able to identify the following terms:
a)

civil rights; b)

condition agreement.

human rights? and c)

three pre¬

Ask students to provide specific

examples for each term.

Chapter 6
Goals
A.

To analyze the various policies put forth by the federal
and provincial governments in response to the Oka
crisis.

B.

To examine the concepts of "Gunboat Diplomacy" and
"Policy of Brinkmanship" and their impact on the Oka
crisis.
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C.

Students will develop a critical understanding
concerning the role of the military under the guise of a
"peacekeeping force" during the Oka crisis.

D.

To examine the impact of covert and overt military
operations upon Kanienkehaka citizens of Kahnawake and
Kanehsatake.

E.

To increase the students knowledge about other
Indigenous nations'

struggle against state repression.

Outline
1.

Introduction

2.

Role of Governments

3.

4.

A.

Quebec government

B.

Federal government

Examination of governmental policies
A.

Gunboat Diplomacy

B.

Policy of Brinkmanship

Role of military troops
A.

Negotiations shift from political to military

context.
B.
5.

6.

Role of media as propaganda tool

Examples of covert and overt military operations
A.

Kahnawake Longhouse

B.

Randy Horne attacked by military troops

C.

Tekawitha Island - cite of military attack

September 26th,
A.

TC people endeavor to come home

TC people attacked by military troops
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7.

Summary

Significant Themes
A.

An analyses and discussion focusing on the Quebec and
federal government's policies will demonstrate to the
students that both governmental bodies abdicated all
responsibilities in seeking a peaceful resolution to the
Oka crisis.

What were the response/s presented by the

provincial and federal governments?

What were the views

of other governmental officials to justify the use of
police force against the Kanienkehaka nation?
B.

A comparison and analysis of such governmental
responses/policies to that of the United States
governmental/FBI agents responses during the military
occupation of Wounded Knee in 1973 will encourage
students to critically develop an historical/integrative
analysis concerning current governmental policies
towards Indigenous nations.
In the book, Voices of Wounded Knee,

published by

Akwesasne Notes,

8,

(1979),

Chapters 7,

10,

11,

and 13

describe the negotiation talks between the Oglala Nation
and the governmental officials.
For example,

in reference to Wounded Knee in 1973,

federal officials stated to the press,

"every reasonable

effort at negotiations has failed - every concession
made by the Government has been matched with yet another
AIM demand.

They are seeking violence.

The law must be
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enforced.
ours”

(p.

There is no other way in a society such as
113).

What were the political/military

strategies both U.S./Canadian governments employed
during the negotiation talks in both Wounded Knee in
1973 and the Oka crisis of 1990?

Were there any

similarities or differences as to how both governmental
bodies handled the events in 1973 and 1990?
C.

A critical theme pointed out in Chapters 4 and 5 is
state intervention via police/military forces.

This

theme has been a consistent pattern regarding the
historical relationship between Indigenous nations and
the state.

The Wounded Knee massacre in 1890; military

siege at Wounded Knee in 1973 are examples that have
reflected U.S.
nations.

governmental policies towards Indigenous

Voices of Wounded Knee provides a chronology

of events that occurred beginning with 1868 to May 30,
1973 on page 268.
This theme continues to be a significant aspect for
students to discuss when they examine several examples
of covert and overt military operations conducted in
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake.
Chapters 1,

2,

Compare these findings with

7 and 10 in Wounded Knee which provide

glaring examples of Indigenous peoples forced to live
under military occupation for 71 days.

Students learn

how both governmental bodies pursued policies of
aggression and avoidance as a tactic to shift the
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negotiation process from a political context to a
military context.
D.

The state and the media conducted psychological warfare
among Kanienkehaka people.

What role did the media have

in promoting the agenda of the state/military?

An

analysis and discussion of the reports made in the press
will encourage the students to develop a critical
awareness of how the media was instrumental in
disseminating accurate or inaccurate information to the
public.

Suggested Activities
A.

Have students analyze and discuss the intended goals or
positions as presented by the following parties:
Kaninekehaka nation Sovereignty position paper; b)
Quebec government's position paper; and c)
government's position paper.

a)
the

the federal

Ask students to compare

the findings of each position paper they have learned in
the chapter.

What were the intended goals and or

policies each party pursued in the attempt or avoidance
to seek a peaceful resolution to the Oka crisis?
B.

On August 27th,

Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa announced

that all negotiations were called off with the
Kanienkehaka nation.

All negotiations shifted from a

political to a military context.

What was the role of

the military during the Oka crisis?

What is meant by

"Brinkmanship" from the state/military context?
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C.

Ask students to collect information that reveals the
contradictions regarding the role of the military force
in their role as "peacekeeping force" during the Oka
crisis.

Compare these findings with the role of the

military during the Wounded Knee occupation as described
in Chapters 2,
D.

7,

and 10 in Voices of Wounded Knee.

Show the video Broken Rainbow (1986-87?).

This film

focuses on the contemporary political struggle of the
Dine

(Navajo)

nation against the invasion and

exploitation of their land,

and natural resources.

Over

10,000 Dine people have been forced to relocated due to
the joint venture of the state and multinational
corporate entities exploiting the traditional lands of
the Dine people in Big Mountain, Arizona.

To supplement

readings, have students read Anita Parlow's article,
"Navajo Forced to Relocate" found in Cultural Survival
Quarterly. Vol.
article,

1,

No.

2,

1986; and/or Winona LaDuke's

"Interview with Roberta Blackgoat, A Dine

Elder," in Woman of Power.

Issue Four,

1986.

Based on

the readings and video presented in class, have students
organize into groups and discuss the following
questions:

1)

What is the role of joint state-

multinational corporations and their interests in the
exploitation of Indigenous nations'
nation,

Lakota,

and Dine nation)

the 21st century?

2)

(Kanienkehaka

lands and resources in

What tactics did the government

employ to force the Dine nation to become dependent on
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the government for survival?

3)

How has relocation

affected those Dine who have forcibly relocated from
their homes to those who have stayed?

4)

How has

relocation affected the relationship between the Hopi
and the Dine people? and 5)

Identify and critically

examine the implications of current U.S./Canadian
domestic policies in relation to Indigenous nations of
Turtle Island

(North America)?

Suggestions for Evaluation of Content
A.

Have students review and evaluate the various position
papers put forth by the:
Quebec government? and c)

a)

Kanienkehaka nation? b)

Federal government.

Were they

successful in achieving a peaceful resolution to the Oka
crisis?

What were the rationales behind each position

paper for each party involved?
B.

Students should be able to identify the following terms:
Policy of Brinkmanship? and covert and overt military
operations.

Have students cite examples for each term

identified.
C.

Have students cite specific examples from readings,

and

video that reflect the current governmental campaign to
destablize the economic/social/cultural/spiritual/ and
political aspects of Indigenous communities.
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Chapter 7
Goals
A.

To examine the ways in which Kanienkehaka people
organized themselves inside the communities while living
under military occupation.

B.

Students will develop an understanding of the different
views of Kanienkehaka people concerning the defensive
policies of the Kanienkehaka nation.

C.

Students will critically examine the methods of how
Kanienkehaka people communicated with each other inside
the communities and the outside world.

D.

To examine how Kanienkehaka people both communities
resisted military tactics of psychological warfare.

E.

Students will develop a critical understanding of the
impact of military occupation on Kanienkehaka youth.

F.

Students will develop a critical understanding
concerning the impact of military occupation upon
community members in Kahnawake.

G.

Students will develop an historical/integrative analysis
of other Indigenous peoples' experiences of how
community members organized while living under military
occupation

(i.e., Wounded Knee in 1973).

A look at

other Indigenous peoples' community organizing against
the joint state/corporate entities will also be
highlighted.
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Outline
1.

Introduction

2.

Community organizing - Kahnawake
A. Women establish internal infrastructure i.e.,
kitchen facilities; political, medical and media
task force

3.

Political strategies
A.

Role of Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office

B.

Role of media task force in dissemination of
information to community

C.

Role of community radio - CKRK as an educational
tool

4.

Life behind the barricades in Kanehsatake
A.

Women organizing

B.

People resisting/responding to military
physical/psychological warfare tactics

C.
5.

Youth perspective

Impact of military occupation
A.

Development of policy concerning the welfare of the
community

B.
6.

Unification of factionalism within the community

Conclusion

Significant Themes
A.

Chapter 7 provides students with a description of the
daily lives of Kanienkehaka people living under military
occupation.

How did the people resist military
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intervention?

In what ways were community resistance

and collective struggle expressed by Kanienkehaka
people?

An examination and discussion of the various

modes of community resistance is a significant theme for
students to discuss in class.

Personal observations and

testimonies of Kanienkehaka people behind the barricades
allow students to develop an intimate perspective of
peoples'

thoughts and actions in response to life under

military occupation.

This theme will encourage students

to develop a more critical and political analysis
regarding the impact of state/military intervention and
community resistance and collective struggle.
B.

An analysis and discussion of the various modes of
community resistance is a central aspect in Chapter 7.
Kanienkehaka people in both besieged communities
organized on various levels;

the Rotiskenrahkete dealt

with external security patrols;
instrumental

women were very

in organizing various kitchen facilities;

participated on political level - local/international;
setting up medical teams.

An examination of such forms

of political action strengthened and reaffirmed
sentiments of community solidarity and collective
struggle.
The use of community radio served to heighten the
political consciousness of the people who were cut off
from outside sources of information.

It is important

for students to examine and discuss the significance of
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community radio as an effective communication system to
educate and politicize the community and on issues
affecting the Kanienkehaka nation on a local,
and international
C.

national,

level.

In regards to the welfare of the community,

what factors

shaped or informed community policies socially and or
military?

For example,

what were the responses or

actions of community people in response to armed selfdefence and the establishment of the barricades?

D.

A comparative analysis and discussion of how other
Indigenous nations organized their communities against
state/military intervention;

or against the invasion and

exploitation of state/corporate entities on a political
level will enhance the student's knowledge of the
various forms of grass-roots organizing that Indigenous
nations have been,
Chapters 2

and 4

and continue to be engaged in today.

in Voices of Wounded Knee describe how

people in Wounded Knee organized themselves for warfare.

A look at women's role in organizing various kitchen
facilities and medical units in Wounded Knee is
described in Chapter 4,

(p.

72).

For the students to

get a more personal view of how the people organized
inside Wounded Knee,
and 13
131)

have them read Chapters 9,

in Mary Crow Dog's Lakota Woman.

in Lakota Woman describes

10,

Chapter 9,

11
(p.

intimate details of how

the women played a very powerful and important role as
organizers inside Wounded Knee.
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Looking specifically at the contemporary role of
Indigenous women,

Carol Cornelius's article,

"Native

Women: Working for the Survival of Our People," in
Akwesasne Notes,

Fall,

1982:45; and Winona LaDuke's

interview by Gail Hanlon titled,

"Supporting Our Front-

Line Struggles," in Woman of Power.
Fall,

1991:75-77,

Issue Twenty-one,

contain critical themes that will

heighten the students' analysis and discussion regarding
the contemporary role of Indigenous women as front-line
active organizers within their communities.

The current

increase and use of militarization as domestic policies
combined with the joint venture of state/corporate
entities exploiting the lands and natural resources has
definitely forced Indigenous women into the forefront of
leading resistance movements within their respective
communities.
Ward Churchill's article,

"Last Stand at Lubicon Lake An

Assertion of Indigenous Sovereignty in North America,"
in Critical Issues in Native North America.
Document 62,

Copenhagen,

1988/89,

IWGIA

discusses the

successful political strategies the Lubicon Cree nation
are currently involved in to fight against the joint
venture of the state/corporate entities expropriating
and exploiting the Cree's land and natural resources in
Alberta,

Canada.

A critical analysis and discussion

examining past and current forms of political organizing
among Indigenous nations is crucial to the students'

understanding and urgency of educating the public and
world community about the current struggles for survival
Indigenous nations are confronted with today.

Suggested Activities
A.

Organize students into groups.

Ask students to analyze

and discuss the various modes of community resistance
that were expressed throughout the Oka crisis:
women organized themselves on a political,
economic,

and medical level;

2)

1)

how

social,

the role of

Rotiskenrhakete;

3)

the role of institutions such as the

community radio,

the band council office; and the

Kanienkehaka Mohawk nation office.

Have students

evaluate and present to the class what impact each
aspect had concerning the community.
B.

Drawing from the readings,
presented in class,

discussions,

and videos

ask students to examine the various

roles Indigenous women played and continue to play,

as

active organizers within their respective communities
during the Wounded Knee military occupation in 1973 with
current political movements such as the Oka crisis,
the Dine

(Navajo)

and

struggle in Big Mountain, Arizona.

What was/is the role of Indigenous women today?

What

common themes are projected in readings/videos in
regards to the relationship of Indigenous women to:
the land; b)

their communities?

a)

What are the critical
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or central problems/issues Indigenous women are facing
today?
C.

Have students work on group projects whereby each group
is assigned to conduct research and submit a report
focusing on the current struggles Indigenous nations are
confronted with today.

Then have each group present

their findings to the class giving a historical context
that leads to the current situation today.

Suggestion for Evaluation of Content
A.

Ask students to identify and review the central issues
concerning the current struggles Indigenous nations are
confronted with today?

B.

Ask students to define in their view what grass-roots
community organizing means to them.

What does

collective resistance and struggle mean to them based on
what they have learned in class.

Chapter 8
Goals
A.

Students will develop an understanding of how the
Kanienkehaka nation communicated to the outside world on
a national and international level.

B.

To examine how Indigenous nations organized across the
country to expressed solidarity and support for the
Kanienkehaka nation.

C.

To examine the responses or reactions expressed by
various countries,

church groups and other political
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organizations to the governments of Canada and the
Kanienkehaka nation.

Outline
1.

Introduction

2.

National Responses by Indigenous nations

3.

4.

5.

6.

A.

West Coast

B.

East Cost

Forms of organizing
A.

Blockades

B.

Political demonstrations,

C.

Occupations of buildings

protests

Other activities of political solidarity
A.

Grandmother's Walk

B.

Oka Peace Camp

C.

The Sacred Feather Peace Run

International Context
A.

Countries

B.

Church groups

C.

Governmental organizations

Conclusion

Significant Themes
A.

Chapter 8 introduces students to the spread of
Indigenous nationalism and massive support for the
Kanienkehaka nation on many levels.
nation,

The Kanienkehaka

although physically cut off from the outside

world, were able to successfully communicate information
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on a twenty-four hour basis to other Indigenous nations
and the world community about the daily events that
unfolded throughout the Oka crisis.

The first section

examines how Indigenous nations were able to organize on
a national scale; massive demonstrations took place
within their communities and in the urban areas.
Students will not only learn the various political
strategies expressed by Indigenous nations, but also
examine the impact such tactics had in persuading the
national government and its provinces to think twice
about the use of military force against the Kanienkehaka
nation.
B.

An analysis and discussion of other political activities
expressed by Indigenous nations also contributed to the
heightening of Indigenous peoples' political
consciousness as well.

Examples of the different faxes

and letters from Indigenous nations or individuals sent
to the Kanienkehaka nation office in Kahnawake will
demonstrate to the students how the Oka crisis sparked a
renewed political and spiritual awakening across the
country.
C.

The Kanienkehaka nation office,

Kahnawake territory

effectively informed the world community about the daily
human rights abuses conducted by the SQ police/military
forces against Kanienkehaka citizens.

Based on the

numerous faxes and letters the nation office received,
students will learn how the international community
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condemned the governments of Canada by pointing out how
the specific international laws Canada violated.
An analysis and discussion focusing on the Kanienkehaka
nation's documents such as the Two Row Wampum Belt
Agreement and the Great Law of Peace and other
international covenants Canada is signator to will
encourage students to examine critically how the
governments of Canada have consistently violated the
fundamental human rights of the Kanienkehaka nation
within the context of international law.
Berger's book titled,

Report from the Frontier The State

of the World's Indigenous Peoples.
Survival Inc.,

Julian

Zed Books,

Cambridge, Massachusetts,

Cultural

(1987)

outlines

several international covenants pertaining to the
recognition of the fundamental human rights of
Indigenous nations
jurisdiction,

(p.

262-274).

self-determination,

Issues of sovereignty,
and human rights

provide crucial themes for students to discuss in class.

Suggested Activities
A.

Ask students to collect data from newspapers,

faxes or

letters that illustrate how Indigenous nations and other
political organizations organized within their
communities or urban areas as a means to show support
for the Kanienkehaka nation.
massive demonstrations

What impact did the

(protests,

railway blockades)
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have?

What political/spiritual impact did the Oka

crisis have on the Indigenous communities?
B.

Ask students to compare the various positions put forth
from different countries,

churches and political

organizations in support of the Kanienkehaka nation.
Have students identify and discuss the positions of
other countries regarding Canada's violations of human
rights against the Kanienkehaka nation.
C.

Chapters 4 and 5 in Voices of Wounded Knee describe the
support from other Indigenous nations across the country
and other international support from the world
community.

Have students compare and discuss the

various forms of support expressed by Indigenous nations
and other international organizations based on what they
have learned from this chapter.

Suggestions for Evaluation of Content
A.

Have students organize a round table discussion and ask
them to present proposals that seek to protect and
implement laws that recognize,

respect and affirm the

fundamental human rights accorded to Indigenous nations
within the context of international law.

Have them base

their proposals based on international covenants that
concern the fundamental human rights for Indigenous
peoples.
B.

Ask students to review the significance of international
covenants as it relates to Indigenous nations.

Ask
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students to identify specific stipulations Canada
violated against the Kanienkehaka nation during the Oka
crisis.

Resource Materials
1.

Maps are useful curriculum tools that should be used in
this dissertation because students may not have any
sense regarding the geopolitical boundaries that outline
the aboriginal national territories of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy.

2.

Two recent video tapes have been released on the Oka
crisis:

one is titled, Voices of Oka - A Native

Recounting of the Mohawk Siege of 1990
other is Okanada

(1991).

(1990); and the

Both videos are done by

journalists who were inside the barricades during the
Oka crisis.

Contact:

Office,

Box 645,

P.O.

The Kanienkehaka Mohawk Nation
Kahnawake Territory,

Quebec,

Canada, JOL IBO.

Videos
Geronimo and the Apache Resistance
60 mins.

(PBS)

1988.

Color

This film chronicles the life of Geronimo and his struggle
in the Apache resistance against the United States policies
of forced relocation and assimilation during the 1800's.
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An excellent film that will enhance the students'
understanding of governmental policies and their impact on
Indigenous nations during the colonial era.
Voices of Oka - A Native Recounting of the Mohawk Siege of
1990.
20 mins,

approx.

Color

Although this video is a rough cut,

it provides first-hand

testimonies of Kanienkehaka people who were behind the
barricades the morning of July 11th,
crisis.

and throughout the Oka

Interviews of governmental and military officials

illustrates to the audience their positions and attitudes
of Kanienkehaka people during the Oka crisis.

(See address

stated above for copy of video).
Okanada 1991
30 mins,

approx.

Color

This video also looks at what life was like behind the
barricades in Oka.

Interviews of Rotiskenrahkete behind

the barricades in Oka gives the students a perspective of
the personal thoughts and reactions and analysis from the
Rotiskenrahkete's view about the Oka crisis.

(See address

stated above for copy of video).
Broken Rainbow (1987-88?).
This video examines from a historical context the
resistance and struggles of Dine

(Navajo)

nation against

the governmental policies designed to destablize their
communities.

Emphasis is placed on the current forced

relocation of over 10,000 Dine people from their
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traditional landbase in Big Mountain by U.S. governmental
officials.

A copy of this video can be obtained at the

UMass Audio-Visual Department, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA

3.

01002.

There are many newspapers,

journals,

periodicals,

documents and books that may be useful in assisting the
instructor in teaching this curriculum.
Akwesasne Notes,

For example,

is a newspaper that contains articles

focusing on local,

national,

and international issues

affecting the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,

and other

Indigenous communities.
The Northeast Indian Quarterly is a journal published by
Cornell University that can be a useful tool for
students to conduct research in different aspects of the
history and culture of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy.
The Presentation to the House of Commons Standing
Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. March 12,

1991,

prepared by the Mohawk & Oneida Nations Negotiators
during the Kanehsatake/Oka Crisis is an invaluable
document for instructors to use to examine in-depth
research on the Oka crisis.

The document contains an

analysis of the Oka crisis from the Haudenosaunee
perspective; copies of the various negotiation proposals
put forth by the governments of Quebec and Canada;
Haudenosaunee negotiation documents; the military's
proposals and counter proposals,

faxes,

letters and an
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overall analysis from the Haudenosaunee perspective
charactering the current conflict-relationship between
the Kanienkehaka nation and the state.
The Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Aboriginal Affairs. House of Commons, March
12,

1991,

is an excellent government document for

instructors to use as curriculum materials.

In addition

to the testimonies contained in the above by
Haudenosaunee people,

this document provides other

testimonies given by other Indigenous nations from
across the country concerning the Oka crisis.
A booklet titled,

Bridges and Barricades in Defence of

Mohawk Land. McGill University

(1991) ,

published by the

Kanienkehaka Solidarity Group provides an excellent
brief overview examining on the historical,

legal,

and

economic context of Kanienkehaka national sovereignty.
Wampum Belts published by Tehanetorens,
Indians Museum,

N.Y.

(date?)

Six Nations

is a useful book for

instructors to use in the study and significance of
Wampum Belts concerning the political history and
cultural of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy.

The

Constitution of the Five Nations or the Iroquois Book of
the Great Law, written by A.C.
New York State Museum Bulletin,

Parker,
N.Y.

published by the

(1916)

is another

excellent source for instructors to use as curriculum as
well.

A description and explanation of the wampums

outlined in the Great Law is useful for students
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interested in studying the political philosophy of the
Great Law.
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The
Kaniankehaka
(
Mohawk
Nad on
),
a
memaer
of
the
Haudenosaunas Si* Nations
Iroduois
Con r'seer acy .is
a sovereign
nation within the international, community.
The Kaianerakowa. the
Great
Law
of
Peace
is
the
constitutional
authority
of the
Haudanosaunes Si:*
Nations Iroquois
Confederacy, and as such, is
in accordance with the international Law of nations.
Canada, ( as successor to Great
Britain )
is bound
by the
laws
of
nations
to
respect
and
full full
the obligations to
recognize the validity of
the Two
Row Uampum
Treaty Agreement,
the
Covenant
Chain,
and
other
treaties
made
with
the
Haudanosaunee Si:* Nations Iroquois Confederacy.
Canada, as a member of
the
United
Nations,
has committed
grass violations
contrary to the universal principles enunciated
in the Universal Declaration
of Human
Richts: the Intarnational
Covenant
on
Economic,
Social
anc
Cultural
Rights:
the
International
Covenant
on
Civil
and
Political
Piqhrs:
the
Declaration
of
P-incidles
for
the
Defense
of the Indigenous
Nations and Peoples of the Uestam hg«ni gonere? the
Convention Cn
The Prevention
And Punishment
Of The Crime Gf Genocide: and the
Charter of Economic Rights anc Outies o* States.
In compliance to the Universal Declaration Of Human Pichts
article <7,8); the International Convention On The Elimination Of
All Forms
Of Racial
Pi scr imitation. articles
3Ca ), IZ C L I» ; the
International Covenant Cn
Civil
And
Political
Pichts. article
C(2a); and the Optional Protocol To The International Covenant Cn
Civil And Political Pichts. General Assemaiy Res. CO00 A (XXI) of
December L3S£, Kahnawake, a community of the Kaniankshaka (Mohawk
Nation), a sovereign nation
within the
Haudanosaunee Si* Nation
Iroquois
Confederacy,
and,
within the international community,
have an inalienable right
to file
an official
complaint at the
international
level
with
the
Sub-Commission
on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities or
any other prooer
Unitad Nations institution, in regard to Canada's gross violation
of international human rights by the militaristic invasion of its
state police,
the RCMP,
into the
territory of the Kanienkahaka
(Mohawk Nation) at Kahnawake.
Qn June 1*, 13QS, the position
of the
Kanienkahaka (Mohawk
Nation), Kahnawake
Territory with respect to the invasion of the
Royal
Canadian
Mounted
Police
was
passed,
entitled
The
Sovereignty
Position
of
the
Kan i enkehaka
(Mohawk
Nation')
Kahnawake Territory, of the
Haudenosaunee
Sir
Mat*, errs Irocuois
Con f eder aov ♦ It is attached as Append!* C to this complaint.
Pursuant to
the above mentioned Sovereignty Position of the
Kanienkahaka (Mohawk Nation'* ,
Kahnawake
Territory,
an internal
inquiry
into
the
invasion
of
the
RCMP
was
made
by
the
Kanienkehaka Mohawk Nation Office. Kahnawake Branch. A report was
produced
entitled.
The
P.C.M.P.
Invasion of Kahnawake on June
1st, a ^eoal and Political Analysis. It is attached as Append!:: C
to

this complaint.
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BtmM:

The AOHAKA

fUTion

AUDI

Twe iovtwiAEwr of camam

ANDi

THE aOVCRHHEHT OF QUEBEC

This will confirm our agreement on th» three precondition* towerd'the tolutlon
of dilputli between the Hohivfc Nation sod the government* of Canada and Quebec
In which ill partial egrte that:
1. The government! of Canada »n<f Qoebte agree that there will be unimpeded
acres* of food, clothing, radical luppllei, health care, fuel end the bails
niceiiKIcs of lift to end from Kanehiatike end Kahnawake.
C. The governments cf Canada and Quebec will aniure unrtitrlcted eccen to end
from the Mohawk convnunltlas of K.erv*ha *-V*ku and Kahnawake of splrltuel
leodora, dm moth*r>i chief*, idvliore end attorneys ea designated 0/ the
Mohawk Nation.
3. Till pirtln to this igriement accept tha prnencr of in international loan
Of obltrvert to emure the ImplementacIon of this agreement end to observe
the proem among the partias during which nogot 1 at Ions will be carried out.
This turn will conlat of 24 pirsoni chosen by the International federation
of Human Alghts who will act as obiarveri at Kanehsitike end Kahnawake.
This observer team shell remain in place until such tine n the barncidea
art removed and ill polka / armed forces ire withdrawn.
Each of the
parties to thfa agreement will equally share the cost of expenses incurred
by the International federation of Hunan Right* observer team.
These negotlitlons will commence on the dsy following the placement of the
entlra International observer team.
In witness whereof the parties h»*« c>«so4 this igreement to be duly Signed by
their duly euthorked representrtlvey on August It, 1990.

THE MOHAHK NATION

BSTWUN I

TKI XHTEANATXOHAL MDIKATION or MUHAH AXOMti

AMD l

TltS HOKAHIt NATION

AHO I
JtltO!

’

THI oovwhksht or CANADA
TKI OOUVSANZJ4E1T DU QUfftlC

Tht Hohawk Nation, tht Govtrnatnt of Canada and
within tht frautvork of tht agreement aigned on
praaanot. of an lnttrnational tea* of twenty-four
inpltntntation of tha aaid agreement and to obatrva
durlnf which ntootlationa will ba carried out.

tht aouvarnaoant
Auguat U 1990,
(24) obatrvtra to
tht procaat aaong

du Qulboc
accept tht
eniura tht
tht partita

ThtM ntootlationa will cosmanco on tht day following tht plaoanint Of
lnttrnational obitrvu laaa<

tht

Tht partita to thia agrtenutnt entruet th* international federation of Hunan
Sight! (X.r.H.A.) with tht raaponaibitity of initiating thia obttrvttlon prootaa,
in confornity with tha provision! of thia agreement and Auguat 12 agreement.
Thty will ahart equally tha aaponaat lncurrtd by tht X.r.H.A. In relation to tht
trfanlalng of thin alaalon.
Tht X.F.n.A, aoctptt tht alaalon which if antruatad to it by tht partial to tha
agrttnant.
xt undertaker to organic* at aoon a* poaalbla tht team of twentyfour (14) obatrvtra which it will appoint. Tha Hat of thaaa obaarvtra will oa
transmitted %• each of tht partita.

Tha X.r.H.A, obaarvtra will ba prtacnt during negotiationa and will act «•
obaarvtra at Kantaatikt and Kahnawake In tha tanner contemplated by tht Auguat
12 agrttnant and. oora particularly,, at tht tight (0) obatrvttlon polntfl aa
defined mutually by tht partita in the attached anna* or; in tht dltcrttion of
X.F.H.Jl.. at other aitat whtrt violation* of tha provlaiona of tha igraaatnt of
August 19 art alleged to htvt taken or to bt taking plaet.
Tht mvifcar of tht
derlnsd obatrvttlon point! bay bt changed on tht oonatnt of tlit partita.
Tho X.r.H.A, obatrvtra will ova rate the imoltmintatlon of tht agraoratnt of Auguat
12. 1190, with ragard to tht provisions of pomta 1, 2 and 3. Llelaon offictra
will bt dtiignatca by each of tha partita including t.r.H.A.
Tht X.r.H.A. obatrvtra ahall be tlearl> Idamtlflrd by wtarlng a badlgt end an arm¬
band. Ihty will htvt frtt seed) to both tht fined and mobilt inatallatlena of
tht partita and tht partita will take atl tht nactaaary ttfpa to facllitata the
oarrying out of thtlr miealon and to ensuring thalr aacurity.
,Xn tht tvtnt of difficulty, tht duly uuthorlxtd representative of X.r.H.A. will
rtport irredlattly to tha authorized rtpreegntitivta of tht partita who will
fPProptiattly dtoldt upon tht solutions to bt epplltd in accordance with the
tarot tf tht August 12 agrttnant.
Tht X.r.H.A. cbeorvira will rtiaaln on duty uneil auch tint aa tht birrlcadta htvt
ba«n rtnovtd and all pollea and armod fcreou have baan withdrawn.'
authorised
XN WXTNM8 WOWSOr tha partlae. through-the ln-ttreadl afy of *h#lr dl,l>r •uth?£ifrtpraaentaelvaa, have algntd thia agrtonant, on thia I4h day of August, 1990.

THS X.r.H.A., fcv
THE HOHAHK HATIOH, by

!_

CJs/'4'*

t(
(

'/'jl't'.npjy_i’L„._
t0 / '

the (JOvaamiEHT or canaoa, by_} .._
TH5 aOUVRRMiriSNT DU quiBBC,

ip..

by .

' V"

____

-
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H£UOEI\iaSAURSEE
MOHAWK • OMCXDA -ONONOACA • CAYUCA • SZ*£CA • TUSCAXORA
Mwm ti M*a btunii Iim

- i+dm*US. Kiwwii,

(

.EXTRACTS -FROM
TEE 'SOVEREIGNTY POSITION
OP. TEE
•*ANIENEEHARA (MQEAWE NATION) .TERRITORY
OP

r

EAODENaSACNES SIX NATIONS IROQUOIS'CONFEDERACY
(PRESENTED TO TEE GOVERNMENT OP CANADA, -PROVINCE OP QOEBSC AND
THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIG5TS "FEDERATION; “AUGUST 20.“1990)
"WE WILL PLACE AT TEE TOP OF THE TREE OF GREAT PEACE AN EAGLE,
WHO IS ABLE TO SEE AFAR.
IF EE SEES IN THE DISTANCE ANY DANGER
THREATENING, EE WILL AT ONCE WARN TEE PEOPLE OF THE CONFEDERACY."
■Fran the Great Law of Peace.!-

GREAT LAW OF PEACE
The Haudencsaunee Six Nations people have long had their awn
organized government and society, greatly preceding the arrival
of the Europeans who, along with their descendants, assumed by
usurpation authority of this part of the world.
The government
and society is exercised according to the culture, ways,
traditions, and constitution of the Eaudencsaunee Six Nations
people.
The Great Law of Peace is the Constitution of the Haudanosaunee
Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy, which is composed of the
following nations from east to west:
Kaniankahaka, (Mohawk
Nation},'cneida Nation, Onondaga Nation, Cayuga Nation, Seneca
Nation, and Tuscarora Nation.
It is the traditional Great Law
of Peace that prevails in the territory of the Kanienkahaka (Mohawk
Nation), which has a right to operate without any interference from
any foreign government or nation.
Haudencsaunee Six Natiaons Iroquois Confederacy, of which the
Kanienkehaka (Mohawk Nation) is a part, meets the fundamental
requirements of nationhoodi •
a)
b)
c)
d)

having a permanent papulation
having a definite territory
having a government
having the ability to enter into relations with
other nations
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ITLke the constitutions af many nations: in the world,
.of. Peace includes the fallowingr
a)
b)
c)
d)

the Great Law

the principle objectives of political life
a definition of the main institutions of government..
a derinition of the division of powers
a definition of the relationship between governments
and the people

TWO ROW WRMPUM BELT AGREEMENTS
The Two Row Wampum is an agreement whereby two nations co-exist
travel the River , of Life in peace and friendship
in -a
comprehensive manner it is at once a social, political --and
constitutional relationship.
It can be susmrarized .as follows:
"You keep your laws, ways and traditions in your vessel, -and we
vtil keep our laws, ways and traditions in our vessel; we will,
travel the River of Life side by side in parallel paths (two
rows) which never meet, in peace and friendship, neverixnterf ering
with one another."
Legally, it means that each of the two nations
retains its own respective laws and constitution, and maintains
its own respective jurisdiction.
Neither -of the two nations can
apply or impose its laws over the ether.The Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement has its roots in the arrival of
the Europeans across the great water to this continentXt
became clear to cur people that the Europeans had brought a
different way.
We, the people of the 3audenosaunee Six Nations
Iroquois Confederacy, saw how they acted toward each other,
towards the land and everything that was on it.
We saw that it
was different from what we were instructed in our way under the
fGreat Law of Peace.
We realised that it was not passible to
bring these nations (the Dutch, French, English, and later the
American) under the wing of the Confederacy and the Great Law.
Something had to be done.
Therefore an agreement was drawn up
by which two peoples could live in peace and friendship.
The first people with which the Two Row Wampum 3elt Agreement was
drawn up was the Dutch,
with each succeeding European peoplethe French, the English, the Americans, etc. — the Two Row
Wampum principle was fallowed by cur people.
An early recording
of the Europeans cf the Two Row '-principle was the Treaty of Fart
libany of IS64.
The Two Row Wampum Belt Agreement, in terms of government, calls
for the two nations to deal with each other an equals; it calls
'for separate jurisdictions of the two nations..
Neither the .Six.
Nations nor the Dutch, neither the Six Nations nor the French,
neither the Six Nations ncr the English, neither the Six Nations
nor the Americans, neither the Six Nations nor the British
.Colonial!. Dominica of Canada, were to make laws or force cur
respective ways on each other.
We were to live in peace and
friendship, fully respecting each ethers' rigbts~to exercise
one's own jurisdiction and sovereignty.
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.Item 1 ,p. 1
The relationships
vers etched
in the
minds of our*forefathers.
and it is etched in the minds of our people today.
SOVEREIGNTY

The sovereignty of the kanienkahaka (Mohawk
Nation) is
not only
rooted
in
the
traditions
of the
Haudencsaunee Six
Nations
Iroquois Confederacy — The
Great -Lav
of Saace
"the Two Uov
Wampum,* etc.
■ “it
is also rooted in history, in “the actions of
the Haudenosaunee :Six Nations people:
...they called themselves .a -free people..-.the
country was
still . theirs. .-.and whomever should Undertake to go further
on the subject with them, 'must have a good “army at his back
(Johnson, the year 17S7. NYCO 7:353 .)
"As for the Six Nations having acknowledged themselves
subjects of the English, that I conclude must be a very
gross mistake and am veil satisfied were they told so, they
would not be well pleased.
I know I would not venture to
treat them as subjects unless there .was resolution to make
war upon them, which is not very likely to happen, but I
believe they would on such an attempt, very soon resolved
to cut our throats.”
(General Cage, October 7, 1772. SVJP
12:335.)
Th? people
of Kanienkehaka
are citicsns of the the Kanienkahaka
(Mohawk Nation),
and of
thn Haudenasaunee
Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy.
are
not c'itlz.e«$ of Quebec. Ontario or Canada,
nor are w« c’ititens of New York or the United
States.
Nor have
ve
ever
regarded
ourselves
as
such.
We
have
our
own
constitution, the Creat Law of Peace, and we belong to our Natron
aad our Confederacy.
INTERNATIONAL INOICENQUS RIGHTS
The Kanienkehaka
has rights
under international
lav and in the
international community of nations.
By
its very
existence, the
Haudenasaunee Six
Nations Iroquois
Confederacy has institutions
and constitution, with the
fundamental right to use
and occupy
our original lands.
Also, 'European 'biases in
interpreting the rights of 'aboriginal
and indigenous people under
international .law
have finally come
to . be
carzeeted
in
the
twentieth century, beginning with the
lot ex national Conference Against the Q.iscx tarnation of Indigenous
Peoples
of
the
Americas
in Geneva,
1377.
This conference
produced the "Declaration of
Principles for
the Defense
of the
Indigenous Nations
and Peoples
of the Western Hemisphere."
In
accordance with Article 7 of the Declaration:
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rtem- 1 p.*4‘
"Wo state shall assert or claim to exeretse.any right of
jurisdiction over any indigenous nation or group or the
territory of such indigenous nation os group unless pursuant
to a valid treaty or other agreement 'trebly wd« vtph the
lawful representatives of the indigenous :natioq op group
concerned.
All actions on the part of any scate which
derogate ..from the indigenous nation's ec groups.-plght to
exercise self-determination shall be the proper concern of
existing ' international ibodies
It is the position
of the -Kanienkehaka (Mohawk nation) that no
jurisdiction over
the Kanienkehaka (Mohawk
Shall «v^r be
ceded to Canada (or the United States).
The only Agreement that
can
ever
be
made
freely
with
the .Haudenosaune* Six Nations
Iroquois. Confederacy is one
that is
in accordance with the Two
Row .Wampum Belt'.Agreement.
Canada 1$
a member of the United Nations and sworn to uphold its
principles.
The United
Nations General
Assembly proclaimed the
Universal Declaration
of Human Rights in December 1348.
Article
15 provides for the following:.
1.

Every one has the right to.a nationality nor denied
the right to change his nationality

2.

No one may be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality
or denied the right to change his nationality.

Hbudena.Shvnee
Six
Nations
people
have
rights
accorded every
people in
the world;
the right to our nacicr.alit*/, the righc of
oor nation and confederacy to exist, and the right to
an area of
government
and
society*
Ours
Ls -the strongest natural Isgal
right know to humans:
the aboriginal right.
In San Francisco,

1345,

the

fallowing stateoerrt was

issued*

"We the peoples of the United Nations detarnri.ned to save
succeeding generations from’the scourges of war...and to
reaffirm
faith
in
fundamental
human
rights*..and
c©
establish conditions under which justice and respect for
lav can be maintained...da hereby establish an international
organization to be known as the United Nations."
•The following is from the Great Lav of Peace, the Constitution of
the Haudensaunee Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy, which provided
for
a
United
Nations
long
before
the Europeans came to this
continent:
"I am Deganavidab and with the Five Nations (Later Six
Nations) Rotiyaner, I plant the Tree of Great Peace...
Roots have spread out from the Tree of the Great Peace...
The name of these roots is The Great White Roots and their
nature is Peace and Scrength.
If any man os any nation
outside the Five Nations shall obey the lavs of the Great
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Ttam 1 .g.5
Peace and make known their disposition... .‘they may trace
the Roots to the Tree and if their minds are ‘clean... they
■halt be valcomad to taka ahaitar beneath the Tree of tha
Long Leaves.”
CANADA1 S VIOLATION ' OF INTERNATIONAL INDIGENOUS RIGHTS
The process of recognizing
Indigenous ^rights is ■‘nov Titv ongoing
process
with
the
annual
meeting, every summer
of -the Working
Group
on
Indigenous
Populations,
unaer the
United
nations
Commission on Human Rights in Geneva.
The Working. Group which is
a
permanent
international
institution has
toe
example
examining the
crisis between
our.nation which dame to the world
attention through the S.Q. attack on the pines on July711 J.99G.
We call
upon
Canada
to
consider
Its 'Violent hature
/as it
inevitably must
continue to lead to the kind of confrontation ve
find ourselves in now and wish to avoid in the future.
We confirm the wisdom of
the
Canadian
people • who
support the
rights of our black, yellow and brown brothers and sisters around
the world to own and govern
totally their
own homelands.
That
wisdom must now be extended to the Kanienkehaka people.
If Canada
falls in its wisdom to grow, anc answers us again with
its police or military
we, the
Kanienkahaka (Mohawks)
WILL ANO
MUST defends
our homeland and our people.
That is required un^er
cue law.
This must be
understood,
by
Canada
and
the Canadian
people.
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STEM ’V (ail
BACKGROUND LISTING
DRAFT - ITEMS OF CONTENTION-Short to Lor.?

The statement
provided above
is in all respects consistent vith
the
constitution
o£
Haudenosaunee
Six
Nations
Iroquois
Confederacy and
must lead you -to one conclusion:
at the core of
this
crisis -1^ the
right
of
the
kTanienkahaka
to
selfdetermination.
We,
as
Haudenosaunee
Six
Nations
people
can ■and so have the
ability to renegotiate a relationship bas'ed on the Two Row Wampum
Belt
Agreement
betveen
Canada and Haudenosaunee
Nations
Iroquois Confederacy.
If ve are to "resolve the -present crisis
and In
order* to*avoid
further confrontation
between our
nations "there must be a Peace
Treaty which will define and establish the long tern relationship
between our nations.
This treaty must among other-.things resolve
the following issues.
I

POINTS FOR RESOLUTION
1.

LAND
A definition of Kanie.nkehaka territory historically,
and present as welL as disputed territories.
This
isaae must include the return of our lands and mus-b
consider the implication of joint land use.

2.

RESOURCE RIGHTS
Protection, control, use
and
sharing
of
natural and
renewable resources, including minerals, water, air and
land located within Kanienkehake territory.

3.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
To formalize the ability of the
charter
their
own
economic
territory.
,

4.

Kanienkehake peopLe to
destiny
within
theic

ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP
*Po
reexamine,
redefine
and
renegotiate
economic
agreements
between
all
parties
and
the
people
of
Kanienkehake territory.

5.

RECIPROCAL AGREEMENTS
The ability
of the
Kanienkehake Nation
to enter into
agreements with
trading partners and other nations for
trade, commerce, banking and other business services.
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ITEM II
..BACKGROUND

JURISDICTIONAL DEFENSE
.(EXPANDS. No : 3 ; -ITEM -L).

As illustrated in our position paper on .Sovereignty (Aug. CO
Tile Kanienkehaka (Mohawk Nation) is a sovereign, nation:'
-

having
having
having
having

r

.1990)

a permanent population
a definite -territory
a government
the ability to enter into relations .with other nations
‘

Eaving said this, it follows that jurisdiction over natters that
fall within Mohwk territory is the responsibility of the Mohawk
Nation.
Any action or activity that is within the Law
(Kaienerekowa) is legal not withstanding any law that an external
government may try to apply.
In short. Provincial or Federal laws
do not apply within Mohawk territory.
The incidents that occured on July 11, 19 90 and events leading up
to the attack by the Surete du Quebec are legally within the right
of the no^awk Natian to defend itself under International Law,
including, but not limited to, the Hague Convention of 1907, the
4 Gen'evt Conventions of 1940 , Prccccal 1 thereto, the Vienna
Canvojyti.cn af the Laws of Treaties, decisions of the International
Court of Justice and ail other relevant treaty-based and customary
law.
Canada is a signatory to the 4 Geneva Conventions of 194 9 governing
protection of victims of armed conflict.
Canada has also ratified
Pratacal 1 (armed conflicts arising when a people resist foreign
or alien domination or racism in the exercise of self-determination) .
Legal acts include killing or wounding members of the opposing army,
carrying out economic blockades, destruction of economic inf restructure.
etc.
In this light, the term "amnesty" used to explain why no charges
will be brought is inappropriate.
No charges may be brought because
acts of war are not actionable as criminal offenses unless the acts
violate the Geneva Conventions.
Such violations may include:
-

-

killing or mistreating a PQW?
interference with humanitarian relief (essential food,
medicine for sick or wounded combatants or for tbe
survival of the civiLian population);
-attacking nen-military targets that are'protected? sacred
sites, medical facilities (permanent or mobile), civilian
population centres, schools, etc.
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TAXATION AND TARIFF
The removal of
any
personal,
business .corporate and
retail income
.tax within
Kanienkehake territory.
.The
power .to control and
levy tariffs upon all
goods and
services and
means of
passage throughout Kanienkehake
territory.
.7.

CROSS BORDER IMPLICATION
The reunification of all-kanienkehake territory and-the
removal of
any artificial
boundaries for -Kanienkehake
people.

8.

JURISDICTIONAL DEFENCE
The exclusive aplicapllity of
dux lav *=to Kanienkehake
territory including our ablllty to defend our territory
in accordance
with our
lav and .the Implementation of
the mechanism to resolve
all future conflicts between
our nation through a peaceful negotiated Settlement.

3.

RETURN OF SACRED AND HISTORICAL OBJECTS
eg. Wampums,-pottery,

II.

bones, etc.

LOGISTICS
Representatives of the Mohawk Nation and Canada along
with their
respective advisors and support staff begin
negotiations
under
the
terms
of
this
agreement
immediately upon
the removal of the barricades and the
withdraw! of all pal ice/armed
forces from Kanienkehake
territory.
At
the
first meeting the parties will
establish the agenda, the caeetingtim.es
and places and
the date
of the
first formal
session, to
be held no
later than . one
month
following the
removal
of the
barricades.
2.

All
Issues
contained
in
the
Peace
Treaty must be
resolved and formally ratified by our respetive nations
within three
years.
If at the end of three yeaxs any
issues are not resolved an extension of the time period
can be
granted by
mutuaL consent of both parties.
As
an alternative
either
party
may then
refer
the
outstanding Issue to aa
independent Intexnation. third
party for'resolution.

PROPOSED AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE - PREAMBLE
.ACTUAL ITEM
•UNDER DISCUSSION
The Kanienkehaka approach these negotiations with the view and
firm belief that theirs is and always has'been a sovereign nation
and that their relationship with the other governments in North
America is defined by .the tenets of the Two Row Wampum.
This is
the position affirmed in 'the -Kanienkehaka -Sovereignty Position
Paper presented August .20, IJJO.The Kanienkehaka vi ew the rel ati cnship between'.their Nation* and
the governments of Canada and Quebec as .giving rise to immediate
as well "as short and *long term concerns.' 'They propose that 'the
three parties adopt a COMPREHENSIVE NEGOTIATION FRAMEWORK that
will permit All of them to address these concerns in an expedient
yet Interconnected .nanner that ,*will ^al low tensions to be reduced
while guaranteeing that all issues that divide the Kani enkehaka' *
Canada and Quebec will ultimately be.'dealt with.
The Kani enkehaka identify the long term issues as the substantive
questions that lie at the heart of the dispute or di fferences
between them and the governments of Canada and Quebec and tha^
will affect generations ta come.
The short term questions to be
addressed are those procedural ones that will establish a
•ffame»wr^ within which the long term issues may be addressed,
immediate questions are “the ones that relate to the 1 Lfcel ibcod of
violence and bloodshed and the affected communities' ability to
deal with problems caused by the continued presente of barricades
that impede traffic flow and restrict .suppIres of food and other
essentials.
August 22,

1910.
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FSGPGSS3 AGR£Eh£N7 IN PRINCIPLE
•TC:

The Government of C^njidA

AND TD:

The Government of Quebec

Tc Address the immediate concern of .public safety and-to re•atabiian ‘peacs among -cur-peoples and cur nations the
tCantenkehaKa propose that they and Canada and Duebec acree in
‘principle:
1.

To dismantle the barricades'presently erected at
Kanehsatake and Kahnawake and to replace each with
• a-checkpoint appropri «t€ 4or the purpose-or
ensuring and securing the safety cf the parties5,
resoective communities

-*

To the opening ef roads ;At Kahnawaxe on.terms that
would initially restrict -traffic to emergency
vehicles and to buses travelling cn designated
routes through Kahnawake and that may readily be
expanded by further agreement tc include ether
vehicles and additional routes as negotiations
proceed and depending upon such factors as
practicality , public safety, the good faith of the
par-ties and progress in negotiations:

Z,

Not to take cr to entertain legal proceedings
against people from one ancthers’ communities or
regarded by **ch of the parties as being within
the protection of their respective jurisdietiens
while the negotiations directed teward the
resolution of long term issues and concerns raised
by and amongst the parties continue; and
To develop and to adept a comprehensive
negotiation framework setting the agenda and
establishing the procedure end time frame for
conducting substantive negotiations

with the detai’is to ‘be ' defined and provided for in a formal
agreement or agreements amongst the parties.
The agreement in principle to develop a ccinp-ehenslve negotiation
framework recognizes that the relationship between the
Kanitnkehaka and the governments of.Canada and Quebec has given
rise to immediate and to short and long term concerns. . The
cbiegtive of such a comprehensive negotiation framework., is to
permit All of the parties to address these concerns in an
expecVent yet1 irrtertQnnected manner that will allow tensions tc
be reduced *»hile guar ant »s\ ng that all issues that divide the
kanj;! 3nk

•

Canaa^

and

*»i l 1

ultimately

-;
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toOJ&rM<r DRAFT

BETWEEN:,

- SPECIFICS OF
disengagement
TO BE WORKED OUT WITH-ITEM XII

THE -HAtfDENQSAUNEE MOHAWK NATION
C fCANI £2£K£HaKa)

-ANO-

TH£ GQVZRHM£ET Of CANADA'

'ANDTH£ GQVEFKHEHr Of QUEBEC

MADE SY THE PARTIES oa August 25

io<?0 with * ,h

«.

confroatattoa at Kaaahsataie sad [CalLwia an/to prlndln^/th^laith*LB^t±ZstLj*th3*'%1HU,W1Lri Sstallli3ilitls p»a««fal rslattoaships aaoajsS
parties and the citizens of their respective camnuaities.

*

lW^hffhQ5'KAU5U'lt 25, 1930 th9
wde 311 agreement la principle
la *&ich they agreed that they, oa certain, taro* and condl ttoos. w£uld
rspl&cs tne fiarriCiCies priSdatljr erected aX Saaehsatake and KahaaVake
with checkpoint*, would open roads at Kahnawake atd Eanehsatake, would
refrain frtja tokia^g cr enter t#iai-og legal pro codings agaias't aa« another's
people ■while aescvtAatioa.*- dirsc-ted toward the resolution of loag tern
issues and cacceras raised
.k<a-L^ci^ by
wy dua
and amongst thee coatlaae and
cua w 7c-uLd establish
cs vdgL.l:
a comprehensive nego'tia'tLoa framework. setting the agenda and establishing
fch:e procedure and tine frame far ccnductiag substantl79 negotiations;
AM-D VM£3££kS the parties hare considered it appropriate to address in a
p relimiruary way the questions of the presence of the barricades at Sanehsafcake and Kahnawake and the safety of their respective c ana uni tie 3 while
leanag ta the immediate future the establishneat of a ccaprshensive frame¬
work. and the other natters provided for in their agreeneat in principle of.

August 15 y 1990 >
1.
This agreement contemplates that negotiations amongst all of the par;ties by which the relationship between the Mche-ai Haticn of Eaudenosaonee
(Eanienkefaaka) and the Governments of Canada and Quebec will be defined
Till begin forthwith and. will, be conducted in earnest until terms satisfactory and acceptable to *1? parties hare* been agreed ta.
2.
A3 at August 2«, 1990. or so soon thereafter as it nay reascaably.be ■
accomplished, each cf the parties shall dismantle all barricades it has
erected at Kahnawake and Eanabsatak.e and replace each such barricade with
a checkpoint canned .by its om forces appropriate for the purpose cf ea- *
suring and securing the. sairty cf. the parties' respective communities.
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. proposed prellai.aa.ry Agreement (work-lag Draft)

2Until modified hy further agreement made la writing amongst the par¬
ties, vehicle and rail traffic will be permitted to operate through or in
the Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake as follows;
(a)

Along Route 132 from the border at sainta-catheriae through the
Junction with. Route 138 and across’the Mercier Bridge;
- anyone travelling through the Territory by commercial autobus;
residents of Kahnawake; Mohawks -£-£anieakehaka) of Haudenosaunee
from communities other than Kahnawake; persons with valid paraits issued hy the Mohawk Ration. (Kanienkehaka) of gaudean-*
sauaee including persons designated pursuant to paragraphs 1
and 2 cf the agreement Bade amongst the parties on August 12,
1990; 'ambulances;

(h)

Aloag Route 132-193 from the border at Chateauguay through the
luactlco. with Route 133 and acrosa the Hercier Bridge:
- anyone travelling through the Territory by commercial autobus;
residents of Kahnawake; Mohawks (Kamxenkebaka) of HaudeQcjauoee
froc cat0uait2.es other than Kahnawake; persons with valid per¬
mits1 Issued by the Mohawk Nation (Kenieakehaka) of gnudenosaunae
iacludlag persons designated pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of
the agreement made amongst the parties ca August 12, 1990;
amhul aacas;

(c)

Along rail lines;
- on traffic until modified by further agreement;

<v.

Through any checkpoint;
- residents cf Kahnawake and Kanehsatake; Kohawks (KanienkehaJca) from
other cmmaunities, and friends and allies of the Saudeansaunee
Mo have Nation (Kaaieakehaka) ; persons with valid permits issued by
the ijaudeno saumee
Nation (Kanlenkehaka) lccludicg persoas des¬
ignated pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 c^ the agreement made aaoagst
the parties ca August 12, 1990; axahulances; and
- the checkpoints of .each of the parties shall be saintaiaed and oper¬
ated in such a way an to facilitate and promote'the movement of
goads and people and within the spirit o-f this agreement,

.

9

th«'parties agree and undertake that until the negatiatioQS contem¬
plated by thin agreement have been concluded and teras satisfactory
and acceptable to all parties have been agreed tc,! neither Canada nor
Sjuebec nor the Haudenosaunee Mohawk Nation (Kamieakehaka) , acr their
servants, agents or agencies nor anyone else acting on their behalf
or pursuant to their respective lavs shall;
(arrest,

search, impriran or otherwise detain any person;

(ty -search,

seise or detain property of any persao;

(cj

invade the privacy cf any person;

proposed pralislaary

Agreegent

(gorklng Draft)

Pas* 5

(d)

lay charges against or otherwise subiect any person ta -criainal prosecution or'to dYil proceedings: or

(a)

entertain criminal or civil prosaedings against _any persoa

by reason af or an. account.af bis or ‘her all egad inTdiTaceot
-parti cipatloa, whether direct or indirect, in tba ,coc3 traction'or erection of
aaintenance of barricadas or blocisadaa at Sanahsatalce or Kahnawake vhether before, durian or aftar July 11, 1990. aad, eithout Uniting tba -gen¬
erality of. tie foregoing, associated with, founded upon or arising out
of actions taken by tie £anienkahaka of Saadancsaunee Xchawk Hatlon or
otbar citineas of tbeir consunitiaa that bare led to tba negotiations
con tenplatad by this agreenent and this agreenent say be relied upca as a
cause of action or raised as a defease by any parson subjected to such
action, process or proceedings.
IK WIBfZSS WHSS33P tba representatives of tba parties duly Authorised to
do so have affined their hands this 25th day of August ‘1990.

The Haudenosaunee Ratable Xatisn
(Kanieaicahaka)

The coraraaect of Canada

Tba Gorecnnaea-i of Quebec
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rTEM IV

.. MASTER AGREEMENT
’’ DRAFT
TO 3E‘SIGNED AFTER ALL ITEMS ARE 'DEALT WITH'
-IN TREATY FORM.
Subject to terms and conditions arrived at■ throughout:discussions,
negotiations between The Mohawk Nation, Canada and Quebec, .since July
11, 1990 (ie. 3 preconditions signed August 12, 1990 and the agreement
in principle signed _) ... Canada, Quebec .and .the.Eaudenosaunee
Mohawk Nation hereby agree to the fallowing:
T.

2.

That relations will'/be established .between -the .'parties consistent
with the Two Row Wampum and other "treaties .
LAND:
a- Immediate traasf er -of the -67 -Acres -and -the Golf •••.Course-in
dispute to the Eaudenosaunee Mohawk Nation in Eanehsatake.'
b. Process commitment to resolve ocher outstanding land issues
(ie. Blue Mountain, The Commons, The Brothers, Parc Paul Sauve,
the Marina, Lands for Sale by non-natives, etc.) within a. 1
year time period ini&itahad upon signing o: this agreement.
c. Process commitment to resolve comprehensive land issues o£ the
Eaudenosaunee Mohawk Nation at • Kanehsatake .
d. A definition of Kanienkahaka territory historically to be
developed in a mutually agreed process between the Mohawk
Nation and Canada.
e. Moratorium on development of land (specified on a., b.)

3.

POLITICAL RELATIONSHIP:
A commitment to develop a Framework Cor negotiations regarding the
political relationship between Canada and Eaudenosaunee Mohawk
Nation and Canada.

4.

OTHER MATTERS :
a. commitment to negotiate the social, economic and cultural
relationship between-Canada and the Eaudenosaunee. Mohawk Nation
' either within the Land Restitution Process, the Political
Relationship Process, or in a process developed specifically
for these matters.'
b. an independent, impartial inquiry regarding the nature and
ciretnastances relating to the confrontational incident at
Ranehsatake on July 11, 1990.

i
»
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• Item rv
Page 2
5.

TERMS FOR PEACE AND FRXENSHIP:

•To address the immediate concern o£ public safety-and to
re-establish peace among our peoples .and.our..nations the .Kanienkehaka
propose that they, and Canada -and Quebec agree to:
.a.
b.
c„
d.
e*
f.
S.

dismantling of barricades .by .all .parties
vifchdravl of armed forces by all /.parties
establishment of protocol for normalisation ~of ^traffic ^access
jurisdictional 'defense,
non—provocation
appeal mechanism

RATIFICATION COMMITMENT:
a. Canada and Quebec are committed to present this signed
agreement respectively to the Federal Parliament and the Quebec
National Assembly for ratification.
b. The ELaudenosaunee Mohawk Nation will provide for ratification
under procedures prescribed in the Great Law of Peace
(Kaienerakowa).

Signatures

Dated

Attachments:

1 Maps 2 Position on Sovereignty
3 Treaties
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RATIONALE/LrNKAGE
MOHAWK NATION DOCUMENTS
PRESENTED TO CANADA-QUEBEC. . .
August 2Sth, -L330

'The fallowing explains the rationale and linkage of the documents
submitted by the Mohawk Nation to the federal government of Canada and
the Quebec provincial government, via their respective representatives
at the negotiating table, Mr. Bernard Roy and Mr. Alex Patterson.
It must be noted at the outset that consistent with the pre-conditions
agreement signed by Ottawa and Quebec - though not fulfilled by either
we are totally committed to dealing with the elements of Blockades and
Barriers, in a manner that must protect our security and our rights.
ITEM 1 - SOVEREIGNTY POSITION
The Sovereignty Paper (Item 1) draws its essence from the Constitution
of the Six Nations Confederacy while also- presenting an historical
perspective and linkage to contemporary International law and
concepts.
It is a "support" document that frames the contentious
short-term issues that led to the potential mass murder of Mohawks of
Kanesatake on July 11, 1990.
It also expresses, in microcosm, the
Legally and morally justifiable position held by Mohawk people tracing
back over a thousand years to the formation of the Confederacy - and
beyond. *
Freedom for the people of the Mohawk Nation is not a negotiable item.
Freedom has been bred into the very spirit of our people from the
beginning of time.
In that context, the 2QQ. years of European
oppression here have been a second in time, whose moment is one.
In a
global sense, the "Red" man generally and the Mohawk, in particular,
are...expressing their need for liberation in the same way that "Black
Nations* and "Yellow Nations" and even "White Nations" in Europe are
inexorably driving towards freedom.. At the centre of all of our
differences is cur inalienable right-to freedom.
It is from the
disease of denial of this inalienable right that the symptoms arise.

ITEM 1(a) - DRAFT - POINTS OF CONTENTION - SHGRT/LONG TERM
• •.

This item lists some of the long-term symptons of discontent and
conflict that have, been forced on the Mohawk peopLe, virtually since
the arrival of ti\e EuropeanAs a distinct Nation since L867, Canada
has continued the, process of denying our people our sovereign rights
on our tend, wthin the content of oar Constitution.
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Page'2
the long fears areas of conflict listed in ’ this :section would be
negotiated over a more extended time frame, after the "peace process"
■ has cleared the way of the short-term paints of difficulty contained
in Item III.
ITEM II - JURISDICTIONAL DEFENSE
This section is 'an expansion .of number-8 nf tl (a):
Following the historical setting of Item I, ;it grounds the Mohawk
Position in the most contemporary terms,'that-reject the-very-notion
of "amnesty" between nations, and includes listing of acts-that-are
criminal in the international sense.
By such international .accords,
Canada has committed and continues to commit .‘.crimes and .'atrocities *
against the people of the Mohawk Nation of the Eaudenosaunee and in
fact against all -Indian- Nations
north of the .boundary -with .the
United States.
ITEM III - PROPOSED AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE - STEP ONE
This is the first item on the agenda at negotiations.
It relates to
the immediate issues of lifting barricades, opening roads,
restrictions on leg'al actions from either side, and a commitment to
d«al with the longer term items touched on in Item I and presented in
greater detail in Item IV.
Without the restrictions on legal actions* any lifting of barricades
would lead to wholesale arrests and the complete rejection of
everything our people have fought for and a return to what the
government calls 'normalcy'.
That means abandoning the very notion of
. Nationhood .
It means opening the doors to more of the last 2QQ
years of oppression.
It is a rather simple document that reasonably and logically will lead
to the respect for the rights of Canada, Quebec.and the Mohawks.
This item is steo one in the process.
ITEM III (a)

- WQREING DRAFT - SPECIFICS OF DISENGAGEMENT - STEP TWO

This is the second steo in the process.
It begins.to spell out .the
specific sequence or disengagement. * The fine detail work of roads,
barricades, check points could conceivably be handled by a grouc
composed of Mohawk men, -the Canadian. Amy, and the International Human
Rights Federation.
This group would be in regular contact with the
political elelments of our Nation.
This section would be dealt with when Item III is agreed to.
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Page ‘3
ITS!. IT - DHATT MASTER AGREEMENT
TZlLs section, in draft form/ • cant .a Lss all major 'items .from 'immediate
to long term.
Upon, the completion of all aspects, a treaty .of .peace
would be signed with
tbat -embodies tbe "Two -.Sow. Wampua* concept
of mutual respect and mntnal .agreement-, not .to interfere in .any -way
with each other’s systems, be they political, economic or cultural.
T'rr’y 7- £ '7^ _

These are government statements given to cur people'at KanesataJce.
They contain very short term items. '-'The negotiators have ‘-no • mandate
to deal with the issues most important to us, such as: (a) - no legal
prosecution of our people for defending their legal and moral'right to
sovereignty, (b) no long-term commitment to traditional lands and the
reunification of our people, beginning on the Canadian side of. .the
■border*.
In fact, the federal and provincial ■ negotiators" -are not negotiators
at all.
They had a simple mandate.
Give a few parcels of land to
Mohawks; lift the barricades, surrender arms and arrest Mohawks.
The
alternative is: "Kill Mohawks!"
Our people are cammitt ed to freedom.
free.

We have to be free.

We will be
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STATEMENT BY BERNARD rot. federal negotiator
ON AUGUST 21. DURING THE DISCUSSIONS

The position of the Government of Canada has always been and
continues to be dictated by Its desire to deal with long held
grievances by Mohawk leaders and the community of Kaneaatake.
In September of 1989, the Government of Canada negotiated a
framework agreement. Regretfully, approval of the agreement, which
was going to be sought from Band members by March 1990, was
never given.
The Government of Canada remains committed to the
Implementation of that agreement which wns freeiy negotiated, to
building on It and to improving IL
More specifically, the Government of Canada has always been and
continues to be ready to acquire more land In Kaneaatake.
The Government of Canada Is prepared to turn over to the
Kaneaatake Mohawks the ownership of the land on which the golf
course was to be extended as well as same adjoining land and the
Indian Cemetery.
Tile Government of Canada recognizes the inadequacy of the land
base at Kaneaatake as a problem that must be resolved urgently.
Finally, the Government of Canada Is prepared to address the social
and economic needs of Kaneaatake.
These commitments and undertakings constitute the mandate given
to me by the Government of Canada as its principal negotiator with a
view of resolving these outstanding issues.
However. I repeat to you today what has always been the position of
the Government of Canada sln^e the beginning of the crisis In July of
1990. There
be no
ur discussions on Issues of substance
and on process with representatives of the community of Kaneaatake
(Including members of the Lunghouse) addressing ail of these points
and any related issues as long as the barricades remain and firearms
are used to provoke negotiations.
That's the position of the
Government of Canada.

STATEMENT BT AJLEX S. PATERSON
ON AUGUST 21. DURING THE DISCUSSIONS

The position of the Government of Quebec la contained In the letter
of the Ministre del6gu6 aux AITaires autochtonea of July 27, 1990
with the exception that the words “the police forces" on page 2.
number 4 should be changed to “the Canadian Armed Forces" and
paragraph 7 on page 3 has been replaced by the Agreement of the
parties on August 12. 1990.

Alex Paterson
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FROM THE PEOPLE AT THE TREATMENT CENTER AT KANZHSATAEE
SEPTEMBER 2S, 1990
The Mehawk people and their allies are leaving the Treatment Canter
gs heme te continue the struggle for the land.
This struggle has brerught the issues of the land te the attan ticn
of the Canadian publi c and the world, NOW it is time to taka i t to
the political level, w« have tried te da that ior tha last two
months 'thfouga"nage::Laticns 'biit' the governments have not had tha
same mandate.
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney has stata in Parliament before tha
Count- / and the world that he and his government are willing to
daal with tha long term issues of land and land rights that tha
Mohawk people have been seeking to deal with since this struggle
started in early march.
This has
w<= are leaving to tell the world the real story of the governments
at Quebec and Canada not willing to negotiate a fair and Just deal,
not the story that has been portrayed by both those governments and
the media.
Me are going hone to continue work within cur own nation, the
Confederacy, other Indian Nations, Canada, the international level
and the world.
No one, especially tha governments of Quebec and Canada can take
away the victory that has been won by tha people at tha treatment
center at Kanahsataka, we have made major soaps forward ih bringing
tha land rights issues to tha world attention, never again will the
governments of Quebec and Canada be able to treat the Indian people
of Canada as a mare thorn in the sida of this country.
Tha Indian
people of this country must be traatad with the respect and dignity
that we as sovereign nations that have never been defeated deserve.
Since the attack an our people July 11, 1990 w4 have held off the
Surete da Quebec, tha Canadian Army, the Quebec government and the
Canadian government.
Me have always negotiated in good faith and
we have been lied to and denied basic fundamental human rights.
Tha International Federation of Human Rights has witnessed all tha
violations that have boom committed against us try* tha Surete dm
Quebec, the Canadian Army, tha Quebec government and the Canadian
government.
j

Me came here to defend the Haudanosaunee position to defend the
land, we have committed no crimes in defending cur land.
Me are
leaving hare with heads held high with pride and dignity in having
dafended the land and tha Haudanosaunee position. Me cannot accept
Canada's program of self -government as we ore already a sovereign
nation.
Me have committed no crimes and . if tha governments of
Canada and Quebec chose to process us as criminals within their
laws we axe FCLITTCAL PRISONERS NOT CRIMINALS.
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COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Sub-Commission an Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection
of Minorities
Wording Group on Indigenous Peoples
Eighth session
23 July - 3 August 1990
Item 5: Review of Developments
Presentation by the Kahnawake Mohawk Delegation
I am speaking on behalf of the Mohawk Nation at Kanesatake and Kahnawake tc
update the
members of
the Working
Group on the situation as it presently exists.
The chiefs,
the
cl anno tiers
and the people of
the
Mohawk nation send you greetings.
We bring you a message of Peace and Hope despite
the
violent events which have been brought upon our people by
the Government of Canada.
This meeting of
the Working Group is both timely and
necessary in reviewing the developments in relation to
the
Indigenous Peoples.
We need a forum to inform people
about
the events which
are shaping the lives of the
Indigenous
Peoples throughout the world.
At 5:30
a.m. on
Wednesday, July 11, 1990,
some
500
heavily armed Quebec Provincial Police attacked and violent¬
ly assaulted the men,
women, children and elders of
the
Mohawk Nation at Kanesataka.
The attack consisted of
teargas, concussion grenades and automatic weapons into
groups
of mostly women and children.
The assault came
as
five
women were performing a tobacco-burning ceremony handed down
to us by our ancestors.
The women avoided death by hugging our mother the earth
which they were
attempting to
protect.
Other Mohawks
present were saved from harm when a gust of wind blew the
tear-gas back at the police.
The police
retreated helter-skelter,
leaving behind
vehicles, equipment and carrying a fellow officer who was
felled by their own bullet.
Since that time, Quebec Provincial Police and the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police have surrounded Kanestake,
blocking
all access, and have began to restrict food, medicine and at
times water in order to break the spirit of the people.
What is the reason for such a situation? The neighbor¬
ing municipality of
Oka wanted to
extend a nine-hole golf
coursa into a eighteen-hole course onto the lands claimed by
the Mohawk Nation.
The Canadian Government, the Quebec Government and the
justice system prefers to
support the land speculations,
shady politicians who grow rich and affluent off the
lands
which traditionally belong to the Mohawk Nation.
We, the Mohawk
Peoples, consider ourselves
to be one
Nation with our own population, land area,
constitution,
laws, language and the ability to make agreements with other
nations. When one
nation is
attacked,
all Mohawks
are
attacked.-
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Immediately fallowing tda
assault an Kanestake,
the
sister Mohawk community at Kahnawake blockaded all roads and
bridges passing through its territory to precast the violent
attack on our brothers and sistars. We honestly believe our
actions have prevented further attacks upon our brothers and
sistars at Kanesata.ke.
The community at Kanesatake
is surrounded by hundreds
of police,
and there
are calls by some provincial
and
federal politicians to call in the Canadian Armed Farces
to
use farce in the opening of the roads.
Another Mohawk Nation, Akwesasne,
is so heavily occu¬
pied by police that our brothers and sistars could not do
anything to help.
At this
very moment,
and for the last twenty days,
regular access
to
food,
medicine and clothing has been
denied in the two communitias.
Ambulances have been delayed
from tan minutas to one and a half hours with no discretion
on the urgency of the patients.
Some patients could not leave because the police did
not allow them to return after treatment.
The Quebec Human Rights Commission released a document
datad July 24, 1990, stating the following:
1. an ambulance carrying a person suffering from chest
pains was held up for twenty minutas at a police barricade.
2. A mother with her three young children was prevented
from bringing in bags of groceries for her family.
3. A person bringing clearly labelled prescription
drugs was detained for four hours.
4. Individuals who are aboriginals or who appear to be
aboriginals
are being subjected to abusive
checks
and
harassment at police barricades.
In Canada's statement to
the Working Croup dated July
30, 1990, it was said that
there was no policy to restrict
access to food.
The availability of food was definitely on
the negotiation table.
It was being used by the Government
to get concessions from the Mohawks. As evidence, we have in
our possession a
taped conversation between Claude Quinn,
Senior Officer in charge of the Quebec Provincial Police
at
Oka. and Walter Oavid,
a spokesman from Kanesatake:
The
police said: «We told you since
the START as soon that you
would do something,
any action that would show your good
faith, any intention of making efforts, to negotiate with the
SQ in order-to
obtain those objectives,
that on this
side
that SQ would take action so
that some food or people
that
you need to help you can get cleared through the barricade.
So far as I told no
answer from our people. Tt^s not that
SQ doesn't want you to have the food in the trucks,
what
we're tailing you, is show us some action on your.part
that
you want
to
solve the
situation and the truck will go
through the
barricade.a (Attached to our written submis¬
sion. )
IS seems very clear from the above taped conversation
that the Government and the police are using food as
a
tactic in negotiations.
By denying the Mohawk people access
to food, Canada
is violating one of the most basis human
rights which is included in the International Bill of Human
Rights, article 25, which states in part: a&veryone has
the
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right to a standard
of living adequate
far the healed
and
well beia? of
himself and of his
family, including
food,
cloching, housing and medical care.»
Canada has
attempted Co
take a
leading role
in
Che
fighc again.se apartheid.
What the world dees noc raalina is
Cdac Che roots or
ede system of
apartheid began wied
Can¬
ada's Indigenous policies and legislation.
While Cde
world
condemns cde situation in South Africa, the world community
has not focused its attention an Cde roots of apartheid in
cde country of its origin.
Hunan rights violations are
a matter of
international
concern.
These
are
not
internal
domestic
disputes
but
rather the result of colonization where one nation
attempts
to suppress another nation.
Canada has shown the world that
they are incapable of supervising themselves.
International
supervision such as a dispute
in Kaaesatake leaves no
roam
for the Canadian government to state publicly that food was
not an the
bargaining table.
With independent observers.
Countries dealing with the rights of Indigenous Peoples
are
forced into the
realm of reality.
The Mohawk. Nation
would
welcome international
observers
into
their
territory
to
monitor and observe any negotiations.
We have confidence in
the justice of our cause and in the integrity of our people.
We have no qualms about our involvement in the international
observation team.
We are
secure
in our view of
our own
sovereignty, why is Canada reluctant to allow observers?
Cur people have been denied freedom of movement, denied
access to employment and arbitrary search and detainment by
the police.
Cur women have been subjected to body searches
by male police officers.
International organizations such
as the
International
Committee of the Red Cross have indicated their willingness
to become involved; they are only waiting for the
approval
of the
Canadian Government
to
do so.
The
International
Federation of Hunan Rights is also capable and competent to
become involved. In
1986 already,
Gil Remillard,
Quebec's
International Relations
Minister,
stated that
the
United
Nations should step in to help Canada's Native peoples. Also
at the time, Quebec's Justice Minister, Kerb Marx, said: «We
are prepared .to negotiate as
a people with another people.
That means we are
ready to negotiate
as the Quebec
people
with the
Mohawk people,
with the
Huron people,
with
the
Montagnais people
and so
on. In
other words,
it will be
negotiation between two sovereign peoples, a
The Federal Government's intention to purchase the land
in dispute
validates the
action of
the Mohawk people
to
defend their territory.
The purpose of any legal
system is to maintain a
just
society.
The Me hawks were put in a position of trying to
maintain their rights in the face of a system which has
not
been sympathetic to
the rights of
the Indigenous
Peoples.
The recent Federal Government initiative to right the
wrong
suffered by
the
people
at Xanesatake
for
the
last
two
hundred years must
be extended to
bringing peace into
the
area.
A measure of peace, not punishment, will be
achieved
by the
recognition of
the Mohawk’s
initiative to
protect
thezr land agazmst outside aggression.

It is tile
Canadian Government who wants to negotiate
with guns in their hands.
As described by many other Indi¬
genous representatives from across Canada, violence against
Indigenous Peoples is not uncommon.
If indigenous peoples
took the
same position as Canada —that there
can be ' no
negotiation under duress or lntimlndation—
there would
never be any negotations in Canada.
It is: the Canadian * Government who is sabotaging nego¬
tiations, as is evidenced by the following: The Department
of Indian Affairs is
trying to undermine whitespread indi¬
genous support
for
the Mohawks by misinformation.
At
a
recant meeting, the Micmacs of Newfoundland were informed by
federal officials that the cost of settling the Oka dispute
would come out of
regional budgets. The direct
implication
of this for the Indigenous nations is that each will pay for
the position the Mohawk people has taken. It is an attempt
at blackmailing through the use of monies belonging to
the
Indigenous nations, in order to bring us into line with the
federal Government's interests.
The situation
at Kanesatake and Kahnawake continues
unchanged. Trust between the Mohawks and the Government of
Canada cannot be at a
lower point.
There is little confi¬
dence in the Government of Quebec and its ability to control
its police force.
There is always a possibility of provoca¬
tion or an accident which could produce a blood bath between
the two opposing forces.
We appeal
to
the members of the Working Group
to
recommend to the Sub-Commission to ensure that a delegation
be sent
into situations
involving armed conflict between
states and indigenous peoples.
We realize
that we are
calling upon the United Nations
to undertake a new type of
initiative but we feel that Indigenous Peoples all over the
world are increasingly facing armed conflict within their
territories.
We strongly believe in the value of peace.
We
are a peaceful
people who have shared our lands, but the
pressures upon us has brought us to this point.
In our own
constitution the
great law of peace,
warring nations
are
asked to use
a good mind and a good heart to bring both
sides to bury our weapons.
The Mohawk people have buried their weapons of war
against the^Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca and Tuscarora.
Because we have agreed to respect one another and to respect
each others' laws, we have been able to
live in peace for
centuries.
The philosophy of the Great Law is
for the people to
use reason to keep in mind the children .-and..the
children's
children, to keep in mind that violence is not a solution to
problems. It is
our duty to understand each other and to
co-exist with each other.
Once we have reached this mutual
respect and co-existence, we can bury our weapons under the
great tree of peace.
This philosophy is what made the Six
Nations Confederacy a strong and viable structure which has
lasted for centuries.
The message of our peacemaker was not
only for Indigenous Peoples; it was meant that we share our
knowledge and philosophy with all peoples.
Our way of
reaching a peaceful co-existence is
to offer a place under
our tree of peace. It is for all of us to give respect and

dignity to each other equally. Only than can the weapons
of
war be buried forever.
Madam Chairman, the incident at Oka is no longer about
land. The
incident has been -prolonged by the Canadian
Government to break the spirit of the Mohawk people.
Madam Chairman,
the Mohawks
find themselves
in
a
desparate situation.
We are surrounded on all sides
by
social, economic and military pressure, and the eyes of
the
world are on tin. The weight is heavy.
Our people are abused, harassed, confined,
segregated,
oppressed, suppressed, slandered, shot at and denied food.
All this is aimed at breaking our spirit. But we will never
surrender. We will never give in.

Palais des Nations, Geneva, 31 July 1390.
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COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Sub-Commission on Prevention
of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities
Forty—second session
Item 5(a) of the Agenda: Elimination of Racial Discrimina¬
tion (a) Measures to combat racism and racial discrimination
and tbe role of tbe Sub—Commission
Statement
made
by
Indigenous Affairs

Mr.

tbe

International

Work

Group

for

Chairman,

During
Nation

and

tbe
tbe

recent

confrontation

Governments

of

betveen

Quebec

and

tbe

Canada,

Mohawk
Mohawks

were burnt in effigy. Anyone resembling an indigenous person
was verbally

insulted and physically harassed.

Also,

police

have abused their powers by exceeding reasonable search and
seizure methods.

It would be easy to attribute these occur¬

rences to tbe tension generated during tbe conflict.
be

said,

however,

that

ominous— existence,

they

have

a

more

It must

permanent

—and

since they are fostered by tbe suprem-

ist and racist ideology of organizations such as tbe Ru Klux
Rian,

which

flyer

[ att^chedL]

tion

with

are

the

festering

in

all

parts

of

tbe

country.

A

recently handed out by the RHR in connec¬

conflict

at

Oka

reads:

«For

more

than

400

years we have been tbe masters. We constitute tbe demograph¬
ic majority.

Are we going to let ourselves be bossed

about

by tiie country's cultural minorities?>*
Tbe International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs

is

concerned about this resurgence of racism and racial discri¬
mination.

We

concur

with

statements

made

by

different

members of tbe Sub—Commission, who have acknowledged that
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2.

racisa
tions

is
of

again
this

Indigenous

an

tie

rise.

tendency.

Affairs

Tie

wishes

There are numerous
International

to

draw

tie

Work

illustra¬
Group

attention

of

far
tie

Sub-Commission to tie serious situation prevailing in Canada
viti regard to indigenous peoples.
Instances

of

racial discrisination against senders

of

indigenous communities are varied. They occur in all fields:
administration of justice, legislation,
ing land claias.

For instance,

settling of oustand-

tie results of tie inquiries

itto tie Donald Marshall case and tie J.J. Harper killing by
a police officer revealed that tiere is a racial bias witiin
tie judicial system. We have prepared for presentation under
Item

10

a

which have

more

detailed

account

initiated a series

of

tiese

important

cases

of judicial inquiries

across

Canada.
As

a

second

example,

allow us

to mention

tie

Compre¬

hensive'Land Claim Agreement tiat is close to being finaliz¬
ed between
and

tie

tie Dene and M&tis

Government

negotiations
indigenous

of

in tie Hortivest Territories

Canada.

Tie

only

roadblock

in

tie

is tie Government of Canada requiring tiat tie

peoples

in

tie

Hortivest

Territories

give

up

tieir treaty and aboriginal rights in exchange for money and
other
what

benefits.

However,

is most valuable to

treaty

and

aboriginal

indigenous peoples.

rights

are

Removing them

would negate their distinct character as indigenous peoples;
and any requirement made in this sense,
Government

in

the

negotiations

covert form of racism-

as by tie

mentioned,

Canadian

amounts

to

a

For tie Dane nation is not unwilling

to cone to an agreement on a Comprehensive Land Claim;

it
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3

would be

asking

consent, to

the

too

much. of

extinction

tie

of

Dene

its

Nation,

existence

however,

as

a

to

separata

people.
As regards
it should

be

racial

discrimination

through

legislation,

stressed once again that the conflict

at Oka

(Canada) , as already statad by Oran Lyons before the Working
Group on Indigenous Peoples,
tha

right

of

discovery

is rooted in the principle of

which

apparently

Europeans and not to indigenous peoples.
principle,

indigenous

peoples

were

applies

only

In virtue of

dispossessed

of

to

this
their

lands and thus of their status as nations. And it is only on
this

basis

authority
manner,

that
to

the

Canada,

legislata
Indian

through the
over

Act

Indian Act,

indigenous

fails

to

peoples.

recognise

the

can

claim

In

this

inherent

rights of indigenous peoples to their lands and territories,
resources,

spirituality,

cultural practices.

Thus,

governments,

judicial systems,

racism and

and

racial discrimination

have been institutionalised in Canada.
The principle of the right of discovery was discredited
by the International Court of Justice in 1376 in the Western
Sahara case. This decision is a step in the direction of the
recognition of
time to use
ous

the rights of indigenous peoples-

It is

now

it tm rethink the relationship between indigen¬

peoples

and

nation-states,

by

exposing

the

forms

of

institutionalised racism that ware fostered by the doctrine
of discovery.
We cannot concur with a series of statements made about
the International Labor Organisation Convention 163,

quali¬

fied repeatedly as an important step forward regarding the
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4

recognition of indigenous peonies.
be

a

step

forward

in soma

In our view,

areas,

id

is

while it nay

two snaps

backwards

in the areas which are vital to indigenous peoples.

For

the

Convention retains a paternalist and assinilationist outlook
which, cannot be conducive to the elimination of ail forms of
social

discrimination

regarding

indigenous

and

tribal

peoples.
With respect to Hr.

Eida's report contained in Document

E/CT.4/Sub.2/1989/3/Add.
to

ratify

people

Convention

can

accept

it sets are
free

and

fied.

informed

Recommendation 10,

159,

this

far too

1,

we

believe

Convention,

low.

as

that

no

indigenous

the minimum

standard

Indigenous peoples must give

consent

before

this

Convention

With regard to the right of consent.

fatally flawed,

asking States

their

is

rati¬

Convention 159

is

in that it only requires consultation with a

view of obtaining consent. What happens if no consent can be
achieved? The Government has all power to make any decision
in its best interest,

even with respect to ratification.

It has also been said during the discussion of the item
under

consideration,

peoples;

even

the

that

term

-minorities*.

International

Work

voice

connection its

les»

in this

Group

also

of
to

as

regards

Indigenous
reject

Convention
the

for

159,

Convention

has

been

Affairs

are

not

used.

The

wishes

desire to see the tarm

the

Peoples.

In

since this was

to

-peop-

in relation to ‘indigenous

denomination

the qualification

being

peoples

Indigenous

established once and for all

peoples,

wish

Group

indigenous

this

the

connection,

the

wa

also
in

one of the major reasons

of

some

tarm

Working

-peoples*

rejected by

of

of

indigenous

organiza-
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S

ticns

and

communities.

In

our

view,

«ceoples>*

is

unequi¬

vocal -

Conclusion
Finally,

Mr.

Chairman,

it

is

disappointing

to

learn

that the Canadian Government has decided not to present its
biannual

report

Discrimination,

to

the

Committee

on

Elimination

the only United Nations

body

of

able

Racial

to

ques¬

tion a State on its activities to eliminate racial discrimi¬
nation.

Therefore,

follow up on,

it now

falls

upon

the

Sub-Commission

to

and investigate instances of racial discrimin¬

ation in Canada.
v

To conclude,

Mr. Chairman,

the International Work Group

for Indigenous Affairs strongly urges
contribute

to

aspiration

of

This

generating
the

approach

a

new

be

accompanied

fresh

insight,

new

thinking

view,

all

the

objective

with

approach

indigenous peoples

must

the

to
by

removed
of

Sub-Commission to
to

the

legitimate

self-determination.
a

from

vigorous
the

eliminating

energy,

eurocentric

all

forms

of

institutionalised racism. Only then, Mr. Chairman,” could the
survival and development of indigenous peoples as peoples be
assured.
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COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Sob-Commission on Prevention
of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities
Forty-second session
Item 6 of the Agenda
Statement
made
by
Indigenous Affairs

the

International

Work

Group

for

Mr. Chairman,
Food is the most vital essential to the right to
an

essential

Canada,
of

that

and

affluent cotin try of

Kahnawake

until

11

July

1390.

On

that

the Mohawks of Kanesatake took a firm stand to protect

their traditional
as

plentiful in the

an essential that was not lacking in the communities

Kanesatake

date,

is

life,

frivolous

as

lands from being developed into something
a

golf

course.

This

land

is

the

means

of

survival for the Mohawks and for their way of life.
Sinca

11

July

1390,

food has

been

deprived

from .the

communities of Kanesatake and Kahnawake in varying degrees,
as

a means

of

coercing the Mohawks to

give up

their

stand

and to submit to the Government.
While
children,

the
it

deprival

is

of

denied their formula

of

special

food

applied

note

that

to

adults

infants

were

and
being

and other essential necessities.

that the Mohawks were able to get in had to be rationed,
malnutrition was

Food
and

a great concern. The food that arrived at

the beginning of the confrontation, had to be smuggled in by
boat or by backpack through the woods. Cnee it was discover¬
ed

that

started

food

was

harassing

requested

owners

be'ing
the
of

brought
Mohawks

marinas

in
in

not

to

by

motor

their
sell

boat,

motor

police

boats

gasoline

to

and
the
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Mohawks.

Soma owners

snapped selling gasoline to

anyone so

as not to discriminate against the Mohawks.
When

people

cane

the

police

would

food,

through

the

police

completely

extant that they opened all boxes

search

barricades
the

food,

with

to

and stabbed meat,

the

bread,

and other items to check for arms. Most times the food that
got through to the communities was inedible.
As

support for the Mohawks spread across the country,

food was

sent from all

entry into
des,

sectors.

This

food was

not allowed

the communities and sat ratting at the barrica¬

while people

inside went hungry.

The leader of one of

the political parties tried to get food through,
also denied entry.

At one time, at Kanesatake, when the food

shortage was at its peak,
in

and

bread,
crate

was

only

sixty
of

the Red Cross was finally allowed

permitted

liters

oranges

but she was

to

of milk,

for

distribute

sixty

loaves

one crate of bananas

eighty

families.

Another

and

of
one

instance,

donated food was held up while wholesalers who wanted money
for their food were allowed in, and money by that time was a
scarce

commodity

in

the

communities.

Food was

flown

in

on

one occasion to Kahnawake and after that the air space above
both communities was closed, so that food could no longer be
flown in.
Mr. Chairman,
and Kahnawake,
necessary

clothing,

as the Canadian Government claims, why was it

that

negotiations

if food was being allowed .into Kanesataka

the

was

medical

Mohawks

that

there

supplies,

first
be

pre-condition

unimpeded

health

care

to

begin

to

food,

other

basic

access
and

necessities of life to and from both communities.

The
article

Mohawks
25

of

which reads:

ara guaranteed

the

Universal

their right

Declaration

to

of

food

under

Human ' Rights

-Everyone has the right to a standard of living

adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his
family,
This

including food, clothing, hausing*and medical care.**

very

basic

human

right

to

food

has

been

violated

by

Canada with regard to the Mohawks.
Concerning

medical

care,

Mr.

Chairman,

medicines

and

other related necessities had to be smuggled into Kanesataka
and

Kahnawake.

What is

most

disturbing

is

that

ambulances

were delayed at the police barricades without regard for the
\

seriousness of patient’s condition.
to

having guns

ambulances

pointed

—which

at them,

did

nothing

Patients were .subjected

while police searched
to

improve

the

the

patients ’

condition.
Police
Kanesatake

were
and

also

Kahnawake.

searching Mohawk women,
undershorts,
Universal
shall

strip-searching
Mala

entering

police officers were

body-

and men were left standing in their

while police laughed at them.

Declaration

Mohawks

of

Human

be subject to cruel,

Rights

Article 5 of the

states

that

no

one

inhuman or degrading treatment,

yet this was happening on a daily basis.
At the barricades, Mohawks were harassed, detained,
searched.

They were

terms

order

in

constituted

to

police

called
provoke

afficars

-savages**
an

and other

incident.

Even

derogatory

the

(the peaca keepers)

and

legally

instituted

under the authority of the Indian Act were held at gunpoint
and

were

told

by

the

Provincial

-illegal** sidaams at home.

Police

to

leave

their
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Due

to

tile

incidents

at the

farced to remain at home,

barricades,

Mohawks

were

because once you left the commun¬

ity you could not return. Many Mohawks have lost their jobs;
due to their inability to attend work, businesses have been
lost,

and

Kahnawake

the overall
is grim.

the movement
times

of

economic picture

and

These police barricades have restricted

Mohawks

parents who

for Kanesatake

to

and from the community,

found themselves

outside the

so

at

barricades

could not join their children who were inside the community.
Mail was not delivered for two weeks and has since then
only been delivered sporadically.

For thirty-five days,

all

deliveries of gasoline, diesel fuel and prooane was stooped.

\
On one

occasion

in Kanesataka,

life-giving water was

also

shut off.
Articles

13

and

23

of

the

Universal

Declaration

of

Human Rights guarantees the right of movement and the right
of work. These rights have also been violated.

[We hope that

the Mohawk delegation attending this session of the Sub-Com¬
mission shall be able to return to their territory without
any repercussions for their actions.]
During this

period of

time,

all

inherent dignity

and

respect for the Mohawks by the police have been abandoned.
On

14

July

1390,

the

body of

a three-day

old

infant

brought to

Kahnawake for a traditional burial.- The

Provincial

Police

saw

fit to

open

the coffin,

was

Quebec

lifted

the

baby out and searched the coffin, while stricken parents and
grand-parents

looked on.

Only then were they allowed entry

into Kahnawake. Even the Mohawks’ dead are denied respect or
dignity.
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Mr.

Chairman,

incidents
available

that
for

wa

we

have

have

signed

affidavits

of

here,

they

illustrated

consultation

by

the

and

Sub-Commission.

these
are

We

have

further evidenca that these same human rights violations are
continuing
between

despite

the

the agreement signed on

Federal

Government

and

the

12 August

Mohawks.

We

1990
would

like to read two affidavits in this regard (see attached) .
While

the

number of

human rights

violations

has

been

reduced since the arrival of the International Federation of
Hunan

Rights

where

the

as

observers,

observers

then reported to

are

incidents

not

are

present.

still

These

occurring

incidents

are

the I.F.H.R. We are extremely pleased that

the

distinguished

Human Rights Organization,

has

consented

be

to

observers

in

this

the

I.F.H.R.,

dispute;

the

role

which they are playing is of great benefit to all concerned.
It is not right nor is it acceptable that human rights
and

fundamental

freedoms

guaranteed

by

international

and

domestic laws can be suspended at the whim of the Canadian
Government.

Can

so

little

respect

for

human

rights

be

permitted? •
In view of the above-mentioned developments, the Inter¬
national
the

Work

Group

Sub-Commission

investigate

the

Kanesatake.

It

tation

began,

that

to

human
has

and

the

Indigenous
appoint

rights

been
for

tinuous violations
believe

for

a

strongly

Special

Rapporteur

situation

forty-one days

forty-one days

of human rights.

human

Affairs

rights

and

urges

at- Tahxxawaka
since the

there have

been con¬

freedoms

the Mohawks will be observed now or in the future.

and

confron¬

We have few reasons
fundamental

to

to
of
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COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Sub-Commission on Prevention
of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities
Forty-second session
Item 15 of tte Agenda
Statement
made
by
Indigenous Affairs

tile

International

Work

Group

for

Mr- Chairman,
The International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs
wishes to compliment the Sub-Commission on its efforts to
deal with the Mohawk situation. IWGIA also appreciates the
cooperation in which Canada has engaged with the chairman of
the Sub-Commission, the chairman of the Working Group on
Indigenous Peoples, as well as tha Secretary-General of the
United Nations. We feel that their cooperation has been
constructive and an example for future situations.
My name is Atsenhaienton. I am a Mohawk of Kahanwake.
It is a real struggle for me to separate myself from being a
Mohawk to become a spokesman for the International Work
Group for Indigenous Affairs. The United Nations is not yet
equipped for the Government of the Mohawk people to address
directly
the
Sub-commission,
the
Commission
and
other
agencies or arms of the United Nations. However, under the
circumstances I will continue.
This is tha forty-ninth day of the conflict in the
Mohawk Territory. Tha conflict is well known to everyone.
Let us stress but two facts which speak for themselves:
There has been almost no food delivered to the Mohawk
community at Kahnawake for the last six days; and attempts
by tha Mohawks to settle tha dispute peacefully and through
negotiation have been rejected. We are afraid for our
relations across the land known as Canada. We are urging the
Sub-Commission
when
discussing
discrimination
against
Indigenous Peoples, to consider the Mohawk situation as an
example of the 'plight of Indigenous Peoples all over the
world. Tha burden upon the Mohawks is great.
The confrontation involving the Mohawks is a classic
conflict between Indigenous • and non-Indigenous Peoples. Here
you have two governments with their own population, their
own constitution, with their own ways of making and enfor¬
cing laws, with their own culture and language; yet they
occupy tha same space. This is a classic conflict of laws
case which must be settled by discussion and negotiations as
directed by international norms and standards, and not by
force.
Indigenous Peoples across tha world are suffering the
same fate. They are being terminated by outside forces.
Their lands are being destroyed. International Human Rights
experts should be made aware of tha significance of Indigan- 1
ous Peoples in tha world order. They are part of the circle
of life. They are not separate from the circle. Without

people tire earth cannot survive. The destruction of tiie
Indigenous Peoples is really a destruction of tile eartii. Tile
Hunan Rights of all peoples are affected by the actions
against Indigenous Peoples.
Mr. Chairaan, Canada has been a leader in hunan rights
activities around the world and has set high standards for
itself and other countries to aspire to. Canada's actions in
the last seven weeks has lowered these standards in interna¬
tional hunan rights and hence in international hunan rela¬
tions .
The Mohawks have tried and are trying desperately to
arrive at a peaceful resolution of the situation. At this
nonent, negotiations are taking place. Even though the any
is at our gates, we are not negotiating sovereignty, nor a
separate state;
one does not negotiate sovereignty,
one
asserts it. To save the lives of our people, we have had to
give up our demand for neutral international observers at
the negotiations. To allow for the negotiations to continue,
we have had to give up the right to unrestricted delivery of
food and medicines, and the right for the negotiators to
have free access to our communities. If this is not a
goodwill gesture on our part, in order to reach a peaceful
solution of the conflict, I do not know a better one.
We also wish to taka this opportunity to compliment the
International Federation of Hunan Rights for their activity.
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COMMISSION' ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Forty-seventh Session
23 January - 3 March 1991
Item
19;
Report of the Sub-Commission on
Qiscriaination and Protection of Minorities
second session

Prevention a-f
on its fcrtv-

Oral St:at*o«at by the Imtarmational workgroup for Indigenous
Affairs
Mr.

Chairman,

First!

of

all,

the

International

Workgroup

for

Indigenous

Affairs visiles to compliment the members of the Sub—Connission

for

the

work

accomplished

during

its

forty-second

session in the summer of 1990 with regard to the situation
of indigenous peoples.
We are encouraged by the increase in work time allowed
to

the

further

Working
the

Group

work

on

on
the

Indigenous
Draft

Peoples

Declaration

in
on

order

to

Indigenous

Rights,

and ve shall be happy to see this pattern repeated

in

coming

the

session,

although

hopefully

with

improved

services.
We are
project
and ve

of

equally encouraged by the support given to
declaring

1993

the

Year

of

Indigenous

support the resolution being tabled to this

the

Peoples,
effect,

although ve would have wished that the term «peoples>*

—in

the

used

plural—

throughout,

rather

the

singular

«people>*

be

to reflect the diversity of fcultures

and societies.
We

noted

with

satisfaction

that

the

Sub-Commission

shaved a great interest in the conflict between the Canadian
authorities

and

the Mohawk People

over the

issue

of

land.

Assessing the possibility of human rights violations taking
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place,

and

the

severe threat of bloodshed,

the Sub-Commis-

sion took a pro-active stance in order to try to resolve an
immediate
called
crisis,

crisis

for

a

and

situation.

peaceful

The

and

statement

negotiated

requested the Canadian

chairman of the Sub-Commission,

by

the

chairman

settlement

Government

to

the

to keep

the

the chairman of the Working

Group on Indigenous Peoples and the Secretary-General of the
United Nations
we believe,
trying to

informed about the on-going situation.

This,

has had a direct impact on Canada's behavior in

resolve

the situation peacefully.

This

statement

also brought about seven unprecedented meetings between the
Canadian

ambassador to the United Nations and the Chairman

of the Sub-Commission.
The

International

Workgroup

for

Indigenous

Affairs

feels that this action by the Sub-Commission contributed to
preventing the situation from deteriorating.
ce,

In this instan¬

the Sub-Commission was reflecting the now widely shared

opinion

that

human rights

issues

are

not domestic

issues,

and that all means possible on the international level must
be used to * identify human rights abuses and to prevent their
continuation.
We wish to take the opportunity, to express our thanks
to

h.E.

Gerald

E.

Shannon,

Ambassador

United Nations,

for his willingness

Sub-Commission,

in

its chairman, Nr.

of

Canada

to

the

to cooperate with

the

accordance with the requests

voiced

by

Danila Turk.

Nr. Chairman,
Following

the

summer-long

confrontation

between

the

Canadian Armed Farces and the Mohawk people, we wish to draw
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3
0

the

attention

communities

of

of

the

Commission

Kahnawake

to

the

fact

that

are

being

and Kanesatake

the

tvo

heavily

patrolled by polica forces, and that there is severe harass¬
ment

of

Mohawk

Mohawks

and

territory.

injuries
because

This

and arrests.
of

this

any

other

has

person

resulted

Also,

travelling

through

incidents

causing

in

the Mohawk economy is crippled

occupation;

welfare

and unemployment

have

increased dramatically in a segment of the Canadian popula¬
tion where

unemployment

and welfare rates

are

already

the

highest.
Scares af Mohawks are facing trial, stemming from their
effort

to

defend

their

territory.

One

is

bound .to

wander

whether a fair trial can be had, since the Prime Minister of
Canada

and

the

Premier

of Quebec have already made public

statements calling the Mohawks criminals. Allow us to stress
that

the

Mohawks

do

not

have

the

financial

resources

to

secure the best possible legal defence in what are more than
criminal cases,
al,

since they have repercussions on territori¬

jurisdictional,

and constitutional rights —in short the

general situation of indigenous peoples in Canada.
Despite
tions,

despite

policeman,
ity

of

overwhelming

abuse

of

of

power

human
and

rights

the

viola¬

death

of

a

there has been no public inquiry into the activ¬

the

Ministry

police

evidence

of

polica,

nor

Justice.

has

Only

there
a

been an

parliamentary

inquiry

by

committee

the
with

limited jurisdiction and authority is presently investigat¬
ing the Oka crisis.

It should be stressed, however,

that the

credibility of the

statements made by the Canadian govern¬

ment representatives are being questioned and challenged.
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4

Kush

it

be

recalled

that

the

aka

crisis

is

but

cne

instance of a global issue faced by all indigenous peoples,
which, is the land issue ? Five hundred years after Columbus,
Canada

still

invokes

the

justify

her

ownership

entered

into

agreements

cerned,

the

the

of

the

with

of

discovery

land,

the

and

in

order

without

indigenous

to

having

nations

con¬

either Kohawk or Algonquin.

Indigenous
of

right

leaders

Assembly

Grand

of

Council

in Canada -—such as George

First Nations
of

the

cree-—

and Matthew
and

Erasmus

Coon—Cone

indigenous

of

leaders

elsewhere have stated that unless ways are found to protect
indigenous

lands

and

to

prevent

their

spoliation,

there

*

remains
•

a

risk of

to

the

Oka

•

The
strongly
and

other confrontations similar

International
supports

agencies

to

Workgroup

the use of
protact

freedoms of indigenous peoples.

March 1st,

1391

Indigenous

all international

human

Thank you, Kr. Chairman.

for

rights

and

Affairs

instruments
fundamental
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7 August 1990

UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS BOOT EXPRESSES. CONCERN OVER THE MOHAWK CRISIS
Geneva— A United Nations human rights body today expressed concern over the
continuing confrontation between Quebec police and Mohawk people at Oka, Quebec,
and sought assurances from the Government of Canada that it would negotiate a
peaceful solution to the crisis.
The Sub-Comission on Prevention of Pis origination and Protection of Minorities
an expert advisory body to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, took this
action after one of Its members, Halima Warzazi of Morocco, pointed out that the
deadline given to the Mohawks
day.

biw u»

n 11 its

would run out later in the

After a lengthy procedural discussion, the Sub-Commission's ZS members

decided to depart from their scheduled agenda, and invite the Government of Canada
to have a representative available for consultations in the afternoon.

Following

informal meetings among the members, and with the Canadian representative (Ross
Hynes, First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Canada to the United Nations-Geneva),
the Chairman of the Sub-Commission, Professor Danllo TQrk of Yugoslavia, proposed
the adoption' of a statement reflecting the members' concern and the assurances
which had been given by Canada..

While some members felt the proposed statement

should-have been more specific about the nature and urgency of the situation, all
agreed in the end to the original text, which will be included in the Sub-Commission's
annual report to the Commission on Human Rights.
The full text of the Sub-Commission * s statement is as follows:

During the second meeting of the Sub—Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities at its forty—second session,
concern was expressed regarding the situation in Oka, Canada. Ihia was
conveyed to the representative of the Government of Canada, who reiterated
the Government's intention to continue to keep informed Zhm. Chairman of
the Sub-Commission, the Chairman of the Working Group on Indigenous
Papulations, and the Secretary-General, about the process of negotiations
aimed at a peaceful and negotiated solution.
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In a related development, the Canadian Government postponed a scheduled
August 15 appearance before the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of
facial Discrimination (CERD), and withdrew its biennial report from considera¬
tion by the Committee this year.

"

In accordance with the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination, which Canada ratified 20 years ago, governments must
submit biennial reports on the measures they have taken to eliminate racial*
discrimination in their countries.
Canada's ninth report was reviewed by CERD in February 1988.

At that

time, members of the Committee questioned Canadian representatives at length
an Ottawa's failure to recognise Miksaq treaty rights and land claims in Nova
Scotia, and they requested more detailed information to be included in the
Canadian Government's tenth report in 1990-

However, the tenth report, which

was submitted in January of this year, contains no additional 'information an
Native issues in the Maritimes.
The official reason given for the postponement was that Canada was unable
to send representatives from Ottawa to attend the meeting of CERD in Geneva.
According to Russel Harsh, Miksaq spokesman at the UN meetings in Geneva, five
Canadian Government representatives attended the annual session of the Working
Group on Indigenous Papulations in Geneva only last week.

They included three

Ottawa officials, who returned to Canada aver the week-end.
Harsh adds that the Miksaq Grand Council had provided members of CERD with
copies of the final report of the Marshall Inquiry, and that "there was a lot
of interest in pursuing the question of systemic ‘racism in the Canadian criminal
Justice system—and in asking Ottawa for specific commitments on making changes
to protect aboriginal people's lives and rights."
As to the postponement. Harsh says, "it's simply an effort to avoid the
harsh criticism the government knew was due and coming to it."
(Confimation of the above may be obtained from Mr Entat Houshmand, Chief,
Instruments Section, UN Centre far Human Rights,
3952 or 3960 in Geneva.)
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
p*oa*UMMe uNrt on justice and sskvicx
C3MMUON ON T*« PSOOfUMMC TO COMBAT RACISM
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Act-Las Gram on Mohawk Indigenous Secple
TQ:

PQ ISOIGSSGtJS IfTTHOEX

summer ha* beea a time of pais* crisis and hardship for the Indigenous
People of Canada* de crisis arcs* whoa land whoso cwnsrship was a mattsr of
dispute between the Quohsc
v#-isn#wind tsif MoiisviQ dlat^xo© wm soXd for
purpoc#© of coatsrucsis^ a golf court## Slit acciaa uailAOtr&lly i©cri#d ti#
land Haim against hha Mohawks. la response ths Mohawks orsccad barricades to
prevent
an incursion oa land which
was
considered
taersd
ta
thorn
and
cental tod choir ancient burial grounds, do erection of tho harricados iod ta
violaac confreattacioas with tho poliso asd array which aro still continuing.
do main issue is
indigenous people

eae tho coaacruecica of a golf course, but whether or sat
La Canada have tho right of aeih-determination oa thoir

land, da present conflict situacioa ia being exacerbated by the long history
destructive gevorsaost policies,
repeatedly broken promises sad racist
treatment of ail indigenous peoples. Despite the fhet that the barrleases
have boon removed a serious situation still prevails. Tt is ?~or«v»-t

of

tths
Che

mrpqgd.
Cansdi in

Couscil

of

Churehee

baa

bees

very

involved

with

the

Mohawk

Hatlos sad has demonstrated its solidarity by being physically present with
thsa ac the
reserves,
day have
also
writtaa
1attars
to
the
Csasdisa
gavsmaeas urging

s peaceful

resolution

to

the dispute.

Minisart Mulroney the churches declared “behind this

In a leeter ta Prise

pouf 11 at

is

s larger

set

of Mohawk land rights sad self-deearmiaaeiaa issues that have gone unresolved
for over 2QQ years... dare ere over 371 outstanding aboriginal laad claims.
He naiataln that these are issues of justice tha
militaryi solutions." do United Church of
Canada

regal re political aae
has
also
initiated
a

symbolic gesture of support of wearing red armbanrii.
da Mohawks have maintained eloae contacts with the bhnrchaa aad have ealled
epos us ta support their just laadrighca claims. Xu s message seat ta the HCC
they declared "Ours is a just aad honorable position^ It flows from our laws
aad our vmy. Our enemies have nc such honor, day have no such commitment to
the pristaples
living things.

of peace aad
Cur straagth

justice based oa truth sad the equality of all
of
heart,
mind
sad spirit flows
from
these

principles."
Tor
the past several years the HCC has aadorsad Sad passed a number of
resolutions pledging support for indigenous people sad laadrights issues. He
strongly urge you ta take immediate action now to demonstrate solidarity with
the

indigenous

erisisi

people

■■»<*

churches

of

Canada

as

they

face

this

daunting
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